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CHAPTER I

FUNDAMENTAL DEFINITIONS AND PRINCIPLES

1. The velocity of a point is the rate of Its displacement,
so that, if P be its position at time t anfl Q that at time t + At,

PQ
the limiting value of the- quantity -~, as At is made very

t\t

small, ns its velocity.

Sinfce a displacement has both magnitude and direction,

the velocity possesses both also; the latter can therefore be

represented in magnitude and direction by a straight line, and

^s hence called a vector quantity.

2. A point may have two velocities in different directions

at the same instant; they may be compounded into one

.velocity by the following theorem known as the Parallelogram
of Velocities ;

If a moving point possess simultaneously velocities which are

represented in magnitude and direction by the two sides of a

parallelogram drawn from a point, they are
t equivalent to a

velocity which is represented in magnitude and direction by the

diagonal of the parallelogram passing through the point.

Thus two component velocities AB, AG are equivalent to

the resultant velocity AD, where AD is the diagonal of the

parallelogram of which AB, AfJ are adjacent; sides.

If BAG be a right angle and BAD = 0, then AB =AD cos 0,

AD sin 6, and a velocity v along AD is equivalent to the

two component velocities v cos 6 along AB and v sin along AG.

Tfiangle of Velocities. If a point possess two velocities

completely represented (i.e. represented in magnitude, direction

and sense) by two straight lines AB and JSC, their resultant is

L. D. 1



2 Dynamics of a Particle

completely represented by AC. For completing the parallelo-

gram ABCD, the velocities AB, BC aijei equivalent to AB, AD
whose resultant is AC.

Parallelepiped of Velocities. If a ptfint possess ttyree

velocities confpletely represented by three straight lines OA,
OB, OC their resultant is, by successive applications of the

parallelogram of velocities, completely represented by OD, the

diagonal of the parallelepiped of which OA, OB, OC are con-

terminous edges. (

Similarly OA, OB and OC^are the component velocities of OD.
If OA, OB, and OC are mutually at right angles and u, v, w

are the velocities of the moving jfoi&t along these directions, the

resultant velocity is Vwa
-ht;

9
-j-wa along a line whose direction

cosines are proportional to u, v, w and are thus equal t$>

u
'

^-,^ v
'

'

w f

and
Vtt* -r VA + W*

'

Vw* + V2 + W2 VV + V2 + W2
' *

Similarly, if OD be a skaight line whose direction cosines

referred to three mutually perpendicular lines OA, OB, OC are

I, m, n, then a velocity V along OD is equivalent to component

verities IV, mV, nV along OA, OB, and 0(7 respectively.

$. Change of Velocity. Acceleration. If at any instant

the velocity of a moving point be represented by OA, and at

any subsequent instant by OB, and if the parallelogram OABC
be completed whose diagonal is OB, then OC or AB represents
the velocity which must be compounded with OA to give OB,

i.e. it is the change in the velocity of the moving point.

Acceleration is the rate of change of velocity, i.e. if OA,
OB represent the velocities at times t a'nd t + &t, then the

limiting value of -T-T- (i.e. the limiting value of the ratio of the
2!a*

change in the velocity to the change in the time), as At becomes

indefinitely small, is the acceleration of the moving point. As
in the case of velocities, a moving point may possess simul-

taneously accelerations in different directions, and they may be

compounded into one by a theorem known as the Parallelogram*
of Accelerations similar to the Parallelogram of Velocities.

As also in the case of velocities an acceleration may be

resolved into two component accelerations.
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The results of Art. 2 axe also true for accelerations as well

as velocities.
'

4. Relative Velocity. When the distance between two

moving*pofnts is altering, either in direction or in magnitude or

in both, each point is said to have a ^elocity relative to the

otlier.

Suppose the velocities of two moving points A and B to be

represented by the two lines AP and BQ (which are not

necessarily in the same plane), so that in the unit of time the

positions of the points would change from A and B to P and Q.

Draw BR equal and parallel to AP. The velocity BQ is, by
the Triangle of Velocities, pquivalent to the velocities BR, RQ,
i.e. the velocity of i> is equivalent to the velocity ofA together
with a velocity RQ.

B

The velocity ofB relative to A is thus represented by RQ.
Now the velocity RQ is equivalent to velocities RB and BQ

[by the Triangle of Velocities), i.e. to velocities completely

represented by BQ and PA.
Hence the velocity of B relative to A is obtained by com-

pounding the absolute velocity of B with a velocity equal and

opposite to that of A.

Conversely, since the velocity BQ is equivalent to the

velocities BR and RQ, i.e. to the velocity of A together with

the velocity of B relative to A t therefore the velocity of any

point B is obtained by compounding together its velocity relative

to any other point A and the velocity of A.

The same- results are true for
acfceleratipns, since they also

are vector quantities and therefore follow the parallelogram law,

5. Angular velocity of a point whose motion is in

one 01ane.
If a point P be in motion in a plane, and if be a fixed

point and Ox a fixed line in the plane, the rate of increase of
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the angle ^OPjaer unit of time is called the
ajigular veJocity of

P about 0.

Hence, if at time t the angle
xOP be 0, the angular velocity

, . ~ . d0 *
about O is -=- .

at

If Q be the position af'the point *

P at time t + A, where Atf is small,
and v the velocity* of the point at

time t, then

if

ZPOQ = A0, and OP
then

*

r (r + Ar) sin A0 = 2AP0QJPQ . F,

where OF is the perpendicular on PQ.
Hence, dividing by A, and proceeding to the limit when A*

is very small, we have

where jp is the perpendicular from upon the tangent at P to
the path of the moving point.

Hence, if o> be the angular velocity, we have r^w = v . p.
The angular acceleration is the rate at which the angular

velocity increases per unit of time, and

Areal velocity. The areal velocity is, similarly, the rate at
which the area XOP increases per unit of time, where X is

the point in whidh the path of g meets Ox. It

_ 'areaPOQ .
2

6. Mass and Force. Matter has been defined to be
"
that which can be perceived by the senses "

or " that which
can be acted upon by, or can exert, force." It is like time and

space a primary conception, and hence it is practically im-
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pbssible to give-to a precise definition. A body.is a portion of

matter bounded by surges.
* A particle is a portion of matter which is indefinitely small

in^all its dimensions. It is the physical correlative of a

geometrical point. A body which
^s incapable 8f any rotation,

or* which moves without any rotation, may for the purposes of

Dynamics, ba often treated ^s a particle.

The mass of a body is the quantity of matter it contains.

A force i$ that which changes, or tends to change, the state

of rest, or uniform mqtion, of a bo^y.
\ 9

7. If to the same mass v& apply forces in succession, and

they generate the *ame velocity in the same time, the forces

are said to be equal.
If thfc same force jbe applied to two different masses, and if

it pro3uce in them the same velocity in the same time, the

masses are said to be equal.

It is here assumed that it is possible to create forces of

equal intensity on different occasions, e.g. that the force

necessary to keep a given spiral spring stretched through the

same distance is always the same when other conditions are

unaltered.

Hence by applying the same force in succession we can

obtain a number of masses each equal to a standard unit of

mass.

8. Practically, different units of mass are used under

different conditions and in different countries.

The British unto of mass is called the Imperial Pound, and

consists of a lump of platinum deposited in the Exchequer
Office.

The French, or Scientific, unit of mags is Called a gramme,
and is the one-thousandth part <5f a certain quantity of platinum,
called a Kilogramme, which is deposited in ^he Archives.

One gramme = about 15*432 grains

= -0022046 lb.

One Pound = 453'59 grammes.

9. The units of length employed are, in general, either a
foot or a centimetre.
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A centimelye is the one-hundredth part ofa metre which
'

- 39-37 inches
'

3-2809 ft. approximately.

The unit of time is a second. 86400 seconds are* equal to a

mean solar da^, whichtis t^e mean or average time taken by
the Earth to revolve once^on its axis with regard to the Sun.*

The system of unitS in which & centimetre, gramme, and
second are respectively the units of length, mass, and time is

called the C.G.s. system of units.

10. The density of a body, \v^ien uniform, is the mass of a
unit volume of tiie body, so that* if m is the mass of a volume

F of a body whose density is p, 'then wr= Fp. When the

density is variable, its value at any point of the body is equal
to the limiting vftlue of the ratio of the mass of a vely small

portion of the body surrounding the point to the volume of

that portion, so that

p = Lt.y , when F is taken to
be^indefinitely

small.

The weight of a body at any place is the force with which

the earth attracts the body. The body is as'sumed to be of such

finite, size, compared with the Earth, that the weights of its

component parts may be assumed to be in parallel directions.

If m be the mass and v the velocity of a particle, its

Momentum is mv and its Kinetic Energy is $mv*. The former

is a vector quantity depending on the direction of the velocity.

The latter does not depend on this direction and such a quantity
is called a Scalar quantity.

11. Newton's Laws of Motion.

Law I. Every body continues in its state of rest, or of

unifprm motion in a straight line, except in so far as it be

compelled by impressed force to change that state.

Law II. The raite of change of momentum is proportional
to the impressed force, and takes place in the direction in which

the force acts.

Law III. To every action there is an equal and opposite
reaction.

These laws were first formally enunciated by Newton in his

Pnncipia which was published in the year 1680.
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12. If P Hje the force which in a particle , of mass m
produces an acceleration*/, ttten Law II states that

'JP
= X-?-<wt;), where X is some constant,

= Xw/.

If the unit of force be so chosen 4l\at it shall in unit mass

produce unit'acceleration, this becomes P = mf.
If the mass be not constant we must have, instead,

The unit of force, for^thfc Foot-Pound-Second system, is

called a Poundal, aiW that for the C.G.S.%ystem is called a Dyne.

13. The
acceleration

of a freely falling bdfly at the Earth's

surface is denoted by g, which has slightly different values at

different points. In feet-second units the value of g varies

from 32-09 to 32'25 and in the c.as. system from 97810 to

983'11. For tne latitude of London these values are 32'2 and

981 very approximately, and in numerical calculations these are

the values generally*assumed.

If W be the weight of a mass of one pound, the previous
article gives that

W = 1 . g poundals,

so that the weight of a Ib. =s 32*2 poundals approximately.

So the weight of a gramme = 981 dynes nearly.

A poundal and a dyne are absolute units, since their values

are the same everywhere.
*

14. Since, by the Second Law, the change of motion pro-
duced by a force is in the direction in which the force acts, we
find the combined effect of a aet of forces on the motion of a

particle by finding the effect of eacn force just as if the other

forces did not exist, and then compounding these effects. This

is the principle known as that of the Physical Independence of
Forces.

From this principle, combined with the Parallelogram of

Accelerations, we can easily deduce the Parallelogram of

Forces.
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15. Impure of a force. Suppose thafe-at time t the

value of a force, whose direction" is cojfstant, is P. Then the

impulse of the force in time r is defined to be I P. dt.
* Jo*

From Art. 12 it follo
f
ws that the impulse

s the momentum generated in the direction

of the force in time r.

Sometimes, as in the case of blows and impacts, we have to

deal with forces, which are very ^reat
and act for a very short

time, and we cannot measure the magnitude^ the forces. We
measure the effect of such forces by the momentufti each pro-

duces, or by its inr^pulse during the time of its action.

^
16. Work. The work done by a force is equal tp the

product of the force and the distance through which the point
of application is moved in the direction of th^, force, or, by
what is the same thing, the product of fhe element of distance

described by the point of application and the resolved part of

the force in the direction of this element. It therefore =jPds,
where ds is the element of the path of the point of application
of the force during the description of which the force in the

direction of ds was P.

If X, Y, Z be the components of the force parallel to the

axes when its point of application is (#, y, z), so that X =P -T ,

ds

etc. then

j(Xdx

= tlje work* done by the force P.

The theoretical units of work are a Foot-Poundal and an

Erg. The former is the work done by a poundal during a dis-

placement of one foot in the direction of its action ; the lalter

is that done by a Dyne during a similar displacement of one cm.

One Foot-Poundal = 421390 Ergs nearly. One Foot-Pound

is the work done in raising one pound vertically through one foot.
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*

17. Powert The rate of work, or Power, of an agent is the

work that would be donp by it in a unit of time.
* Th unit of power used by Engineers is a Horse-Power. An

agent is said to be Vorking with one Horse-Power, or H.P., when
it would raise 33,000 pounds through ojie

foot per minute.

18. The Potential Energy of a body due to a given system
of forces is the work the system can do on the body as it passes
from its present configuration to some standard configuration,

usually called the zero position.

For example, since the attraction of the Earth (considered
as a uniform sphere of radius^a and density p) is known to be

7 .
~

. ,at a distance x from the centre, the potential energyo *x/

of a link particle at a distance y from the cetre of the Earth,

ta /

),(

4

,

the surface of the earthbeing taken as the zero position.

19. From the definitions of the following physical quantities
in terms of the units of mass, length, and time, it is clear that

their dimensions are as stated.

Dimensions in

Quantity Mass length Time

Volume Density 1 3

Velocity 1 1

Acceleration 1 2

Force
m

1 1 ~2
Momentum *

1 1 1

Impulse 1 1 1

Kinetic Energy 1 2 2

Power or Rate of Work -1 2 - 3

Angular Velocity
'

1



CHAPTER II

MOTION IN A STRAIGHT LINE

20. Let the distance of a moving poisi P from a fixed

point be x at any time t. Let its distance similarly at time

t 4- A be x + A#, ^> that PQ = A#.

The velocity of P at time t
*

PQ= Limit, when A =
0, of -$&v

= Limit, when Atf = 0, of -r-r = -77Ac ac
/7/M

Hence the velocity v = -,- .

etc

Let the velocity of the moving point at time t + A be

v + Av.

Then the acceleration of P at time t

A?J= limit, when Atf = 0, of -r-r
A&

dv

~dt
*

21. Motion in a straight line with constant accelSra-

tion/
Let a be the distance of the moving point at time t from

a fixed point in the straight line.
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dx
Hence, on integration,

=
-^ =/+ A (2),

^jhere A is an arbitrary constant. * *

Integrating again, we have >

^

where B is an arbitrary constant.

Again, on multiplying (1) bj 2-^-, and integrating with
o at

respect to t, we have *

_

where (7 is an arbitrary constant.

These three equations contain the solution of all questions
on motion in a straight line with constant acceleration. The

arbitrary constants A, B, C are determined from the initial

conditions.

Suppose* for example that the particle started at a distance

a from a fixed point on the straight line with velocity u in

a direction away from 0, and suppose that the time t is

reckoned from the instant of projection.

We then have that when t = 0, then v = u and x = a. Hence.

the equations (2), (3), and (4) give

u = 4, a = ,
and %' = (? + 2/a.

Hence we have v=*

and v2 =

the three standard equations of Elementary Dynamics.
t

22. A particle moves in a Straight line OA startingfrom rest

at A and moving with an acceleration whith is always directed

towards and varies as the distancefrom 0; to find the motion*

Let M be the distance OP of the particle from at any
time t ; and let the acceleration at this distance be fix.

The equation of motion is then
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[We have a, negative sign on the ^ght-ha^d side because

<t~ is the acceleration in the directioA of x increasing i.e. jndt

the direction OP
;

whilst /*# is the acceleration towards Q t

i.e. in the direction PQ]

Multiplying by 2
^-

and integrating, we have

(dx\*
*

, n
U) =-^\c-

doc
*

If OA be a, then -77 = when x = a, so that = /ia
2
4- C,

*, etc

'

and

(2).

[The negative sign is put on the right-hand side because

the velocity is clearly negative so long as OP is positive and P
is moving towards 0.]

Hence, on integration,

[ dx-
-/-iJ Vaa

dx x= cos ~

where = cos"1 - + Cl9 i.e. Gl
= 0,

if the time be measured from the instant when the particle
was at A.

When the particle arrives at 0, #ns zero ; and then, by (2), the

velocity
= - a v>. ^Che particle thus passes through and

immediately the acceleration alters its direction and tends to

diminish the velocity; also the velocity is destroyed on the

left-hand side of as rapidly as it was produced on the right-
hand side

',
hence the particle comes to rest at a point A' such

that OA and OA' are equal. It then retraces its path, passes

through 0, and again is instantaneously at rest at A. The whole
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motion of the .^article is thus an oscillation from A to A 1

and

back, continually repealed ov6r and over again.
-
o Tho time from A to is obtained by putting x equal to zero

*

o
a _ 77.

iff (3). This gives cos (V/*) = 0, i.e. t =
^T/T^

The time from A to A' and back again, i.e. the time of a

complete oscillation, is four times this, and therefore = .

This result is independent of the distance a, i.e. is inde-

pendent of the distance from the centre at which the particle

started. It depends solely On the quantity |&
which is equal

to the acceleration at un,^t distance from the centre.
r" '

23. Motion of the kind investigated in the previous article

is called Simple Hc^monic Motion. "

"
2?r

The time, r-
, for a complete oscillation is called the

VA*
r

Periodic Time of the motion, and the distance, OA or OA',
to which the particle vibrates on either side of the centre of

the motion is called the Amplitude of its motion.

The Prequenc^ is the number of complete oscillations that

the particle makes in a second, and hence = ^ ^ r=
=^r Periodic time 2?r

24. The equation of motion when the particle is on the

left-hand side of is

d*x-- = acceleration in the direction P'A
at*

= /*-#= -
fJUC.

Hence the same equation that holds on the right hand of

holds on the left hand also.

As in Art. 22 it is easily sgen that the m&st general solution

of this equation is
*.

# = a cos [V/x + e] ..................(1),

which contains two arbitrary constants a and f.

This gives -r = - a\V sin (V/i$ + e) ...............(2).

n

(1) and (2) both repeat when t is increased by , since the sine
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and cosine of an angle always have the
same^yalue when the

angle is increased by STT.
*

*
Using the standard expression (1) for the displacemnVina

simple harmonic motion, the quantity is cakejl the Ifpoth, the

angle v^tt -f e
ig

called the Argument, whilst the Phase of tfie

motion is the time that nas ^lapsed since the particle was at its

maximum distance in the positiveDirection. Clearly a? is a

maximum at time tQ where V/&4 + 6 = 0.

Hence the phase at time t

Motion of the* kind considered* in
4
this article, in which the

time of falling to a given point is the sairiS whatever be the

distance through which the particle falls, is called Tauto-

chronous.
*

25. In Art. 22 if the particle, instead of being afr rest

initially, be projected from A with velocity F in the positive

direction, we have

Hence

- rt
8
), where 6a = a2 + ......(1),

"*'
7/7

!md tt/p^-cos^-T+Ci, where = -cos~1 r

(2).

From (1), the velocity vanishes when

. o^&

and then, from (2), 9

t\fn*= cos~a ~
, i.e.

The particle then retraces its path, and the motion is the

same as in Art. 22 with b substituted for a.
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'28. Compounding of two simple harmonic motions of

the same period and
ijl

the^ame straight line.

Th# most general displacements of this kind are given by
a cos (nt -f*e) and Wcos (nt 4- e'), so that

OD = a cos (nt + e) -f 6 cos (ra -4- e) >

s= cos n (a cos e 4- b cos e') sin n (a sin 4- 6 sin e
7

).

Let a cos e 4 & cos e' = A cos
J?j

,- .

and asine-ftsine' ^sin E)
............ ^ '*

so that

and tanE a mn ** S1D

et cose 4- 6 cose

Then
"

* x =>*A cos

so that the composition of the two given motions gives a similar

motion *bf the sam period whose amplitude and epoch are

known.

If we draw OA (= a) at an angle c to a fixed line, and
OB (=b) at

an^ angle e' and complete the parallelogram OAOJB
then by equations (1) We see that 00 represents A and that it

is inclined at an angle E to the fixed line. The line repre-

senting the resultant of the two given motions is therefore the

geometrical resultant of the lines representing the two com-

ponent motions.

So with more than two such motions of the same period.

27. We cannot compound two simple harmonic motions of,

different periods.
The case when the periods are nearly but not quite equal, is

of some considerable importance.

In this case we have

x = a cos (nt + e) + b cos (n't + e'),

where ri - n is small, = \ say.* o

Then = a cos (nt + e) + b cos [nfr4- e/],

where e/ \t + e'.

By the last article

a = Acoa(nt+E) .....................(1),

whore A* = a2 + 68 + 2ab cos (e
-

e/}

e
/-'~n)q ......(2),
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, a sin e -f- sin /
and tan E=-- .-^ r

a cos e -f b cos / ^
a 8*n + ^ 8*n E + (*' ft) <] ^""

a cos e -f 6 cos (Y + (r&'
-

nf) j

............

Th6 quantifies A and are now not constant, but they

vary slowly with the time, since ri n is very small.

The greatest value o A is when 5 e' (n' n) = any even

multiple of ?r and then its value is a + 6.

The least value of A is when e e' (n' n^t
= any odd

multiple of ir and then its value is a b.

At any given time therefore the motion may be taken to be

a simple harmonic motion of the same approximate period as

either of the given component motions, but' vvith its amplitude
A and epoch E gradually changing from definite minimum to

definite maximum values, the periodic tiires of these changes
, . 27T
being -7 .6 n n

[The Student who is acquainted with the theory of Sound

maty compare the phenomenon of Beats.]

28. Ex. 1. Shew that the resultant of two simple harmonic vibrations

in the same direction and of equal periodic time, the amplitude of one

being twice that of the other and its phase a quarter of a period in advanc^
is a simple harmonic vibration of amplitude Jb times that of the first and

tan" 1 2
whose phase is in advance of the first by

-- of a period.
ZTT

Ex. 2. A particle is oscillating in a straight line about a centre of

force 0, towards which when at a distance r the force is m . n*r, and a ia

the amplitude of the oscillation
;
when at a distance 'i from 0, the

2i

particle receives a blow in the direction of motion which generates a

velocity na. If this velocity be away from 0, shew that the new amplitude

Ex. S. A particle P, of mass m, moves in a straight line Ox under

\ force mp (distance) directed towards a point A which moves in the

straight line Ox with constant acceleration a. Shew that the motion of P
is simple harmonic, of period ~ ,

about a moving centre which is always

at a distance behind A.
P

JSx. 4. Au elastic string without weight, of which the unstretched

length is I and the modulus of elasticity is the weight of n ozs., is suspended

by one end, and a mass of m ozs. is attached to the other ; shew that the

time of a vertical, oscillation is 2*r ^ / .V ng
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Ex. 5. One erid of an elastic string, whose modulus of elasticity is X
and whose unstretched length is a, is fixed to a point on a smooth
horizontal table and the oth jp end is tied to a particle of mass m which
is lying 6n

%
the table. The particle is pulled to a distance where the

extension of the string is b and then let go ;
shew that the time of a

complete oscillation is
'

Ex. 6. An endless cord consists of two portions, of lengths 2 and 2'

respectively, knotted together, their masses per unit of length being m and
m'. It is placed in stable equilibrium over a small smooth peg and then

slightly displaceJ. Shew that the time of a complete oscillation is

o / 7711 -f* 7?v
' ' '

v (m m')g"

Ex. 7. Assuming that the earth attracts points inside it with a force

which varies ac the distance from its centre, shew that, if a straight

frictionless airless tunnel be made from one point of the earth's surface to

any other point, a train wild traverse the tunnel in slightly less than

three-quarters of an hour.

29. Motion when the motion is in a straight line and the

acceleration is proportional to the distance from a fixed point
in the straight line and is always away from 0.

Here the equation of motion is

Suppose the velocity of the particle to be zero at a distance

a from at time zero.

The integral of (1) is

, where =
/*a

a + A.

(2),

the positive sign being taken in the right-hand member since

the velocity is positive in this case. j

-a'] +B>

Where * = log [a] + B.

,=
log

L. D.
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/. x + Va?2 - aa

Hence, by addition,
r

rf-Jfcs/iT.i +J^i ..................(3),
/ ^

As < increases, it follows from (3)

c

that a? continually increases,

and then from (2) that the velocity continually increases also.

Hence the particle would continually mow* along the

positive direction of the axis />f x and with continually increasing

velocity. %

( -

Equation (3) may be written in<the form

and then (2) gives v = a *Jp, sinh (V/^v).

SO. In the previous article suppose that the particle were

initially projected towards the origin with velocity V\ then

doc
we should have -j- equal to V when #= a

;
and equation (2)

would be more complicated. We may however take the most

general solution of (1) in the form

x = Ce^ t
4- De-^ ..................(4), ,

where C and D are any constants.

(i fr

Since, when t = 0, we have x a and -3- = - F, this gives

a=0+D, and - F = V/I<7-

Hence (7= i
(a

- -p) and J9 = \ (a %-}.2 V V>/ 2V VM/

gives

j-
sinh (V/u.2) ..................(6)

In this case the particle will arrive at the origin when
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Uwhen

u 1
i F-f

when e 5-7- log ^& -
9

-In the particular case when v=*a,*Jp, this value of is

infinity. ^

If therefore the particle were projected at distance a towards

the origin wij^h the velocity VX it would not arrive at the

origin until after an infinite time.

Also, putting F= a */p, in (J>), we have
* _

x=aff-&*, and v =
-jj-

=
-~u*J^.e-*J**.

The particle would- therefore always be travelling towards

with a* continually decreasing velocity, but would take an

infinite time to get there.

31. A particle moves in a straight line OA with an accelera-

tion which is always directed towards and varies inversely as

the square of its distance from ; if initially the particle were

at rest at A, find the motion.

P' P
1

Let OP be #, and let the acceleration of the particle when

at P be ~| in the (Direction PO. The equation of motion is

therefore
7n

-jp
=* acceleration along OPj= ^ ............(1).

Multiplying both sides by 2^ and integiating, we have
ctt

where ~ -f Ct
from the initial conditions.

a
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Suiting, -

the negative sign being prefixed because the motion of P is

towards 0, i.e. in the direction of x decreasing.

/2fju ( / x ,

Hence A/ .
=

/ \/ ax.V a J V a-x

To integrate the right-hand side, put x = a cos2 0, and we
have f

, q
f . 2a cos sin dO

sin

a t (1 -f cos 20) d9 = a (0+ sin 20) + <7j

= a cos"1

A /- 4- Vax - a?
2 + (7

y ft

where = ocos-1

(l) + + C, i.e. <7
a
=0.

Equation (2) gives the velocity at any point P of the path,
and (3) gives the time from the commencement of the motion.

The velocity on arriving at the origin is found, by putting
G = in (2), to be infinite.

Also the corresponding time, from (3),

The equation of motion (1) will not hold after the particle

has passed through 0; but it is clear that then the acceleration,

being opposite to the direction of the velocity, will destroy the

velocity, and the latter will be diminished at the same rate as

it was produced on the positive side of 0. The partite will

therefore, by symmetry, come to rest at a point A' such

that AO and OA' are ^qual. It will then return, pass again

through and come to rest at A.
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The total time of the oscillation = four times the time

from A to = 2?r -p= .

32. By the consideration of Dimensions qfily we can shew that the

al
timeoc . For the only quantities that din appear in the answer are

a and
/x. Let then the time be aP/x.

**Since , ,.
**

rg
is an acceleration, whose dimensions are [] [T]

the dimensions of p are [Z]
3
[T

7

]'
2

; hen:>e the dimensions of a*/i are

Since this is a time we have s
p + 3q= and -2^=1.

.. <7= _ and P&. Hence the required time oc -r~.
2 .2 v A1

33. As an illustration of Art. 31 let us consider the motion

of a particle let fall towards the earth (assumed at rest) from

a point outside it. It is shewn in treatises on Attractions that

the attraction on a particle outside the earth (assumed to be

a homogeneous sphere), varies inversely as the square of its

distance from the centre. The acceleration of a particle outside

the earth at distance x may therefore be taken to be ~ .

oc

If a be the radius of the earth this quantity at the earth's

surface is equal to g, and hence -,
t =*g, i.e. p ~ga\

For a point P outside the earth the equation of motion is

therefore

dte_ go?

dP
--

If
........................W'

If the particle started from rest 'at a distance 6 from the

centre of thje earth, this gives

and hence the square of the velocity on reaching the surface of

the earth = 2<7afl
-

|j (3).
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Let us mm assume that there is a hole going down to the

earth's centre just sufficient to admit of the passing of tbe

particle.

On a particle inside the earth the attraction can be shewn

to vary directly as tli3 distance from the centre, so that the

acceleration at distance & from its centre is ^x, where /^a its

value at the earth's surface g.

The equation of motion of the particle when inside the earth

therefore is

and therefore f-rr) = - P + CL
\dtj a,

Now when a = a, the square of the velocity is givon by (3),

since there was no instantaneous change of velocity
rat the

earth's surface.

On reaching the centre of the earth the square of the

velocity is therefore ga (8
j- j

.

34. Ex. 1. A particle falls towards the earth from infinity ; shew

that its velocity on reaching the earth is the same as it would have

acquired in falling with constant acceleration g through a distance equal
to the earth's radius.

Ex. 2. Shew that the velocity with which a body falling from infinity

reaches the surface of the earth (assumed to be a homogeneous sphere of

radius 4000 miles) is about 7 miles per second.

In the case of the sun shew that it is about 360 miles per second, the

radius of the sun being 440,000 miles and the distance of the earth from
it 92,600,000 miles.

Ex. 3. If the earth's attraction vary inversely as the square of the

distance from its centre, and g be its magnitude at the surface, the time

of falling from a height h above the surface to the surface is

. . /~m V 5+A
where a is the radius of the earth and the resistance of the air is neglected.
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If A be small compared with a, shew that this result is approximately

BA-

35. It is clear that equations (2) aijd (3)* of*Art. 31 cannot

b true after the particle has passed 0; for on giving or. negative
values these equations give

1
impossible values for v and t.

When the particle is at P', to the left of 0, the acceleration

is CTj7a , i.e. *~ , towards the right. Now
-j-

means the accelera-

tion towards the positive direction of x. Hence, when P' is on

the left of 0, the equation of motion is

d?x
__ /i

~dt*

~~

a*
'

giving a different solution from (2) and (3).

Thfe general case can be easily considered. Let the accelera-

tion be
fji (distance)

71 towards 0. The equation of motion

when the partfcle is or^ the right hand of is clearly

When P' is on the left of 0, the equation is

-53
= acceleration in direction OA

dP

These two equations are the same if

2o i 1
i.e. if n be an odd integer, or if it be of the form ~- =

, where

p and q are integers ; in these cases the saijie equation holds

on both sides of the origin ; otherwise it does not.

36. Ex. A small bead
9 of mass m, moves on a straight rough wire under

the action of a force equal to mp times the distance of the bead from a fixed

point A outside the mre at a perpendicular distance a from it. Find the

motion if the bead start from rest at a distance c from the foot9 0, of the

perpendicularfrom A upon the wire.

Let P be the position of the bead at any time *, where

OP**x and AP**y.
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Let R be the normal reaction of the wire an$ /ii
the coefficient of friction.

Resolving forces perpendicular to the
wirjj,

we have

R =mny sin OPA

C> JL
a

A1

Hence the friction piR
The resolved part of the force mpy ,loug the wire

( = nipy cos OPA =mpx.

Hence the total acceleration=
/:

The equation of motion is thus

so long as P is to the right of 0.

[If P be to the left of and moving towards the left, the equation o

motion is

d?x--a=acceleration in the direction OC

( a;), as in the lasx/ article,

and this is the same as (1) which therefore holds on both sides of 0.
]

Integrating, we have

where = -
/* (c

-
/iia)

2+ 0.

and therefore, as in Art. 22, N/iT^= cos" 1^^: -fC^,
C-fAl

where O-ros^^^-j-Ci, t.. Ci0.
c-^a

.-. VM^cos-1^^^........................... (3),
; -A*I

(2) and (3) give the velocity and time for any position.

From (2) the velocity vanishes when x - /*!= (c

i.e. when x** c= 0(7, and when # -
(c
-

i.e. at the point C', where 0(7'=c 2a/*i,

and then from (3) the corresponding time

I
i / ,\

-j- cos""1 (I) =
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The motion no1^ reverses and the particle comes to jest at a point C"
on the right of where OC"% 00' -'2/Aja

= 00- 4/^a.
%
Finaliy,.when one of the positions of instantaneous rest is at a distance

which is eqflal to 05 lisa than /^a from 0, the particle remains at rest.

For at this point the force towards the centre is leas Mian the limiting

fription and therefore only just sufficient fricfion will be exerted to keep
the particle at rest.

It will be noted that the periodic time
-j-

is not affected by the

friction, but t^B amplitude of the motion is altered by it.

37. Ex. A particle, of mass
jpi,

rfsts in equilibrium at a point N,
being attracted by two forces equal to nip* (distance)* and mp'

n
(distance)*

towards two fixed centres f) and 0\ If the particle bjs slightly displaced

from N, and i n be positive, shew that it oscillates, and find the time of a

small oscillation.

Let 0(?a, ONd and^O^cT, so that

H
n
.d~*p,'

n .d'n (1),

since there is equilibrium at N.

(2).

Let the particle be at a distance x from N towards 0'.

The equation of motion is then

ijf*(d'-x)*...... (3).

If x is positive, th^ right-hand side is negative ; if x is negative, it is

positive ; the acceleration is towards N in either case.

Expanding by the Binomial Theorem, (3) gives

fterms involvinghigher powers of x

If x be so small that its squares and higher powers may be neglected,

this gives
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Hence, as in Ari. 22, the time of a small pscillation*

If n be
negative,

the right-hand member of (4) is positive and the

motion is not one of oscillation.

EXAMPLES ON CHAPTER II.

1. A particle moves towards $ centre of attraction starting from rest

at a distance a from the centre ; if ilj velocity when at any distance x
t r-

^ g

from the centre vary as A/
"*

,
fincl tke law of fprce.

t

2. A particle starts from rest at A and moves towards a centre of

force at ;
if the tune to any position P varies fnversely as th*e distance

AP moved through, shew that the attraction towards varies as tfie cube

of^P.

3. Prove that it is impossible for a particle to move, from rest so that

its velocity varies as the distance described trom the commencement of

the motion.

If the velocity vary as (distance)
71

,
shew that* n cannot be greater

thani.

4. A point moves in a straight line towards a centre of force

f *
]

((distance)
3
/

'

starting from rest at a distance a from the centre of force
;
shew that the

time of reaching a point distant b from the centre of force is
a

.

~
,

,
*"*

and that its velocity then is^~ x/a
2-^2

.

5. A particle fajls from rest at a distance a from a centre of force,

where the acceleration at distance x is px~% ; when it reaches the centre

shew that its velocity is infinite and that the time it has taken is -L .

V3/A

6. A particle moves in a straight line under a force to a point in it

varying as (distance) ~*; shew that the velocity in falling from rest at

infinity to a distance a is equal to that acquired in falling froni rest at

a distance a to a distance 3 .

o
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7. A particle,*whose mys is m, is acted upon by af force w/i (*+ 3)

towards*the origin ; if it start from rest at a distance a, shew that it will

arrive at tte originJnHime 7-^-e

* 8. A particle moves in a straight line with an acceleration towards

a fixed point an the straight 'line, which is equal to ~ -z when the
3tt 3t

particle is at a distance x from the given point ; it starts from rest at

a distance a? shew that it oscillates between this distance and the

distance o-^r , and that its periodic time isV~ X F^

9. A particle m6ves with an acceleration which is always towards,
and equal to

/I*
divided by the distance from, a fixed point 0. If it start

from restoat a distance a from 0, shew that it will arrive at in time
o_

^ .

^Assume
that

j
* dx

10. A partible is
attracted by a force to a fixed point varying

inversely as the nth power of the distance ; if the velocity acquired by it

in falling from an infinite distance to a distance a from the centre is equal
to the velocity that would be acquired by it in falling from rest at

a distance a to a distance -, shew that n=-.

11. A particle rests in equilibrium under the attraction of two centres

of force which attract directly as the distance, their attractions per unit of

mass at unit distance being ft and /*' ; the particle is slightly displaced*

towards one of them ; shew that the time of a small oscillation i - *"!..

f

-

12. A mass of 10& Ibs. hangs freely from the end of a rope. The mass

is hauled up vertically from rest by winding up the rope, the pull of which

starts at 150 Ibs. weight and diminishes uniformly at the rate of 1 Ib. wt.

for each foot wound up. Neglecting the weight of the rope, shew that the

mass has described 50 feet at the end $f time - sees, and that its
8

velocity then is 20^/2 ft. per sec.

13. A particle moves in a straight line with an acceleration equal to

ffT-tn*e nth power of the distance from a fixed point in the straight line.

If it be projected towards 0, from a point at a distance a, with the velocity
it would have acquired in falling from infinity, shew that it will reach
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14. In the previous question if the particle started from rest at

distance a, shew that it would reach in (me

. "

according as n is > or < unity.

15. A shot, whose mass is 50 Ibs., is fired from a gun, 4 inches in

diameter and 8 feet in length. The pressure of the powder-gas is inversely

proportional to the volume behind the shot and changes from an initial

value of 10 tons' weight per squar^ in^h to 1 ton wt. per sq. inch as the

shot leaves the guyi. Shew that the muzzle velocity of the shot is

approximately 815 feet per second, having given log10= 2'3026.

16. If the Moon and Earth were at rest, shew that the least velocity
with which a partick could be projected from the Moon, in ordet* to reach

the Earth, is about l miles per second, assuming their radii to ba 1100

and 4000 miles respectively, the distance between their centres i40,000

miles, and the mass of the Moon to be ^ that of the Earth.
ol t

i

17. A. small bead can slide on a smooth wire AB, being acted upon
by a force per unit of mass equal to /Athe square of its distance from
a point O which is outside AB. Shew that the time of a small oscillation

about its position of equilibrium is -r-fr*, where b is the perpendicular
v/*

distance of from AB.

18. A solid attracting sphere, of radius a and mass M
9
has a fine hole

bored straight through its centre ; a particle starts from rest at a distance

b from the centre of the sphere in the direction of the hole produced, and

moves under the attraction of the sphere entering the hole and going

through the sphere ; shew that the time of a complete oscillation is

where y is the constant of gravitation.

19. A circular wire of radius a and density p attracts a particle

according to the Newtonian law y v t

l

\% >
^ ^ne particle be placed on

the axis of the wire at a distance b from the centre, find its velocitywhen
it is at any distance x.

If it be placed on the axis at a small distance from the centre, shew

that the time of a complete oscillation is a A/
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20. In the preceding question if the wire repels instead of attracting,
and the particle oe> placed ii the plane of the wire ata small distance

its Centre, shew that the time of an oscillation is 2a */~ .

* 'v .

al. A particle moves in a straight line with an Acceleration directed

towards, and equal to /* times the distance frfin, a point in the straight

line, and with a constant acceleration / in $ direction opposite to that of

its initial motion ; shew that its time of oscillation is the same as it is

when /does not exist,

22. A particle P moves in a straight line OOP being attracted by
a force m^ . PC always directed toward;><7, whilst C moves along 00 with

constant acceleration /. If initially C was at rest at $ie origin 0, and P
was at a distance c from an^ ntoving with velocity F, prove that the

distance of P from at any time t is

- + c] cos V/4*+-7= sin Vf**- - +4*2
-(-

V*

23. Two bodies, of masses Jf and M', are attached to the lower end

of an elastic string whose upper end is fixed and hang at rest ; M' falls off;

shew that the distance of M from the upper end of the string at time t is

where a is the unstretched length of the string, and 6 and o the distances

by which it would be stretched when supporting M and M' respectively.

24. A point is performing a simple harmonic motion. An additional

acceleration is given to the point which is very small and varies as the

cube of the distance from the origin. Shew that the increase in the

amplitude of the vibration is proportional to the cube of the original

amplitude if the velocity at the origin is the same in the two motions.

25. One end of &
9 light extensible string is fastened to a fixed point

and the other end carries a heavy particle ;
the string is of unstretched

length a and its modulus of elasticity is n times the weight of the particle.

The particle is pulled down till it is at a depth b below the fixed point
ind th'en released. Shew that it will return to, this position at the end of

bime 2/y
~

5 +cosec-\p -f/s/p'
2 -l

,
tthero ^= -(^ + 1), provided

thatp is not >\/l4-4n.

If|>>Vi-H/&,
shew how to find the corresponding time.

26. An endless elastic string, whose modulus of elasticity is X and
natural length is 2*r<j, is placed in the form of a circle on a smooth
horizontal plane and is acted upon by a force from the centre equal to
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p times the distance per unit mass of the string. Shfrw that its radius

will vary harmonically about a mean
length^

*- -, where m is the

mass of the string, assuming that 2ir\>mpc.

Examine the case when 2irA=*w/ic.
t

27. An elastic string of mass m and modulus of elasticity A rests

unstretched in the form of a circle whose
f
radius is a. It is now acted on

by a repulsive force situated in its centre whose magnitude per unit mass
of the string is

(distance)
2

*

Shew that when the circle next c%mesito rest its radius is a root of the

quadratic equation*

28. A smooth ^>lock, of mass J/, with its upper and lower faces

horizontal planes, is free to move in a groove tn a parallel plaoe, and
a particle of mass m is attached to a fixed point in the upper faqp by an
elastic string whose natural length is a and modulus E. If the system
starts from rest with the particle on the upper face and the string
stretched parallel to the groove to (n-f 1) times its natural length, shew

that the block will perform oscillations of amplitude V^i J.?!? in the
-

. .. .. aMm
periodic time

29. A particle is attached to a point in a rough plane inclined at an

angle a to the horizon ; originally the string was unstretched and lay

along a line of greatest slope ; shew that the particle will oscillate only if

the coefficient of friction is < 5 tan a.
o

30. A mass of m Ibs. moves initially with a velocity of u ft. per sec.

A constant power equal to H horse-power is applied so as to increase its

velocity; shew that the time that elapses before the acceleration is

, , . 1 ,, ., . . . , .

reduced to - th of i*s original value is
1100 p-

31. Shew that the greatest velocity which can be given to a bullet of

mass M fired from a smooth-bore gun is \J -ii- {mlogm-f 1 m}, where

changes of temperature are neglected, and the pressure II in front

of the bullet is supposed constant, the volume V of the powder in the

cartridge being assumed to turn at once, when fired, into gas of pressure

mil and of volume F.
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^
32. Two roaases, ml and m 2 , are connected by a spring of such

a "strength that wb$n m\ is held fixed m% performs n cqpaplete vibrations

jteg
second. Shew that if m8 be held fixed, MI will make n \/ ~, and, if

bo4h be free, they*will make n*/~-- vibrations per second, theV mi

vibrations in each case being in the line of the spring.

33. A bodys is attached to foe end of an inextensible string, and the

other end moves in a vertical line with simple harmonic motion of

amplitude a and makes n complete oscillations per second. Shew that

the string will not remain tight during the motion unless n*< -7-^-
47rza

34. A light spring is kept compressed by the action of a given force ;

the force is suddenly reversed; 'prove that the greatest subsequent
extension of tl^e spring is three times its initial contraction.

35. Tjvo masses, M and wi, connected by a ligfct spring, fall in a

vertical line with the spMng unstretched untilM strikes an inelastic table.
I/ I

Q**,

Shew tnat if the height through which M falls is greater than -
1,

the mass M will after an interval be lifted from the table, I being *the

length by which wie spring would be extended by the weight of M.

38. Two uniform spheres, of masses mi and ma and of radii a>i and j,

are placed with their Centres at a distance a apart and are left to their

mutual attractions ; shew that they will have come together at the end of

time

t /ai +acosV
where R is the radius, and D the mean density of the Earth.

If mi=*n2=4 Ihs., a1
=a2 l'5 inches, and a= one foot, shew that the

time is about 3 hours, assuming .72=4000 miles and J9=350 Ibs. per cubic

foot.

the spheres have their centres at a distance *?, the accelera-

tion of mi due to the attraction of wa is
y^~ and that of m^ due to ml is

y^ . Hence the acceleration of 7712 relative to mi is y "t - and the

equation of relative motion is #*= -y V, '.]

*i \
37. Assuming the mass of the Moon to be ^ that of the Earth, that

ol

their fadii are respectively 1100 and 4000 miles, and the distance between

their centres 240,000 miles, shew that, if they were instantaneously
reduced to rest and allowed to fall towards one another under their

mutual attraction only, they would meet in about 4 days.
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38. A particle is placed at the end of the axis
ofy

a thin attracting

cylinder of radios a and of infinite
lengthy

shew tha&
v
its kinetic energy

when it has described a distance x varies as log- .

r
,

9

39. AB is a (Uniform string of mass M and length 2a
; every element

of it is repelled with a fortte, =/*. distance, acting from a point in the

direction of AB produced j sfyew that the acceleration of the string is the

same as that of a particle placed at its middle point, and ,that the tension

at any point P of the string varies as AP . PB.

40. Shew that the curve which is such that a particle*will slide down
each of its tangents to the horigpntal axis in a given time is a cycloid

whose axis is vertical.
'

t

41. Two particles, of masses m and W, are connected by an elastic

string whose coefficient of elasticity is X ; they are place'd on a smooth

table, the distance j^etween them being a, the natural length of^the string.

The particle m is projected with velocity F abng the direction,, of the

string produced ; find the motion of each particle, and shew tha
r
t in the

subsequent motion the greatest length of the string is a-f Fp, and that

the string is next at its natural length after time irpt where

* m+ m' X
*

42. Two particles, each of mass m, are attached to the ends of at.

inextensible string which hangs over a smooth pulley ;
to one of them, A,

another particle of mass 2w is attached by means of an elastic string of

natural length a, and modulus of elasticity 2mg. If the system be

supported with the elastic string just unstretched and be then released,

shew that A will descend with acceleration

43. A weightless elastic string, of natural length I and modulus X,

has two equal particles of mass m at its ends and lies on a smooth
horizontal table perpendicular to an edge with one particle just hanging
over. Shew that the other particle will pass over at the end of time t

given by the equation



CHAPTER III

UNIPLANAB MOTION WHERE* THE ACCELERATIONS
PARALLEL TO FIXfiD AXES ARE GJVEN

38. Let ^ie coordinates of a particle referred to axes Ox
and Oy be x and y at time t, and let its accel(jptions parallel

to the axes at this instent be X and T.

The Aquations of motion are then

Integrating each of these equations twice, we have two

equations containing four arbitrary constants. These latter

are determined from the initial conditions, viz. the initial values

dx T dy
of*,y,^and J.

From the two resulting equations we then eliminate t, and

obtain a relation between x and y which is the equation to the

path.

39. Parabolic motion under gravity, supposed constant, the

resistance of the air being neglected.

Let the axis of y be drawn vertically upyard, and the axis

of x horizontal. Then the horizontal acceleration is zero, and
the vertical acceleration is g.

Hence the equations of motion are

L.B.
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/

Integrating with respect to t, we have

=A > and = -

__tegratiqg a second time,

and y = - g t + Ct +D .........(3V

If the particle be projected from the origin with a velocity
u at an angle a with the horizon, then when t = we have

x = y s= 0, -I- = u cos a, and - = u sin a.
at *t

^
Hence from (2) and (3) we have initially ucosz*=*A,

u sin a =
(7,

=
JS, and = D.

'

t

/. (3) gives x = u cos at, and y u sin a< ##.

Eliminating^, we have

q & 9

y = x tan a --
r ,* 2 wa cos2 a

which is the equation to a parabola.

40. A particle describes a path faith an acceleration which

is always directed towards a faced point and varies directly as

the distance from it; to find the path.

Let be the centre of acceleration and A the point of

projection. Take OA as the

axis of on and OY parallel

to the direction of the initial

velocity, F, of projection.

Let P be any point on

the path, and let MP be the

ordinate of P.

The acceleration, /^.PO,

along PO is equivalent, by
the triangle of Accelerations,

to accelerations along PM
and M equal respectively to p . PM and /* . MO.

Hence the equations ot motion axe

(2>
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The solutions^ these equations are, as in Aii 22,

Aoofl[V/rf + fil .......... ........ (3),

ana y = Ccos[V/^ + D] ..................(4).*

The initial conditions are that when = 0, then

='0, y-0,and

Hence, fro^i (3), a =A cos J5 and = -4 sin B.

These give 5 = and A = a. 9

Also, from (4), similarly welbave
9

O^CcosD, a*d*F=-CS^sini).

D=~, and
2

and

/. (3) and (4) give a?

The locus of P is therefore an ellipse, referred to OX and

OF as a pair of conjugate diameters.

V
Also, if the ellipse meet OF in B, then OB**-:-, i.e.

y/j,

F =s V/A x semi-diameter conjugate to OA. Since any point
on the path may be taken as the point of projection, this result

will be always true, so that at any point the velocity

= VA* x semi-conjugate diameter.

[This may be independently -derived from (5) and (6). For

(Velocity at P)2=ia+y2 -f vxy cos a>

==aV sin3 (^0 -f F* cos5*
(*Jpt)

- SaF^//* sin (*Jpt) cos (*J~*t) cos w

S=/A I a2 4- - a2 cos8 (*JiAt) sin2 *Jpt j
sin (fjitt) cos (fj^-t) cos w I

F F8 "i / F
U- /* J \ /j.

/* x square of semi-diameter conjugate to OP.]

88
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From equations (5) and (6) it is clear tfeat the values of

x and v are the same at time t + -r- as they are at time t.y
\lp

J

1

27T
*

Hence th<t> time of describing the ellipse is
-y-

.

41. If a particle possess two* simple harmojiic motions, in

perpendicular directions and of the same period, it is easily
seen that its path is an ellipse. %

If we measure the time
f
from the time when the #-vibration

has its maximum value, we havfe

(1),
t

and y = 6cos(^-f e) ..................... (2),
**

where a, 6 are constants.
c

it sc / flr^

(2) gives T = cos ntf cos e sin ?tf sin e = - cos e sin e A/ 1
2

.

. (y x ^
2

t

c

Vi ^2

\

..(f--cose)=sm'e(l--),

This always represents an ellipse whose principal axes do

not, in general, coincide with the axes of coordinates, but

which is always inscribed in the rectangle x = a, y = b.

The figure drawn is an ellipse where e is equal to about -^ .

o

If e = 0, equation (3) gives
- - 1= 0, i.e. the straight line AC.
o/ o

X II
'

If =
TT, it gives

- + j-
= 0, i.e. the straight line BD.

Cf/

* 7T
In the particular case when e = ^ , i.e. when the phase of the

y-vibration at zero time is one-quarter of the periodic time,

equation (3) becomes

i.e. the path is an ellipse whose principal axes are in the direction
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of 4;he axes of
x^ and y and equal to the amplitudes of the

component vibrations in tfese directions.

*%If inAddition a = 6, i.e. if the amplitudes of the component
vibrations ae the game, the path is a circle.

V

42.
*

If the period of the y-vibration is one-half that of the

a?-vibration, the equations are

x=facosnt, and y = 6 cos (2nf + e).

Hence, by eliminating t, we have as the equation to the

|= cos e .
|

- - 1
|

- sin e .

On rationalization, this equation becomes one of the fourth

degree.
Y
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tip
*

The dotted curve in the figure islthe path*when -
^ , i.e.

when the phase of the y-vibration at zero time is npgfative &nd

equal to one-quarter of the period of the $-v?bratioti.

When e = TT
*
i.e. yhen the phase of the y-vibration at zero

time is one-half of the y-period, the path becomes

i.e. the parabola CED.
When 6 = 0, the path is^similarly the parabola

For any other value of e the path is more complicated.

Curves, su<Si as the preceding, obtained by compounding

simple harmonic motions in two directions are known as

Lissajous* figures. For other examples with different ratios of

thfc periods, and for different values of the
f
zero phases, the

student may refer to any standard book on Physics.
These curves may be drawn automatically by means of

a pendulum, or they may be constructed geometrically.

48. Ex. 1. A point moves in a plane so that its projection on the axis of x

performs a harmonic vibration of period one second with an amplitude of on#

foot; also its projection on the perpendicular axis of y performs a harmonic
vibration of period two seconds with an amplitude of one foot. It being given
that the origin is the centre of the vibrations, and that the point (1, 0) is on
the path, find its equation and draw it.

Ex. 2. A point moves in a path produced by the combination of two

simple harmonic vibrations in two perpendicular directions, the periods of the

components being as 2:3; find the paths described (1) if the two vibrations

have zero phase at the same instant?, and (2) if the vibration of greater period
be of phase one-quarter of its period when the other vibration is of zero phase.
Trace the paths, and find their equations,

*

44. If in Art. 40 the* acceleration be always from the fixed

point and varying
c
as the distance from it, tve have similarly

a& ifl

.'.
5 -fe

(t V

V
and y = -- sinh

1, so that the path is a hyperbola.
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45. A particle describes a catenary under a force which acts

parallel to its axis; find $he law of the force anffi the velocity at

(fay point of the path.

Taking)the directrix and axis of the catenary as the axes of

x 9nd y, we have as the equation to the catenary
c f . _\

v .....(1).

Since there is no acceleration parallel to the directrix,

*'
"57

^ t- = u .....
*
............ (2).

Differentiating equation (1) twice, we have

_*\ dx

d7^
ec + e

Also

so that the velocity
= -

y.
c

Hence the velocity and acceleration at any point both vary
as the distance from the directrix.

46. A particlq moves in one plane with an acceleration

which is always towards and perpendicular to a fixed straight

line in the plane and varies inversely as the cube of the distance

from it ; given the circumstances ofprojection, find the path.

Take the fixed straight line as the axis of x.

Then the equations of motion are

s= <&

ana ^
(1) gives x = At + B (3).
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Multiplying (2) by
-j-

and integrating, we .have

Let the particle be projected from a point on the axis of y
distant b from the origin with component velocities u and t;

parallel to the axes. Then when t = we have

, dx f
, dy

oc = 0, y = 6, -71
= ^, and -f-

= v.

/. ^= M
,^

= 0, 0-*-, and D

.'. (3) and (4) give
r

j-, and

Eliminating ^, we have as the equation to the path

- _
u /,-&V7

This is an ellipse or a hyperbola according as ^
If p,

= 6a
i>
2
,
then (7=0 and equation (4) becomes

i
= (y

dy =

Hence the path in this case ia y* 6* = 2V^ -
, i-e. a parabola.

, U
The path is thus an ellipse, parabola, or hyperbola according

as v = A /ra & according as the initial velocity perpendicular

to the given line is less, equal to, or greater than the velocity
that would be acquired in falling from infinity to the given

point with the given acceleration.

rb it

For the square of the latter = I 2^~dy=
* 00 v

COR. If the particle describe an ellipse and meets the

axis of x it will not then complete the rest of the ellipse since
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the velocity parallel to the axis of x is always constant and in

the same direction; it #ill proceed to describe a portion of

abother*egual ellipse.

*47. If the velocities and accelerations at *ny instant of

particles ml9 m*, Wg ... parallel to any straight line fixed in

space be vly v^ ... and/^/a .+ to find ttte velocity and acceleration

of their centre
9

of mass.

If #j, #a , be the distances of the particles at any instant

measured along this fixed line from a fixed point, we have

-f w2#2 + . . .

Differentiating with respect to t, we*have

dx m^ + m^a + ...

where v and /are the velocity and acceleration required.

Consider any t^o particles, ml and ra2 , of the system and

the mutual actions between them. These are, by Newton'a

Third Law, equal and opposite, and therefore their impulses
resolved in any direction are equal and opposite. The changes
in the momenta of the particles are thus, by Art. 15, equal
and opposite, i.e. the sum of their momenta in any direction

is thus unaltered by their mutual actions. Similarly for any
other pair of particles of the system.

Hence the sum of the momenta of the system parallel to

any line, and hence by (1) the momentum of the centre of

mass, is unaltered by the mutual actions of the system.
If PI, P2 ,

... be the external forces acting on the particles

m^m^ ... parallel to the fixed line, we have

. = (P1 4-P2 -f ...*) + (th<* sum of the com-

ponents of the internal actions on

the particles)

since the internal actions are in equilibrium taken by them-
selves.
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Hence equation (2) gives

i.e. the motion of the centre of mass in any yiqen direction is the

same as if th& whole of the particles of the system were collected

at it, and all the external forces of the system applied a* it

parallel to the given direction.

Hence also 'If the sum of the external forces acting on any

given system of particles parallel to a given dirqgtion vanishes,

the motion of the centre of gravity in that direction remains

unaltered
',
and the total momentuta of the system in that direction

remains constant throughout the motion.

This theorem is known as the I*riilciple of the Conservation

of Linear Momentum.
As an example, if a heavy chain be facing freely the motion

of its centre of mass is the same as that of a freely falling particle.

EXAMPLES ON CHAPTER III

1. A particle describes an ellipse with an acceleration directed towards

the centre
;
shew that its angular velocity about a focus is inversely

proportional to its distance from that focus.

2. A particle is describing an ellipse under a force to the centre ; if

v, Vi and v2 are the velocities at the ends of the latus-rectum and major
and minor axes respectively, prove that v*v~v<?(Zv- t>i

2
).

3. The velocities of a point parallel to the axes of x and y are u+a>y
and v+rix respectively, where w, v, o> and a> are constants

;
shew that its

path is a conic section.

4. A particle moves in a plane under a constant force, the direction of

which revolves with a uniform angular velocity ;
find equations to give

the coordinates of <fche particle at any time t.

5. A small ball is projected into the air ; shew that it appears to an

observer standing at \he point of projection to fall past a given vertical

plane with constant velocity.

6. A man starts from a point and walks, or runs, with a constant

velocity u along a straight road, taken as the axis of x. His dog starts at

a distance a from 0, his starting point being on the axis of y which is

perpendicular to 0#, and runs with constant velocity
- in a direction which
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is always towards his master. Shew that the equation to his path is

1 /aV
1

If X*l,
%shew tkrt'the path is the curve 2 (x + ?^ = |^

\ V *2a

[The tangent at any point P of the path 8f the dog meets 0# at the

point where the man then is, s<j that -/=- . Also -^= ?.' dx ut-x dt X

-r
dy _

d r <ftfi x ofe efo? . . <ft /. /<fo\ 8
. ,

*

-3- V 3 h^ ~j
---r j giving y-v-* 5'3 -X\/ 1 + ( j- ) , etc.]

rfyL .<fyJ ^ ^ ^2 ^ V^/
7. A particle is fastened to one end, B, of a lightthread and rests or

a horizontal plane ;
the other ndfj 4, of the thread is made to move or

the plane wit a given constant velocity in*a given straight line ; shew

that the path of the particle in space is a trocboid.

{Shew that AB turns round A with a constant angular velocity.]

8. Two boats each move with a velocity v relative to the water am
both cross a river of breadth a running with uniform velocity V. The^
start together, one boat crossing by the shortest path and the other in th<

shortest time. 9hew that the difference between the times of arrival i

either

V or**(
*

.-
^1^2^72)4

according as F or v is the greater.

[The angle that v makes with V being 0, the length of the pat]

and the corresponding time is . Th

condition for a minimum path gives

(v cos B+ F) ( Fcos 6 +v) =0.]

9. A particle moves in one plane with an acceleration which is alway

perpendicular to a gi\en line and is equal to ft --(distance from the line)
1

Find its path for different velocities of projection.
If it be projected from a point distant 2a from the given line wit!

a velocity v/~ parallel to the given line, shew that its path is a cycloid.

10. If a particle travel with horizontal velocity u and rise to sue)

a height that the variation in gravity must be taken account of as far a

small quantities of the first order, shew that the path is given by th

equation

where 2a is the radius of the earth
;
the axes of x and y being horizont*

and vertical, and A, k being the coordinates of the vertex of the path.
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11. A particle moves in a plane with an acceleratioja which is parallel

to the axis of y ahd varies as the distance fijom the axis of x ; shew that

the equation to its path is of the form y=*Aa* + Ba~
x

,
when the acceleration

is a repulsion.

If the acceleration is attractive, then the equation is of the form

y=A cos [ax -f- 2?].

12. A particle moves under the action of a repulsive force perpen-

dicular to a fixed plane and proportional to the distance* from it. Find

its path, and shew that, if its initial velocity be parallel to the plane and

equal to that which it would have acquired in moving frm rest on the

plane to the point of projection, the path is a catenary.

13. A particle^ describes a rectangular hyperbola, the acceleration

being directed from the centre ; shew
tfcat^he angle 6 described about the

centre in time t after leaving* the vertex is given by the equation

where
p.

is acceleration at distance unity.

14. A particle moves freely in a semicircle under a force perperfdicular
to the bounding diameter ; shew that the force varies inversely as the cube
of the ordinate to the diameter. t

15. Shew that a rectangular hyperbola can be described by a particle
under a force parallel to an asymptote which varies as the ciibe of its dis-

tance from .^he other asymptote.

16. A particle is moving under the influence of an attractive force

m ~ towards the axis of x.
' Shew that, if it be projected from the point

3

(0, &) with component velocities U and V parallel to the axes of x and y,
it will not strike the axis of x unless /*> V 2k2

, and that in this case the

Ukz

distance of the point of impact from the origin is r .

pt+Vk

17. A plane has two smooth grooves at right angles cut in it, and two

equal particles attracting one another according to the law of the inverse

square are constrained to move one in each groove. Shew that the centre

of mass of the two particles moves as if attracted to a centre of force

placed at the intersection! of the grooves and attracting as the inverse

square of the distance*



CHAPTER IT

UNIPLANAR* MOTION REFERRED TO POLA1J COORDINATES
CENTRAL FORCES

48. In the present chapter,
we shall consider cases of

motion which are most readily solved by t^e use of polar
coordinates. We must fir?|t tfbtain the velocities and accelera-

tions of a mpving point along and perpendicular to the radius

vector drawn from a fixed pole.

4& Velocities and accelerations of a particle along and

perperldicular to the radius vector to it from a fixed origin 0.

Let P be the position

of the particle*at time^t,

and Q its position at time

t + A*. -

Let

+ A0,

-h Ar, where OX is a fixed

line.

Draw QM perpendi- /
cular to OP.

Let u, v be the velocities of the moving point along and

perpendicular to OP. Then

Distance of particle measured along the line OP at

time t -f- A the similar distance at time t

= Lt

]jj ^ JJ. small quantities above the first order
u-o A* M

being neglected,

a).
dr
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* ~ *

Also

r .

*

.
:

'
'

Distance of particle measured perpendicular Jo the ,

v s* Lt I
IJPQ Q-P &fr time t + A6 -the similar distance at time t

A*-O I

~ '

A*
*""

*
"

QM T (r + A?*) sin A^
SB I j,\t " 5= J jii ^

.
'

=JLt :
, on neglecting small qualities of the

second grder,

= 7- -%- , in the limit *..- (2).

The velocities along and

perpendicular to OP being
M and v, the velocities along
and perpendicular to OQ
are u 4- Aw and v + At;.

Let the perpendicular
to OQ at Q be produced to

meet OP at L.

Then the'acceleration of o
the moving point along OP

its velocity along OP at time t -f- A* - its similar

-Lt velocity at time t

(u + Au) cos A0 - (t? -f Av) sin A0 u"l

J-

"|

J

on neglecting squares and higher powers of A0,

. LtA-. , iP the limit,

dV /d0\* /o\
as f I

J
* (o),

dt* \dt)
^ '

bj^ (1) and (2).
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. Also the acceleration of the moving point perpendicular
to OP in the direction 4f increasing

'
.

* ^
*

ife .velocity perpendicular to OP at time t + A$ its

*
'similar velocity at time t ^ *

^)sinA0 + (v + Av) cos A tf - v\

&t=
LtH
A^=OL

Lt

on neglecting squares and higher powers of A0,

*dr dd d / d\

COR. If r = a, a constant quantity, so that the particle is

describing a circle of -centre and radius a, the quantity

(3)
- afl

2 and (4)
=

a'0, so that the accelerations of P along

the tangent PQ and the radius PO are a# and a<K

50* The results of the previous article may also be obtained by resolving

the velocities and accelerations along the axes of x and y in the directions of

the radius vector and perpendicular to it.

For since x=r cos 6 and y=r sin 0,

and

Also

The component velocity along OP

-So.l+*-.-

and perpendicular to OP in the direction of $ increasing it

S-S
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* -

The component acceleration along OP

and perpendicular to OP it

51. By the use of Arts. 4 and 49 we can obtain the

accelerations of a moving point referred to rectangular axes Ox
and Oy, which are not

fixed^in space, but which revolve in any
manner about the origin in their own plane.

Let OA be a line fixed in space, and, at time t, let be the

inclination of Ox to OA. Let P be the moving point; draw*

PM and PN perpendicular to Ox and Oy.

By Art. 49 the velocities of the point M are -?- along OM
Cvt

and x ~r along MP, and the velocities of N are -~
along ON

Clt (Mi

jf\

and y -r along PN produced.

Hence the velocity of P parallel to Ox

= the velocity of -ZV" parallel to Ox + the velocity of P
relative to N.

vel. ofN parallel to Ox -f the vel. ofM along Oh
d0 dx -,



Revolving Axes

.
So the velocity of P parallel to Oy
= vel. of M parallel id Oy + the vel. of P relative to M
= vel. .ofM parallel to Oy + the vel. ofN along ON

dO* dy
*

Again, the ^accelerations
t>f M are, by Art. 49, 33 "* (-JT

along OM, anrj - -r (^
2

-5i) along MP, and the accelerations- -r

of N are
g-,(|)' along ^,WJ|(^)

along

produced.

Hence the'acceleration of P parallel to 0# -
.
"*

=
acceleration ofN parallel to Ox -f acceleration of P
, relative to N

= acceleration ofN parallel to Ox -f acceleration ofM
along QM t

1 d ( 2
d0\

,

d2^ /d(?\ 2
/ox

--ys^cffj^a? U) ...........................(3)-

Also the acceleration of P parallel to Oy
= acceleration of M parallel to Oy -f acceleration of P

relative to M
= acceleration of M parallel to Oy -f acceleration ofN

along ON

,..
(4)-

COB. In the particular case when the axes are revolving

with a constant angular velocity o>, so that -j-
=

o>, these
ctt

component velocities become

_ ya along Ox,

and
-jr

+ & along Oy ;
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r f

also the component accelerations are

da# ft dy~ <* r\
xaP 2o> -~

along Cto,

rt d2
?/ did/ , yl

and -
ya>* + 2o> along 0y.

52- ?? 1- /i0 Jto M0 path of a '

point P which possesses two constant

velocities u and v t the first of which is in a fixed direction and the second of
which is perpendicular to the radius OP drawn from a fixed point 0, is a conic

* u
whose focus is and whose eccentricity is - .

With the first figure of Art. 49, let u he the constant velocity along OX and
V the constant velocity perpendicular tf> OP.

Then we have c

dr , rdO . 1 dr u cos=u cos 0, and -3- = v - u sin 0. .\ ~-rn ---
dt i rf rrf

/. log r= -
log (v - u sin 0) -f- const.,

i.e. r (v
- u sin 0)

= const. = lv t

if the path cut the axis of x at a distance I. Therefore the path is

i.e. a conio section whose eccentricity is - .

Ex. 2. A smooth straight thin tube revolves with uniform angular velocity w

in a vertical plane about one extremity which is fixed; if at zero time the tube be

horizontal, and a particle inside it be at a distance a from the fixed end, and be

moving with velocity V along the tube, shew that its distance at time t is

a cosh (art)

At any time t let the tube have revolved round its fixed end O through an

angle art from the horizontal line OX in an upward direction; let P, where

OPr, be the position of the particle then.

. By Art. 49,

.p
-rw^ acceleration of P in the direction OP

= - g sin art, since the tube is smooth.

The solution of this equation is

1

s= L cosh (wt) + M sinh (we) + ^
sift k

and B, and so L and 4f, are arbitrary constants,
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The initial conditions are that r=a and f= F when fv,

V A V M &

A r=a cosh *;+ |
r~

|
sinh (t) + ~ sin art.

I <W &(i)* I aUr
\ *- -1

If 12 be the normal reaction of the tube, then

=the acceleration perpendicular* OP

~~fa (r2<*)' by Ar*' 49' =2rw

SB law2 sinh (wt) -t- (2Fw -
p) cosh (wt) + cos at.

EXAMPLES

1. A vessel ateams at a constant speed v along a straight line whilst

another vessel, steaming at a constant speed F, keeps* the first always

exactly abeam. Shew tlu: the path of either vessel relatively to the

v
other is conic section of eccentricity ^.

2. A boat, whi9h is rowed with constant velocity w, starts from

a point A on the bank of a river which flows with a constant velocity nu ;

it points always towards a point B on the other bank exactly opposite to

A
;
find the equation to tfce path of the boat.

If n be unity, shew that the path is a parabola whose focus is B.

3. An insect crawls at a constant rate u along the spoke of a cartwheel,
of* radius a, the cart moving with velocity v. Find the acceleration along
and perpendicular to the spoke.

4. The velocities of a particle along and perpendicular to the radius

from a fixed origin are Xr and pQ ;
find the path and shew that the

accelerations, along and perpendicular to the radius vector, are

X8

*;-^^
and

f.

5. A point starts from the origin in the direction of the initial line

with velocity and moves with constant angular velocity o> about the

origin and with constant negative radial acceleration -/. Shew that the
rate of growth of the radial velocity is never positive, but tends to the

limit zero, and prove that the equation of the path is a>V=/(l e-).

6. A point P describes a curve with constant velocity and its angular
velocity atoout a given fixed point varies inversely as the distance from

; shew that the curve is an equiangular spiral whose pole is 0, and that

the acceleration of the point is along the normal at P and varies inversely
as OP*
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7. A point P describes an equiangular spiral with constant angular

velocity about1 the pole ;
shew that its feccelerati'on varies as OP and is

in a direction making with the tangent at P the same coustan^ angle/hat
OP makes.

8. A poin4 moves in a given straight line on a plane with constant

velocity F, and the plane moves with constant angular velocity o> about an
axis perpendicular to itselfc through a given point of the plane. If the

distance of from the given straight line be a, shew that the path of the

point in space is given by the equation

VO

referred to as pole.

[If 6 be measured from the line to which the given line is perpendicular

at zero time, then r2=a2V F2
. P and ^wtf+cos- 1

-.] ,

9. A straight smooth tube revolves with Angular velocity CD in a hori-

zontal plane about one extremity which is fixed ; if at zero time a particle
inside it be at a distance a from the fixed end and moving with*velocity V

y
along the tube, shew that its distance at time t is a,cosh a>t-\ sinh at.

c

10. A thin straight smooth tube is made to revolve upwards with

a constant angular velocity <*> in a vertical plaua about one extremity ;

when it is in a horizontal position, a particle is at rest in it at a distance

a from the fixed end ; if o> be very small, shew that it will reach in

..

a time
/6a\ .

(

j nearly.

11. A particle is at rest on a smooth horizontal plane which com-
mences to turn about a straight line lying in itself with constant angular

velocity o> downwards ; if a be the distance of the particle from the axis of

rotation at zero time, shew that the body will leave the plane at time t

given by the equation

a siuh &t+~* cosh at= cos wj,

2o>2 o>
2

12. A particle falls from rest within a straight smooth tube which is

revolving with uniform angular velocity a about a point in its length,

being acted on by<w force equal to mp (distance) towards 0. Shew that

the equation to its path in space is

or rssa cos

If /i*o>
2
,
shew that the path is a circle.

13. A particle is placed at rest in a rough tube at a distance a trom
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one end, and the tube starts rotating horizontally with a uniform angular

velocity o> about this end. She$ that the distance of the particle at time t is

1 ae
" we ' tan e

[cosh (o>* . sec c)+ sin siuh (* sec e)],

where tan is~>the coegictent of friction.

<, *

14. One end A of a rod is made to revolve with uniform angular

velocity o> in the circumference of a circle of aadius a, whilst the rod itself

revolves in the
opposite

direction* about that end with the same angular

velocity. Initially the rod coincides with a diameter and a smooth ring

capable of sliding freely along the rod is placed at the centre of the circle.

Shew that the distance of the ring from A at time t is

-
[4 cosh (o>^+ cos 2o>].

[If be the centre of the circle and P, where AP=r, is the position of

the ring at time t when both OA and AP have revolved through an angle

0, (=o>), in opposite directions, the acceleration of A is aw2
along AO and

the acceleration of P relative to is r rtf
2
, by Art. 49, i.e. r r&*. Hence

the total 'acceleration of P along AP is r ro>2 4- a 2 cos 2o>, and this is

zero since1the ring is smooth.]

15. PQ is a tangent at to a circle of radius a
; PQ is equal to p and

makes an angle 6 with a fired tangent to the circle ; shew that the

accelerations of P along and perpendicular to QP are respectively

p-p$
2+0, and

l

-^_(

[The accelerations of Q along and perpendicular to QP are ad and

the accelerations of P relative to Q in these same directions are

r-t* and
J

16. Two particles, of masses m and m\ connected by an elastic string
of natural length a, are placed in a smooth tube of small bore which is

made to rotate about a fixed point in its length with angular velocity o>.

The coefficient of elasticity of the string is 2mra'a)2
-r(w-|-m'). Shew that,

if the particles are initially just at rest relative to the tube and the string
is just taut, their distance apart at time t is 2<at a cos <*t.

17. An elastic string is just stretched against a rough wheel of radius

a, which is set in rotation with uniform angular velocity o>. Shew that

the string will leave the wheel and expand to a maximum radius r given

by

r+ a 27r\
'

where Jfand X are the mass and modulus of elasticity of the string.

18. A uniform chain AB is placed in a straight tube OAB which re-

volves in a horizontal plane, about the fixed point 0, with uniform angular
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velocity <*>. Shew that the motion of the middle point.of the chain isthe

same as would be the motion of a particle placed at this middle point, and

that the tension of the chain at any point P is Jwo>
3

. AP. PB, rvhere w^is

the mass of a unit length of the chain.

53. A particle moves in a plane with an acceleration which

is always directed to a fixed point O in the plane ; to obtain* the

differential equation of its path.

Referred to as origin and a fixed straight line OX
through as initial line, let the polar coordinates ofP be (r, 0).

If P be the acceleration of the particle directed towards 0, we

have, by Art. 49,

Also, since there is no acceleration perpendicular to OP, we

have, by the same article,

(2) gives
* r8

-T- = const. = & (say) (3).

rf h 1
*

-77 = -:: = Aw2
, if w be equal to -

.

at r* T

,, dr d /1\ 1 du 1 du dO , du
JL nen -=- = -= i

j
= - =- =-?-- -^71 . -5 = - fi r- 1

, dV d I , du ,d du\ d0 , . d'u,
and -
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Hence equation (1) becomes

Again, if p be the perpendicular from the origiri upon
the tangent at P, we have

1 11 /dr

Hence, differentiating with respect to 0, we have

^P du*d*u

Hence (4) gives P=s^^ (5 >-

Equation (4) gives the path in terms of r and 0, and (5)

gives the (p, r) equation of the path.

54. In every central orbit, the sectorial area traced out by

the radius vector to the centre offorce increases uniformly per
unit of time, and the linear velocity varies inversely as the

perpendicular from the centre upon the tangent to the path.

Let Q be the position of the moving particle at time t -f A,
so that Z POQ = A0 and OQ = r + Ar.

The area POQ =
} OP . OQ sin POQ

= i r (r + Ar) sin Aft

Hence the rate of description of sectorial r.rea

) sin A0 T , fi / A \ sin A0
'- -LtUrCr+Ar).-^.

7yl

^ ra
-ir , in the limit,

the constant ^h by equation (3) of the last article.
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The constant h is thus equal ta twice the sectorial area

described per unit of time. .

Again, the sectorial area POQ = in the limit
f>PQ x per-

pendicular
from on PQ, and the rate of its description

1 As"= Lt . -T-: x perpendicular from on PO.
f A=0^ A& *

Now, in the limit when Q is very close to P,
*

-j-
= the velocity v,

f
i

and the perpendicular from on PQ
= the perpendicular from onc the tangent at P =p.

j.
h

/. h = v.p, i.e. v = -.
P

Hence, when a particle moves under a force to a fixed

centre, its velocity at any point P of its path varies inversely

as the perpendicular from the centre upon tb3 tangent to the

path at P.
f

Since v = -, and in any curve

1 11 dr du\*

55. A particle moves in an ellipse under a force which its

always directed towards its focus; to find Hie law of force, and

the velocity at any point of its path.

The equation to an ellipse referred to its focus is

tt u= +- tt
1 -f e co I

d*u e

ITence equation (4) of Art. 53 gives

J>-M*[g
+ *]-*

..................(2).

The acceleration therefore varies inversely as the square of
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the distance of the moving particle from the focus and, if it be

7 fc . TI
, then (2) gives

(distance^
3 v y 6

* h =.V/ti = V/x, x semi-latus-rectum ......... (3).

Also 9

where 2a is the major axis of the ellipse.

It follows, since (4) depends only on frhe distance r,'that the

velocity at any point of the path depends only on the distance

from the focus and tj^at
it is independent of the direction of

the motion.

It also follows that the velocity V of projection from any

point wliose distance from the focus is r
,
must be less than

,
and that the a of the corresponding ellipse is given by*

Periodic time. Since h is equal to twice the area described

in a unit time, it follows, that if T be the time the particle

takes to describe the whole arc of the ellipse, then

\U x T = area of the ellipse
= irab._

Also h V/^ x semi-latus-rectum

TT
*

m Zirab 2?r a
Hence y=:__^ =_ as.

/ja
A/ p .

56. E&' Find the law of force towards the pole under which the curve
*n=an co8n0 can be described.

Here unan cos nO= 1. -m
Hence, taking the logarithmic differential, we obtain

du
-r

uo

(
w
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Hence equation (4) of Art. 63 gives

i.e. the curve can be described under a force to the pole varying inversely as (Jfo

(2n+ 3)rd power of the distance.

j
i

Particular Co|*. c
I. Let n= --, so that the equatio'h to the carve is *

_ a _ 2a

i.e. the curve is a parabola referred to its focus as pole.

1
Here ^-2

II. Let n= ,
so that the equation is r =| (1 + cos 0), which is a cardioid.

Here
f

Pcc ^
*

III. Let n=l, so that the equation to the curve is r=acos0, i.e. a circle

with a point on its circumference as pole.

Here P oc -* .

r

IV. Let n=2, so that the curve is r2=aa cos20, i.e. a lemnisoate of

Bernouilli, and Pec -
7

.

V. Let n= -
2, so that the curve is the rectangular hyperbola a=ra cos 20,

the centre being pole, and P oc -
r, since in this cas# (n+ 1) is negative. The

force is therefore repulsive from the centre.

EXAMPLES

A particle describes the following curves under a force P to the pole,
shew that the force is as stated :

1. Equiangular spiral ; P oc
-^

.

2. Leinniscate of Bernouilli
; P x -'

.*

Tl

3. Circle, pole on its circumference
; P oc

-g
.

4 -rrd1*
n0, coshnfl, or sinn0;

7. rBa8innd; Poc

/ B \ f B
8. aw*tanh(-7;r ) or coth
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cosh 2*4* cosh 20-2 W
11. Find the law of force to an internal point under \thicn a body will

describe a circle. Shew that the hodograph of ^uch motion is an ellipse.

\Use formula (5) of Art. 53. The hodognaph of the path of a moving

point P is obtained thus : From a fixed point draw a straight line OQ
parallel to, and proportional to, the velocity of P ; the locus of the point

Qt for the
different positions of P, is the hodograph of the path of P.]

12. A particle of unit nicoss describes an equiangular spiral, of angle

a, under a .force which is always*in a direction perpendicular to the

straight line joining the particle to he pole of the spiral ; shew that the

force is /nr
2sec?a"8

,
and that the fate of desertion of sectorial area about

the pole is -
V/* sin a . cos a . r860**.

2t

13. In an orbit described under a force to a centre the velocity at

any point is inversely proportional to the distance of the point from the

centre of force ; shew that the path is an equiangular spiral.

14. The velocity at any gpint of a central orbit is - th of what it would

be for a circular orbit at the same distance ; shew that the central force

varies as and tha the equation to tho orbit is

i-J-i-a*^
1 cos {(*i

2 -
1) 6}.

67. Apses. An apse is a point in a central orbit at which

the radius vector drawn from the centre of force to the moving

particle has a maximum or minimum value.

By the principles of the Differential Calculus u is a maximum

or a minimum if -T5is zero, and if the first differential coefficient
ttC7

of u that does not vanish is of an even order.

If p be the perpendicular from the centre of force upon the

tangent to the path at any point whose distance is r from the

origin, then

When
-TQ

is zero, =w2=-, so that the perpendicular in

the case of the apse is equal to the radius vector. Hence at an

apse the particle is moving at right angles to the radius vector.
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58. Whenjhe central acceleration is a single-valuedfunction

of the distance (i.e. when the acceleration is a function of the

distance only and is always the same at the same distance) , every

apse-line divides the orbit into two equal and^imilar portions a^
thus there can only be two apse-distances.

Let ABC be a portion* of the path having three consecutiVe

apses A, J&, and C and let be the

centre of force.
*

Let V
1

be the velocity of the
x / /\ v

\

particle at B. Then, if the velocity ^ / / ^NV "">>**

of the particle were reversed at ft,

'

it would describe the path BPA.
For, as the acceleration depends
on the distance from only, the

velocity, by equations (1) and (3)

of Art. 53, would depend only on

the distance from and not on the

direction of the motion.

Again the original particle starting from B and the reversed

particle, starting from B with equal velocity F, must describe

similar paths. For the equations (1) and (3) of Art. 53, which

io not depend on the direction of motion, shew that the value

of r and at any time t for the first particle (i.e.
OP' and-

Z BOP') are equal to the same quantities at the same time t

for the second particle (i.e. OP and ^BOP).
Hence the curves BP'Q and BPA are exactly the same ;

either, by being rotated about the line OB, would give the

Dther. Hence, since A and are the points where the" radius

vector is perpendicular to the tangent, we have OA = 0(7.

Similarly, if D were the next apse after (7, we should have

OB and OD equal, and so on.

__Thus there are only two different apse-distances.

The angle between any two consecutive apsidal distances is

called the apsidal angle.

59. When the central acceleration varies as some integral

power of the distance, say im
n

,
it is easily seen analytically that

there are at most two apsidal distances,
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For the equation of motion is

'

d'u
; P

The particle is at an*apse when -=0, and 'then this
(L(j m

equation gives

Whatever be the values of^n or G this equation cannot have

more than two changes of ^ign, and he^ice, by Descartes' Rule,

it cannot have more than two positive roots.

6(X A particle r/loves with a central acceleration . ,.
r -

;

to find the path and to distinguish the cases.

The equation (4) of Art. 53 becomes

Case I. Let A8 < /*, so that ^
- 1 is positive arid equal

to n2
, say.

The equation (1) is -^ = rc%, the general solution of which is,

as in Art. 29,

u = Aen9 + Be-1* = L cosh nd + AI sinh n0,

where 4, 5, or L, M are arbitrary constants.

This is a spiral curve with an infinite number of convolutions

about the pole. In the particular case when^J. or B vanishes,

it is an equiangular spiral.

Case II. Let Aa =
^, so that the equatioS (1) becomes

where A and a are arbitrary constants.
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(

This represents a reciprocal spiral in general. In the

particular catfe when A is zero, it 18 a circle.

/

Case III. Let h* > p,t so that - 1 is negative/'and equal
'*

c
* $

to -n2
, say.

' <

w

The equation (1) is .'therefore
) 2̂

:= ~^X the solution of

which is

u = -4 cos (?i0 4- J5) = ^1 cos n (0 a^,

where A and a are arbitrary constants.

The apse is given by 6 =V u'= A.

61. The equations (4) or (5) of Art. 53 will give the path
when P is given and also the initial conditions of projection.

Ex. 1. A particle moves with a central acceleration which varies inversely

as the cube of the distance ; if it be projected from an apse at a distance a from
the origin with a velocity which is ^/2 times the velocity for a circle of Radius a,

shew that the equation to its path is

e

Let the acceleration

If FI be the velocity in a circle of radius a with the same acceleration, then

Fi2 M
=snormal acceleration = ~ .

a a8

, TV=|.
Hence, if F be the velocity of projection in the required path,

^=^27,=^.
The differential equation of the path is, from equation (4) of Art. 53,

Hence, multiplying by and integrating, we have

The initial conditions give thaA when u=- ,
then ~ = 0, and v = ~-^-.

4 a aff a

Hence (1, gives |.$-J*'[i]-&+ 0.

.\ 7*2= 2/4 and

from equation (1) we have
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be measured from the initial radius vector, then 0=^ when u=-, and

therefore 7= - sin' *
(1)= -

1 .

'

EJT2

A
Hence the patois the curve r

cos-^=
= a.

If we take the negative sign on the right fcand side of (2), we obtain the same
result.

Ex. 2. A particle, subject to a force producing an acceleration /*- j
I T

towards the origin, is projected from the point (a, 0) with a velocity equal to the

velocity from infinity at an angle cot"1 2 with the initial line. Shew that the

equation to the path is

and find tjie apsidal angle and distances.

The "
velocity from infinity

" means the velocity that would be acquired by
the particle in falling with the given acceleration from infinity to the point under

consideration. Hence if this
velocity

be V we have, as in Art. 22,

that F= .......................................... (1).

The equation of motion of the particle is

If PQ be the perpendicular from the origin upon the initial direction of pro*

jection, we have|? =a sin^a,
where cota=2, i.e. pQ=z-j-.

Hence, initially, we have

Henoe (2) gives, initially, from (1) and (3)

6p h* 6 r 1

so that C=0 and ^2=~ .

3a

Fron> (2) we then have
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( <

On putting u==-
,
this equation gives ,

and hence
-

. ,-/.
Putting r=a+#, we have = I-

If we measure 6 from the initial radius vector, then 0*0 when r=a, and
hence 7=0.

Therefore the path is /-a (lt> 2 sin 0).

Clearly -7^=0,
** we have an apse, t

when

< . TT 3w 5ir

'? T' T' eto-

Hence the apsidal angle is TT and the apsidal distances are equal to 3a and

a, and the apses are both on the positive directions of the axis of y at

distances 3a and a from the origin. The path is a limacon and can be easily

traced from its equation.

EXAMPLES'

1. A particle moves under a central repulsirs force
j
= ...

*
| ,

and is projected from an apse at a distance a with velocity V. Shew that

the equation to the path is rcosjt>0= a, and that the angle 6 described in

time t is

1 A ,rpV ~\ , 2

-tan-ij^ <J,
where ^-

2. A particle moves with a central acceleration.=7^- rK , and isr '

(distance)
6 '

projected from an apse at a distance a with a velocity equal to n times

that which would be acquired in falling from infinity ;
shew that the other

apsidal distance is*

If n= 1, and tbe particle be projected in any direction, shew that the

path is a circle passing through the centre of force.

3. A particle, moving with a central acceleration , ,. .
-

^,
is

projected from an apse at a distance a with a velocity F; shew that

the path is

, fVji-aJFa /I r<Ja?V*-n S]rcosh ~ ** 6 =a, or rcos -y*- 6 a,

according as F is > the velocity from infinity.
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4i A particle moving under a constant force from a centre is projected
in a direction perpendicular io the radius vector wittf the velocity

ac(Jiiired in
falling

to the point of projection from the centre. Shew that

its path is ^

and ihat the particle will ultimately move in a straight line through the

origin in the same way as if its paflh had always been this line.

If the velocity of projection be double that in the previous case, shew

that the path is

^a 1
4 -i /r^a

^'V* v ~^'

5. A particle moves with a central acceleration \L
( r -\

--
g- J , being

projected from an apse at a distance a with "twice the velocity for a

circle at that distance
; find the other apsidal distance, and shew that the

equation to the path is

f ),
where

6. A particle moves with a central acceleration M^+IS) being

projected from an apse at distance a with a velocity 2 Vfi ;
shew that

it describes the curve r2 [3+ cos

7. A particle moves with a central acceleration ^(r
6

cV), being

projected from an apse at distance c with a velocity / - c3 ; shew that

its path is the curve x*+y**=<.

8. A particle moves under a central force wX[3a%4
-|-8aw2] ; it is

projected from an apse at a distance a from the centre of force with

velocity /^/lOX ;
shew that the second apsidal distance is half the first,

and that the equation to the path is

2f=[6 "1

l+sech-T-, I.

\/6j

9. A particle describes an orbit with a central acceleration ^w
8 Xt*6,

being projected from an apse at distance a with a velocity equal to that
from infinity ;

shew that its path is

i 6 2ua2

r=acosh-, where ft
2+ !----,

n X

Prove also that it will be at distance r at the end of time

L.D.
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10. In a central orbit the force is /m
8
(3 + 2aV) ; if the particle be

^ '

/

projected at a distance a with a
velocity^/

- in a direction making

tan" 1
5 with the radius, shew that the equatioL to the patfn is r^a t^ntf.

7

11. A particle moves under a force ra/x {3cm
4 - 2 (a

2- 62) ?*
5
}, a>6, and

is projected from an apse^t a distance a+b with velocity Vft-r(^-h^);
shew that its orbit is r= a 4- 6 cos 0.

12. A particle moves with a central acceleration X2
(8<m

2+aV) ;

it is projected with velocity 9X from an apse at a distance % from the
3

origin ; shew that the equati6n to <ts path is

1 /au+~5 6

V3V ^3 76'

13. A particle, subject to a central force per unit of mass equal to

p {2 (a
2+ fe

2
)
u* - 3a262 u7

},

is projected at the distance a with a velocity
- in a direction at right

angles to the initial distance ; shew that the path is the curve .

14. A particle moves with a central acceleration p,
I w5 - -^

) ;

. /25 .

it is projected at a distance a with a velocity A/ =- times the velocity for

4
a circle at that distance and at an inclination tan" 1

5 to the radius vector.
o

Shew that its path is the curve

15. A particle is acted on by a central repulsive force which varies as

the wth power of the distance ; if the velocity at any point of the path be

equal to that which would be acquired in falling from the centre to the

point, shew that the equation to the path is of the form

r 2
cos TT- 6= const.

2i

16. An elastic string, of natural length ?, is tied to a particle at one

end and is fixed a^its other* end to a point in a smooth horizontal table.

The particle can move on the table and initially is at rest with the string

straight and unstretched. A blow (which, if directed along the string

would make the particle oscillate to a maximum distance 2 fronvthe fixed

end) is given to the particle in a direction inclined at an angle a to the

string. Prove that the maximum length of the string during the ensuing
motion is given by the greatest root of the equation
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17. A particle of. mass m$s attached to a fixed point by an elastic

string of natural length a, the coefficient of elasticity being nmg ; it is

projected frqm an apse at a distance a with velocity *J%pgh ; shew that

thither apsraal dista/ictf is given by the equation

nr2
(r a) 2pha (r+ a)= t>.

18. A particle acted on by a repulsive 'central force /ir*-(r
a-9c2

)
2

is projected from an apse at a distance c with velocity S/^ ;
shew that

it will describe a tfcree-cusped hypocycloid and that the time to the cusp

. 4 9 /"

[Use equation (6) of Art. 53,#nd ve have 8p*=9c
2 -r*

r
'

/i? rdr /9c2 ?
f2

Also Acfo=p . ds=pdr. ,^-2
> giving ^=J o -jfV ^^.^

To integrate, put r2

19. Find the path described about a fixed centre of force by a particle,

when the acceleration toward the centre is of the form ^ -f- ~, in terms of

the velocity V at an apse whofjp distance is a from the centre of force.

20. Shew that the only law for a central attraction, for which the

velocity in a circle at afly distance is equal to the velocity acquired in

falling from infinity to that distance, is that of the inverse cube.

21. A particle moves in a curve under a central attraction so that its

velocity at any point is equal to that in a circle at the same distance and
under the same attraction ; shew that the law of force is that of the

inverse cube, and that the path is an equiangular spiral.

22. A particle moves under a central force mfi-f (distance)** (where
n>l but not= 3). If it be projected at a distance R in a direction

making an angle /3 with Jihe initial radius vector with a velocity equal to

that due to a fall from infinity, shew that the equation to the path is

If n>3 shew that the maximum distance from the centre is

and if
n<^3

then the particle goes to infinity.

23. A particle moves with central acceleration pu2 +rtt? and the

velocity of projection at distance R is V\ shew that the particle will

ultimately go off to infinity if ^2>^+^-
52
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24. A particle is projected from an apse at a distance a with a velocity

^ and moves with a central attraction equal to

(n-l)a-*r*+\r-*, where #>3,
(

'

c

per unit of mass ;
shew that it will arrive at the centre of force in time

al
2

25. In a central orbit if P^pu* (<?w+ cos0)- s
, sh^w that the path is

one of the conies

(cu+coa 9)*
=

(*+ b cos (20 -f a).

26. A particle, of mass w, inpves under an attractive force to the

pole equal to ^y sin2 B. It is projected with velocity /y/g
fr m an aPse

at a distance a. Shew that the equation to the orbit is r (l-rcos
5

*^)s=2a,
tt

and that the time of a complete revolution is (3a)
* x .- .

V/A

27. If a particle move with a central acceleration ^ (1 4- IP sin2 8)

"
*,

<
r

find the orbit and interpret the result geometrically.

[Multiplying the equation of motion, A2
(u -fc u) p. (1 +^2 sin2 0)

~
^, by

cos 6 and sin in succession and integrating, we have

A3 (u cos + u sin 0)
=

/*
sin 6 (1 + X;

2 sin2 6)
"
*+ 4,

Mid A2 (sm^-wcos^)

EUminating tl, we have

28. A particle moves in a field of force whose potential is /xr~
2 cos

wid it is projected at distance a perpendicular to the initial line with

2
velocity -\/ft; shew that the orbit described is

r=asecL/2 log tan ^x^].

29. A particlejs describing a circle of radius a under the action of a

xmstant force X to the centre when suddenly the force is altered to

!l+/isinn, where p is small compared with X and t is reckoned from the

instant of change. Shew that at any subsequent time t the
(Jistance

of

the particle from the centre of force is

What is the character of the motion if 3X =
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[Use equations (1) and (2) of Art. 53 ; the second gives r2^

and the first then becomes

r j-
33 X p sin nt.

%

Put r=a-f f where is small, and neglect squares of]
*

62. -4 particle describes a pa& wfo'cA is nearly ,a

afcowJ a centre offorce (= /iii
n
) at its centre; find the.condition that

this may be a stable motion.

The equation of motion is

If the path is a circle of radius -
,
then /t

2 =
/ic

n"8 ......(2).
c

Suppose the particlePto be slightly displaced from the circular

path in uch a way that h remains unaltered (for example,

suppose it is given a small additional velocity in a direction

away from the centre of
%

force by means of a blow, the

perpendicular velocity being unaltered).

In (1) put u =s c + ^?, where x is small ; then it gives

g + o +.-^-o + (.-2).+ ......(3).

Neglecting squares and higher powers of K, i.e. assuming
that a) is always small, we have

If n be < 3, so that 3 n is positive, this gives

-n0-f S\.

If n be > 3, so that n 3 is positive, the solution is

so that oo continually increases as 6 increases ; hence a? is not

always small and the orbit does not continue to be nearly
circular!

If n < 3, the approximation to the path is

u c + A cos [V3 -n0 + B] ...............(4).
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~" 1"'~

Te
The apsjdal distances are givep by the equation -^==0,

i.e. by sin |V3 - n0 + S]. r

The solutions of this equation are a Series of 'angles, /lie

difference between 'their successive values being , ^ -
.8 V3^i

This is 'therefore the apsidal angle of the paj>h.

If n = 3, this apsidal angle is infinite. In this case it

would be found that the motion is unstabte, the particle

departing from the
circular path altogether and describing

a spiral curve.

The maximum and minimum values of u, in the case n < 3,

are c +A and c -4/so that the motion is included between

these values.

63. The general case may be considered in thfe same
manner. Let the central acceleration be

<f> (u).

The equations (1) and (2) then become

and fcV = A*0(o) .... ...................(6).

Also (3) is now

dfx _ c8 <ft (c + a)

c - 2# + x -f,\ , neglecting squares of at.

and the motion is stable only if

In this case the apsidal angle ia

(c)H
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64, If, in addition to
t
the central acceleration P, we have

an acceleration T perpendicular to P, the equations of motion

are

and

Let r2
-TZ = fi. In this case h is not a constant.

77 77 7/1 77
cm cut dm , anm, /rtv

Then(2)gives

,

and , -f- ='

r dt

du

.(3).

=7;
dO

^T
dt

t>y equation (3).

Therefore (1) gives

de>

dhi

-P,

p _Tdu
udd

This may also be written in the form

Tdu

A
dd

|

from equation (3).

d?u

.(4).

d dh IT

EXAMPLES

1. J)ne end of an elastic string, of unstretched length a, is tied to

a point on the top of a smooth table, and a particle attached to the other

end can move freely on the table. If the path be nearly a cirole of radius b
t

shew that its apsidal angle is approximately n ^1 JT o~
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2. If the nearly circular orbit 'of a particle be

shew that the apsidal angle is -7- nearly.Jm *

[Using equation (5) of Art. 53 we see that P varies f r01
" 8

j the

result then follows from Art. 62.]
*

* ^
'

t

3. A particle moves with a central
Acceleration 3

-
-3

shew that the

apsidal angle is *r ~- A/ 1 +T2 >
where - is the constant areal velocity.

f6

4. Find the apsidal angle in a nfarly circular orbit under the central

force arm +bi*.

5. Assuming that the moon is acted on by a force , . .; r- to the*
(distance)

3

earth and that the effect of the sun's disturbing force is to cause a force

m2 x distance from the earth to the moon, snew that, the orbit being

nearly circular, the apsidal angle is n(l +^^J nearly, where is a

mean lunar month, and cubes of m are neglected.
i

6. A particle is moving in an approximately circular orbit under the

action of a central force ^ and a small constant tangential retardation/;

3 fshew that, if the mean distance be a, then 6=nt+ --fl, where /* aWand
2tdt

the squares of/ are neglected.

7. Two particles of masses M and m are attached to the ends of an
inextensible string which passes through a smooth fixed ring, the whole

resting on a horizontal table. The particle m being projected at right

angles to the string, shew that its path is

The tension of the string being T, the equations of motion are

dfr (dO\* T
dp

T
\dt)~ m

and

> ....................... <>.
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(2) gives
^

i^-A ...................
y

....... .....(4),

d then (1) and (3) give
(l+~)

?- ^ -

sincp f is zero initially, when r=a.
This equation and (4) give

.

mj a2

m f adr
,
a

,
~

cos""1 - -h C7,

and (7 vanishes if 6 be measured from the initial radius victor.

6 is*the path.

8. Two masses M, m are connected by a string which passes through
a hole in a smooth horizontal plane, the mass m hanging vertically.

Shew that M describes on the plane a curve whose differential equation
is

lu mq 1

Prove also that the tension of the string is

* Mm

9. In the previous question if m=M
9
and the latter be projected on

the plane with velocity \/ J*- from an apse at a distance a, shew that

the former will rise through a distance a.

10. Two particles, of masses M and m, are connected by a light

string ; the string passes through a small hole in the table, m hangs
vertically, and M describes a curve on the table which is very nearly
a circle whose centre is the hole; shew that the apsidal angle of the

orbit of M is jr

11. A particle of mass m can move oh a smo9th horizontal table.

It is attached to a string which passes through a smooth hole in the

table, goes under a small smooth pulley of mass M and is attached to

a point in the under side of the table so that the parts, of the string

hang vertically. If the motion be slightly disturbed, when the mass m
is describing a circle uniformly, so that the angular momentum is un-

/jr ,
^

changed, shew that the apsidal angle is IT */ -~? .

T 12771
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12. Two particles on a smooth horizontal table are attached by*an

alastic string, of natural length a, and are initially at rest at a distance a

apart. One particle is projected at right angles to the string. /Shew that

if the greatest length of the string during the subsequent #otion be 2a,

then the velocity of projqption is ^ / ,
where m is the harmonic mean

T oWt

between the masses of the particles and X is the modulus of elasticity of

the string.
*

[Let the two particles be A and B of masses M an'd M', of which B
is the one that is projected. When the connecting string is of length r

ind therefore of tension T
9 such that T=\-

,
the acceleration of A

9 f a '

T T
is

|j.
along 4/?,and that of B is

, along BA. To get the relative

notion we give to both R and A an acceleration equal and opposite to

ihat of A. The latter is then " reduced to rest
" and the acceleration of B

relative to A is along BA and

_ T T 2 r-a_ 2X I'-au
^=.

j. -j- as \ "

M M m a ma u

The equation to the relative path ofB is now

d?u 2X law

Integrate and introduce the conditions that the particle is projected from

m apse at a distance a with velocity F. The fet that there is another

ipse at a distance 2a determines F.]



CHAPTER V

UNIPLANAE MOTION WHEN THE ACCELERATION IS

CENTRAL AND VARYING AS TtfE INVERSE SQUARE
OF THE DISTANCE

65.
*

t
ln the present chapter we shall consider the motion when

the central acceleration follows the Newtonian Law of Attrac-

tion.

This law may be expressed as follows ;
between every two

particles, of masses ml and m^ placed at a distance r apart, the

mutual attraction is

7 r2

units of force, where 7 is a constant, depending on the units of

mass and length employed, and known as the constant of

gravitation.

If the masses be measured in pounds, and the length in feet,

the value of 7 is 1*05 x 10""9 approximately, and the attraction

is expressed in poundals.

If the masses be measured in grammes, and the length in

centimetres, the value of y is 6*66 x 10~* approximately, and

the attraction is expressed in dynes. a

66. A particle moves in a path so that its acceleration is

always directed to a fixed point and is equal to , ,. ^; to

shew that its path is a conic section and to distinguish between

the three cases that arise.
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When P=*, the equation (5) of 8irt. 53 becomes

Integrating wfe ha^, by Art. 54,

/.*;.3ff!K7 ..................... (2).
P r

Now the (pt r) equation of an ellipse and
Jiyperbola,

re-

rred to a focus, are respectively

6' 2a / *
6 2a t /QN-+l ...............(3),

where 2a and 26 are thd transverse and conjugate axes.

Hence, when C is negative, (2) is an ellipse; when is

positive, it is a hyperbola.

Also when 0=0, (2) becomes = constant, and this is the
r

(p9 r) equation of a parabola referred to its focus.

Hence (2) always represents a corfic section, whose focus is

at the centre of force, and which is an

ellipse "I

negative}
parabola > according as G is zero > ,

or hyperbola] or positive J

i.e. according as v2
| , i.e. according as the square of the

2jLt

velocity at any point P is ^ -^ , where 8 is the focus.

Again, comparing equations (2) and (3), we have, in the case

of the ellipse,
Aa
_/i_ G_ 6s
~
a

~~ - 1
*

.. h A/ p, ^= V/Lt tfsemi-latus-rectum, and = -- .

/2 1\
Hence, in the case of the ellipse, v* = /i f

---
J
..... ....(4).

/2 1\
So, for the hyperbola, va = /Ltf h

J,

2u
and, for the parabola, va -

.
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It will be nofed tha| in each case the velocity at any point
does not depend on the direction of the velocity.

Since -h is twice the area described in the unit of time

(Art. 54), therefore,lf T be the time of describing^the ellipse, we
have

f

*

m area of the ellipseT=- "V- -

so that the square of the periodic ^me varies as the cube of the

major axis.

COB. 1. If a particle be projected at a distance R with

velocity V in any direction the path is an ellipse, parabola or

hyperbola, according as F2 < = > -
.

Now the square of the velocity that would be acquired in

falling from infinity to the distance R, by Art. 31,

Hence the path is an ellipse, parabola or hyperbola accord-

ing as the velocity at any point is < = > that acquired in falling

from infinity to the point.

COB. 2. The velocity Pi for the description of a circle of

radius R is given by

-j=-
= normal acceleration =^ , so that V? = ^ .

. Tr velocity from infinity
and .'.F,^

L_ 1,

67. In the previous article the- branch of the hyperbola
described is the one nearest the centre of force.

If the central acceleration be from the centre and if it vary
as the inverse square of the distance, the further branch is

described. For in this case the equation of motion is
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Now the (p, r) equation of the farther branch of a hyper-
bola is

and this always agrees witfi (1) provided that
j-^

= - = C, t
so

that h = Vu x semi-latus-rectum, and va = = u*(
---

)
.^

p*
^

\a r)

68. Construction of the orbit given the point ofprojection and

the direction and magnitude*of tfo velocity ofprojection.
Let S be the centre of attraction, P the point of projection,

TPT the direction ofc projection, and F the velocity of pro-

jection.

Case I. Let F2 < ^~ ; then, by Ai& 66, the path fs an

ellipse whose major axis 2a is given by the equation

F* = ,* ft -iV where ==SP, so that 2a=
,

a/ t z//,

Draw P^, so that PS' and PS are on the same side of TPT',

making Z 2"P'= Z TPS, and take
F2 /?2

/

Then Sx

is the second focus and the elliptic path is therefore

known.
2ifc

Case II. Let Fa =^ ,
so that the path is a parabola,

Draw the direction PS' as in Case I; in this case this is the

direction of the axis of the parabola. Draw SU parallel to

PS' to meet TPT in U\ draw SY perpendicular to TPT' and

YA perpendicular to SU. Then A is the vertex of the.required

parabola whose focus is S, and the curve can be constructed.

S Ya 2 a

The semi-latufi-rectum = 28A = 2 .

-^p-
=

-4?- , where p is

the perpendicular from S on the direction of projection.

Case III. Let F8 >
^ ,

so that the path is a hyperbola of

transverse axis 2a given by the equation

+ and hence 2a
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In this case PS' lies on the opposite side of TPT' from PS,
such that z TPS = z Tpsf

,
and

'P - SP 2a, so that

The path can then be constructed, sinc<3 S' is*the second focus,

69. Kepler's Laws. The astronomer Kepler, pfter many
years of patient labour, discovered three laws connecting the

motions of the various planets about the sun. They are :

1. Each planet describes an ellipse having the sun in one of
its foci.

2. The areas described by the radii drawn from the planet

to the sun are, in the same orbit, proportional to the times of

describing them.

3. The squares of the periodic, times of the various planets

are proportional to the cubes of the major axes of their orbits.

70. From the second law we conclude, by Art. 54, that

the acceleration of each planet, and therefore the force on it,

is directed towards the Sun.

From the first law it follows, by Art. 55 or Art. 66, that

the acceleration of each planet varies inversely as the square
of its distance from the Sun.

From the third law it follows, since from Art. 66 we have

that the absolute acceleration
//, (i.e. the acceleration at unit

distance from the ^un) is the same for all planets.

Laws similar to those of Kepler have been found to hold

for the planets and their satellites.

It follows from the foregoing considerations that we may
assume Newton's Law of Gravitation to be true throughout the

Solar System.
J

:>

71. Kepler's Laws were obtained by him, by a process of

continually trying hypotheses until he found one that was

suitable ;
he started with the observations made and recorded

for many years by Tycho Brah^, a Dane, who lived from

A.P. 1546 to 1601.
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The first and second laws were enunciated by Kepler
in 1609 in his book on the motion of 'the planet Mars.

The third law was announced ten years later y a book
entitled On the Harmonies of the World., The explanation of

these laws ^as <givey by Newton in his Principia published
in the year 1687.

72. Kepler's third law, in the form given in Art. 69, is

only true on the supposition that the Sun is fixed, or that

the mass of the planet i$ negjected in comparison with that

of the Sun. v

A more accurate form is obtained in the following manner.

Let S be the mass
1

of the Sun, P that of any of its planets,
and y the constant of gravitation. The force of attraction

between the two is thus 7 . -^- , where r is the distance

between the Sun and planet at any instant.

The acceleration of the planet if then a ( = ~
J

towards

the Sun, and that of the Sun is /3 h=^~- towards the planet.

To obtain the acceleration of the planet relative to the Sun

we must give to both an acceleration ft^ along the line PS.

The acceleration of the Sun is then zero and that of the planet

is a -i- # along PS. If, in addition, we give to each a velocity

equal and opposite to that of the Sun we have the motion ofP
relative to the Sun supposed to be at rest.

The relative acceleration of the planet with respect to the

Sun then =

Hence the /* of Art. 66 is 7 (S + P), and, as in thatVticle

we then have T=
t

. ^ a*.
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If TI be the time of resolution and aj the semi-major axis

of the relative path of another planet Plt we have similarly

\L 2-7T $ S + P T* a3
'

Tz
. a?

Since Kepler's Law, th#,t ^-a varies as , ^is very

*
$4- P

approximately true, it follows that ~ ~ is very nearly
/O -f- JL

unity, and hence that P and P! are either very nearly equal
or very small compared with & But it is known that the

masses of the planets are very different ; hence tfiey must be

very small compared with that of the Sun.

73. The corrected formula of the last article may be used

to give an approximatS value to the ratio of the mass of a

planet to 'that of the Sun in the case where the planet has a

'small satellite, whose periodic time and mean distance from the

planet are known. |

In the case of the satellite the attraction of the planet is

the force which for all practical purposes determines its path.

If P be the mass of the planet and D its mean distance

from the Sun, then, as in the previous article,

T=

Similarly, if p be the mass of the satellite, d its mean

distance from the planet, and t its periodic time, then

-"
P+P ? *'

The quantities T, tt
D and d being known, this gives a

i f S +P
value for ^- .

Jr +p
As a numerical example take the case of the Earth E and the Moon m.

muThen

Now T=865J days, t=27J days, JD = 93,000,000 miles, and d= 240,000 miles,

all the values being approximate.
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Therefore +#= 325900 times the sumnf the masses of the Earth* and

1
*

Moon. Also m=-^E nearly.
oi

.-. fif= 880000 E nearly.

This is a fa^ly close approximation to the accurate result.

If the Sun be assumed to be a sphere of radius 440,000 miles and mean

density n times that of the Earth, assumed to be a sphere of radius 4000 miles,

this gives ^
*

n x (440000)3=330000 x (4000)3.

330000 330 . .1

Hence the mean density of the ^un

s=- that <3f the Earth=- x 6 . 627= about 1*4 grammes per oub. cm.,

so that the mean density 'of the Sun is nearly half as much again as that of

water.

74, It is not necessary to know the mean distance and

periodic time of the planet P in order to determine its mass, or<

rather the sum of its mass and that of its satellite.

For if E and m be the masses* of the Earth and Moon, R
the distance of the Earth from the Sun, r that of the Moon
from the Earth, if Y denote a year dnd y the mean lunar

month, then we have

2<7r

y=ur^=^ <2>-

Also, as in the last article,

From (1) and (3),

(

From (2) and (3),

2ff * (3).

> (5).

Equation (4) gives the ratio ofP + p to 8 + E.

Equation (5) gives the ratio ofP + p to E + m.
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EXAMPLES

1. Shew that the velocity of a particle moving in qp ellipse about

a centre of force in the focus is compounded of\wo constant velocities,

.

perpendicular to the radius and *?
perpendicular to the majorfcxis.

2. A particle describes an ellipse about a centre of force at the focus ;

shew that, at anjPpoint of its path, the angular velocity about the other

focus varies inversely as the square gf themormal at the point.

3. A particle moves with a central acceleration ...
** ^ I ; it is

, L (distance)*J
*

projected with velocity V at a distance R. Shew that its path is a

rectangular hyperbola if the angle of projection is

,.

4. A particle describes a^ ellipse under a force , ,.
^

r-
8
towards

the focus ; if it was projected with velocity F from a point distant r from
the centre of force, shew^that its periodic time is

2tr2

5. If the velocity of the Earth at any point of its orbit, assumed to

be circular, were increased by about one-half, prove that it would describe

a parabola about the Sun as focus.

Shew also that, if a body were projected from the Earth with a velocity

exceeding 7 miles per second, it will not return to the Earth and may even

leave the Solar System. ^

6. A particle is projected from the Earth's surface with velocity v ;

shew that, if the diminution of gravity be taken into account, but the

resistance of the air neglected, the path is an ellipse of major axis

-ga Vr
where a is the Earth's radius.

7. Shew that an unresisted particle falling to the Earth's surface from

a great distance would acquire a velocity \/2#a, where a is the Earth's

radius.

Prove that the velocity acquired by a particle similarly falling into the

Sun is to the Earth's velocity in the square root of the ratio of the

diameter of the Earth's orbit to the radius of the Sun.

62
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8* If a placet were suddenly stopped in its orbit, supposed circular,

*/2
shew that it would fall into the Sun in a time which is ~ times thp

period of the planet's revolution.
e

9. The eccentricity qf the Earth's orbit round the Sun is ^r ; shew
oO

that the Earth's distance frgm the Sun exceeds the length of the semi-

major axis of the orbit during about 2 days more than half the year.
f

10. The mean distance of Mars from the Sun being 1*524 times that

of the Earth, find the time of revolution of Mars about ti.e Sun.

11. The time of revolution Sf Man about the Sun is 687 days and his

mean distance 14l millions of miles ; the distance of the Satellite Deimos
from Mars is 14,600 miles and his time of revolution 30 hrs. 18 mins.

j

shew that the mass of thd Sun is a little more than three million times

that of Mars.

12. The time of revolution of Jupiter about the Sun is 11*86 years
and his mean distance 483 millions of miles ; the distance of his first

satellite is 261,000 miles, and his time of revolution 1 day 18J hrs. ; shew

that the mass of Jupiter is a little less than one-thousandth of that of the

Sun.

13. The outer satellite of Jupiter revolves in 16g days approximately,
and its distance from the planet's centre is 26J radii of the latter. The

last discovered satellite revolves in 12 hours nearly; find its distance

from the planet's centre.

Find also the approximate ratio of Jupiter's mean density to that of

the Earth, assuming that the Moon's distance is 60 times the Earth's

radius and that her siderial period is 27J days nearly.

[Use equations (2) and (3) of Art. 74, and neglect m in comparison
with J&, and p in comparison with P.]

14. A planet is describing an ellipse about the Sun as focus
; shew

that its velocity away from the Sun is greatest when the radius vector to

the planet is at right angles to the major axis of the path, and that it

then is ^L= ,
where 2a is the major axis, e the eccentricity, and TT /y 1 r

the periodic time.

t

76. To find the time of description of a given arc of an

elliptic orbit starting from the nearer end of the major axis.
j/j

The equation ra
-^
= h of Art. 53 gives

re it 72

r*d0 = 7T
~

i jfr.dff (1).
Jo Jo (1 + cos 0)*

v '
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If e< 1, then by the ^ell-known result in Integral Calculus

2
* if A37

vi^^11

LV r
*

de

Differentiating with respect to the constant e, we have

-co80 2e . ,
t
r /r^e A 01

tor1 A/? tans
'

[y 1+e .2J

...(4>1 - e3 1 H- e cos

x nf
Heftce, since f = -f==

= "'
-^

,
we have, by (1),"

v//^ V/A
8 *

= ^= 2 tan-1

f
A/ - - tan 5)

- 6 Vl-e8 ^-^
Va \vl-f-e 2/ l+<

ALITER. If we change the variable 6 into a new variable

given by the relation (1 4- e cos 6) (1 e cos <) = 1 ea, so that

cos
- cos <f>

- e . . ^ (1
- e2) sin

2
rf>

ss r _. sm2 SB
>-j
-L--f

l-ecos<> l-^cos> 2>

and sin . dd =
"

a^, we have d0 . ,-l
(1
- e cos <)

a r
1 - e cos <

Hence

,. 1
r^^ =

XTIVnwXi \J w

............(6).

1 cos <6 1 e 1 cos 1 e . n Q_- __
,_

*~- r _ ^.
----- Ucvll "jr t

2 l + cos< l-hel+cosd 1 + e 2*

VI~-Te^
sin <f> = --

^ sin 0.r
1 4- e cos 6

Substituting in (6), we have result (4), and proceed as above.

-
and sin <f> = --

^ sin 0.r
1 4- e cos 6
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76. Tofipd the time similarly foy a hyperbolic orbit.

__
$

,
fi

- VW 1 + Vey 1 tan ^
Ife> 1,then ,

a
a -^J^- log

* ~
Jol + 0cos0 Ve8 1 J

* f v e + 1 v 6 - 1 tan
%

Differentiating with respect to f,
we have *

cos 7/, e ,

tan

dff

J(l + ecos0)
9

1

OC080

-ita
e*-l l+ecosff*

Hence, since in this case T = -7=
(

VL

the equation (1) of the last article gives

,- - sin

+ e cos

.

-log

2J

ALITEB. Change the variable into a new variable <, such

that (1 4- e cos 0) (e cosh </> 1) = 6* 1, so tkat

> cosh< .

j/i (tf
8

I)sinh
8

<

8m
""(6COBh^-i7'

and

Then

XTNow

/;

6 cosh 1
'

de

dti

, e cosh 1
"

a I (ecosh l)rf<^

1

[e sinh d> - 6],L v

4. uatanh" ^
. .

.
.

, =-r tan8
5 ,2 cosh

<f>
+ 1 e -f- 1 2
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and sinh ^ - 2 tanh J/(l
- tanh (] - V^I ,-5"

*

"I \ &/ 1 -I" <6COS0*

sin

which is the same as before, since tanh" 1 x = log =-
77. 7n the case ofaparabMic ofbit to find the corresponding

time.

The equation to the parabola is r =-^ , where 2d is
X *T~ COS \J

the latus-rectum and 6 is measured from the axis. Hence the

equation (3) of Art. 5? gives

h . t = frtW =
J

But

if a be the apsidal distance.

78. Motion of a projectile, variations of gravity being taken

into consideration but the resistance oflhe air keing neglected.

The attraction of the Earth at a point outside it at a distance

r from, the centre is ~. Hence the path of a projectile in

vacuo is one of the cases of Art. 66, one of the foci of the path
described being at the centre of the Earth.
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9

If R bet the radius of the Eaqbh, then ^-the value of

gravity at the surface of the Earth = g, so that p,
= &fi

9
.

The path of a projectile which starts from a point on the

Earth's surface as therefore an ellipse, parabola, or hyperbola

according as F* = -
, *e. according as Fa = 2gR.

79 The maximum range of a particle starting from the Earth's surface

with a given velocity may be obtained as follows :
*

Let S be the centre of the Earth and P the point of projection. Let K be

I

* '

the point vertically above P to which the velocity, ^, of projection is due, so

that, by Art. 31, we have

where E is the radius of the Earth and PK is h.

If JET be the second focus of the path, the semi-major axis is -(R+PH).

Henoe, by equation (4) of Art. 66,

By comparing this with equation (1) we have PH=h, so that the locus of

the second focus is, for a constant velocity of projection, a circle whose centre

is P and radius h. It follows that the major axis of the path is SP+PH or SK.
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The ellipse, whose fooi are 8 and H, meets a plane LPM, passing througi
the point of projection, in a poijit Q, such that SQ + QH=SK. Hence, if 8$

njeet in T the circle whose centre is S and radius SK, we have QT= QH. Since

there is, in^aeneral, another point, H', on the circle of foci equidistant with H
from Q, we have, in

general,
two paths for a given range.

The greatest range on the plane LPM is clearly Pq where qf equals qO.
Hence Sq + qP= Sq + qO + OP= Sq +qt+PK^S%+ P&.
Therefore q lies on an ellipse, whose foci are the centre oi the Earth and the

point of projection, and which passSs through K.

Hence we obtain the maximum range.

80. SuppdBe that the path described by a planet P about

the Sun S is the ellipse of the figur^. Draw PN perpendicular

to the major axis and produce it to meet the auxiliary circle in

Q; Let G fce the centre.

Q

The points A and A' are called. respectively the Perihelion

and Aphelion of the path of the planet.
The angle ASP9 is called the True Anomaly and the angle

ACQ the Eccentric Anomaly. In the case of any of the planets
the eccentricity of the path is small, being never as large as

1 except in the case of Mercury when it is '2
;
the foci of the

path are therefore very near 0, the ellipse differs little in actual

shape from the Auxiliary circle, and hence the Difference between

the True and Eccentric Anomaly is a small quantity.
o_.

If be the time of a complete revolution of the planet,n
so that n is its mean angular velocity, then nt is defined to be

the Mean Anomaly and n is the Mean Motion. It is clear
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therefore that nt would be the Anomaly of an imaginary planet
which moved so that its angular velocity was equal to the mean

angular velocity of P.

. 2?r 2?r
Smce * T^ a

Let be the True- Anomaly, A8P, and
<f>

the Eccentric

Anomaly *ACQ.
If k be twice the area described in a unit of time, then

5 1 SB Sectorial area ASP
2 % c

ss Curvilinear area ANP 4- triangle SNP

SB - x Curvilinear area j4JVQ + triangle /S-flTP

- -
(Sector 40Q - triangle ONQ) + SN.NP

a

SB - (a* ^ &a sin
<f>

cos <) + J (a cos
<f> ae) . 6 sin <

Y (0-sin^).

.. n^ = -r- (^> 6sin^) = ^ esin^ .........(1).

By the polar equation to a Conic Section, we have

1 + ecos^

and SP = a - e. ON = a (1
- ecos

^>).

.*. (1 e cos 0) (1 -f 6 cos 0)
ss 1 e3,

and /. COB* -**-''...................(2).v 7e cos <

81. If e be small, a first approximation from (1) to the

value of < is nt, and a ,second approximation is nt + e sin w
From (2), a fifst approximation to the value of 6 is 0, and a

second approximation is
<f>

H- X where

.... cos d> 6
cos 6 X sin <f> ss --z--rr r 1 - e cos <

'

and .% x^
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Hence, as far as the first power of e,

=
(f) + e sin ^ = nt -f e sin nt -f e sin (nt 4- e ainnt)

'

?tf 4- 2e sin n.

Also

to the same approximation,
= a -ae cos (n^ 4- 20 sin w) = a 00 cos.wfc

If an approximation be made as far as squares of e, the

results are found to be

<j)
as nt -f 6 sin n -f ^ sin 2w,

2e sin nt -t- sin 2nt,

and t* = ct
{
1 f^cos w^ H- ^ (1

82. From equation (2) of Art. 80, we have

0__l-cos0 _(!+)(! -eoe#_l
2~l + cos^~(l-e)(l + cos^)~l

so that
<^.
= 2 tan-1

F/\/j^ tan
|1

,

and

2 tan ?

Hence, from equation (1) of the same article, remembering

that w = ^r, we haVe

This is the result of Art. 75 and gitfes the time of describing

any arc of the ellipse, starting from perihelion.

83. When a particle is describing an elliptic orbife, it may
happen that at some point of'the path it receives an impulse so

that it describes another path ; or the strength of the centre of

force may be altered so that the path is altered. To obtain the
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new orbit we shall want to know fcow the major axis has* been

altered in magnitude and position, what is the new eccentricity,

etc.

84 Tangential disturbing force.

Let -AP^'*be ttfe path of a particle moving about a centre
of force at S, and let H be the other focus.

When *he particle has arrived at P let its velocity be

changed to v -f u, the direction being unaltered ; let 2a' be the

new major axis.

Then we have

-3 ......CD.

Hence, by subtraction, we have , .

CL

Since the direction of motion is unaltered at P, the new
focus lies on PH ; and, if H' be its position, we have

HE'= (H'P+ SP) - (HP + SP) = 2a' - 2a.

If the change of velocity u be small and equal to $v, say,

then by differentiating the first of equations (1) we have

a2

[For SP is constant as far as these instantaneous changes
are concerned.]

Hence &a, thS increase in the semi-major axis,

Again, since HH' is now small, we have

HH'smH 2Sa.sin.ff
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Hence 6^, the angle through which the major axis moves,

iiiJy.fc ..'.; .....(3).^ 'ae

Since the direction
f
of motion at P is unaltered ty the blow,

the value of h is altered in the ratio ---
, so that Bh = A.

v v

But , &a

.*. 2hdh = aSa (1 e
w

Sv

V

so that 8e = .

""" 6 ' av ~~ P
/^\

v e
/ju

This gives the increase in the value of the eccentricity,
o

Sincer the periodic tiine T = a^,

ST 38a
2 a (5).

85. If the disturbing force is not tangential, the velocity it

produces must be confounded with the velocity in the orbit to

give the new velocity and tangent at the point P. The

equations (1) or (2) of the last article now give the magnitude,
2a

7

,
of the new major axis.

Also since the moment of the velocity of the point P about

the focus 8 is equal to

V/i x semi-latus-rectum, i.e. to /u, \la! (1 e/2),

we obtain the new eccentricity.

Finally by drawing a line making with the new tangent at

P an angle equal to that made by SP, and taking on it a point

jET, such that fifP + ^f'P is equal to the new major axis, we

obtain the new second focus and hence the new position of the

major axis of the orbit.

86. Effect on the orbit of an instantaneous change in the

value ofthe absolute acceleration p.

When the particle is at a distance r from the centre of force,

let the value of /A be instantaneously changed to //, and let the

new values of the major axis and eccentricity be 2a' and e'.
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Since the velocity is instantaneously unaltered in magnitude,
we have

.

an equatioiftogive ?/.

The moment of the velocity about 8 being unaltered, h

remains the same, so that

6a)
= h - V/tV (1

-
*'*) ............ (2),

gvng e.

The direction of the velocity at distance r being unaltered,

we obtain the new positions of\he second focus and of ihe new

major axis aS in the previous article.

If the change 8/4 in /A be very small the change Sa in a is

obtained by differentiating the first equation in (1), where v

and r are treated as constants, and we have

*,_* &
a2

/u,

8
'

So, from (2), we have, on taking logarithmic differentials,

_
p a 1 e3

~~"

Again, since the periodic time T~ a^,

* T "2 a 2

EXAMPLES ;

1. If the period of a planet be 365 days and the eccentricity e is ^ ,

shew that the times of describing the two halves of the orbit, bounded by
the latus rectum passing through the centre of force, are

2. The perihelion distance of a comet describing a parabolic path is

- of the radius of the Earth's path supposed circular ; shew that* the time
n
that the comet will remain within the Earth's orbit is

2
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flf S be the Sun, a the radius of the Earth's path, A the perihelion of

the comet's path, and P the intersection of the paths of'the earth and

comet, then aSP~ j
,
so that cos0=-- 1, and therefore

-l.

Now use the formula of Art. 77, remembering that -^a^=one year.]

3. The Earth'ir path about the Sun being assumed to be a circle, shew

that the longest time that a comet, which describes a parabolic path, can

remain within the Earth's orbit is 5 of a year.W orr

4. A planet, of mass M and periodic time T> when at its greatest

distance from the Sun comes into collision with a meteor of mass m,

moving in the same orbit in the opposite direction with velocity v ; if

17 be small, shew that the*major axis of the planet's path is reduced by
JsL

LEf
l+e'

4m vT IT-

jf-^vr-
5. When a periodic comebis at its greatest distance from the Sun its

velocity v is increased by a small quantity bv. Shew that the comet's

least distance from the Sun is increased by the quantity 4Sv, \ }, . ^J- .

l/*(l + )J

6. A small meteor, of mass m, falls into the Sun when the Earth is

at the end of the minor axis of its orbit ;
if M be the mass of the Sun,

shew that the major axis of the Earth's orbit is lessened by 2a .

^.,
that

the periodic time is lessened by -^ of a year, and that the major axis of

its orbit is turned through an angle .

p..

7. The Earth's present orbit being taken to be circular, find what its

path would be if the Sun's mass were suddenly reduced to - of what it is

now.

8. A comet is moving in a parabola abomt the Sun as focus
;
when at

the end of its latus-reotum its velocity suddenly becomes altered in the

ratio n\ 1, where n<l ; shew that the comet will describe an ellipse whose

eccentricity is A/l-2w2+27&4,
and whose major axis is r

a , where 2?

was the latus-rectum of the parabolic path*

9. A body is moving in an ellipse about a centre of force in the focus
;

when it arrives at P the direction of motion is turned through a right
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angle, the speed being unaltered
;
shew that the body will describe* an

ellipse whose eccentricity varies as the distance of P from the centra

10. Two particles, of masses m^ and wi2 , moving in co-plan? parabolas
round the Sun, collide at right angles and coalesce when their common
distance from rthe

f
Sun is R. Shew that the subsequent path of the

combined particles is an ellipse of major axis
*

R. "
*

^11. A particle is describing an ellipse under the action of a force to

one of its foci. When the particle is at one extremity of the minor axis

a blow is given to it and the subsequent orbit is 5 circle
;

find the

magnitude and direction of th^ blow.

12. A particle m is describing an ellipse about the focus with^angular
momentum m, and when at the end of the minor axis receives a small

impulse mu along the radius vector to the focus. Shew that the major axis

of the path is diminished by r ,
that the eccentricity is increased by

~
(1 e2)^, and that the major axis is turned through the angle ^i-^-^

where a, b are the semi-axes and e the eccentricity of the ellipse.

13. A particle is describing a parabolic orbit (latus-rectum 4a) about

a centre of force
(/x)

in the focus, and on its arriving
at a distance r from

the focus moving towards the vertex the centre of force ceases to act for

a certain time r. When the force begins again to operate prove that the

new orbit will be an ellipse, parabola or hyperbola according as

14. Shew that the maximum range of a projectile on a horizontal

plane through the point of projection is 2A .- -
, ,

where R is the radius
*

of the Earth, and h is the greatest height to which the projectile can be

fired.

[Use the result of Art. 79.]

15. When variations of gravity and the spherical shape of the Earth

are taken into account, shew that the maximum range attainable by a gun

placed at the sea^ level is 2/2 sin"* 1

(-^\ ,
and that the necessary angle of

elevation is - cos-1 r^ ) ,
where R is the Earth's radius and h is the greatest

height above the surface to which the gun can send the ball.

16. Shew that the least velocity with which a body must be projected
from the Equator of the Earth so as to hit the surface again at the North

Pole is about 4J miles per second, and that the corresponding direction of

projection makes an angle of 67 with the vertical at the point of

projection,



CHAPTER YI

TANGENTIAL AND NORMAL ACCELERATIONS.
UNIPLANAR CONSTRAINED MOTION

87. In the present chapter will be considered questions
which chiefly involve motions where the particle is constrained

bo move in definite curves. In these cases the accelerations are

often best measured along tile tangent and normal to the curve.

We must therefore first determine the tangential and normal

accelerations in the caae of any plane curve.

88. To shew that the accelerations along the tangent and

normal to the path of a particle are -^ (= v -r
)
and , where

pis the radius of curvature of the curve at the point considered.

Let v be the velocity at time t along the tangent at any
point P, whose arcual dis-

tance from a fixed point
on the path is s, and let

v H- At; be the velocity at

time 1 4- Atf along the tan-

gent at Q, where PQ = As,

Let
<f>

and + A< be

the anglgs that the tan*

gents at P and Q make
with a fixed line 0#, s<#

that A</> is the angle between the tangents at J?

L. D.
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Then, by definition, the acceleration along the tangent' at P
velocity along the tangent at time -f

T L the same at time t

(v + Av)-cos A< v

T + Av - V
lit--rr-',
A*0 AC ^

on neglecting small quantities of the second order,

_ <fo _ cW
^ ~

di
~
^"a

'

A1 efo
Also TTT

eft

Again the acceleration along the normal at P

velocity along the normal at time t -I- Atfl

T L the same at time t J= JLt-T--

Tt

T , A x sin A0 A<|> As - 1 0*= Lt (v 4- Av) . A ,/ .-r^-.-x ,==v.l.-.t;==-.
Ae=o A^> As A p p

COB. In the case of a circle we have p = a, s = a#, v = a$

and the accelerations are a$ and a03
.

89. The tangential and normal accelerations may also be directly obtained

from the accelerations parallel to the axes.

.g,
dx _ dx da

diT~5!'Jt'

__
ds dx"

dt2
~"

QA
- cPy

dP"
=

But, by Differential Galcjilus,

1 /ds\ 2 dxtfs sind Q d8*
' += " v2 +
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Therefore the acceleration along the tangent

and the acceleration along tne normal= -
-=-f sin 4- -~coa<f>at jit

90. la?. A curve is described
by

a particle having a constant acceleration

in a direction inclined at a constant angle to the tangent; shew that ^ie curve is

an equiangular spiral* t

Here -p=/cos^ind =/sin a, where /and a are constants,

/. 2/cos as + const. = va=/ sin * . p=f sin a -J-T .

* ~ 8 fc a +A > where A is a constant.
^

.% log (
cot a 4- .4) = 2\f/ cot a 4- const.

which is the intrinsic equation of an equiangular spiral.

EXAMPLES

1. Find the intrinsic equation to a curve such that, when a point
moves on it with constant tangential acceleration, the magnitudes of the

tangential velocity and the normal acceleration are in a constant ratio.

2. A point moves ak>ng the arc of a cycloid in such a manner that

the tangent at it rotates with constant angular velocity ; shew that the

acceleration of the moving point is constant in magnitude.

3. A point moves in a curve so that its tangential and normal
accelerations are equal and the tangent rotates with constant angular

velocity ; find the path.

4. If the relation between the velocity of a particle and the arc it has
described be

, 6+oc2

find the tangential force acting on the particle and the time that must

elapse from the beginning of the motion till the velocity has the value F.

5. Shew that a cycloid can be a free path for a particle acted on at

each point by a constant force parallel to the corresponding radius of the

generating circle, this circle being placed at th*b vertex*

6. A heavy particle lying in limiting equilibrium on a rough plane,

inclined at an angle a to the horizontal, is projected with velocity V hori-

zontally aiong the plane; shew that the limiting velocity is JK and find

the intrinsic equation to the path.

7. A circle rolls on a straight line, the velocity of its centre at any
instant being v and its acceleration/ ;

find the tangential and normal ac-

celerations of a point on the edge of the circle whose angular distance from
the point of contact is Q.

72
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91. A* particle is compelled tp move, on a given stflooth

plane curve under the action of given forces in the plane; to find

the motion.

Let P fee a point of the curve whoserarcual distance from a

fixed point C i& s, aid let v be

the velocity at P. Let X, Y be

the components parallel to two

rectangular axes Ox, Oy of the

forces acting on the particle

when at P ;
since the curve i

smooth th^ only reaction will

be a force R along the normal

at P. T

Resolving along the tangent and normal, we have

m ^ !=: force along TP

dx
.(1),

and m. - = - Zsin 6 + Fcos 6 -f R
P ^

dx ~TT dy= ~Z/-f -J-as .(2).

When v is Imown, equation (2) gives R at any point.

Equation (1) gives

.............. ....(3).

Suppose that Xdx -f Ydy is the complete differential of

some function
<f> (#, y), so that X =

j-
and F= -

.

Then ......(4).

Suppose that the particle started with a velocity V from a

point whose coordinates are # > 2A>- Then

Hence, by subtraction,

t)............(5).

This result is quite independent of the path pursued
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between the initial point and P, and would therefore be the

same whatever be the form of the restraining curve.

From the definition of Work it is clear that Xdx -f Tdy
represents the work cUme by the forces X

9 Y during a small

displacement ds along the curve. Hence tke right-hand side of

(3) or of (4) represents the total work done on the particle by
tha, external forces, during' its motion from the point of pro-

jection to P, added to an arbitrary constant.

Hence, -when^bhe components of the forces are equal to the

differentials witli respect to x and y o some function (a?, y), it

follows from (5) that

The change in the Kinetic Energy of the particle

B the Work done by the External Forces.

Forces of this kind are called Conservative Forces,

The quantity <!>(,*y) is known as the Work-Function of

the system of forces. From the ordinary definition of a

Potential Function, it is clear that ^ (#, y) is equal to the

Potential of the given system of forces added to some constant.

If the motion be in three dimensions we have, similarly,

that the forces are Conservative when l(Xd$ + Ydy + Zdz) is a

perfect differential, and an equation similar to (5) will also be

true. [See Art. 181.]

92. The Potential Energy of the particle, due to the given

system of forces, when it is in the position P
= the work done by the forces as the particle moves to some

standard position.

Let the latter position be the point (0^ y,). Then the

potential energy of the particle at P

*. v)

< (. y)

Henge, from equation (4) of the last article,

(Kinetic Energy 4- Potential Energy) of the particle when at P

<(o?, y) + 0+ $ (xlt yO -<(#, y)

+ (#i, yj a constant.
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Hence, when a particle moves under the action of a Con-

servative System of Forces, the sum of its Kinetic and Potential

Energies is constant throughout the motion. /

93. Inthe particular case when gravity is the only force

acting we have, if the axis of y be vertical,X = and F= mg.

Equation (3) then gives \rntf *<* mgy + C.

Hence", if $ be a point of the path, this gi^es

kinetic energy at P - kinetic
energy,

at Q

mg x difference of the ordinates at P and Q
= the work done by gravity as Ihe particle passes from Q to P.

This result is important ;
from it, given the kinetic energy

at any known point of the curve, we have the kinetic energy at

any other point of the path, if the curve be smooth.

94. If the only forces acting on a pkrticle be perpendicular
to its direction of motion (as in the case of a particle* tethered

by an inextensible string, or moving on a smooth surface) its

velocity is constant
;
for the work dojie by the string or reaction

is zero.

95. All forces which are one-valued functions of distances

from fixed points are Conservative Forces.

Let a force acting on a particle at the point (a?, y) be a

function ^r (r) of the distance r from a fixed point (a, 6) so that

Also let the force act towards the point (a, 6).

mi_ dr , . , dr ,
Then r -=- = (x a), and r -v- = y &.

ax ay
The component X of this force parallel to the axis of x

if the force be an attraction, and the component F parallel to y

Hence Xdx+ Tdy = - + (r) x
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ftence, if F(r) be such that ~ F(r) = - ^ (r)
* ....... (1),

we have

(Xdx + Tdy)^F (r) dr = F (r) + contf.
f(

Such a force therefore satisfies the condition ol being a

Conservative Force.
9

If the force be a central one and follow the law of the invefse square, so that

^ (r)
=

, then F (rft=
- f^ (r) dr=^ and hence

(Jfcfo + Ydy)=^+ constant.
r

*?

96. The work done in stretching an elastic string is equal to

the extension produced multiplied by the mean of the initial and

final tensions.

Let a be the unstlretched length of the string, and X its

modulus'of elasticity, so that, when its length is oc
t
its tension

= X .
-

, by Hooke's Law.
at J

The work done in stretching it from a length b to a length c

=
(c 6) x mean of the initial and final tensions.

E#. ^ and B are two points in the same horizontal plane at a distance 2a apart;
AB is an elastic string whose unstretched length is 2a. To 0, the middle point of
AB, is attached a particle of mass m which is allowed to fall under gravity ; find
its velocity when it has fallen a distance x and the greatest vertical distance

through which it moves.

When the particle is at P, where OP= I let its velocity be v, so that its

kinetic energy then is %mv2 -

The work done by gravity=mg . x.

The work done against the tension of the string

-

Hence, by the Principle of Energy,

mgx [\/a:
fl 4- a2 - a]

2
.

'the particle conies to rest when v=0, and then x is given by the equation

mgxa= X [\/#
2+ aa - a]

2
.
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EXAMPLES

1, If an elastic string, whose natural length is that of a uniform rod,
be attached td the rod at both ends and suspended by the middle point,
shew by means of the Principle of Energy, that the rod will sink until the

strings are inclined to the horizon at an^angle & given by the equation

given that the modulus of elasticity of the string is n%imes the weight of

the rod.
i

2. A he*^y ring, of mass m, slides on a smooth vertical rod and is

attached to a light string which passes over a small pulley distant a from
the rod and has a mass M (> m) fastened to its other end. Shew that, if

the ring be dropped from a point in the rod in the same horizontal plane

as the pulley, it will descend a distance i> 9

W^ before coming to rest.M * mA
Find the velocity of m when it has fallen through any distance #.

3. A shell of mass M is moving with velocity V. An internal

explosion generates an amount of energy$ and breaks the shell into two

portions whose masses are in the ratio m^ : w2 . The fragments continue

to move in the original line of motion of the shelL Shew that their

,
... ,

velocities are F+ - and F-

4. An endless elastic string, of natural length 2?ra, lies on a smooth

horizontal table in a circle of radius a. The string is suddenly set in

motion about its centre with angular velocity CD. Shew that if left to

itself the string will expand and that, when its radius is r, its angular
a2

velocity is
-g a>, and the square of its radial velocity from the centre is

^r(i*- a*)
~ ~

2?rX (r
""a)' where m is the maso and X the modulus of

r8 x ' ma '

elasticity of the string.
i

5. ...Four equal particles are connected by strings, which form the

sides of a square, and repel one another with a force equal to
p,
x distance

;

i/^ne string,
be

cuj,
shew that, when either string makes an angle B with

. . 1 , . A . .1 i i .A /4a sin 0(2+ sintf)
its original position, its angular velocity is

/^J 2~sin0
- *

[As in Art 47 the centre of mass of the whole system remains at rest;

also the repulsion, by the well-known property, on each particle is the

same as if the whole of the four particles were collected at the centre and

04/LtX distance from the fixed centre of mass. Equate the total kinetic

energy to the total work done by the repulsion.]
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6. A uniform string, of
majssM and length 2a, is placedLsymmetrically

over a smooth peg and has particles of masses m and m' attached to its

extremities ; shew that when the string runs off the peg its velocity is

M+m+m'
A heavy uniform chain, of length 2, hangs over a small smooth fixed

pulley, the length l+c being at one side and l-c at the other.; if the end
of the shorter portion he held, and then let go, shew tljat the chain will

slip off the pulley^li time (-
]

log
-

8. A uniform chain, of length 'and weight Wy is placed on a line of

greatest slope of a smooth plane, whose inclination to thehorizontal is a,

and just reaches the bottom of the plane where there is a small smooth

pulley over which it can run. Shew that, when a length x has run
oft',

the

tension at the bottom of the plane is W (1 sin a)
***

~ XJ
t

9. Over a small smooth pulley is placed a uniform flexible cord ; the

latter is initially at rest and lengths I-a and l+a hang down on the two

sides. The pulley is now made to move with constant upward accelera-

tion /. Shew that the string ^ill leave the pulley after a time

vzb-p cosh"1 -.
f+ff a

97. Oscillations of a Simple Pendulum.

A particle m is attached by a light string, of length lt to a

fixed paint and oscillates under gravity through a small angle;

to find the period of its motion.

When the string makes an angle with the vertical, the

equation of motion is

(1).

But 8

- f sin = - ~
0, to a first approxima-

l i

tion.

If the pendulum swings through a small

angle a on each side of the vertical, so that

= a and $=*0 when = 0, this equation

gives
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so that the /notion is simple harmopic and the time, Tlt df a

very small oscillation = 2-rr A/ -
,
as in Art. 22.

*

For a higher approximation we have, from equation (1),

fo = 20 (cos
- cos ) (2),

sincef6 is ^ero when 6 = a.

[This equation follows at once from the Principle of Energy.]

cos a

where t is tke time of a quarter-swing.

/T-^V Sm 2~ sm
2

Put sin = sin . sin
<f>.

cos ^
. sin = cos

<f>

?
f

2
"_

9
Jo fl-sin2

8i (3)

Hence a second approximation to the required period,

if powers of a higher than the second are neglected.
Even if a be not very small, the second term in the bracket

of (4) is usually a sufficient approximation. For example,
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suppose a = 30, so that th
f
e pendulum swings through an angle

of 60 ; 1&en sin2 = sin2 15 = '067, and (4) gives
d

t - \ tj
-
[1 + '017 + -00063 + .-..],

i/

[The student who is acquainted with Elliptic Functions

will see that (3) gives

f)'
mod - sin

i

so that sin = sin sn (t A/? > mod. sin>.

A/-

The time of a complete oscillation is also, by (3), equal to

-
multiplied by the real period of the elliptic function with

modulus'sin ^ .]

98. The equations (1) and (2) of the previous article give
the motion in a circle in any case, when is not necessarily

small. If o) be tb angular velocity of the particle when

passing through the lowest point A, we have

ifc = 2g cos 6 + const. = Zo>
2 -

2g (1
- cos 6} ...... (5).

This equation cannot in general be integrated without the

use of Elliptic Functions, which are beyond the scope of this

book.

If T be the tension of the string, we have

Tmgcc0 = force along the normal PO
= ml 9* = mica!3 2<nig (1 cos 0),

.-. T = m{Z*>*-#(2--3cos0)} ............ (6).

Hence T vanishes and becomes neative, and hence circular

,. , 2q lo)
motion ceases, when cos v = -^r-

Particular Case. Let the angular velocity at A be that due to a faU from the

highest point A', so that

Pw*=2g.2l, i.e. w=~.

Then (5) gives
2= (l + cos0).
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cos j- sin j

giving the time t of describing an angle B from the lowest jftrfnt.

Also in this case
%

T=w {40
- 20 -f 80 cos 0} =ro0 [2 + 3 cos 0].^ 20

Circular motion therefore ceases when cos0= --, and then sec -=
o 2

A

tan O= N/^* Therefore the time daring which the circular motion lasts

99. J5?oj. 1. Shew that a pendulum, which beats seconds when it swings

through 3 on each side of the vertical, will
Igse about 12 sees, per day if the

angle be 4 and about 27 sees, per day if the angle be 5.

Ex. 2. A heavy bead slides on a smooth fixed vertical circular wire of radius

a\ if it be projected from the lowest point with velocity just sufficient to carry it

to the highest point, shew that the radius to the bead is at time t inclined to the

vertical at an angle 2 tan-i f sinh A/|M *nd that the bead will be an infinite

time in arriving at the highest point.

100. Motion on a smooth cycloid whose axis is vertical and
vertex lowest.
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Let AQD be the generating circle of the cyqloid OPAQ',
P being any point on it; let PT be the tangent at P and

PQN pefpendicular to the axis meeting the generating circle

in Q. The two principal properties of the cycloid^ are that the

tangent TP is parallel to AQ, and that the are AP is equal to

twice the line A Q.

Hence, if PTx be 0, we have

and s = arc4P = 2.4Q = 4asm0 ............ (1),

if a be the radius of the generating circle.

IfR be the reaction of the curve along the ntfrmal, and m
the particle at P, the equations of motion are then

= force along PT= ray sin .........(2),

force along the nor

From (1) and (2), we then have

v
and m .

- = force along the normal = R mg cos 6 . . .(3).

BO that the motion is simple harmonic, and hence, as in

Art, 22, the time to the lowest point

a,

and is therefore always the same whatever be the point of-the

curve at which the particle started from rest.

Integrating equation (4), we have

" " '

4tdg (sin
9

iflo
- sin* 0),

if the particle started from
re^t

at the point where/0 = 99.

. [Tiis equation <&$ be Britten djiwn at once by the

Principle of Energy.]
'

V- -
;

.% ;

Also ,p T^
= 4a cos ft
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Therefore (3) gives

D * ,
sina -sin*0 cos20-f-sina

R-mgcosO + mg ^ = mg ^jr~
giving the ^action of the curve at any peint of the path.

On passingjthe lowest point the partiole ascends the other

side until it is at the height froni which it started, and *thus

it oscillates backwards and forwards.

^
*"

101. The property-proved in the previous article will be

still true if, instead 'of the material curve, we substitute a

string tied to the particle in such a way that the particle
describes a^ cycloid and the string is always normal to the

curve. This Will be the case if the string unwraps and wraps
itself on the evolute of the cycloid. It can be easily shewn
that the evolute of a cycloid is two halves of an equal cycloid.

For, since
/>
= 4acos0, the points on the evolute corre-

sponding to A and C are A', where AD = DA', and* C itself.

Let the normal PO meet this evolute in P', and let the arc

CP' be <r. By the property of the* evolute

cr = arc P'C = P'P, the radius of curvature at P,

= 4a cos = 4a sin P'GD.

Hence, by (1) of the last article, the curve is a similar

cycloid whose vertex is at and whose axis is vertical. This

holds for the arc GA. The evolute for the arc G'A is the

similar semi-cycloid G'A'.

Hence if a string, or flexible wire, of length equal to the

arc CA ', i.e. 4a, be attached at A 1 and allowed to wind and

unwind itself upon fixed metal cheeks in the form of the

curve CA'C', a particle P attached to* its other end .will

describe the cycloid GAG', and the string will always be

normal to the curve GAG'\ the times of oscillation will

therefore be always isochronous, whatever be the angle through
which the string^oscillaires. In actual practice, a pendulum is

only required to swing through a small angle, so that only
small portions of the two arcs near A 1

are required. This

arrangement is often adopted in the case of the pelidulum
of a small clock, the upper end of the supporting wire consisting
of a thin flat spring which coils and uncoils itself from the two
metal cheeks at A 1

.
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> 102* Motion on a rough curve under gravity.
Whatever be the curve* described under gravity with friction,

we have) if $ be the angle measured from the horizontal made

by tha tangent, and if s increases with
<f>,

x*7

mg

and

dv

-.
P

m
R
m (2).

2gp (sin ^ /A cos <

Multiplying by e~ 2fA<i> and integrating, we have

0*g-2f4 -s
2gfpe~*i"t> (sin < ^ cos <) + constant.

When the curve is given, so that p is known in terms of
<f>,

i.f , 11- fd8\*fdd>\* d<fc . , ,

this gives v'\ and hence ^T -TT Hence -^ is known, and
\a<p/ \ac/ at

therefore theoretically t in terms of <.

103. // the cycloid of Art. 100 fee rough with a coefficient of

friction p, to find the motion, the particle sliding downwards.

In this case the friction, /*JB, acts in the direction TP

produced, so that the equations of motion are

and m.-~

dv v~

/i\
(1),

(2).

sin Q).
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= Sag (p, cos sin 0) , cofff

=
4fag (p -f- ^ os 20 sin 20).

To integrate* this equation, multiply by e"^e
t and we have

tfe-w= 4,agfe
"+*

(p +> cos 20 - sin 20)

- 2age~**+j. e'W [ty sin 20 + (1
- /) cos 20] + 4,

* sin 20 4- (1
-

A*') cos 20].

The constant A is determined from the initial conditions.

The equation cannot be integrated further.

EXAMPLES ON CHAPTER VI.

1. A particle slides down the smooth curve y=a sinh -, the axis of #

being horizontal, starting from rest at the point where the tangent is

inclined at a to the horizon ; shew that it, will leave the curve when it

has fallen through a vertical distance a sec a.

2. A particle descends a smooth curve nude/* the action of gravity,

describing equal vertical distances in equal times, and starting in a

vertical direction. Shew that the curve is a semi-cubical parabola, the

tangent at the cusp of which is vertical.

3. A particle is projected with velocity V from the cusp of a smooth

inverted cycloid down the arc ; shew that the time of reaching the

4. A particle slides down the arc of a smooth cycloid whose axis is

vertical and vertex lowest ; prove that the time'occupied in falling down
the first half of the vertical height is equal to the time of falling down
the second half.

5. A particle is placed very close to the vertex of a smooth cycloid
whose axis is vertical and vertex upwards, and is allowed to run down the

curve. Shew that lo leaves the curve when it is moving in a direction

making with the horizontal an angle of 45,

. 6. A ring is strung on a smooth closed wire which is in the shape
of two equal cycloids joined cusp to cusp, in the same plane and sym-
metrically situated with respect to the line of cusps. The plane of the

wire is vertical, the line of cusps horizontal, and the radius of the

generating circle is a. The ring starts from the highest point with
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velocity v. Prove that the times from the upper vertex to the cusp, and
from the cusp to the lower vertefc are respectively

and 2 . /%in^J~^~ .

v ) V g V v*+8ag

7. A particle moves in a smooth tube in the form oa catenary, being

attracted to the directrix by a force proportional to the distance from it

Shew that the motion is simple ha?monic.

8. A particle, of mass m, moves in a smooth circular tube, of

radius a, under the action of a force, equal to m^ x distance, to a point
inside the tube at a distance c from its centre

;
if the particle be placed

very nearly at its greatest distance from tie centre of force, shew that

it will describe the quadrant ending at its least distance in time

9. A bead is constrained to move on a smooth wire in the form of an

equiangular spiral. It is dbtracted to the pole of the spiral by a force,

mp, (distapce)-
2
,
and starts from rest at a distance b from the pole.

Shew that, if the equation to the spiral be r=e* cota
,
the time of arriving

at the pole is -5
*/ 5- . sec a.

Find also the reaction of the curve at any instant.

10. A smooth parabolic tube is placed, vertex downwards, in a

vertical plane ; a particle slides down the tube from rest under the

influence of gravity ; prove that in any position the reaction of the

tube is 2w
,
where w is the weight of the particle, p the radius of

curvature, 4a the latus rectum, and h the original vertical height of the

particle above the vertex.

11. From the lowest point of a smooth hollow cylinder whose cross-

section is an ellipse, of major axis 2a and minor axis 26, and whose minor

axis is vertical, a particle is projected from the lowest point in a vertical

plane perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder ;
shew that it will leave

the cylinder if the velocity of projection lie between

and

12. A small bead, of mass w, moves on a smooth circular wire, being

acted upon by a central attraction ... A
-

r^ to a point within the circler J
(distance)

2 *

situated a a distance b from its centre. Shew that, in order that the

bead may move completely round the circle,- its velocity at the point of

the wire nearest the centre of force must not be less than A/ 2
^-v-

2
.

L. D. 8
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13. A small bead moves on a thin elliptic wire under a force tp the

focus equal to ^ -f -^
. It is projected from a point on the wire distant

R from the focus with the velocity which would cause it to Describe the

ellipse freely'Hinder a force
-^

. Shew that the reaction of the wire is

where p is fhe radius of curvature.

14. If a particle is made to describe a curve in the form of the

four-cusped hypocycloid afi+y$=a$ under the action of an attraction

perpendicular to the axis aiftl varying as the cube root of the distance

from it, shew that the time of descent from any point to the axis of x
is the same, i.e. that the curve is a Tautochrone for this law of force.

15. A small bead moves on a smooth wire in the foVm of an epi-

cycloid, being acted upon by a force, varying as the distance, toward

the centre of the epicycloid; shew that its oscillations are always

isochronous. Shew that the same is true if the curve be a hypocycloid
and the force always from, instead of towards, the centre.

16. A curve in a vertical plane is such that the time of describing

any arc, measured from a fixed point OJL is equal to the time of sliding

down the chord of the arc; shew that the curve is a lemniscate of

Bernouilli, whose node is at and whose axis is inclined at 45 to the

vertical.

17. A particle is projected along the inner surface of a rough sphere
and is acted on by no forces ; shew that it will return to the point of

projection at the end of time
^(e

2'
X7r

~l), where a is the radius of the

sphere, V is the velocity of projection and p. is the coefficient of friction.

18. A bead slides down a rough circular wire, which is in a vertical

plane, starting from rest at the end of a horizontal diameter. When it

has described an angle 6 about the centre, skew that the square of its

angular velocity is

1 ~^}
sin 6 +^ (cos e

~

where p is the coefficient of friction and a the radius of the rod.

19. A partite falls from a position of limiting equilibrium near the

top of a nearly smooth glass sphere. Shew that it will leave the sphere
at the point whose radius is inclined to the vertical at an angle

where cos a=f,
and

\t,
is the small coefficient of friction.

20. A particle is projected horizontally from the lowest point of
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a rough sphere of radius a. After describing an arc less than a quadrant
it returns and comes to rest at the lowest point. Shew that the initial

velocity must be sin a \/ 2g<x , -5, where u, is the coefficient of frictionV 1 &IJL

and aa is the arc through ^hich the particle moves.

21. The base of a rough cycloidal arc is horizontal and its vertex

downwards; a bead slides along it starting from rest at the cusp and

coming to rest at the vertex. Shew that /iV
4*!,

22. A particle slides in a vertical plane down a rough oycloidal arc

whose axis is vertical and vertex downwards, starting from a point where

the tangent makes an angle B with the hoijzon and coming to rest at the

vertex. Shew that^Q= sin 6- /* cos 0.

23. A rough cycloid has its plane vertical and the line joining its

cusps horizontal. A heavy particle slides down the curve from rest at

a cusp and co'mea to rest again at the point on the other side of the

vertex where the tangent is inclined at 45 to the vertical. Shew that

the coefficient of friction f^itisfies the equation

24. A bead moves along a rough curved wire which is such that it

changes its direction of motion with constant angular velocity. Shew
that the wire is in the form <K an equiangular spiral.

26. A particle is held at the lowest point of a catenary
r

,
whose axis is

vertical, and is attached to a string which lies along the catenary but is

free to unwind from it. If the particle be released, shew that the time that

elapses before it is moving at an angle (/>
to the vertical is

and that its velocity then is 2 *]gc sin ^ ,
where c is the parameter of the

catenary. Find also the pension of the string in terms of <f>.

At time t> let the string PQ be inclined at an angle <f>
to the horizontal,

where P is the particle and Q the point where the string touches the

catenary. A being the lowest point, let

= arc -4<2=line PQ.
The velocity of P along (JPvel. of Q along the tangent+ the vel. of

P relative to Q
(-J)+l-0 (1).

The velocity of P perpendicular to QP similarly

-* (2).

The acceleration ofP along QP (by Arts. 4 and 49)

=aco. of Q along the tangent QP+ihe ace. of P relative to Q
j#).-f^ (3).

82
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(

The acceleration ofP perpendicular io*QP
=acc. of Q in this direction -face, of P relative to Q
- -

? + J I (a2*)i
" -<*+[?+ *]

=4+4, .....................................

"

........................... (4).

These are the component velocities and accelerations for any curve,
whether a catenary or not.

'

The eqiZation of energy gives for the catenary

w.(ctan<0)
2
=m#(c-ccos$) .....................(5).

Resolving along the line PQ, we have

mctan^.02=2PT

-7n^sin0 ........................ (6).

(6) and (6) give the results required.

26. A particle is attached to the end of a light string wrapped round
a vertical circular hoop and is initially at rest on the outside of the

hoop at its lowest point. When a length ad of the string has become

unwound, shew that the velocity v of the particle then is

_
sin 0+cos B - 1),

and that the tension of the string is (3sin#H--
-^

--
-J

times the

weight of the particle.

27. A particle is attached to the end of a fine thread which just
winds round the circumference of a circle from the centre of which acts

.* 2?r
a repulsive force mp (distance) ; shew that the time of unwinding is -7= ,

V/i

and that the tension of the thread at any time t is 2w/Atf, where a is the

radius of the circle.

28. A particle is suspended by a light string from the circumference

of a cylinder, of radius a, whose axis is horizontal, the string being

tangential to the cylinder and its unwound length being a#. The particle

is projected horizontally in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the

cylinder so as to pass under it ; shew that the least velocity it can

have so that the string may wind itself completely up is

29. From the lowest point of a smooth hollow cylinder whose cross-

section is one-half of the lemniscate r*= a2 cos 20, with axis vertical and

node downwards, Sf particle is projected with velocity V along the inner

surface in the plane of a cross-section ; shew that it will make a complete

revolution if 3 F2
>7a#.

30. If a particle can describe a certain plane curve freeltf under one

set of forces and can also describe it freely under a second set, then it can

describe it freely when both sets act, provided that the initial kinetic energy

in the last case is equal to the sum of the initial kinetic energies in the first

two cases.
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Let the arc s be measured from the point of projection, and let the

initial velocities of projection in the first two cases be Ui and (72 .

Let the^tangential and normal forces in the first case be 7\ and N\,
when an arc s has been described, and 5P2 and N2 similarly in the second

case ; let the velocities at*this point be v\ and v2 . Then
*

~r = T2 ; and m JV..
as p

and wv2
a= P

Jo

.' |(*>i
2 +v2

2)= PZV&+ P^s+imcv+imtfa2
...... (i),

J o y o

and ^JL^^^+tft .............................. (2).

If the same curve be described freely when both sets of forces are

acting, and the velocity be v at arcual distance ,
and U be the initial

velocity, we must have similarly

Jmvtr* ('(T.+ T^ds+^mU^ .....................(3),
yo

and m-^ + iVa (4).
P

Provided that %mU*-%mUl*+fynU<? equations (I) and (3) give

and then (4) is the same as (2), which is true.

Hence the conditions of motion are satisfied for the last case, if the

initial kinetic energy for it is equal to the sum of the kinetic energies in

the first two cases. t

The same proof would cjearly hold for more than two sets of forces.

COB. The theorem may be extended as follows.

If particles of masses TOJ, 7na ,
wi3 ... all describe one path under

forces FI, F2t ^3...; then the same path can be described by a particle

of mass M under all the forces acting simultaneously, provided its kinetic

energy at the point of projection is equal to the sum of the kinetic

energies of the particles m19 w2 ,
#i3 ... at the same point of projection.

31. A particle moves under the influence of two forces ^ to one point

and ~g to another point ; shew that it is possible for the particle to

describe a circle, and find the circle.
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32. Shew that a particle can be made to describe an ellipse freely

under the action of forces Xr-|-~, Xr'-h directed towards its foci. .

T* ' T &
t

33. A cixole, of radius a, is described bj* a particle under a force

... , rg
to a point on its circumference. If, in addition, there be a

constant nqrmal repulsive force -^
5 ,

shew that the circle will still be

described freely 'if the particle start from rest at a point where

34. Shew that a particle can describe a circle under two forces

C and
r2

directed to two centres of force, which are inverse points for the circle at

distances/and/ from the centre, and that thf. velocity at any point is

35. A ring, of mass m, is strung on a fimooth circular wire, of mass M
and radius a ; if the system rests on a smooth table, and the ring be

started with velocity v in the direction of the tangent to the wire, shew

Mm v2 c

that the reaction of the wire is always -^ .J M+m a

36. 0, A and B are three collinear points on a smooth table, such

that OAa and AB=*b. A string is laid along AB and to B is attached

a particle. If the end A be made to describe a circle, whose centre is 0,

with uniform velocity v, shew that the motion of the string relative to the

revolving radius OA is the same as that of a pendulum of length ^ ,

and further that the string will not remain taut unless a> 46.



CHAPTER VII

MOTION IN A RESISTING MEDIUM. MOTION OF

PARTICLES OF VARYING MASS

104. When a body moves in a medium like air, it ex-

periences a resistance* to its motion which increases as its

velocity increases, and which may therefore be assumed to be

equal to some function of the velocity, such as kpf(v)t
where

p is the density of the medium and k is some constant

depending on the shape o*f the body.

Many efforts have been made to discover the law of

resistance, but without much success. It appears, however, that

for projectiles moving with velocities under about 800 feet per
second the resistance approximately varies as the square of the

velocity, that for velocities between this value and about 1350

feet per second the resistance varies as the cube, or even a

higher power, of the velocity, whilst for higher velocities the

resistance seems to again follow the law of the square of the

velocity.

For other motions it is found that other assumptions of the

law for the resistance are more suitable. Thus in the case of

the motion of an ordinary pendulum the assumption that the

resistance varies as the velocity is the best approximation.
In any case the law assumed is more or less empiric, and

its truth can only be tested by enquiring how far the results,

which are theoretically obtained by its use, fit with the actually
observed facts of the motion.

Whatever be the law of resistance, the forces are non-

conservative, and the Principle of Conservation of Energy
cannot be applied.
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105. In the case of a particle falling under gravity in a

resisting medium the velocity will never exceed some definite

quantity.
' r

For suppose the law of resistance tQ be kvn . m. Then the

downward acceleration is g kvn
,
and this vanishes when

/Q\^- S
kvn = g t i.e. when the velocity

=
ff )

n . This therefore will be
\A//

the maximum velocity possible, and it is called the limiting or

terminal velocity.

It follows from this ^hat we cannot tell the height from

which drops of rain fall by observing their velocity on reaching
the ground. For soon after they have started they will have

approximately reached their terminal velocity, and will then

continue to move with a velocity which is sensibly constant and

very little differing from the terminal velocity.

In the case of a ship which is under steam there is a full

speed beyond which it cannot travel. This full speed will

depend on the dimensions of the ship and the size and power of

its engines, etc. *

But whatever the latter may be, there will be some velocity

at which the work that must be done* in overcoming the

resistance of the water, which varies as some function of the

velocity, will be just equivalent to the maximum amount of

work that can be done by the engines of the ship, and then

further increase of the speed of the ship is impossible.

106. A particle falls under gravity (supposed constant) in a

resisting medium whose resistance varies as the square of the

velocity ; to find the motion if the particle starts from rest.

Let v be the velocity when the particle has fallen a distance

x in time t from rest. The equation of motion is

From (1) it follows that if v equalled A?, the acceleration

would be zero ; the motion would then be unresisted and the

velocity of the particle would continue to be k. For this

reason k is called the "terminal velocity."
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From (1), . v-T-*=9

k* ~"J
2

ty9

""

Since v and # are both zero initially, .*. A =iogjfc
a

.

r -tei
.'. V* = k*ll-e

^
J .................. (2).

It follows that # = oo when v=k. Pence the particle would

not actually acquire the " terminal velocity
"
until it had fallen

an infinite distance.

Again (1) can be written

dv

dv 1 , k 4- v

Since v and t were zero initially, .*. 5 = 0.

Ic + v
Hence 7 e

_ k-v

e k
-f 1

From (2) and (3), we have

'*'' '

[) (3).

ni k* ot
so that c A;

' =
cosh^,

and x = log cosh ......... (4).

107. // ike particle were projected upwards instead of
downwards, to find the motion. <*

Let V be the velocity of projection.

The equation of motion now is

+ ............(5),

where x is measured upwards.
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Hence. *

where * = -log(F*

Again (5)
c

gives

*:-('+*)*

1 F
here = T tan*"1 T + -B.

A k

(7).

Equation (6) gives the velocity when the particle hai

described any distance, and (7) gives the velocity at the enc

of any time.
*

108. Ex. A person falls by means of a parachute from a height of 800 yard
in 24 minutes. Assuming the resistance to vary as the\quare of the velocity 9 shei

that in a second and a half his velocity differs by less than one per cent, from it

value when he reaches the ground and find an approximate value for the limitin,

velocity.

When the parachute has fallen a space x in tune t, we have, hy Art. 106, if

.._0

(1),

(2),

(3).

Here 2400 = log cosh .

1500
*

(4).

The second term on the right hand is very small, since k is positive.

Hence (4) is approximately equivalent to e =\e
*

.

A 2400
-jL

=a ^ -
log 2 st -~2.

t nearly.
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Hence = 16 is a first approximation.

Putting &=16(l+2/), (4) gives, -for a second approximation,

300(l-|f)

,
Very appro*.

Tnerefore a second appro*. is k= 16 (1 + *0023), giving the terrnjnal velocity.

Also the velocity vi? when the particle reaches the ground, i|, by (1), given by

f 2.82.2400-1

vi=sfcLl-~ W J^fl-e'
600

]

= &8, for all practical purposes.

When v is 99% of the terminal velocity, (2) gives

.. e k = 199=e ,
from the Tables.

k 16
/. =-r- x 5'3=-r x 5*3= 1'325 approx.,

2g o4
i.e. t is less than Hsecs.

EXAMPLES

1. A particle, of mass m, is falling under the influence of gravity

through a medium wh<*se resistance equals p times the velocity.

If the particle be released from rest, shew that the distance fallen

through in time t is g ^
\e m- 1+ ~r .

2. A particle, of mass wt, is projected vertically under gravity, the

resistance of the air being mk times the velocity ; shew that the greatest
F2

height attained by the particle is [X-log(l-fX)], where F is the
a

terminal velocity of the particle and X F is its initial vertical velocity.

3. A heavy particle is projected vertically upwards with velocity u in

a medium, the resistance of which is gu~* tan2 a times the square of the

velocity, a being a constant. Shew that the particle will return to the

point of projection with velocity vcosa, after a time

4 A particle falls from rest under gravity through a distance in a
medium whose resistance varies as the square of the velocity ; if v be the

velocity actually acquired by it, v the velocity it would have acquired had

there been no resisting medium, and Fthe terminal velocity, shew that

** IV, 1 V 1 V.
^-1 "S 75+ 271 F*"" OT4 F**
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5. A particle is projected with velocity V along a smooth horizontal

plane in a medium whose resistance per finit of mass is p, times the cube

of the velocity. Shew that the dksf-anco it has described in tigie t is

and that its velocity then isJ

6. A heavy particle is projected vertically upwards with a velocity u
in a medium the resistance of which varies as the Cube of the particle's

velocity. Determine the height to which the particle will ascend.

7. If the resistance vary as the fourth power of the velocity, the

energy of m Ibs. at a depth x below the highest point when moving in

VflQW
a vertical line under gravity will be E tan -~- when rising, and

when falling, where E is the terminal energy in the medium.

8. A particle is projected in a resisting medium whose resistance

varies as (velocity)*
1

,
and it comes to rest after describing a distance s in

time t. Find the values of a and t and shew that s is finite if n < 2, but

infinite if n- or > 2, whilst t is finite if n< 1, but infinite if n= or > 1.

9. In the previous question if the resistance be k (velocity) and the

y
initial velocity be F, shew that v= Ve' kt and $=- (1 -e~w).

10. A heavy particle is projected vertically upwards in a medium
the resistance of which varies as the square of the velocity. It has a

kinetic energy K in its upward path at a given point ;
when it passes the

K2

same point on the way down, shew that its loss of energy is
w^rjr>>

wnere

K' is the limit to which its energy approaches in its downward course.

11. If the resistance to the motion of a railway train vary as its mass
and the square of its velocity, and the engine wo$k at constant H. P., shew

that full speed will never be attained, and that the distance traversed from
1 8

rest when half-speed is attained is 5- logg
~

,
where p is the resistance per

tjfj.
i

unit mass per unit velocity.

Find also the time of describing this distance.

12. A ship, with engines stopped, is gradually brought to rest by the

resistance of the water. At one instant the velocity is 10 ft. per sec. and
one minute later the speed has fallen to 6 ft. per sec. For speeds below

2 ft. per sec. the resistance may be taken to vary as the speed, and for

higher speeds to vary as the square of the speed. Shew that, before

coining to rest, the ship will move through 900 [1 -I- log, 5] feet, from the

point when the first velocity was observed.
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14, A particle moves from rest at a distance a, from a fixed point
under the action of a fol-ce to 0*equal to p times the distance per unit of

mass ; if th? resistance of the mediuiji in which it moves be k times the

square of the velocity per unit of mass, shew that the square of the velocity

when it is at a distance x from ^^r"^r e*t(*~*}+& t1
~^ (*~ft)

]-

Show also that when it first comes to rest it will be at a distance b

given by (1 -2M)*=(l + 2*a)-** ~*
14. A particle falls from rest at a distance a from the centre of the

Earth towards the Earth, the motion meeting with a small resistance

proportional to the square of the velocity v an,d the retardation being p for

unit velocity ; shew that the kinetic energy at distance x from the centre

is mgr* {-
- -+ 2/J 1 - -

)
-

2/A log, -} ,
the square ofp being neglected, and

[X Of \ CtJ X)

r being the radius of the Earth.

15. An attracting force, varying as the distance, acts on a particle

initially at rest at a distantj a. Shew that, if V be the velocity when the

particle is at a distance x, and V the velocity of the same particle when
the resistance of the air is taken into account, then

^fo-aQI
a+4? J

F'= F|l * - k

nearly, the resistance of the air being given to be k times the square of the

velocity per unit of masa> where k is very small

109. A particle is projected under gravity and a resistance

equal to mk (velocity) with a velocity u at an angle a to the

horizon; to find the motion.

Let the axes of x and y>be respectively horizontal and

vertical, and the origin at the point of projection. Then the

equations of motion are

,

and

_ _ .* -- IC

dt'Ts'~~
/c

di'

7
ds dy , dy= -.k.-- =-k-

Integrating, we have

log x = kt + const, as let -f log (u cos a),

and log(ky +g)=*-kt + const. = kt -f log (ku> sin a -f g) ;

.'. = wcosae~*e
.....................(1),

and ky + g-(kuamcn + g)e'-
k*

...............(2).
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wcosattcosoc w . wca,- ^ A.,
.'. a? fe--T e-K + const. =

^ (1
- e~kt) ......(3),

. , ku sin a 4- 7 M
and ky+gt =--g

-- e~w + const.

A?

Eliminating t, we have

...(5 ),^ "u cos a/ w cos a

which is the equation to%the path.
The greatest height is attained when y = 0, i.e. when

... 1
, A,, &usina\

, i.e. at time r log (
1 4- I ,

F \ g /

A . , u sin a a / to sin a\
and then y = j

--
|a log

^1
+

^ J.

It is clear from equations (3) and (4) that when t = oo ,

x =
J-

and y = oo . Hence the path has a vertical

-j* OOS QL

asymptote at a horizontal distance r from the point of

(7*

projection. Also, then, A = and y = T, i.. the particle will

then have just attained the limiting velocity.

COB. If the right-hand side of (5) be expanded in powers
of k, it becomes

= g \ kx 1 fro? _ 1 Ifof _ "I

^ A8 L wcosa 2w3 cos2 ot 3w8 cos3 a "j
+ ^.r
w cos a \

go? 1 ^yfc^ 1-- -- ~ - --r- 2 ....
2w2 cos9 a 3 u3 cos8 a 4 w4 cos4 a

On putting A? equal to zero, we have the ordinary equation
to the trajectorffor unresisted motion,

lit). A particle is moving under gravity in a medium
whose resistance *= mp (velocity)* ; to find the motion. +

When the particle has described a distance s, let its tangent
make an angle $ with the upward drawn vertical, and let t; be
its velocity.
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The equations of motion are then

2

and - =
<7sinft ........................... (2).

(1) gives
*-

-^
= -

2# cos ft
-

2/it^

to., from (2),
- -S-T

(/>
sin ft)

= 2 cos j>
-

2/^p sin
ft.

p u/<p

= -2/^> sin <i.

A f i"\
i _ 3 cos

ft
1 _ ^2/*_

d</> \/v
"

sin8
ft

""

sin4 ft

'

p
""

sin8
ft

"

. T~Y=/4 -

p sin8

ft ^J sm8
ft

COS , l+C08</> .

,U U lOOf ; h -" ( O)
sin2 ft

^ & sin
ft

v '

(2) then gives

f . cos ft . 1 -f cos ft"l q
tf

\
A u, .

, ,
a log ; r^ =

. .

L sin2

ft
^

sin ft J sin8 ft

Equation (3) gives the intrinsic equation of the path, but

cannot be integrated further.

111. A bead moves on a smooth wire in a vertical plane
under a resistance {=* & (velocity)*} ; to find the motion,

When the bead has described an arcual distance s, let the

velocity be v at an angle ft to the horizon (Fig., Art. 102),

and let the reaction of the wire be JJ.

The equations of motion are

vdv . t j ,
.

'-** (1),

and -=
grcosft--B (2).

Let the curve be s ^/(ft).
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c

Then (1) gives

a linear equation to give v*.

Particular base. Let the curve be a circle so that'$=a0, if * and be

measured from the highest point.

(1) then gives -r-
(^?)

-f 2a%v4= 2a# sin #.

**
(2a* sin - cos 0) + 0.

EXAMPLES

1. A particle of unit mass is projected with velocity u at an

inclination a above the horizon in a medium whose resistance is k times

the velocity. Shew that its direction will agaii\ make an angle a with

1 ( %ku 1
the horizon after a time T log

-j

1 H sin a v .

2. If the resistance vary as the velocity and the range on the

horizontal plane through the point of projection is a maximum, shew

that the angle a which the direction of projection makes with the vertical

is given by
^

-^*

a

'==log[l-t-Xseca], where X is the ratio of the

velocity of projection to the terminal velocity.
c

3. A particle acted on by gravity is projected in a medium of which

the resistance varies as the velocity. Shew that its acceleration retains

a fixed direction and diminishes without limit to zero.

4. Shew that in the motion of a heavy particle in a medium, the

resistance of whicj^ varies as the velocity, the greatest height above the

level of the point of projection is reached in less than half the total time

of the flight above that level

5. If a particle be moving in a medium whose resistance varies as

the velocity of the particle, shew that the equation of the trajectory

can, by a proper choice of axes, be put into the form
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6. If the resistance of the air to a particle's motion be, n times its

weight, and the particle be projected horizontally with velocity F, shew
that the velocity of the particle, when* it is moving at an inclination

<f>

n-i _n+i
to the horizontal, is F(l-sm<) a (i+ 8m^)~ a

.

7. A heavy bead, of mass w, slides on a smooth wire in the shape
of a cycloid, whose axis is vertical and vertex upwards, in a medium

whose resistance is m~
G
and the distance of the startingj^int from the

vertex is c : shew that the time of descent to the cusp is A/ ^ ^

v
go

where 2a is the length of the axis of the cycldfd.

8. A heavy bead slides down a smooth wire in the form of a cycloid,
whose axis is vertical and vertex downwards, from rest at a cusp, and
is acted on besides its weight by a tangential resistance proportional to

the square of the velocity. Determine the velocity after a fall through
the height x.

9. If a point travel on an equiangular spiral towards the pole with

uniform angular velocity about the pole, shew that the projection of the

point on a straight line represents a resisted simple vibration.

10. A particle, moving in/i resisting medium, is acted on by a

central force n ; if the path be an equiangular spiral of angle a, whose

pole is at the centre of force, shew that the resistance is

11. A particle, of mass m, is projected in a medium whose resist-

ance is mk (velocity), and is acted on by a force to a fixed point

(
m. p. distance). Find the equation to the path, and, in the case

when 2 a
s=9/A, shew that it is a parabola and that the particle would

ultimately come to rest at the origin, but that the time taken would be

infinite.

12. If a high throw is made with a diabolo spool the vertical

resistance may be neglected, but the spin and the vertical motion

together account for a horizontal drifting force which may be taken as

proportional to the vertical velocity. Shew that if the spool is thrown

so as to rise to the height h and return to the point of projection, the

spool is at its greatest distance o from the vertical through that point
9A

when it is at a height -^ ; and shew that the equation t^the trajectory is

of the form 4A8^27c,y (A-y).

13. If a body move under a central force in a medium which exerts a

resistance equal to k times the velocity per unit of mass, prove that

/72/ P
-^fttssrs-s.e2**, where h is twice the initial moment of momentum
d$* A8wa '

about the centre of force.

L.D, 9
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14. A particle moves with a centralAcceleration P in a medium of

which the resistance is Ic. (velocity)
2

; shew that the equation to its path

fa
L^ + Us=*L- e*i*

y where s is the length of the arc described, and h is

twice the initial moment of momentum about uhe centre of force.
t.

15. A particle moves in a resisting medium with a given central

acceleration P\ the path of the particle being given, shew that the

112. Motion where the mass moving varies.

The equation P = mf is only true when the mass m is

constant. Newton's second lasv in its more fundamental form is

Suppose that a particle gains in tine St an increment Sm
of mass and that this increment Bm was moving with a

velocity u.

Then in time St the increment in the momentum of the

particle
=m . 8v -f &w> (v + Bv u),

and the impulse of jbhe force in this time is PSt.

Equating these we have, on proceeding to the limit,

dv dm dmm
dt
+ vTt

- u
*i

= p'

When u is zero we have the result (1).
*

t

113. Ex. 1. A spherical raindrop, falling freely, receives in each instant

an increase of volume equal to X times its surface at that instant; find the

velocity at the end of time t, and the distance fallen through in that time.

When the raindrop has fallen through a distance x in time f, let its radius

he r and its mass IT. Then

Now Mas
g *pr* t 00 that 4r2

p
~ =

^fc^P
4Xlrr2 b? the Question.

dr
.: ^

where a is the initial radius.

(1) gifes
i
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since* the velocity was zero to start with.

. g r(Md
*=4PL

since x and t vanish together.

Ex, 2. ^ ma3 in tfce form of a solid cylinder, the area of whose cross-

section is A, moves parallel to its axis, being acted on by a constant force F,

through a uniform cloud of fine dust of volume density p which is moving in

a direction opposite to that of the cylinder with constant velocity V. If all the

dust that meets the cylinder cljngs to it, find the velocity and distance described

in any time t, the cylinder being originally at rest, and its initial mass m.

Let M be the mass at time t and v the velocity. Then

M . 8v + 8M (v -f ov + V)= increase in the momentum in time at= Fot.

in the limit.

Also *
-v- =Ap(v + V) ,(2).

(1) gives Mv +MV= Ft + const. **Ft + mV.
j

J|jr

Therefore (2) gives M~-

Therefore (2) gives

,_ y _
............(3)>

Also if the hinder end
of. the cylinder has described a distance x from rest,

so that t?= , then a?= - F + - '

From (3) we have that the acceleration

m*(F-ApV*)=
dt

""

(ma+ ZmApVt+ AFpt*)*
*

so that the motion is always in the direction of the force, or opposite, according

Ex. 8. +A uniform chain is coiled up on a horizontal plane and one end

passes over a small light pulley at a height a above the plan*; initially a

length b t >a, hangs freely on the other tide; find the motion.

When the length b has increased to x, let v be the velocity ; then in the

time dt next ensuing the momentum of the part (+a) has increased by
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, ^where
m is the mass per unit length. Also a length n$x has

been jerked into motion, and given a velocity v+5v. Hence

m(x+a)5v+mdx (v + $v)= change in the momentum ,,
*

as impulse of the acting force=mg (x
-
a) . ft.

Hence, dividing by dt and proceeding to tne lifnit, we have

.-. v*(x + a)*= f*2(*2- a2)0:=2 -a2 (*-

80thal ^
This equation cannot be integrated further.

In the particular case when 6=2a, this gives v*=~(x-b) t so that the
o

end descends with constant acceleration ~.
o

The tension T of the chain is clearly given b>.T5=sm5a; . v, so that T=rot>2.

EXAMPLES

1. A spherical raindrop of radius g/ cms. falls from rest through a

vertical height h, receiving throughout the motion an accumulation of

condensed vapour at the rate of k grammes per square cm. per second,
no vertical force but gravity acting ;

shew that Wfoen it reaches the ground

its radius will be k l + \ +^ [l
+J\

2. A mass in the form of a solid cylinder, of radius c, acted upon by
no forces, moves parallel to its axis through a uniform cloud of fine dust,
of volume density p, which is at rest. If the particles of dust which

meet the mass adhere to it, and if M and u be the mass and velocity
at the beginning of the motion, prove that the distance x traversed in

time f is given by the equation (M+pn^YM^+ ^piruc^Mt.

3. A particle of mass M is at rest and begins to move under the

action of a constant force F in a fixed direction. It encounters the

resistance of a stream of fine dust moving in the opposite direction with

velocity 7, which deposits matter on it at a constant rate p. Shew that

its mass will be m when it has travelled a distance
'

-Xm-M
jl+log 1J

where k=F-pV

4. A spherical raindrop, whose radius is O4 inches, begins Jbo fall from
a height of 6400 feet, and during the fall its radius grows, by precipitation
of moisture, at the rate of 10"4 inches per second. If its motion be

unresisted, shew that its radius when it reaches the ground is '0420 inches
and that it will have taken about 20 seconds to fall.
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slides off a roof clearing away a part of uniform breadth ;

it all slide at once, the time in which the roof will be cleared

; z~|^,
but that, if the top move first and gradually set the

rest in motion, the acceleration is %g sin a and the time w#l be / . ,

where a is the inclination of' the robf and a the length originally covered

with snow. ^.

6. A ball, of mass m, is moving under gravityjj*& medium which

deposits matter on the ball at a uniform rate/a. Shew that the

equation to the trajectory, referred to horizontal and vertical axes

through a point on itself, may bo written in the form

kx

where u, v are the horizontal and vertical velocities at the origin and
m&

2/ut.

7. A falling raindrop h$s its radius uniformly increased by access of

moisture. If it have given to it a horizontal velocity, shew that it will

then describe a hyperbola, one of whose asymptotes is vertical.

8. If a rocket, originally of mass J/, throw off every unit of time

a mass eM with relative velocity r, and if M' be the mass of the case etc.,
* eMV

shew that it cannot rise at once unless eV>g> nor at all unless

If it just rises vertically ftt once, shew that its greatest velocity is

.and that the greatest height it reaches is

9. A heavy chain, of length I, is held by its upper end so that its lower

end is at a height I above a horizontal plane ;
if the upper end is let go,

shew that at the instant when half the chain is coiled up on the plane
the pressure on the plane* is to the weight of the chain in the* ratio

of 7 : 2.

10. A chain, of great length a, is suspended from the top of a tower

so that its lower eiid touches the Earth ; if it be then let fall, shew that

the square of its velocity, when its upper end has fallen a distance #, is

2#r log _ ,
where r is the radius of the Earth.

^

11. A chain, of length 2, is coiled at the edge of a table. One end is

fastened t<? a particle, whose mass is equal to that of the whole chain,

and the other end is put over the edge. Shew that, immediately after

leaving the table, the particle is moving with velocity 5 A/ -J-
.
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i

12. A uniform string, whose length AS I and whose weight is W, rests

over a small smooth pulley with its end just reaching to a horizontal

plane ; if the string be slightly Misplaced, shew that whe*L a length x

has been
deposited

on the plane the pressure on it is

and that the resultant press\ire on the* pulley is W-*- .

v X

13. A mass ifcH^attached to one end of a chain whose mass per unit

of length is m. The wuole is placed with the chain coiled up on a smooth

table and M is projected horizontally with velocity V. When a length x
MV

of the chain has become straight, shew that the velocity of Mia
-^
--

,

and that its motion is the same as if there were no chain and it were

acted on by a force varying inversely as the cube of its distance from
a point in its line of motion.

Shew also that the rate at which kinetic energy is dissipated is at

any instant proportional to the cube of the velocity of the mass.

14. A weightless string passes over a smooth pulley. One end is

attached to a coil of chain lying on a horizontal table, and the other

to a length I of the same chain hanging vertically with its lower end

just touching the table. Shew that after motion ensues the system will

first be at rest when a length x of chain has been lifted from the table,
2*

such that (lx)e l =1. Why cannot the Principle of Energy be directly

applied to find the motion of such a system ?

15. A ship's cable passes through a hole in the deck at a height a
above the coil in which the cable is heaped, then passes along the deck
for a distance 6, and out at a hole in the side of the ship, immediately
outside of which it is attached to the anchor. If the latter be loosed find

the resulting motion, and, if the anchor be of weight equal to 2a-f J6
of the cable, shew that it descends with uniform acceleration J^.

16. A mass M is fastened to a chain of mass m per unit length coiled

up on a rough horizontal plane (coefficient of friction =/n). The mass is

projected from the coil with velocity V ;
shew that it will be brought to

rest in a distance - if1+1^}* - ll .

, m \\ ZMfigJ )

17. A uniform chain, of mass M and length I, is coiled up at the top
of a rough plane inclined at an angle a to the horizon and has a mass M
fastened to one end. This mass is projected down the <plane with

velocity F. If the system comes to rest when the whole of the chain

is just straight, shew that Fa - sec e sin (c-a), where is the angle3
of friction.
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18* A uniform chain, of length I and mass ml, is coiled .on the floor,

and a mass me is attached to one end and projected vertically upwards
witn velocity ^/2gh. Shew that, according as the chain does or does not

completely leave the floor, the velocity of the mass on finally reaching
the floor again is the velocity due to a fall through a height

or a -

where a8 c2 (c -f 3h\
<***

*

19. A uniform chain is partly coiled on a table^sfe fend of it being

just carried over a smooth pulley at a height^immediately above the

coil and attached there to a weight equal ty that of a length 2A of the

chain. Shew that until the weight strikes the table, the chain uncoils

with uniform acceleration J#, and that, after it strikes the table, the

___x-h

velocity at any moment is \/$ghe
zh

,
where x is the length of the

chain uncoiled.

20. A string, of length^, hangs over a smooth peg so as to be at rest.

One end is ignited and burns away at a uniform rate v. Shew that the

other end will at time t be at a depth x below the peg, where x is given

by the equation (l-vt) -i

[At time t let x be the longer, and y the shorter part of the string,

so that x+y**l-vt. Also let F, (=#), be the velocity of the string then.

On equating the change of momentum in the ensuing time 8t to the

impulse of the acting force, we have

giving (tf+y-vF^ar-y^^Stf-Z+t;*)^, etc.]

21. A chain, of mass m and length % hangs m equilibrium over a

smooth pulley when an insect of mass M alights gently at one end and

begins crawling up with uniform velocity F relative to the chain ; shew
that the velocity with which the chain leaves the pulley will be

*#*

[Let F be the velocity with which the chain starts, so that F- F is

the velocity with which the insect starts. Then JfaT(F- F )=the initial

impulsive action between the insect and chain mF
,
so that

At any subsequent time t let x be the longer, and y the shorter part
of the chain, * the depth of the insect below the pulley, and P the force

exerted by the insect on the chain. We then have
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Alao
t

These equations give

Also, whto x**l, # F , etc.]

22. A uniform cord, of length I, hangs over a smooth pulley and a

monkey, whose weight is that of the Itength k of the cord, clings to one

end and thesystem remains in equilibrium. If he start suddenly, and

continue toicu7iJk
;
with uniform relative velocity Uong the cord, shew

that he will cease UX?scend in space at the end of time



CHAPTER VIII

/"

OSCILLATORY MOTION AND S^LL OSCILLATIONS

114. In the previous chapters we have had several examples
of oscillatory motion. We have seen that wherever the equation
of motion can be reduced to the form x = n*x, or = n*Q,

the motion is simple harmonic with a period of oscillation equal

to . We shall give in this chapter a few examples of a

more difficult character.

116. Small oscillations. The general method of finding
the small oscillation! about a position of equilibrium is to write

down the general equations of motion of the body. If there is

only one variable, x say, find the value of x which makes x,

X ... etc. zero, i.e. which gives the position of equilibrium. Let
this value be a. ^

In the equation of motion put x = a 4- , where f is small.

For a small oscillation will be small so that we may neglect
its square. The equation of motion then generally reduces to

the form = X, in* which case the time of a small oscillation

. 29T
"
^'
For example, suppose the general equation of motion is

For^the position of equilibrium we have

F (x)
=a 0, giving x = a,

Put x = a + f and neglect
a
.
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The equation becomes

g = F(a + * F(a)
ft*

by Taylor's theorem.

Since F(a) this gives ^f
= ? .

If J"(a)fe v
7?^gative, we have a sm&ll oscillation and the

position of equilibriSL^given by x = a is stable.

If F'(a) be positiv$> the corresponding motion is not

oscillatory and the position of equilibrium is unstable.

116. Ex. 1. A uniform rod, of length 2a, is supported in a horizontal

position by two strings attached to its ends whose other extremities are tied to a

fixed point; if the unstretched length of each string be I and the modulu$ of

elasticity be n times the weight of the rod, shew that in the position of equilibrium
the strings are inclined to the vertical at an angle a such that

a cot a - I cos a =
,

and that the time of a small oscillation about hie position of equilibrium is

vr. / u. cot a

g l + 2n cos3 a
" *

When the rod is at depth x below the fixed point, let be the inclination of

each string to the vertical, so that x=a cot 6 and the tension

_ nmg a - 1 sin &
nmg

The equation of motion is then

nmg a- Ism .
cos 6,

i.e. #-2cot^ss-sm2^+sin^co8^(a-isin^) ............ (1).

In the positional equilibrium when ^=a, we have ^=0 and #=0, and

(2).

For a small oscillation put 0=a+ f, where ^ is small, and

A sin ^ s= gin a -f ^ cos a, and cos *cos a - ^ sin a.

In this case # is the square of a small quantity and is negligible, and (1) gives
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_
(8in a+ ^ cos a)* + -^ (sin a+ ^ cog o).(oosa

-

-f f COB a)]

-
(sin

2 a + 2f sin a cos a) +~ [sin a cos a+ f (cos
2 a - sin* a)]a

t I \
*

( 5- tan a - ty> cos a
J fry equation (2)

* - ^ . -\%n sin a cos8 a+ tan a]

_ ^ , tan a (1 + 2n cos8 a).

'

Hence the required time =2*-

Making use of the principle of the last article, if the right-hand side of (1)

be/(0), the equation for small oscillations is

and

/' (a)= - sin a cos a H (cos
2 a - sin2 a) (a

- I sin a)
- sin a cos2 ax ' a 9 al x ' x 'a

= etc., as before.

Ex. 2. ^i taavy particle is placed at the centre of a smooth circular table; n

strings are attached to it andt after passing over small pulleys symmetrically

arranged at the circumference of Ike table, each is attached to a mass equal to that

of the particle on the table. If the particle be slightly displaced^ shew that the time

of an oscillation is
2ir/y

- ( 1 + -
J

.

Let O be the centre of the board, A lt A* t ..., An the pulleys, and let the

particle be displaced along a line OA lying between OAH and OA\. When its

distance OP-xt let PAr=yr and / POAr=ar . Also, let a be the radius of the

table and I the length of a string.

Then yr=>v/a
2 +a;a - 2a*cosar=a ( 1

cosa,.J,
since a is very small.

Let Tr be the tension of the string PAr .

Then mg - Tr=m -^ (I
-
yr) = nut cos a,,.

Also

* oos r
~

Now if PO^sra, then
/ 2r\

2 COB ft,.
= cos a -t-cos ( a-f --

J4-...
ton terms =0,

?,
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Therefore the equation of motion of P is

-(' = -i-.
ng

and the time o(acomplete oscillation =2w */
*"

It can easily be i&f^that the sum of the resolved parts of the tensions

perpendicular to OP vanisfekjf squares of x be neglected.

Ex. 8. Two particles, of masses m and m', are connected by an elastic string

of natural length a and modulus of elasticity X; m is on a smooth table and

describes a circle of radius c with uniform angular velocity ; the string passes

through a hole in the table at the centre of the circle and w' hangs at rest at a
2?r

distance c' below the table. Shew that, if m be slightly disturbed, the periods

of small oscillations about this state of steady motion^are given by the equation

a2cwro'jp4 - {me + (4c + 3c' - 3a) m'
} a\p*+ 8 (<?+ c' - a) X

2= 0.

At any time during the motion let x and y be the distances of m and m' from

the hole and T the tension, BO that the equations of motion are

........................ (1),

and m's/=m'p-T=w
/y-XJl ........................ (8).

(2) gives x*d =: const. = ft,

so that (1) gives p
- ~~ (*+y-) ............ . ................. (4).

When x-c, y = c' we have equilibrium, so that x=i/ = then, and hence

from (8) and (4)

-a) /r .

'- ........................... (5).

Hence* (4) and (3) give, on putting =<J + and /=c' + 17 where and q are

small,

and ^-
To solve these eqc&tions, put

^=^1 oos (pt+p) and i?

On substituting we have

and

awi
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Equating the two values of
gjfchus obtained, we have, on redaction,

{mc + m' (4e + 8c' - ga) } a\jp + 8 (c+ c' - a) X* . 0.

This equation gives two values, pf and i?2
2 for p2, both values being positive.

The solution is thus of the form

= 4i cos^t+ ft) + 42 cos (2>2t + /3a)

with ft similar expression for 17.

Henoe the oscillations are compounded of two simple harmonic motions

whose periods are and ~.F
Pi Pa

EXAMPLES"

1. Two equal centres of repulsive force are at a distance 2a, and the

law of force is ^ -f-^ ; find the time of the small oscillation of a particle

on the line joining the centres.

If the centres be attractive, instead of repulsive, find the corresponding
time for a small oscillation on a straight line perpendicular to it.

2. A heavy particle is attached by two equal light extensible strings
to two fixed points in the same horizontal line distant 2a apart ; the length
of each string when unstretcheti was 6 and the modulus of elasticity is X.

The particle is at rest when the strings are inclined at an angle o to the

vertical, and is then g&ghtly displaced in a vertical direction
;
shew that

the time of a complete small oscillation is 2* A Af !?
. Ll* Lf

.V g a-6sm3a

3. Two equal heavy particles are fastened to the ends of a weightless

rod, of length 2c, and oscillate in a vertical plane in a smooth sphere of

radius a; shew that the time of the oscillation is the same as that of a

simple pendulum of length ._____..
v a2 - c2

4. A heavy rectangular board is symmetrically suspended in a

horizontal position by four light elastic strings attached to the corners of

the board and to a fixed point vertically above its centre. Shew that the

(a
4<?\\

"
^

o
"*" JPM)

w^ere c ** *ne

equilibrium-distance of the board below the fixed point, a is the length of

a semi-diagonal, =Vaa
-r-c

a and X is the modulus.

5. A rod of mass m hangs in a horizontal position supported by two

equal vertical elastic strings, each of modulus X and natural length a.

Shew that, if the rod receives a small displacement parallel to itself, the

period of a horizontal oscillation is 2n- \/ a ( - -f
|r J

.
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& A lighjb string has one end attached to a fixed point A, and,

passing over a smooth peg B at the same height as A and distant 2a

from A, carries a mass P at the pther end. A ring, of m%ss If, c&n

slide on the portion of the string between A and B. Shew that the time

of its small oscillation about its position of equilibrium is

assuming that 2P>Jf.
* '

7. A partid^of mass M, is attached to a fixejl point on a smooth
horizontal table t>y SS^je elastic string, of natural length a and modulus

of elasticity X, and revolts uniformly on the table, the string being
stretched to a length b; stow, that the time of a small oscillation for

a small additional extension of the string is STT \/ \ i^\ i o \

8. Two particles, of masses m\ and m2 , are connected by a string,

of length ai+02, passing through a smooth ring on a horizontal table,

and the particles are describing circles of radii ^ and a2 with angular

velocities >i and <a2 respectively. Shew that ^I1ajfi>1
2 w2a2<2

a
>
&nd that

the small oscillation about- this state takes place in the time

/V
*

9. A particle, of mass m, on a smooth horizontal table is attached by a
fine string through a hole in the table to a particle of mass m' which hangs

freely. Find the condition that the particle m*may describe a circle

uniformly, and shew that, if mr be slightly disturbed in a vertical
//
~

""I ~TTI f\ ~7T

direction, the period of the resulting oscillation is $m A/ ^ J\ <

where a is the radius of the circle.

10. On a wire in the form of a parabola, whose latus-rectum is 4a and
whose axis is vertical and vertex downwards, is a bead attached to the

focus by an elastic string of natural length -
, whose modulus is equal to

the weight of the bead. Shew that the time of a small oscillation is

2. /.V 9

11. At the corners of a square whose diagonal is 2a, are the centres of

four equal attractjjp
forces equal to any function m,f(x) of the distance x

of the attracted particle m ; the particle is placed in one of the diagonals

very near the centre ; shew that the time of a small oscillation is

ir
"~

12. Three particles, of equal mass m, are connected by equal elastic

strings and repel one another with a force p times the distance. In
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equilibrium each string is double its natural length ; shew that if the

particles are symmetrically displaced (so that the three strings always

fonn an equilateral triangle) they will twcillate in period 2ir AS.
13. Every point of a fine uniform circular ring repels a particle with

a force which varies inversely as the square of the distance ; shew that the

time Of a small oscillation of the particle about its position of equilibrium
at the centre of the ring varies as the radius of the ring.

14. A uniform straight rod, of length 2a, move* ^fi* a smooth fixed

tube under the attraction of a fixed particle, pf-'l'aass m, which is at a

distance c from the tube. Shew that the tim^-of
a small oscillation is

15. A uniform straight rod is perpendicular to the plane of a fixed

uniform circular ring and passes through its centre ; every particle of the

ring attracts every particle of the rod with a force varying inversely as the

square of the distance ;
f/id the time of a small oscillation about the

position of equilibrium, the motion being perpendicular to the plane of

the ring.

16. A particle, of mass Jf, hangs at the end of a vertical string, of

length I,
from a fixed point 0, and attached to it is a second string which

passes over a small pulley, in the same horizontal plane as and distant I

from 0, and is attached at its other end to a mass w, which is small

compared with M. Wnen m is allowed to drop, shew that the system

oscillates about a mean position with a period 2n
\

1 -f ^>(2+ */2) | \J -

L "^* J 9
approximately, and find the mean position.

17. A heavy particle hangs in equilibrium suspended by an elastic

string whose ftodulus of elasticity is three times the weight of the particle.

It is then slightly displaced ; shew that its path is a small arc of a

parabola. If the displacement be in a direction making an angle cot"1 4

with the horizon, shew that the arc is the portion of a parabola cut off by
the latus-rectum.

*

117. A particle of mass m moves in a straight line under

a force mn* (distance) towards a fixed point in the straight line

and under a small resistance to its motion equal to m.p (velocity);
to find the motion.

The equation of motion is

, A

2?
+
^gj +

nte- ....... ..............(1).
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[This is clearly the equation of motion if the particle is

moving so that x is increasing.

If as in the second figure the particle is moving so tHat

x decrease^, i.e. towards the left, the frictional resistance is

towards the right, and equals m . pv. But in this case -77 is

negative, so that the value of v is
-^7 ;

the frictional resistance

^ '

daf

is thus w/4
( Tfrj^H The equation of motion is then
\ at/ ^

which again becomes (1).

Hence (1) gives the motion for all positions of P to the

right of 0, irrespective of the direction in Which P is moving.

Similarly it can be shewn to be the equation of motion for

positions of P to the left of 0, whatever be the direction in

which P is moving.]
To solve (1), put x = L&*, and we have

giving

I (2),

where A and b are arbitrary constants.

If fi be small, then Ae"** is a slowly varying quantity, so
that (2) approximately represents a simple harmonic motion of

period 27r-*-y
/
w8

-^, 'whose amplitude, Ae~**, is a slowly
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decreasing quantity. Such
*

a motion/ is called a damped
osciHation p&d p, measures the dampmg.

This period depends on the square of
//,,

so that, to, the first

order of approximation, this small frictional resistance has no
effect on the period of the motion. Its effect is chiefly seen in

the decreasing amplitude of the motion, which = -4(1 ^t}
*. \ * /

when squares of p are neglected, and therefor depends on the

first power of /A.

Such a vibration as. the above is called a free vibration.

It is the vibration of a particle which moves under the action

of no external periodic force.

If IL be not small compared with nt the motion cannot be

so simply represented, but for all values of /A, < 2n, the equation

(2) gives the motion.

From (2) we have, on differentiating, that x = when

tan

giving solutions of the form

u? ^"
# _L R ft _ _t_ Mrv"TD Bt 7TT **,

4
*

Hence is zero, that is the velocity vanishes, at the ends of

periods of time differing by TT -r- A/ n* ~-
.

The times of oscillation thus still remain constant, though

they are greater than when there is no frictional resistance,
*

If the successive values of t obtained from (3) are tl9 a > **

then the corresponding values of (2) are

so that the amplitudes of the oscillations form a decreasing G.P.

whose common ratio = "*2^
-^as

""" "
l"^ f|8

"T.

If
fjL
> 2n, the form of the solution changes ; for now

L. D.
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and the general solution is

In this case the motion is no longer oscillatory.

If /*
= $^we have by the rules of Differential Equations

y-o

Ztf-71*
4- Lt Me*** (1

-
7^ + squares)

Jte. The time of oscillation of a particle when there is no friotional

resistance is 1J sees. ; if there be a friotional resistance equal to J x m x velocity,

find the consequent alteration in the period and the factor which gives the ratio

of successive maximum amplitudes.
*

118. The motion of the last article may be represented

graphically ; let time t be represented by distances measured

along the horizontal axis and thro displacement # of the particle

by the vertical ordinates. Then any displacement such as that

of the last article will be represented as in the figure.

<P; The dotted curve on which all the ends of the maximum
~*t

ordmatesKeis#=.4e 2 cos a. The times A^^A^A^A^A^...
of successrve periods are equal, whilst the corresponding maxi-

mum ordinates A&, AJB*, ,.. form a decreasing geometrical

progression whose ratio

where r is the time of an oscillation*
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*

If we have a particle mewing with a damped vibration of

this ^character, and we make it automatically draw ife own dis-

placement curve as in the above figure, we can from the curve

determine the forces acting on it. For measuring the successive

distances C^C^, CjO^ ...
, etc., and taking their mean, we have

the periodic time T which we found in the* last article to be

f-. so that l.n-.
Again, measuring the maximum onjr'tlates A&, -42B2 ,

A>B99 ..., finding the values of -r^, -r^
8

..., and taking their"

_
mean, X, we have the value of the quantity e *

T
, so that

We thus have the values of n2 and
//,, giving the restorative

force and the frictional resistance of the motion.

119. A point is moving ill a straight line with an accelera-

tion p,x towards a fixed centre in the straight line and with an

additional acceleration / cospt; to find the motion.

The equation of motion is

d*x .

-7-j
=

fJLX -f- L COS pt. ,

at -

'6f this is

? 1
x=A cos (v fjil + B) + L ^--- coa ptLr + ft /

cos -- -^

If the particle starts from rest at a distance a at zero time,

we have B = and A = a--, .

The motion of the point is thus compounded of two simple
27T STT

harmonic motions whose periods are -7- and .*
, <V> P

From the right-hand side of (2) it follows that, if p be

102
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t L
nearly equal to vV, the coefficient -

_ g
becomes very great ;

r P P
*,

'

'

in other words, the effect of the disturbing acceleration L cospt

becomes very important. It follows that the ultimate effect of

a periodic disturbing force depends not only on its magnitude

L, but also on its period, and that, if the period be neariy that

of the free motion, its effect may be very large even though its

absolute mstg&r^de L be comparatively small

If p = ijfa th^Sftrms in (2) become infinite. In this case

the solution no longer holds, and the second term in (1)

T p -
COS [Y/4 -f- 7] t

i -
[something infinite sin

Hence, by the ordinary theory of Differential Equations, the

solution is
*

<c = A l cos [V/I* + BI] + Q~7~ * sin

If, as before, x = a and A = when < = 0, this gives

x = a cos ^t + s~r
^vA

and hence a? =
{
=-4 a V/^ )

sin V/I$ + -^ * cos
{
=-4 a V/^ )

si

\ZV/A /

It follows that the amplitude of the motion, and also the

velocity, become very great as t gets large.

120. If, instead of a linear motion of the character of the

previous article, we have an angular motion, as in the case of

a simple pendulum, the equation of motion is

'* g ff + Xco.*

and the solution is similar to that of the last article.

In this case, if L be large compared with
*|

or if p be very

nearly equal to */
, the free time of vibration, is no longer
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small throughout the motion and the equation of motion must

be replaced by the more accurate equation* * JG

121. As an example of the ^accumulative effect of a periodic
force whose period coincides with the free period of the system,

consider the case of. a person in a swing to wjiom a small

impulse is applied when he is at the highest point of his swing.
This impulse is of the nature of a perio$fc force whose period

is just equal to that of the swing and the effect of such an

impulse is to make the swing to move through a continually

increasing angle.

If however the period of the impulse is not the same as

that of the swing, its effect is sometimes to help, and sometimes

to oppose, the motion.

If its period is very nearly, but not quite, that of the swing
its effect is for many successive applications to increase the

motion, and then for many further applications to decrease the

motion. In this case a great amplitude of motion is at first

produced, which is then gradually destroyed, and then produced

again, and so on.

122. A particle, of mass m, is moving in a straight line

under a force mn* (distance) towards a faced point in the straight

line, and under a frictional resistance equal to m . JM (velocity)

and a periodic force mL cospt ; to find the motion.

The equation of motion is

d*x dx

^.-nte-
dx

The complementary function is

Ae~%* cos
j y n-^t+ J5|

..... Jt ........(1),

assuming p, < 2n, and the particular integral

/o\
(2),
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where tan 6

1
.

The motion is thus compounded of two oscillations ; the

first is called the free vibration and the second the forced

vibration.
' J

' 2?r
Particular case. Let the period of the disturbing force

be equal to -^ ^e free period.

The solution is tnen, for the forced vibration,

a? = sin nt.

fJLU

If, as is usually the case, p, is also small, this gives a vibra-

tion whose maximum amplitude is very large. Hence we see

that a small periodic force may, if it3 period is nearly equal to

that of the free motion of the body, produce effects out of all

proportion to its magnitude.
Hence we see why there may be danger to bridges from the

accumulative effect of soldiers marching over them in step, why
ships roll SO heavily when the waves are of the proper period,

and why a railway-carriage may oscillate considerably in a

vertical direction when it is travelling at such a rate that the

time it takes to go the length of a rail is equal to a period of

vibration of the springs on which it rests.

Many other phenomena, of a more complicated character,

are explainable on similar principles to those of the above

simple case.

*

"123. There is a very important
1 difference between the

free vibration given by (1) and the forced vibration given

by (2).

Suppose for instance that the particle was initially at rest

at a given finite distance from the origin. The arbitrary
constants A and B are then easily determined and are found

/

to be finite. The factor e~* in (1), which gradually diminishes

as time goes on, causes the expression (1) to' continually,

decrease and ultimately to vanish. Hence the free vibration

gradually dies dut.

The forced vibration (2) has no such diminishing factor but
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_ 4

is a continually repeating periodic function. "Hence rinally it

is the only motion of any importance.
% ^

124. Small oscillations of a simple pendulum under gravity,

where the resistance = p {velocity}* and /* is small.

The equation of motion is

[If the pendulujn start from rest at an inclination a to the

vertical, the same equation is found to hold until it comes to

rest on the other side of the vertical.] ^"*
For a first approximation, neglect the small term id*0*9

and

we have

6 = A cos

For a second approximation, put this value of in the

small terms on the ri^ht-hand side of (1), and it becomes

(2),

where a = A cos B +-~-+~^ cos 2JS,
o

A*ul
and = - A sin B ^- sin 2B.

o

/. B = 0, and A = a | a>, squares of /A being neglected.

Hence (2) gives

(3),
and hence

r (4).

/. & is zero when sin A/? t = 0, '.. when t ** IT lu ->
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^

t
,

The time of 'a swing from rest to rest is therefore unaltered

by the rfegjistance, provided the 'square of p be neglected.

Again, when t = TT A/ -
,

Hence the amplitude of the swing is diminished

Let the pendulum be passing through* the lowest point of

its path at time v

,Jl
fe+ Z

1

)
, where T is small.

Then (3) gives

.. -.

Q <

Hence the time of swinging to the lowest point

3

and ofswinging up to rest again

EXAMPLES

1. investigate the rectilinear motion given by the equation

and shew that it is compounded of two harmonic oscillations if the

equation Ay*+Bi'+CQ has real negative roots.

2. A particle is executing simple harmonic oscillations of amplitude

a, under an attraction . If a small disturbing force ^j bq introduced

(the amplitude being unchanged) shew that the period is, to a first

approximation, decreased in the ratio 1- :1.
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3. Two heavy particles, of masses m and m\ art fixed to two points,
A and B> of an elastic string AB. The end is attached to a fixed point

a^d the system hangs freely. A small vertical disturbance* being given to

it, find the times of the resultant oscillations.

4. A particle hangs at rest at the end of an elastic 'string whose
unstretched length is a. In the position of equilibrium, the length of the

o

string is 6, and is the time & an oscillation about this position. At
71

time zero, when the
jparticle is in equilibrium, the point of suspension

begins to move so that its downward displacement at time t is csin pt.

Shew that the length of the string at time t,':&

If p=*n, shew that the length of the string at time t is

& o sin nt - -=- cos nt.

5. A helical spring supports a weight of 20 Ibs. attached to its lower

end ; the natural length of the spring is 12 inches and the load causes it

to extend to a length of 13| inches. The upper end of the spring is then

given a vertical simple harmonic motion, the full extent of the displace-

ment being 2 inches and 100 complete vibrations occurring in one minute.

Neglecting air resistance and the inertia of the spring, investigate the

motion of the suspended mass after the motion has become steady, and

shew that the amplitude of the motion set up is about 3 inches.

6. If a pendulum oscillates in a medium the resistance of which varies

as the velocity, shew that the oscillations are isochronous.

7. The time of a complete oscillation of a pendulum making small

oscillations in vacuo is 2 seconds ;
if the angular retardation due to the air

is '04 x (angular velocity of the pendulum) and the initial amplitude is 1,
find the inclination of the pendulum to the vertical at any subsequent time,

and shew that the amplitude will in 10 complete oscillations be reduced to

40' approximately. [Iog10 e= *4343.]

8. The point of suspension of a simple pendulum of length I has a

horizontal motion given by x=*a cos mt. Find the effect on the motion of

the particle.

Consider in particular the motion when m3 is equal, or nearly equal, to

. In the latter case if the pendulum be passing tjirough its vertical

position with angular velocity o> at zero time, shew that, so long as it is

small, the inclination to the vertical at time t
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[If O be the position of the point of suspension at time t its accelera-

tion is & Efonce the accelerations of P, the bob of the pendulum, are lQ

perpendicular & OT, 16* along PO, and x parallel to Off.

Hence resolving perpendicular t6 (7P,

$-h#cos 0= -^rsin 00,

t.. $s - 0+^ Cos witf, since 6 is small.
& V c

Now solve as in Art. 119.]

9. The point of support of a simple pendulum, ofweight w and length /,

is attached to a uaassless spring which moves backwards and forwards in a

horizontal line ; shew that the time of vibration= 2*rA/- ( 1 -f^J
,
where

W is the weight required to stretch the spring a distance I.

10t Two simple pendulums, each of length a, are hung from two points

in the same horizontal plane at a distance b apart ; the bob of each is of

mass m and the mutual attraction is .-,. ., . where X is small compared
(dist.)

2
>

r

with g\ shew that, if the pendulums be started so that they are

always moving in opposite directions, the time of oscillation of each is

2tr \/ -
( 1 + -7S~Vnearly, about a mean position inclined at ^ radiansv 9 \ JFtt / 9*

nearly to the Vertical.

11. Aj>endulum is suspended in a ship so that it can swing in a plane

at right angles tOrtheJength of the ship, its excursions being read off on a

scale fixed to the. ship.
v
The free period of oscillation of the pendulum is

one secondhand its point of suspension is 10 feet above the centre of

gravity of the ship. Shew that when the ship is rolling through a small

angle on each side of the vertical with a period of 8 sees., the apparent

angular movement of the pendulum will be approximately 20 per cent,

greater than that of the ship.

12. The point of suspension of a simple pendulum of length I moves

in a horizontal circle of radius a with constant angular velocity o> ; when
the motion has become steady, shew that the inclination a to the vertical

of the thread of the pendulum is given by the equation

o>
2
(a + 1 sin a) g tan a= 0.

13. A pendulum consists of a light elastic string with a particle at

one end and faste/ied at the other. In the position of equilibrium the

string is stretched to j of its natural length L If the particle is slightly

displaced from the position of equilibrium and is then let go, trace its

subsequent path and find the times of its component oscillations.



CHAPTER IX

MOTION IN THREE DIMENSIONS

125. To find the accelerations of a particle in terms of

polar coordinates.

Let the coordinates of any point P be r, 0, and
</>,

where r is

the distance of P from a fixed

origin 0, is the angle that

OP makes with a fixed axis

Oz, and
<f>

is the angle* that

the plane zOP makes with a

fixed plane zOx.

Draw PN perpendicular to

the plane xOy and let ON s=
p.

Then the accelerations of

a?, y and 2 are the coordinates of P.

Since the polar coordinates of N, which is always in the

plane xOy, are p and
<f>,

its accelerations are, as in Art." 49,

and >
a -- ~n \ P
a
Trr ) perpendicular to

p dt V dt I
r r

a

Also the acceleration of P relative to N is

Hence the accelerations of P are

along ZP,

along JVP.
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to *>ke plane zPK,--&(? 7ft)

and
2 parallel to 0*.

Now, since z t= r cos and p = r sin 0, it follows, as in Art. 50,

d*z d*p
*

that accelerations -TTJ and
-jj~, along and perpendicular to 0*

//7W\J^M* //7W\ 8

in the plane zPK, are equivalent to
-TTJ

r ( -IT
J along OP and

~~

5i (^ <&) PerPen^cu^ar * OP in the plane zPK.

Also the acceleration p (-^ j along ZP is equivalent to

-} along OP and "P COS ^(^J perpendicular to

OP.

Hence if a, /3, y be the accelerations of P respectively along
OP, perpendicular to OP in the plane zPK in the direction

of inoreasmgj^and perpendicular tt> the plane zPK in the

direction of
<j> increasing, we have

and 7 _!(p4?)-- ,'
pdt\

r dt/ rsinffdt\ dt

126. Cylindrical coordinates.

It is sometimes convenient to refer the motion of P to the

coordinates z, />,
and

<f>,
which are called cylindrical coordinates.

As in the previous article the accelerations are then
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Id

p

and

-r fp
8

-j perpendicular to the plane./R&,

d*z
*

-^5 parallel to Oz.

127. -4 particle is attached to one end of a string, of length
lt the other end of which is tied to a fixed point 0. When the

string is inclined fit an acute angle a to the downward-drawn
vertical the particle is projected horizontally and perpendicular
to the string with a velocity F; to findAlie resulting motion*

In the expressions (1), (2) and
(3),

of Art. 125 for
the^

accelerations we here have r = t

The equations of motion are thus O
T

-10* -I sin2

9fr = + g cos 0. . .(1),

10 - J cos sin0<f>
2 a -

g sin 8. . .(2),

1 d , .

The last equation gives
sin2

0$ constant = sin2 a

Fsina ^
l̂ing

On substituting for ^.in (2), we have

x F3 sin2 a cos 6 a
.(5).

F*sin9 a 1 27^

where +
,F2 sina a

*

sin8 a
-- cos a +

where F2
1

Hence 6 is again zero when

2n* (cos a 4- cos 0)
= sin*

i.e. when cos - n2 Vl-
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The low$r sign gives an inadmissible value for 9. Tne enly

inclination at*which 6 again vanishes is when 6 61, where

cos 0j = n* -f Vl %n* cos a + n4
.

The motion js therefore confined between values a and 1

of 0.

The motion of the particle is always above or below the

starting point, e according as 0j8 a,

i.e. according as cos l $ cos a,

i.e. ,, Vl 2/i2 cos a -f n4 $ n2
-f cos a,

i.e. 1 2ft
2 cos a $ cos2 a -f 2n2 cos a,

t.e.
sin

2
a

* <
4cosa'

i.e. M F2 5 ^ sin a tan a.

The tension of the string at any instant is now given by
equation (1). In the foregoing it is assumed that T does not

vanish during the motion.

The square of the velocity at any instant

=
(J0)

a + (I sin 6<t>}*
= J

a
(0*

a + ft na
0).

Hence the Principle of Energy gives

imi
a

(<?
a + <

2 sin2 0) = $mV*- mgl (cos a
- cos 0).

[On substituting for
<j>

from (4) we have equation (6).]

(1) then gives.

T '

(vel.)
2 . F2 - 2aZ (cos a - cos 0)= g cos + ^-y^- = cos 4- ^-S '

m ^ - -'
if *

%

*y^
-f. gr (3 cos 2 cos a).

128. In the previous example 6 is zero when = a, t.0. the

particle revolves at a constant depth below the centre as in

the ordinary conical pendulum, if V*=gl .
fc

Suppose the particle to have been projected with this

velocity, and when it is revolving steadily let it receive a small

displacement in the plane NOP9 so that the value of
<f>
was not
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instantaneously altered. Putting 6 = a 4- -^, where, ^r is small,

<be equation (5) of the last article gives
*

^_gsin4 a

neglecting squared of

^ (tan a -f- 4 cot a) = j
HhS^cos^a^

cos a

so that the time of a small oscillation about the position of

i MM
relative equilibrium is Z

cos a

Again, from (4), on putting 6 = a + ty, we have

T-
*

i

(1 -f -^ cot a)
2

so that during the oscillation there is a small change in the

value of
<j>
whose period is the same as that of

T/T.

129- A particle mpves on the inner surface of a smooth cone, of vertical

angle 2a, being acted on by a force towards the vertex of the cone, and its

direction of motion always cuts the generators at a constant angle ft; find the

motion and the law offorce.
Let F . m be the force, where m is the mass m the particle, and R

reaction of the cone. Then in the accelerations of

Art. 125 we have 6= a and therefore 0=0.
Hence the equations of motion are

-- ...... (2),

Also, since the direction of motion always oats

OP at an angle ,

rsina0_ ^fr

f*

*

(S)gfveB

and therefore, from (4),

= constant=

,.(4).

.(5),

-.(6).
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Substituting in (1), we have

Fss - sin8 a cot8 . -j
- sin8 a .

3

so that

* - /o\ ~i

'

-B .48 sin a cos a ^
Again, (2) gives

- =-
p
- -*

From (4), the path is given by r=r .
8in

EXAMPLES

1. A heavy particle moves in a smooth sphere ; shew that, if the

velocity be that due to the level of the centre, the reaction of the surface

will vary as the depth below the centre.

2. A particle is projected horizontally along the interior surface of a

smooth hemisphere whose axis is vertical and whose vertex is downwards ;

the point of projection being at an angular distance )3 from the lowest

point, shew that the initial velocity so that the particle may just ascend

to the rim of the hemisphere is \/2a^sec/3.

3. A heavy particle is projected horizontally along the inner surface

of a smooth spherical shell of radius -^ with velocity ^ /~~ at a
V^ ^ 3

depth -5- below the centre. Shew that it will rise to a height
- above

o o

the centre, and that the pressure on the sphere just vanishes at the

highest point of the path.

4. A particle moves on a smooth sphere under no forces except the

pressure pf the surface ;
shew that its path is given by the equation

cot 0= cot cos <, where 6 and
</>

are its angular coordinates.

5. A heavy particle is projected with velocity Ffrom the end of a
horizontal diameter of a sphere of radius a along the inner surface, the

direction of projection making an angle ft with the equator. If the

/ Fa \*
particle never leave** the surface, prove that 3sin2 <2+ ( $ j

.

6. A particle constrained to move on a smooth spherical surface is

projected horizontally from a point at the level of the centre
c
so that

its angular velocity relative to the centre is co. If o>*a be very great

compared with g, shew that its depth z below the level of the centre

at time t is -f sin8 approximately.
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7. A thin straight hollow smooth tube is always inclined at an

angle *a to the upward
- drawn vertical, and revolves jrith uniform

vMocity a qabout a vertical axis which intersects it. A heavy particle

is projected from the stationary point of the tube with velocity
^

shew that in time t it has described a distance ^?
s *

[l-a*"
8"1

*-*].

Find also the reaction of the tube.

8. A smooth holloV right circular cone is placed with its vertex

downward and axis vertical, and at a point on its interior surface at

a height h above the vertex a particle is projected horizontally along

the surface with a velocity ^J / . Shew that the lowest point of

its path will be at a height
- above the vertex of the cone.

9. A smooth circular cone, of angle 2a, has its axis vertical and its

vertex, which is pierced witft a smalLJiole, downwards. A mass M hangs
at rest by a string which passes through the vertex, and a mass m attached

to the upper end describes a horizontal circle on the inner surface of the

cone. Find the time T of a, complete revolution, and shew that small

oscillations about the steady motion take place in the time

m /M+m
Tcoseca,/-^-.

10. A smooth conical surface is fixed with its axis vertical and
vertex downwards. A particle is in steady motion on its concave side

in a horizontal circle and is slightly disturbed. Shew that the time of a

small oscillation about this state of steady motion is 2ir A/~
where a is the semi-vertical angle of the cone and I is the length of the

generator to the circle of steady motion.

11. Three masses mi ,
fii2 and m3 are fastened to a string -which passes

through a ring, and mi describes a horizontal circle as a conical pendulum
while HI* anc* 903 hang vertically. If m& drop off, shew that the instan-

taneous change of tension of the string is6 6

12. A particle describes a rhumb-line on a sphere in such a way that

its longitude increases uniformly ; shew that the resultant acceleration

varies as the cosine of the latitude and that its direction makes with the

normal an aftigle equal to the latitude.

[A Rhumb-line is a curve on the sphere cutting all the meridians at a

constant angle o ; its equation is '

s

^ tan a.]

L. D. 11
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13. A particle moves on a smooth right circular cone under a force

which is always in a direction perpendicular to the axis of the cone
;

if the particle describe on the cone a curve which cuts all tip generators
at a given constant angle, find the law of force and the initial velocity, and

shew that at any instant the reaction of the, cone is proportional to the

acting force.
<

14. A point moves with constant velocity on a cone so that its

direction of motion makes a constant angle with a plane perpendicular

to the axis of the cone. Shew that the resultant acceleration is per-

pendicular to the axis of the cone and varies inversely as the distance

of the point from the axis.

15. At the vertex of a smooth cone of vertical angle 2a, fixed with

its axis vertical and vertex downwards, is a centre of repulsive force

,.
**

r-
4

. A weightless particle is projected horizontally with velocity

from a point, distant c from the axis, along the inside of the

surface. . Shew that it will describe^ curve bn the coue whose projection

on a horizontal plane is 1 =3 tanh2

(
- sin a

J
.

16. Investigate the motion of a conical pendulum when disturbed

from its state of steady motion by a small vertical harmonic oscillation

of the point of support. Can the steady motion be rendered unstable by
such a disturbance ?

^

17. A particle moves on the inside of a smooth sphere, of radius a,

under a force perpendicular to and acting from a given diameter, which

equals p, when the particle is at an angular distance 6 from that

dicimeter ; if, when the angWar distance of the particle is y, it is projected

with velocity \lpa sec y in a direction perpendicular to the plane through
itself and the given diameter, shew that its path is a small circle of the

sphere, and find the reaction of the sphere.

18. A particle moves on the surface of a smooth sphere along a

rhumb-line, being acted on by a force parallel to the axis of the rhurob-

line. Shew that the force varies inversely as the fourth power of the

distance from the axis and directly as the distance from the medial

plane perpendicular to the axis.

19. A particle moves on the surface of a smooth sphere and is acted

on by a force in the direction of the perpendicular from the particle on a

diameter and equal to
rp-r^ r Shew that it can be projected so that

its path will cut the meridians at a constant angle.

20. A particle moves on the interior of a smooth sphere, of radius a,

under a force producing an acceleration /uor
n
along the perpendicular w
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*

.

drawn
^to

a fixed diameter. It
^is projected with velocity V9 along the

great circle to which this diameter is perpendicular and is slightly
disturbed fflpm its path; shew that th^ new path will cut the old one

m times in a revolution, where m2=4 1 -^L
2

.

21. A particle moves on a smooth cone under the Action of a force

to the vertex varying inversely as 'the square of the distance. If the

cone be developed into a plane, shew that the path becomes a conic

section.
%

22. A particle, of mass m, moves on the inner surface of a cone

of revolution, whose semi-vertical angle is a, under the action of a

repulsive force /3 . ,

**
r* from the axis : the moment of momentum ofr

(distance)
3 '

the particle about the axis being m V/* tan a, shew that its path is an arc

of a hyperbola whose eccentricity is sec a.

[With the notation of Art. 129 we obtain <i2= ^ . 9 .-; andL ^ cos2 a Sin2 a r4

r s-**-. 9 .-
, giving r2=?

**
. Q (-7.

- -
9 ) ,

where d is a constant.
cos2 a sm2a r8

' & & cos2 a sm2a \d* **
2
/

Hence ^Y=r
2.^^

2

. Hence 4>=y -sin-i^.
.-.

^=sin(y -<^)=cos^,

if the initial plane for be property chosen. This is the plane #=dsin a,

which is a plane parallel to the axis of the cone. The locus is thus a

hyperbolic section of the cone, the parallel section of which through
the vertex consists of two^straight lines inclined at 2o. Hence, etc.]

23. If a particle move on the inner surface of a right circular cone

under the action of a force from the vertex, the law of repulsion being

Tw/J

ac ~
o~l >

where 2a is the vertical angle of the cone, and if it

L r J ,

be projected from an apse at distance a with velocity >y/-sina, shew

that the path will be a parabola.

[Show that the plane of the motion is parallel to a generator of the

cone.]

24. A particle is constrained to move on a smooth conical surface

of vertical angle 2a, and describes a plane curve under the action of an

attraction to the vertex, the plane of the orbit cutting the axis of the

cone at a distance a from the vertex. Shew that the attractive force

, 1 a cos a
must vary as -, ---= .

T* T

25. A particle moves on a rough circular cylinder under the action of

no external f
jrces. Initially the particle has a velocity F in a direction

making an angle o with the transverse plane of the cylinder ; shew that

the space described in time t is ^?l
[Use the equations of Art. 126.]
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130. <A point is moving along <my curve in three dimensions;

to find its accelerations along (1) the tangent to the curve, (2) tie

principal normal, and (3) the binormal.
*

If (#, y, z) be the coordinates of the point at time t, the

accelerations parallel to the axes of coordinates are x, y, and .

dx due dsXTNow

,

and

d'y _ dy d's d*y (ds\
&-tS3ff +

af\c&)

d2^ dz d*s <Pz {

The direction cosines of the tangent are -r- , -^ and ^- .

Hence the acceleration along it

dz d?z

d*s \(dx\ (dy\ (dz\*l (ds\* [fadtete

dt* [(ds)
+

(da)
"*"W J

"*"

(dt) [ds, ds*
+

ds

dz, ,, *
and therefore -^ + ^^

The direction cosines of the principal normal are p -r-
2 , /> -r~

and /> ^j, where
/>

is the radius of curvature.
Cto ^

Hence the acceleration along it

d?s r<fa d*x dy dfy d d?i\

p
dt? [ds d? <& d? *ds SfJ
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The direction cosines of the binormal are proportional to

dy d*z dz<& _ A

dsds?~dsds** ds ds* ds ds* ds ds*
""

ds eft?
"

On multiplying (1), (2) and (3) in succession by these and

adding, the result is zero, i.e. the acceleration in the direction

of the binormal vanishes.

The foregoing results might have been seen at once from

equations (1), (2), (3). For if (119 ra^ nj, (Z3 , m*, n^
and

( 3 , m9) n3) are the direction cosines of the tangent, the principal

normal, and the binormal, these equations may be written

d*x , d*s 1 ds\*

/da\*-i+.
and

These equations shew that the accelerations along the axes

are the components of

d*s
an acceleration

-j- along the tangent,

an acceleration -
(-^- j along the principal normal,

and nothing in the direction of the binormal.

We therefore see that, as in the case of a particle describing

a plane curve, the accelerations are -j , or v -r- , along" the tan-r
at- as

^a

gent and along the principal normal, which lies in the

osculating plane of the curve.

131. A particle moves in a curve, there being no friction,

under forces such as occur in nature. Shew that the change in

its kinetic energy as it passes from one position to the other is
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independent of the path pursued and depends only on its' initial

and final positions. w
f

x

Let X, Y, Z be the components of the forces. By the last

article, resolving along the tangent to the path, we have

d*s Y dx dy 7 dzw ~3iz
== JL~T~+*^r~ + "'j~'d& as as as

Now, by Art. 95, since the forces are such as occur in nature,

i.e. are one-valued functions of distances from fixed points, the

quantity Xdx 4- Ydy 4- Zdz is the differential of some function

^ (#, y, z), so that

1 . 1 (ds\* , , . ~

J
= < (, y, *) + 0,

where ^mv
a ==

4> (#<>> yo ^o) + (7,

(#o, 2A>> *o) being the starting point and VQ the initial velocity.

Hence ^wv2
^mv^ = <jb (a?< y, z) <f> (# > 2/o> ^o)-

The right-hand member of this equation depends only on

the position of the initial point and on that, of the point of the

path under consideration, and is quite independent of the path

pursued.
The reaction R of the curve in the direction of the principal

normal is given by the equation

p is the radius of curvature of the
c curve.

132. Motion on any surface. If the particle move on a

surface whose equation is/(#, y, #)=Q, let the direction cosines of

the normal at any point (#, y, z) of its path be (Il9 mi, n^, so that

Z, ml n
l ;

1

dx dy dz^y \dx) \dy

Then, if R be the normal reaction, we have

where X, T, Z are the components of the impressed forces.
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Multiplying these equations by -^, -~, ^-.and adding,
^ cit cLt dt

we have
*

for the coefficient of JfZ

= ~ x the cosine of the angle between a tangent line to the

surface and the normal
= 0.

Hence, on integration,

%mv* =f(Xdx + Tdy + Zdz\

as in the last article.

Also, on eliminating .R^he path on the surface is given by

ml

giving two equations from which, by eliminating t, we should

get a second surface cutting the first in the required path.

133. Motion under gravity of a particle on a smooth surface

of revolution whose axis is vertical
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Use the coordinates z, p and
<f>

of Art. 126, the *-axis being
the axis of revolution of the surface. The second eqaation of

that article gives J| (p- ?|)
=

0,

i.e, p*
-~- = constant = h ..................(1).

Also, if 8 be the arc AP measured from any fixed point A,
ds

the velocities of P are -r along the tangent at P to the gene-

rating curve, and p -j~ perpendicular to the plane zAP. Hence
Cut

the Principle of Energy gives

Equations (1) and (2) give the motion.

Equation (1) states that the moment of the momentum of

the particle about the axis of z is constant.
J8

By equating the forces parallel to Oz to m -^~ ,
we easilyat

have the value of the reaction R. ^

If the equation to the generating curve be z-f(p) then,

since

equation (2) easily gives

- constant -

which gives the differential equation of the projection of the

motion on a horizontal plane.

EXAMPLES

1. A smooth helix is placed with its axis vertical and a small bead

slides down it under gravity ; shew that ft makes its first revolution from

rest in time 2^7 ^-
,
where a is the angle of the helix. ,V g sin a cos a

2. A particle, without weight, slides on a smooth helix of angle a

aud radius a under a force to a fixed point on the axis equal to
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m/i (distance). Shew that the reaction of the curve cannot vanish unless

the greatea^ velocity
of the particle is a V/Isec a.

3. A smooth paraboloid is placed with its axis vertical and vertex

downwards, the latus-recttfm of the generating parabola being 4a. A
heavy particle is projected horizontally with velocity *F at a height h

above the lowest point; shew that the particle is again moving hori-

F2

zontally when its height is
^-,

Shew also that the reaction of the
% *9

paraboloid at any point is inversely proportional to the corresponding
radius of curvature of the generating parabola.

4. A particle is describing steadily a circle, of radius 6, on the inner

surface of a smooth paraboloid of revolution whose axis is vertical and
vertex downwards, and is slightly disturbed by an impulse in a plane

through the axis
;
shew that its period of oscillation about the steady

motion is TT */ v ,
where I is the semi-latus-rectum of the paraboloid.v gi 9

5. A particle moving on a paraboloid of revolution under a force

parallel to the axis crosses the meridians at a constant angle ; shew that

the force varies inversely as the fourth power of the distance from the

axis. *

6. A particle moves on a smooth paraboloid of revolution under the

action of a force direce>l to the axis which varies inversely as the cube

of the distance from the axis ; shew that the equation of the projection

of the path on the tangent plane at the vertex of the paraboloid may,
under certain conditions of projection, be written

where 4a is the latus-rectum of the generating parabola.



CHAPTER X

MISCELLANEOUS

THE HODOGRAPH. MOTION ON REVOLVING CURVES.
IMPULSIVE TENSIONS OF STRINGS

134. The Hodograph. If from aty fixed point we draw
a straight line OQ which is parallel to, and proportional to,
the velocity of any moving point P, the locus of Q is called

a hodograph of. the motion of P,

If P' be a consecutive point on fche path and OQ' be parallel
and proportional to the velocity at P, then the change of the

velocity in passing from P to P' is, by Art. 3, represented byJ
. ,

If r be the time of describing the arc PP', then the accele-
ration of P

= Limit
velocity of Q in the hodograph.

Hence the velocity of Q in the hodograpB represents, both
in magnitude and direction, the acceleration of P in its path.
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It follows that the velocity, or coordinate, o
tf*Q in any

direction's proportional to the acceleration, or velocity, of P in

the same direction.

The same argument holds if the motion of P is not

coplanar. t

*

If at any moment x and y be the coordinates of the moving

point P, and f and vj those of the corresponding point Q of the

hodograph, we have*
*

fc -x
C
ll- d X^

where X is a constant.

The values of
-^-

and -~
being then known in terms of t, we

eliminate t between these equations and have the locus of ( , 17),

i.e. the hodograph. 9

So for three-dimensional motion.

135. The hodograph of a central orbit is a reciprocal of the

orbit with respect to the centre of force 8 turned through a right

angle about 8.

Let SY be the perpendicular to the tangent at any point P
of the orbit. Produce SY to P' so thatjSFr^/^^J^ a constant;

the locus of P/

is therefore the ,jpciprocal of the pa,th with

respect to 8. *
'

t

By Art. 54, the velocity v of P =^= ~
. SP'.

O JL 1C

Hence 8P' is perpendicular to, and proportional to, the

velocity of P.

The locus of P' turned through a right angle about 8 is

therefore a hodograph of the motion.

The velocity of P' in its path is therefore perpendicular to

A;
2

and equal to T- times the acceleration of P,

A;
2

i.e. it = T x the central acceleration of P.
fa

EXAMPLES

1. A particle describes a parabola under gravity ; shew that the

hodograph of its motion is a straight line parallel to the axis of the

parabola and described with uniform velocity.
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2. A pnrticle describes a conic section under a force to its* focus;

shew that the* hodograph is a circle which passes through tlya centre of

force when the path is a parabola.

3. If the path be an ellipse described ifoder a force to its centre,

shew that the hodograph is a similar ellipse.

4. A bead moves on the arc of a smooth vertical circle starting

from rest at the highest point. Shew that the equation to the hodograph

N . 6 *
'

is r=Xsm 5.

<.

5. Shew that the hodograph of a circle described under a force to

a point on the circumference is a parabola.

6. The hodograph of an orbit is a parabola whose ordinate increases

uniformly. Shew that the orbit is a semi-cubical parabola.

7. A particle slides down in a thin cytloidal tube, whose axis is

vertical apd vertex the highest point; shew that the equation to the

hodograph is of the form r2 =2#[a+&cos20], the particle starting from

any point of the cycloid. If it start from the highest point, shew that the

hodograph is a circle.

8. A particle describes an equiangular spiral about a centre of force

at the .pole ; shew that its hodograph is also an equiangular spiral.

9. If a particle describe a lemniscate under a force to its pole, shew
w 2$

that the equation to the hodograph is r2=a2 sec8 5 .

o

10. If the hodograph be a circle described with constant angular

velocity about a point on its circumference, shew that the path is a

cycloid.

11.
*
Shew that the only central orbits whose hodographs can also be

described as central orbits are those where the central acceleration varies

as the distance from the centre.

[In Art. 135 if SP meet the tangent at P' in F', then S7' is perpen-
F

dicular to Y'P* and =
~^,

The hodograph is described with central

acceleration to 8 if the velocity of P 1

x SY' is constant, i.e. if the central
2

acceleration of Px
~p

is constant. Hence the result.]

12. If the path be a helix whose axis is vertical, described under

gravity, shew that the hodograph is a curve described on a right circular

cone whose semi-vertical angle is the complement of the angle of the

helix.
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136. Motion on a Revolving Curve. * A given curve

turwin its own plane about a given fixed point with constant

angular velocity a>; a small beac( P moves on the curve under

the action of given forces whose components along and perpen-
dicular to OP are X aiid Y; to find the motion.

Let OA be a line fixed in, the plane of the 'curve, and OB
a line fixed with respect to the cmrve,

which at zero time coincided with OA <
(

%

so that, at time t, Z AOB~wt.
At time t let the bead be at P,

where OP = r, and let
<f>

be the angle*^

between OP and the tangent to the

curve.

Then, by Art. 49, the equations of

motton are

dfr fdd ,

V X* R .
,

-777
-n -n -f o> ---

smc/>,
dt* \dt J m m r

, 1 d ( Jd0 . \\ Y^Rand -3ii^hjr + ft)
r
==

^, + ~
r dt

( \dt J) rfr m

Thesegive
X~ R-

1 d / _eW\ rfr
,

F U
and -

-n r2
-7- 1

- 2w ^- + + cos $.r at \ dt J dt m m ^

Let v be the velocity of the bead relative to the wire, so that

,
dO

nd> = r-7r .Y
dt

,

> = -j7 and
dt

The equations of nlotion are then

R .

smmm /1N
(1),v 7

,

and
r

7?' 7?

where = -- 2ov ........................(3).mm N '

These equations give the motion of the particle relative to

the curve,
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Now sdppose that the curve, instead of rotating, were at

rest, and tfyat the bead moved on* i

under the action of the same/orces X
and Y as in the first case together

with an additional force mo>V along OP,
and let 8 be tfie new normal rea$tion

r

The equations of motion are now T

m m
Y 8Id/^d0\ Y 8 , _ jp

--jilr
9

-j-
= + -

cos<...(5). ,

rdt\ dtj m m ^
^^ t

,./

Aand

These equations are the* same as (1-J and (2) with S substi-

tuted for R.
The motion of the bead relative to the curve in the first

case is therefore given by^the same equations as the absolute

motion in the second case.

The relative motion in the case of a revolving curve may
thus be obtained as follows.

ft

Treat the curve as fixed, and put on an additional force on

the bead, away from the centre of rotation and equal to mo>2
.r;

then find the motion of the bead; this Mil be the ^relative

motion when the curve is rotating. The reaction of the curve,

so found, will not be the actual reaction of the moving curve.

To get the latter we must by (3) add to the reaction, found by
the foregoing process, the quantity Zmcov, where v is the

velocity of the bead relative to the curve.

The above process is known as that of ''reducing the moving
curve 1x) rest." When the moving curve has been reduced to

rest, the best accelerations to use are, in general, the tangential
and normal ones of Art. 88.

137. If the angular velocity o> be not constant the work is

the same, except that in equation (2) there is one extra term

- r-~ on the right-hand side. In this case, in addition to the

force tttft>V, we must put on another force mr -^ at right

angles to OP, and the curve is then " reduced to rest."
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138. to <4 smooth circular tube contains a particle, of yiasa mfand lie$ on a

smooth fable. The tube starts rotating with constant angular velocity ta about an

axis perpendicular to the plane of the tube which passes through th* other endt 0,

of the diameter through the initial position, A t of the particle. Shew that in time

t the particle will have described an angle about the centre of the tube equal

to 4 tan**1
ftanh~-J.

Shew'hlso that the reaction between the tube and the

particle is then equal to 2maw2 cos
|

f 3 cos
^
- 2

J
.

'

P being the position of the particle at time
,
ancl 0= / ACP, we may treat

the tube aaat rest if we assume an Additional force along OP equal to mw2
. OP,

i.e. wiw2 . 2acos^.
12' being the normal reaction in this case, we have, on

taking tangential and iu^mal accelerations,

<>
sin

^ ........................... (1),

and a^2=~-w2
.2acos2^ .............................. (2).m a

(1) gives 02= 2w2 cos^ + ^ .................................... (3).

Now, if the tube revolves ^, then, since the particle was initially at rest,

its initial relative velocity was o> . OA, i.e. &i . 2a, in the opposite direction.

= 2w initially.

<
2= 2w2 (1 + cos 0).

Hence

Therefore (3) gives

.*. 2wt= I ^- = 2 log tan
( 7 + T )

the constant vanishing.

J
008!

Also (2) gives

Rf
dt= 6aw cos*
|

.
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real reaction 12 is given byNow, by equation (3) of Art. 136, the

Rmm
where v is the velocity of the particle relative to the tube in the direction in

which the tube revolves, i.e. ^), so that =s - afa

I 3 cos Z-!
^ L

Ex. If the particle le initially at rest indefinitely close to 0, shew that,

when it is at itsjreatest
distance from 0, the reaction* of the curve is lOwaw8.

139. Let the curve of Arf 136 be revolving with uniform
M

angular velocity o> about a

fixed axis Oy in its own

plane.

At time t let the curve

have revolved through an

angle <, and let y and x be

the coordinates of the bead

measured along and perpen-
dicular to the fixed axis. Let

R be the normal reaction in

the plane of the curve, and 8
the reaction perpendicular to

the plane of the curve.

The equations of motion

of Art. 126 then become, since

d*x

dT
1

and

where X, F, and Z are the components of the impressed forces

parallel to x and y, and perpendicular to the plane of the curve,

and 6 is the inclination of the normal to the axis of y.

Equations (1) and (3), which give the motion of the bead
relative to the wire, are the same equations as we shoul<| have

if we assumed the wire to be at rest and put on an additional
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force ina>* x distance perpendicular to and away 'from tjie axis of

rotation. ^
Hence, applying this additional* force, we may treat the wire

as at rest, and use whatever equations are most convenient.

140. As a numerical example, let the curve be a smooth circular wire

, revolving about its vertical diameter,V being its centre and a its radius. Let

the bead start from rest at a point indefinitely close to the highest point of the

wire. Treat the circle as at rest, and put on an additional force

along NP.

Taking tangential and normal accelerations, we then have

a0= 2a sin 00080 + sin 6 ........................... (4),

Jto
and 2= --+0cos0-w2asin2 ........................ (5).

(4) gives . ___ ..o$0
2& sfn2 + 2g (1

- cos 0),

-*-*'"w~""~'" R
and then (5) gives

-=g (3 cos
-

2)
- 2w2a sin2 e.

'HI

Also the reaction S perpendicular to the plane of the wire is, by (2),

given by

-=2xw= 2a-r (asin0)=2wacos0.0
wi at

=2w 008 /v/^
2a2 sin2 + 2ga (I

- cos 0).

EXAMPLES

1. A particle is placed in a smooth straight tube which is suddenly
set rotating about a point ^Tin its plane of motion, which is at a per-

pendicular distance a from the tube; shew that the distance described

along the tube by the particle in time t is a sinh at, the particle and

being initially at a distance a apart ;
shew also that the reaction between

the tube and the particle then is maw2
[2 cosh tot - 1].

2. A circular tube, of radius a, revolves uniformly about a vertical

diameter with angular velocity */ ,
and a particle is projected from

its lowest point with velocity just sufficient to carry it to the highest

point ;
shew that the time of describing the first quadrant is

3. A particle P moves in a smooth circular tube, of radius a, which
turns with uniform angular velocity o> about a vertical diameter ; if the

angular distance of the particle at any time t from the lowest point is 0,
/-

and if it be at rest relative to the tube when 0=a, where cos - \/~
,

2 a> V #

then, at any subsequent time t, cot 5=cot
~ cosh

(
nt sin 5 )

.

4 z \ %/
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4. A t^io circular wire is made to revolve about a vertical diameter

with constant angular velocity. A smooth ring slides on the wire,, being
attached to its highest point by an elastic string whose na/aral length
is equal to the radius of the wire? If the ring be slightly displaced from

the lowest point, find the motion, and shew ^hat it will reach the highest

point if the modulus of elasticity is four times the weight of the ring.

5. A smooth circular wire rotated with uniform angular velocity o>

about its tangent line at a point A. A bead, without weight, slides on

the wire from a position of rest at a point of the wire very near A.

Shew that the' angular distance on the wire tra'versed in a time t after

passing the point opposite A is Stan^orf.

6. A small bead slides on a circular arc, of radius a, which revolves

with constant angular velocity o> about its vertical diameter. Find its

position of stable equilibrium according as o>
a < -, and shew that the

time of a small oscillation about its position of equilibrium is, for the two

.. , , , Sarcaflf ., 2rr
cases, respectively equal to -- and

7. A parabolic wire, whose axis is vertical and vertex downwards,
rotates about its axis with uniform angular velocity . A ring is placed
at any point of it in relative rest ; shew that it will move upwards or

downwards according as a>
2 < -, and will remain at rest if 2=--

,
2c& Zo>

where 4a is the latus-rectum of the parabola. *

8. A tube in the form of the cardioid r=a(H-cos0) is placed with

its axis vertical and cusp uppermost, and revolves round the axis with

angular velocity >w~ A particle is projected from the lowest point

of the tube along the tube with velocity V3#a ; shew that the particle
will ascend until it is on a level with the cusp.

9. A smooth plane tube, revolving with angular velocity about a

point ill its plane, contains a particle of mass m, which is acted upon
D

by a force m&*r towards ; shew that the reaction of the tube is A -| ,

P
where A and B are constants and p is the radius of curvature of the tube

at the point occupied by the particle.

10. An elastic string, whose unstretched length is a, of mass ma and
whose modulus of elasticity is X, has one end fastened to an extremity A
of a smooth tube within which the string rests

;
if the tube revolve with

uniform angular velocity in a horizontal plane about the end A, shew

that when the string is in equilibrium its length is a 5 ,
where
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11, A bead is at rest on an equiangular spiral of angle a at*a distance a
from ttfe pole. The plane of the spiral is horizontal and the ^piral is made
to revolve %bout a vertical line through its pole with uniform angular

velocity o>. Prove that the bead comes *to a position of relative rest at a
distance a cos a from the poje and that the reaction of the curve is then

\mvPa, sin 2a, Shew also that, when the bead is again at
its^original

distance

from the pole, the reaction is mo>2ama(3-f-sm2
a).

12. A particle, of n^ass mt
is placed on a horizontalJtable which is

lubricated with oil so that the force on the particle due to viscous friction

is mku, where u is the velocity of the particle relative to the table. The

table is made to revolve with uniform angular velocity o> about a vertical

axis. Shew that, by properly adjusting the circumstances of projection,

the equations to the path of the particle on the table will be

where a-f-t)3=

[With the notation of Art. 51, the equations of motion are

Hence |7)
2
4-kD - o>

2
-f 2iv>D] (x+ iy) 0. Now solve in the usual manner.]

13. A smooth horizontal plane revolves with angular velocity o> about

a vertical axis to a point of which is attached the end of a light string,

extensible according to Hooke's Law and of natural length d just sufficient

to reach the plane. The string is stretched, and after passing through
a small ring at the point where the axis meets the plane is attached to

a particle of mass m which moves on the plane. If the mass is initially

at rest on the plane, shew that its path relative to the plane is a hypo-

cycloid generated by the rolling of a circle of radius ^a {!-> (fn^X*
1
)!)-

on a circle of radius a, wheiys a is the initial extension and X the coefficient

of elasticity of the string.

14. A particle slides in a smooth straight tube which is made to

rotate with uniform angular velocity o> about a vertical axis. If the

particle start from relative rest from the point 'where the shortest

distance between the axis and the tube meets the tube, shew that in

time t the particle has moved through a distance

-^ cot a cosec a sinh2 (\<*t sin a),

where a is the inclination of the tube to the vertical

122
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141. jftnpufsive tensions of Chains.

A chain? is lying in the form of a given curve

horizontal plane; to one end tof it is applied a given impulsive

tension in the direction of the tangent to find the consequent

impulsive tension at any other point of the curve, and the initial

motion of the point.
*

Let PQ be any element 8s of the chain, s being the length
of the arc O'P measured from any fixed point 0'.

Let T and T 4- oT be the impulsive tensions at P and Q.

The resolved part of the tension at P parallel to Occ is

T-j- ,
and this is clearly a function of the arc s. Let it be/(s).

The resolved part of the tension at Q

=
zf: + &fas a

by Taylor's Theorem.

Hence, if m be the mass oi the chain at P per unit of

length, and ut v the initial velocities of the element PQ parallel
DO the axes, we have

ds
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i.e., in the limit when 8s is indefinitely small,

.*('&- ...... ...........

Again, since the string is inextensible, the velocity of P
along the direction PQ (i.e. along the tangent at P ultimately)
must be equal to the velocity of Q in the same direction.

.Hence

u cos <$ + v sin ^ = (u 4- Su) cos ^r -f- (v + Bv) sin ^.
. \ Su cos

-^r -f- Svsin ^ =
0,

142. Tangential cmd Normal Resolutions.

Somewhat easier equations are obtained if we Assume vt and

vp as the initial tangential and normal velocities at P.

Resolving along the tangent, we have

w&r . v, = (T+ dT) cos dy>-T
= dT + small quantities of the second order,

im
i.e., in the limit, -> = mv^ ............ *. ..............(1).

So, resolving along the normal,

m$s . vp
= (T+ dT) sin Si/r

=
TSi/r + ...,

T
i.e., in the limit,

- mvp ........................... (2),

where p is the radius of curvature.

The condition of infixtensibility gives

v* = (ve 4- &v8) cos S^|r (vft
-f Svp) sin Sty,

i.e. = 8w, - tfpfi^r,
-

cZvg rf^ v
^0. -T- == Vp-r- = , m the limit ............(3).

By eliminating vp and v8 from (1), (2) and (3), we have

d8\m ds

The initial form of the chain being given, p is known us a

function of $; also m is either a constant when the chain is
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( *

*
'

uniform or it is a known function of $. Equation (4) thus

determines
1 T with two arbitrary constants in the rerult ; they

are determined from the fadf that T is at one end equal to the

given terminal impulsive tension, and $t the other end is zero.

Hence T
(
is known and then (1) and (2) determine the

initial velocities of each element.

MX. A uniform chain is hanging in the form of a catenary, whose ends are

at the same horizontal level; to each end is applied 1/ingentially an impulse T ;

find the impulse at each point of the chain and its initial velocity.

as
In this curve *= c tan ^, so that />= =c sec2 ^. 4

dT d

c

. d*T d*T cos* ^ 2 sin ^ cos3 ^ dT
and d?

=
3^~c

---
^5

-
5^'

Hence equation (4) gives f

dT
/. ~

/. Tco8f=At+B .............................. (1),

where A and B are constants.

Also, from equations (1) and (2),

(2),

and mVp=-cos*^=:-cos^ ........................ (3).c c

Now, by symmetry, the lowest point can have no tangential motion, so that

v, must vanish when ^=0. Therefore A=0.
Also if ^o be the inclination of the tangent at either end, then, from (1),

so that the impulsive tension at any point varies as its ordinate.

rp rrt

Also v =" oos ^o sin
\f/,

and vp= cos ^o cos ^.

The velocity of the point considered, parallel to the directrix of the catenary,

=v cos
\//

-
i>p sin ^= 0.

Hence all points of the catenary start moving perpendicularly to the

directrix, i.e. in a vertical direction, and the velocity at any point
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143. Motion of a chainfree to move in one planet
Withithe figure of Art. 141 let Z, Fbe the forc'es acting on

an element PQ of a chain in directions parallel to the axes of

coordinates. Let u antf v be the component velocities of the

point P parallel to the axes. Let T be the tengion at P. Its

*dx

component parallel to 00= T-r- =/($), where * is the arc OP

If PQ= fe, the tension at Q parallel to Ox

Hence, if*m be the mass of the chain per unit of length, the

equation of motion of PQ is

-7T = the forces parallel to 00s

fcX + {/() + 8s/ () + ...} -/(,)

ds

Dividing by Ss, and neglecting powers of 8s, we have

-a + '

Assuming the chain to be inextensible, it follows that the

velocity of P in the direction PQ must be the same as that oi

Q in the same direction.

jf.

cJwda?
t dvdy-

These equations give a?, y, and 21
in terms of and t,

i.e. they give the position at time t of any element whose

arcual distance is &
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EXAMPLES
/

1. A uniform chain, in the form of a semi-circle, is plucked at one

end with an impulsive tension T . Shew tHat the impulsive tension at

an angular distance 6 from this end* is TQ r-~ -.6 smh TT

??

2. A chain lies in the form of the curve r**ae* from 0=0 to *=,
and receives a tangential impulse 2^ at the point where 00, the other end

being free
;
shew that the impulsive tension at any point is

fig-0

3. A uniform chain is in the form of ,that portion of the plane curve

cutting every radius vector at an angle fan""1 f, which lies between

1 and 256 units distance from the pole. If tangential impulsive tensions

of 2 and 1 units are simultaneously applied at the points nearest to and

farthest from the pole, shew that the impulsive tension at a point distant

81 units from the pole is f^3 units. (

4. A ring of inelastic wire, of radius r, is supported in a horizontal

position and a sphere of radius R and mass m falls vertically into it with

velocity F, centre above centre. Shew that the impulsive tension in the

. . mV r

5. A smooth semi-circular tube, of radius a, contains a heavy inexten-

sible chain, of length air, which fits it exactly. The tube is fixed in a vertical

plane with its diameter horizontal and its vertex upwards, the ends being

open. A slight disturbance in a vertical plane takes place. If the length

of the chain which at any moment has slipped out of the tube be afy

(where
1

^O), prove that ,

and find where at any moment the tension of the chain is greatest.
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t

'CHAPTER XI

MOMENTS AKD PRODUCTS OF INERTIA. PRINCIPAL AXES

144. If r be the perpendicular distance from any given
line of any element ra of the mass of a body, then the quantity

Srar2
is called the moment of inertia of the body about the

given line. ,

In other words, the moment of inertia is thus obtained;

take each element of the body, multiply it by the square of its

perpendicular distance from the given line ;
and add together

all the quantities thus obtained.

If this sum be equal to M&, where M is the total mass of

the body, then k is called the Radius of Gyration about the

given line. It has sometimes been called theSwing-Radius.
If three mutually perpendicular axes Ox

y Oy, Oz be taken,

and if the coordinates of any element m of the system referred

to these axes be #, y and z
y
then the quantities ^myz> Zmzx,

and ^mccy are called the products of inertia with respect to

the axes y and z, z and #, and x and y respectively.

Since the distance of the element from the axis of x is

Vt/
a+ z\ the moment oT inertia about the axis of x

145. Simple caaea of Momenta of Inertia.

I. Thin uniform rod of mass M and length 2a. Let AB be the rod, and PQ
*-j

any element of it such that AP=x and PQ=8x. The mass of PQ is 5-. Jf.

Hence the moment of inertia about an axis through A perpendicular to the

rod

2a 2a o

}-?
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Similarly, if be the centre of the rod,,OP=y and PQ=8y, the mpment of

inertia of the^rod about an axis through perpendicular to the ro

n. Rectangular lamina. Let ,413(71$ be the lamina, such that 4B=2a and

^D=26, whose centre is O. By drawing a large number of lines parallel to AD
we obtain a large number of strips, each of which is ultimately a straight line.

The momerfc of inertia of each of these strip/ about an axis through*
2

parallel to AB is (by I) equal to its mass multiplied by . Hence the sum of

the moments of the strips, i.e. the moment of inertia of the rectangle, about

52
the same line is M -5- .

o

80 its moment of inertia, about an axis through O parallel to the side 2&, is

*
If x and y be the coordinates of any point P of the lamina referred to axes

through parallel to AB and AD respectively, these results give

62 a2
Swtt/2=moment of inertia about Ox=M -5- , and Sm 2=M .OO

The moment of inertia of the lamina abbut an axis through perpendicular
to the lamina

III. Rectangular*parallelepiped. Let the lengths of its sides be 2a, 26,
and 2c. Consider an axis through the centre parallel to the side 2a, and
conceive the solid as njade up of a very large number of thin parallel rectangular
slices all perpendicular to this axis

;
each of these slices has sides 2b and 2c and

hence its moment of inertia about the axis is its mass multiplied by J"
c

.
.

3

Hence the moment of inertia of the whole body is the whole mass multiplied by

_.
t . _-

9. O
V

IV. Circumference of a circle. Let Ox be any axis through the centre O,
P any point of the circumference such that xOP=6, PQ an element add', then
the^aomebt of mertia--abotrtr-0#

V. Circular disc of radius a. The area contained
between^ concentric

circles of radii r and r+ 8r is 2vr6r and its mass is thus ?~^ . M ; ita moment

of inertia about a diameter by the previous article s ~*pM , ,
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Hence the required moment of inertia

187

So for the moment about a perpendicular diameter.
The moment of inertia ab&ut an axis through the centre perpendicular to

the disc= (as in II) the sum of these=M. ~.

Elliptic disc of axes 2a, 26. Taking slices made by lines parallel to the

axis of y, the moment of inertia about the axis of x clearly

26 sin (pd (a cos 0)

irab
2

6

=2

So the moment of inertia about the axis oty -M .

-^
.

VI. Hollow sphere. Let it be formed by the revolution of the circle of IV
about the diameter. Then the moment of inertia about the diameter

^rade.ZTraeine */l o o/, Ma? T > Q /,=2 -3 s
-- M a2 sm2^=:-7r- I sm^^

L *7ra2 J 2 y
Ma2 2

~2~~*3.1
:

2flfa2
:

8
'

VII. fifo?t^ sphere. The volume of the thin shell included between spheres

of radii r and r+$r is 4irr25r, and hence its mass is

.

At. t.C.

Hence, by VI, the required moment of inertia about a diameter

2?*2 2M ci& 2cfl

T =
aF's"

1
*'"?"'

VIII. Solid ellipsoid about any principal
axis. Let the equation to the

ellipsoid be ^, +^ + ^= 1. Consider any

slice included between planes at distances

x and x + dx from the centre and parallel

to the plane through the axes of y and z.

The area of the section through PMP'
iS 7T.MP.lfP'.

PJkfa OM*
Now 7w^2 + TTJa 5* 1 '

so that AfP

So

Hence the volume of the thin slice
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Also itsfnoment of inertia about the perpendicular to its plane

= its mass x-
9

T-"
Hence the required moment of inertia

t

&2+ c2 16 /4 . \'
. .

ig/>
=

I

giraocp
\ >

146. Dr Kouth has pointed out a simple rule for re-

membering the moments of inertia of many of the simpler

bodies, viz.

The moment of inertia about an ax^ of symmetry is

.. the sum of the squares of the perpendicular semi-axes
iMass x - -

_, .

3, 4, or o

.he denominator to be 3, 4, or 5 according as the body is

ectangular, elliptical (including circular) or ellipsoidal (including

spherical).

147. // the moments and products of inertia about any line,

or lines, through the centre of inertia G of a body are known, to

obtain the corresponding quantities for any parallel fane or lines.

Let GX, GY, GZ be any three axes through the centre of

gravity, and OX', OF', OZ' parallel axes through any point 0.

. Let the coordinates of any element m of the body be as, y, z

referred to the first three axes, and #', y' and / referred to the

second set. Then if/, g and h be the coordinates of G referred

to OJCVOF' and OZ\ we have

^ = tf+/> tf^y+ff* and J*xg + h.

Hence th4 moment of inertia of the body with regard

= 2m (^ + z'*)
= 2m [if + * + 2yg + 2zh + tf H- A2

] . . .(1).

Now ;' Sm . *L = 2
^

Also, by Statics,
- = the y-coordinate of the 'centre of

inertia referred to G as origin = 0. Hence Swi . 2yg = and

similarly Sm . %zh = 0.
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Hejice, from (1),

thai moment of inertia with regard to OX'
= Sm(y

a + ) 4- if (5f
3 + A2

)

= the moment of inertia with regard to OX 4- the moment
of inertia of a mass M placed at /? about the

axis OX'.

Again, the product of inertia about the axes OX' and OF'

(x +/) (y + g)

.a; + fy +fg]
= 2wa$ -f Mfg
= the product of inertia about QX and GF-h the product

of inertia of a mass M placed at & about the axes

OX' and OF'.

COB. It follows from this article that of all axes drawn in

a given direction the ofle through the centre of inertia is the

one such that the moment of inertia about it is a minimum.

Ex*. The moment of inertia of the arc of a complete circle about a tangent

The moment of inertia of a solid sphere about a tangent

148. If the moments and products of inertia of a body
about three perpendicular and concurrent axes are known, to

find the moment of inertia about any other axis through their

meeting point.

Let OX, OF, OZ be the three given axes, and let A,B and C
be the moments of inertia with

respect to them, and D, E and F
the products of inertia with respect

to the axes of y and z, of z and x,

and x and y respectively.
Let the moment of inertia be

required about OQ, whose direc-

tion-cosines with respect to OX,
Y and OZ are I, m and n.

Take Iny element m' of the ^
body at P whose coordinates are x, y, and z> so that
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Drawt IPJf perpendicular to tn$ axis OQ.

Then PM*=OP*-OM\
Now OJP^^-i-y

2 **9
,

and OM=* the projection on OQ of the straight line OP
= thte projection on OQ of the broken line OKLP
= I . OK 4- w .KL + n . LP = Ix -f my -f ns.

Hence the required moment of inerti^ about OM

snce

= Al*+ Bm* + Cn* - Wmn -

149. As a particular case of the preceding article consider

the case of a plane lamina.
f

Let A, B be its moments of inertia about two lines OX and

OF at right angles, and F its product
of inertia about the same two lines,

so that

A = 2w3/
a
,
B = Sittfl

3
, F = %mxy.

If (^> y} are the coordinates of a

point P referred to new axes OX'
and OF, where Z XOX' * 0, then

and y = #' sin -h y
x
cos 0.

and y
7 = y cos a? sin 0.

Hence the moment of inertia about OX '

= Xfwy'
8 Sra (y cos a? sin fl)

8

B cos2 6 . 2w#2 + sin2 ft. Swa?2 2 sin ft cos .

^L cos8
ft 4- jBsin8 ft- 2^sin ft cos ft.

The product of inertia about OX' and F'

a* 2Wy' = Sm (a? cos ft + y sin ft) (y cos ft - # sin ft)

= 2r?i [y
a sin ft cos ft x* sin ft cos ft + xy (cos

a4 sina ft)]

*(A -
5) sin ft cos ft + -F cos 2ft,
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In tne case of a plane lanfiha, if A and B Be thd jnoments
of inerlia about any two perpendicular lines lying, in it, the

moment of inertia about a line
% through their intersection

perpendicular to the plane

150. Ex- It Find the moment of inertia of an elliptic area about a line CP
inclined at & to the major axis, and about a tangent parallel to CP.

The moments of inertia, A and B, about the major and mmor axes are, as

in Art. 145, M -
.- and M , Hence the moment of inertia about OP

jsin
2
0, since JF=0, by symmetry.

angent parallel to CP^~.
(sir

Hence, by Art. 147, the moment of inertia about this tangent

The perpendicular CY upon a tangent parallel to CP^~.

Ex. 2. The moment of inertia of a uniform cube about any axis through its

centre is the same.

For 4=J3=(7, and D=#=jF=

Therefore, from Art. 148, 1=A (I*+ m*+ n2
)
= A.

EXAMPLES

Find the moments of inertia of the following :

1. A rectangle about a diagonal and any line through the centra.

2. A circular area about a line in its own plane whose perpendicular
distance from its centre is c.

3. The arc of a circle about (1) the diameter bisecting the arc,

(2) an axis through the centre perpendicular to its plane, (3) an axis

through its middle point perpendicular to its plane.

4. An isosceles triangle about a perpendicular from the vertex

upon the opposite side.

5. Any triangular area ABC about a perpendicular to its plane

through A.
^itemlt. ~(36a+3c*-a).J
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8. Thejarea Bounded by r2= a2 cds*2tf about its axis.

7. A right circular cylinder about (1) its axis, (2) a straight line

through its centre of gravity perpendicular'to its axis.

ft

8. A rectangular parallelepiped about an edge.

9. A hollow sphere about a diameter, its external and internal

... ,. , . r p 14
ZMtf-W "1

radii being a nd 6. Result.
a^_^

10. A truncated cone about its axis, the radii of its ends being

fp 7
3J^a'-fe5 1

a and 6.

[Result. -^-^.J

11. Shew that the moment of inertia of a right solid cone, whose

height is h and the radius of whose base is a, is
""oo~~-T2Z~3

a^ou^

a slant side, and
-^r(A

2
-f 4a2

) about a line through the centre of gravity

of the cone perpendicular to its axis.

12. Shew that the moment of inertia of a parabolic area (of

latus-rectum 4a) cut off by an ordinal at distance h from the vertex

is fJ/A
a about the tangent at the vertex, and Mah about the axis.

13. Shew that the moment of inertia of a paraboloid of revolution

M
about its axis is -^ x the square of the radius of its base.

o

14. Find the moment of inertia of the homogeneous solid ellipsoid
*5 -2 2

bounded by -fc
+ ra + ^^l about the normal at the point (#', y, /).

15. Shew that the moment of inertia of a thin homogeneous ellip-

soidal shell (bounded by similar, similarly situated and concentric

ellipsoids) about an axis is M 5 . where M is the mass of the shell.
o

16. Shew that the moment of inertia of a regular polygon of n sides

2ff

^2-fcos-^
about any straight line through its centre is

-JTJ- ,
where n is

2A, _ Ait
1-cos

n
the number of sides and c is the length of each.

17. A solid body, of density p, is in the shape of the- solid formed

by the revolution of the cardioid ra(l-fcos0) about the initial line;

shew that its moment of inertia about a straight line through the pole

perpendicular to the initial line is f$f irpa
6
.
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18. A closed central curve revolves round any line Ox iif its own

plane which* does not intersect it ; shew that the moment df inertia of

the solid of revolution so formed about 0$ is equal to Jf(a
a
-f 3 2

), where

M is the mass of the solid generated, a is the distance from Ox of the

centre C of the curve, and k is*the radius of gyration of the curve about a

line through C parallel to Ox. t

Prove a similar theorem for the moment of inertia of the surface

generated by the arc of the curve.

19. The moment of iuertia about its axis of a solid rubber tyre, of

mass M and circular cross-section of radius a, is - (46
2+3a2

), where b is

the radius of th> core. If the tyre be hollow, and of small uniform

thickness, shew that the corresponding result is (26
3 -f3aa).

151. Momental ellipsoid. Along a line OQ drawn

through any point take a distance OQ, such that the moment
of inertia of the body about OQ may be inversely proportional
to the square of OQ. The result of Art. 148 then gives

Al* + Bm* + Cri* - 2Dmn - 2Enl -

1 M.K<

where M is the mass of the body and K is some linear factor.

If (a?, y, z) are the coordinates of Q referred ^o the axes OX,
OF, OZ this gives

Ax* H-%a +&2 - Wyz - ZEzx - ZFxy = MK* . . .(1).

The locus of the point Q is thus an ellipsoid, which is called

the momental ellipsoid of the body at the point 0.

Since the position of Q is obtained by a physical definition,

which is independent of any particular axes of coordinates^ we
arrive at the same ellipsoid whatever be the axes OX, F, OZ
with which we start.

It is proved in books on Solid Geometry that for every

ellipsoid there can be found three perpendicular diameters such

that, if they be taken as axes of coordinates, the resulting

equation of the ellipsoid has no terms involving yz, zx or #y,

and the new axes of coordinates are then called the Principal

Axes of theJSllipsoid.
Let the momental ellipsoid (1) when referred to its principal

axes have as equation

(2).

13
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i,

t

The* products of inertia with respect to these new axes

must be
f

zero; for if any one of them, say D', existed, then

there would, as inequation (1), be a term %D'yz in (2).

Hence we have the following important proposition: For

any body whatever there exists at each point a set of three

perpendicular axes (which are 'the three principal diameters of
the momental ellipsoid at 0) such that the products of inertia

of the body*about them, taken two at a time, all vanish.

These three axes are called the principal axes of the body
at the point ;

also a plane through any two, of these axes is

called a principal plane of the body.

152. It is also shewn in Solid Geometry that of the three

principal axes of an ellipsoid, one is the maximum radius vector

of the ellipsoid, and another is the minimum. Since the square
of the radius vector of the momedtal ellipsoid is inversely

proportional to the corresponding moment of inertia of the

body, it follows that of the three principal axes, one has the

minimum moment of inertia and another has the maximum.

If the three principal moments of inertia at are equal,

the ellipsoid of inertia becomes a sphere, all radii of which are

equal ;
in this case all moments of inertia about lines through

are equal.

Thus, in the case of a cube of side 2a, the principal moments
of inertia at its centre are equal, and hence the moment of

inertia about any line through its centre is the same and equal

, t, 2a8

tolf.T .

If the body be a lamina, the section of the momental

ellipsoid
at any point of the lamina, which is made by the

plane of the lamina, is called the momental ellipse at the point.

If the two principal moments in this case are the same, the

momental ellipse becomes a circle, and the moments of inertia

of the lamina about all lines through are the same.

153. To shew that the moments and products of inertia of
a uniform triangle about any lines are the same asdhe moments

and products of inertia, about the same lines, of three particles

placed at the middle points of the sides, each equal to one-third

the mass of the triangle.
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Divide up the triangle .\BG into narrow slips Jt>y
a large

number ofstraight lines parallel

to its base.

Let x,~AP, be the distance

of one of them from A.

B'C' as T a, where AD = h, and
. B

the mass Jlf of the* triangle
= \ah. p, where p is the dei^ity.

The momeat of inertia about a line AK parallel to BG

The moment of inertia about AD, by Art. 147,

l

where J? is the middle point of BC,

Af

^^[^cos^ + c^os^-fcccos.BcosO] ...............(2).

The product of inertia about AK, AD
f*^2e dx.x. PE't by Art. 147,

M
If there be put three particles, each of mass

-^ ,
at E9 F,

and Q, the middle points of the sides, their moment of inertia

about AK

Their moment of inertia about AD

=

j2 [(& cos G - c cos BY + 6s cosa C + oa cos2 B]

.-
[6

a cos8 Cf

4- c
a cos2

JS - bo cos JS cos OJ.

132
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f

-f

Also'tneir product of inertia about AK, AD

The moments and products of inertia of the three particles

about AK, AD are thus the same as thoare of the triangle.

Hence, by Art. 149, the moments of inertia about any line

through A are the same; and also, by the sawe article, the

products of inertia about any two perpendicular lines through
A are the same.

Also it is easily seen that the centre of inertia of the three

particles coincides with the centre of inertia of the triangle.

Hence, by Art. 147, it follows Ahat the moments and

products of inertia about any lines through the common centre

of gravity are the same for the two systems, and therefore also,

by the same article, the moments and products about any two

other perpendicular lines in the .plane of the triangle are the

same.

Finally, the moment of inertia about a perpendicular to the

plane of the triangle through any point P is equal to the sum of

the moments about any two perpendicular lines through P in

the plane of the triangle, and is thus the same for the two

systems.

154. Two mechanical systems, such as the triangle and

the three particles of the preceding article, which are such

that their moments of inertia about all lines are the same, are

said to be equi-momental, or kinetically equivalent.

If two systems have the same centre of inertia, the same

mass, and the same principal axes and the same principal
moments at their centre of inertia, it follows, by Arts. 147

and 148, that their moments of .inertia about any straight line

are the same, and hence that the systems are equi-momental.
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EXAMPLES

1. The momental ellipsoid at the centre of an elliptic plate is

2. The momental ellipsoid at the centre of a solid ellipsoid is

(6
2+ c2

)
a?+ (c

2+ a2
) #*+ (a

3+ 6a
)
*2- const.

3. The equation of the momental ellipsoid at the corner of a cube,

of side 2a, referred to its principal axes is 2#2+ 11 (#
2 +s2

)
= const.

4. The momental ellipsoid at a point on the rim of a hemisphere is

2#2
-f 7 (#

2+ 2
)
- -y^= const.

5. The momental ellipsoid at a point on the circular edge of a

solid cone is (3a
2
-f 2A2)^

2+ (23a
2
-f 2A2

)y
2-f-26aV-10ato const., where

h is the height and a the radius of the base.

6. Find the principal axes of a right circular cone at a point on the

circumference of the base ; and shew that one of them will pass through
its centre of gravity if the vertical angle of the cone is 2 tan- 1

^.

7. Shew that a uniform rod,*of mass m, is kinetically equivalent to

three particles, rigidly connected and situated one at each end of the rod

and one at its middle point, the masses of the particles being Jra, Jra
and m.

8. ABCD is a uniform parallelogram, of mass M\ at the middle

M
points of the four sides are placed particles each equal to

-g
, and at

M
the intersection of the diagonals a particle, of mass -r ; shew that these

five particles and the parallelogram are equi-momental systems.

9. Shew that any lamina is dynamically equivalent to three particles,

each one-third of the mas of the lamina, placed at the corners of a
maximum triangle inscribed in the ellipse, whose equation referred to

#2 V2

the principal axes at the centre of inertia is ^ -f ^-=2, where mA and
Jj A

mB are the principal moments of inertia about Ox and Oy and m is the

mass.

10. Shew that there is a momental ellipse at an angular point of a

triangular area which touches the opposite side at its middle point and
bisects the adjacent sides. [Use Art, 153.]

11. Shew that there is a momental ellipse at the centre of inertia

of a uniform triangle which touches the sides of the triangle at the

middle points%
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12. Sfylw that a uniform tetrahedron is kinetically equivalent^ to four
K/f

particles^ ea6h of mass ^ ,
at the vertices of the tetrahedron, *and a fifth

4 If
*

particle, of mass ~ , placed at its centre
of

inertia.

Let OABO
lye

the tetrahedron and through the vertex draw any
three rectangular axes OX, OY, OZ.

'

Let the coordinates of A, B and C
referred to these axes be (#!, yi9 zj, (#2 > #2? ^2) and (#3 , #3 , #3), so that

the middle point of BO is ,
-3

,

5+fi).
Take any section

PQR parallel to ABO at a perpendicular distance from ; its area is

2

^4 ~, where A is the area of ABC and p is the perjlbudicular from
P

on ABC. By Art. 153 the moment of inertia of a thin slice, of thickness

c?, about Ox

= that of three particles, each -.AQp. %.d placed at the middle
'

points o^.. QR> RP and PQ

. AQP . <# .

3
-t-two similar terms

f
-

.

2

9
3

J
+ two similar terms .

Hence, on integrating with respect to from to p, the moment of

inertia about OX of the whole tetrahedron

= . A p .

| [{(y2+y3)
2+ fa+ *3?}+two similar expressions]

j/r

Now the moment of inertia about OX of four particles, each of mass~
,

at the vertices of the tetrahedron, and of -=- at its centre of inertia
5

-[<*'+<.> + two similar term.]+

and this, on reduction, equals (1). Similarly for the moments about the

axes randO^.
In a similar manner the product of inertia of the tetrahedron about

or, oz
M

"
20 K^+ys) fe+^s) 4- two similar expressions] ............... (2),

and that of the five particles

g -],*
M &+y*

iZi\+~5- 4

and this is easily seen to be equal to (2).
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Also it follows at once that the 'centre of inertia of the ie/rahedron
coincides with the centre of inertia of the five particles.

The two systems are therefore equal momental, for, o*y Arts. 147

and 148, their moments of inertia about any straight line is the same.

13. Shew that a tetrahedron is kinetically equivalent to six particles

at the middle points of its edges, each ^th of the mass ofjbhe tetrahedron

and one at the centroid jth of the mass of the tetrahedron.

155. To find whether a given straight line is, at any point

of its lengthy a principal axis of a given material system, and, if

so, to find the other two principal axes.

Take the given straight line as the axis of #, and also any

origin on it and any two perpen-
dicular lines OX, OF as the other two

axes.

Assume that OZ is a principal axis

at a point G of its length and let GX\
CY' be the other two principal axes

where OX' is inclined at an angle
to a line parallel to OX. Let OC be h.

Let sc, y, z be the coordinates of

any particle m of the material systeni

referred to OX, OF, OZ and x\ y', z' its coordinates referred to

GX' t CY', OZ.

Then

z=*sf + h, x = x' cos y sin 0, and y = x sin + y' cos 0,

so that

& = x cos + y sin 0, y'
= x sin + y cos 0, and / = z h.

/, 2myY = 2m ( xz sin + yz cos + hx sin 6 hy cos 0)

= D cos -E sin -f Mh (x sin - y cos 0) (1),

with the notation of Art. 148,

SmiV = Sm \xz cos -f yz sin hx cos hy sin 0]

= D sin + JEcoa0 Mh (x cos + y sin 0) ...(2),

and

2w#y SB 2m [
1 sin cos -f #y (cos

2 - sin8
0) + 1/

2 sin cos 0]

=4 sin 20 (4 -.B)-f..Fcos20 (3).

If
(72^ (7F', GZ are principal axes, the quantities Q), (2),

(3) must vanish. ^
9 A7

The latter gives tan 20 = ^ (4).
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Frbrji^l) ahd (2) we have
'

>E sin 6-D cos 9 ^ D sin g+ E cos ^ jm*
oJsintf ycosO ,

SJcosfl + ysintf
~"

7^ D
These give = =

^..!
........................(5),

' ***
, #

.....................(6)>

*

(5) is the condition that must hold so that the line OZ may
be a principal axis at some point of its length, and then, if it be

satisfied, (6) and (4) give the position of the point and the

directions of the other principal axes at it.

156. If an axis be a principal axis at a point of its

length it .is-frot,
1 in general, a principal axis at any other point.

Fcu:;ifi#be a principal axis at then D, E and F are all zero;

equation '(6) of the previous article then gives h = 0, i.e. there

is nb, other such point as C, except when oj = and j/=0.
In this latter case the axis of z passes through the centre of

gravity and the value of h is indeterminate, i.e. the axis of z is

a principal axis at any point of its length.

Hence if an
t

axis passes through the centre of gravity of
a body, and is a principal axis at any point of its length, it is

a principal axis at all points of its length.

157. If the body be a lamina, as in the figure of Art. 149,
the principal axes at a point are a normal OZ to its plane,

and two lines OX', OF' inclined at an angle to OX and OF.
In this case, since z is zero for every point of the lamina,

both D and E vanish. Hence equation (6) of Art. 155 gives
h = 0, and 6 is given by

As a numerical illustration, take the case of the triangle
of Art. 153.

TT A *JT
h*

D ^f&'COS'C+C'COS'.B"]Here A^M-^\ --*} * D J.2' 6 L -6ccosJScos(7 y *

and jF
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The inclination 6 of one df the principal axes to *AK is then

given bjithe above formula.

158. The principal axes at any point P of a lamina may
be constructed as follows.

The plane of the lamina being the plane* of the paper,
let G be its centre of inertia and GX, GY the principal axes

at G, the moments of inertia about which are A and B, A being

greater than B.
*

On GX take points 8 and H, such that

Then, by Art. 147, the moment of inertia about SY', parallel

to GYt
= B + M.GS* = A,

so that the moments of

inertia about SX and SY'
are both equal to A.

Also the product of in-

ertia about SX, SY'

= 2ra(# - GS) .y^Zmxy-GS.Zmy = 0,

since GX and GY are the principal axes^tt G, and since G is

the centre of inertia.

Hence S is a point such that SX and SY/
are the principal

axes, and the moments about each are equal to A.

Hence, by Art. 149 or 152, any line through 8 in the plane
of the paper is a principal axis at S, and the moment of inerbia

about it is A.

Similarly for any line through H.
Hence the moments of inertia about SP and HP are each

equal to A. Also the normal at P to the lamina is clearly one

of the principal axes at P, so that the other two lie in the

plane of the lamina. If then we construct the momental ellipse

at P, its radii-vectores in the directions PS and PH must be

equal, since we have shewn that the moments of inertia about

PS and PH are the same. Also in any ellipse equal radii-

vectores are equally inclined to its principal axes, so that the

latter bisect the angles between equal radii-vectores.

Hence the principal axes of the momental ellipse at P,
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i.e. the principal axes of the lamina at P in its plane, bisect the

angles between PS and PH. *

If then, with S and H as /bci, we describe an ellipse to pass

through any point P of the lamina, the principal axes of the

lamina are the tangent and normal to this ellipse at P. The

points S and ll are hence known ks the Foci of Inertia.

159. The proposition of the preceding article may be

extended to any body, if G be the centre* of inertia, GX, GY,
and GZ its principal axes at G and P be any point in the plane
of ZF.

EXAMPLES

1. If A and B be the moments of inertia of a uniform lamina about

two perpendicular axes, OX and OF, lying in its piano, and Fbe the product
of inertia of the lamina about these lines, shew that the principal moments

at are equal

2. The lengths AB and AD of the sides of a rectangle ABCD are 2a

and 26 ; shew that the inclination to AB of one of the principal axes at A
. I . * Sab

"***~
l

*(**-&)

3. A wire is in the form of a semi-circle of radius a
; shew that at an

end of its diameter the principal axes in its plane are inclined to the

diameter at angles -tan"1 - and ~-f s tan~l
.

2 TT 22 if

4. Shew that at the centre of a quadrant of an ellipse the principal

axes in its plane are inclined at an angle
- tan'1 ( 2~T2 )

to tlie axes-

5. Find the principal axes of an elliptic area at any point of its

bounding arc.

6. At the vertex C of a triangle ABC, which is right-angled at (7, the

principal axes are a perpendicular to the plane and two others inclined to

the sides at an angle
- tan"1

2-p .

7. ABG is a triangular area and A D is perpendicular to BC ; E is

the middle point of BC and the middle point of DE
;
shew that BC is a

principal axis of the triangle at 0. [Use the property of Art. 153.]

8. 'A uniform square lamina is bounded by the axes of x and y and
tV 11

the lines #= 2c, y=2c, and a corner is cut off by the lina -+ = 2,

Shew that the principal axes at the centre of the square are inclined

to the axis of x at angles given by tan 26
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9. uniform lamina is boundetfby a parabolic arc, of latue^rectum 4a,

and a douBle ordinate at a distance b from the vertex. If 6 5 (7 -H 4-^/7),o

shew that two of the principal axes at fhe end of a latus-rectum are the

tangent and normal there.

10. Shew that the principal axes at the node of ahalf-loop of the

lemniscate r2 s=a2 cos20 are inclined to the initial line at angles

1
, ,1 , rr 1

, ,1-i-
11. The principal axes at a corner of a cube are the line joining

to the centre of She cube and any two perpendicular lines.

12. If the vertical angle of a cone is 90, the point at which a

generator is a principal axis divides the generator in the ratio 3 : 7.

[Use Art. 159.]

13. Three rods AB, EG and CD, each of mass m and length 2a, are

such that each is perpendicular to the other two. Shew that the principal

moments of inertia at the centre of mass are ma\ tyma? and



CHAPTER XII'

IVALEMBERT'S PRINCIPLE

THE GENERAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION

160. We have already found that, if x, y, z be the co-

ordinates of a particle m at time t> its motion is found by

equating m -^ to the force parallel to the axis of #, and

similarly for the motion parallel to the axes of y and z.

If m be a portion of a rigid body its motion is similarly

given, but in this case we must include under the forces

parallel to the axes not only the external forces acting on the

particle (such as its weight), but also the forces acting on the

particle which are due to the actions of the rest of the body
on it.

d?x
The quantity m -^ is called the effective force acting on

the particle parallel to the axis of x. [It is also sometimes
called Ihe kinetic reaction of the partidle.]

Thus we may say that the ^-component of the effective

force is equivalent to the ^-component of the external forces

together with the ^-component of the internal forces,

or again that the ^-component of the reversed effective

forces together with the ^-components of the external and

internal forces form a system in equilibrium.
So for the components parallel to the axes of y and z.

Hence the reversed effective force, the external force, and
the internal force acting on any particle m of a body are in

equilibrium.
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,

So for all the other particlfes on the body,

Henci the reversed effective forces acting on each particle

of the body, the external forces, and the internal forces of the

body are in equilibrium. Now the internal forces of the body
are in equilibrium amongst themselves

; for by Newton's third

law there is to every action an* equal and opposite reaction.

Hence the reversed effective forces acting on each particle of

the body and the external forces of the system are in equilibrium.

This is D'AlemberVs principle. It was enunciated by him

in his Traiti de Dynamique published in the year 1743. It

will be noted however that it is only a deduction from Newton's

Third Law of Motion.

161. Let X, F, Z be the components parallel to the axes

of the external forces acting on a particle m whose coordinates

are #, y> z at the time t.

Then the principle of the preceding article says that forces

whose components are

acting at the point (#, y, z\ together with similar forces acting

at each other such point of the body, forEs-a system in equi-

librium.

Hence, from the ordinary conditions of equilibrium (Statics,

Art. 165), we have

X

-">ID -
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These give Sm^-SX '(1),
1

\MV *

;^=sr (2),

ftz

~dPj
" " V^~T ~" > W'

2m
(
# -7 x -7-: 1 2 (-Z-5T xZ) w (5),

V dP dPJ
v /v v "

These are the equations of motion of any rigid body.

Equations (1), (2), and (3) state that the sums of the

components, parallel to the axes of coordinates, of the effective

forces are respectively equal to the sums of the components

parallel to the same axes of the external impressed forces.

Equations (4), (5), (6) state tfyat the sum of the moments
about the axes of coordinates of the effective forces are re-

spectively equal to the sums of the moments about the same

axes of the external impressed forces.

162. Motion of the centre of inertia, and motion relative to

the centre of inertia.

Let (x, y, z) be the coordinates of the centre of inertia, and

M the mass of the body.
Then MX = %irw throughout the motion, and therefore

Hence equation (1) of the last article gives
/72^J

(1).

So M^^T. (2),

Ms
and MW^Z- '-(3) -

But these are the equations of motion of a particle, of

mass M, placed at the centre of inertia of the body, and acted
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on by forces parallel to, and tfqual to, the external forces acting
on the different particles of the body.
Hence the centre of inertia of ajbody moves as if all the mass

of the body were collected at it, and as if all the external forces
were acting at it in directions parallel to those in which they act.

Next, let (#', y' t z') be the 'coordinates, relative to the centre

of inertia, <?, of a particle of the body whose coordinates referred

to the original axes were (#, y, z\

Then x = x + #', y = y + y' and z = z + /

throughout th$ motion.

^ _ A- .~~

dt*
+

dt*
'

dt*
~

dt*
+

df '

dP
""

dP
+
dP

'

Hence the equation (4) of the last article gives

d?z'

-3*
-

Now -^r~^ =the v-coordinate of the centre of inertia
2,W

referred to & as origin =^0,

and therefore 2m/ = and

so 2m/ = and 2m -r- = 0.

Hence (4) gives

,d*

But equations (2) and (3) give

3
*

;. (5) gives
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But* this equation is of the saihe form as equation (4).of the

last article,, and is thus the same equation as we shtfald have

obtained if we had regarded the centre of inertia as a fixed

point.

Hence the motion of a body about its centre of inertia is the

same as it wohld be if the centrd of inertia were fixed and the

same forces acted on the body.

t

163. The two results proved in the previous article shew

us that the motion of translation of the body car^be considered

independently of the motion of rotation.

By the first result we see that the motion of the centre of

inertia is to be found by the methods of Dynamics of a Particle.

By the second result we see that the motion of rotation is

reduced to finding that of a body about a fixed point.

As a simple example, consider the case of a uniform stick

thrown into the air in such a way that at the start its centre is

moving in a given direction and at the same time it is rotating

with given angular velocity abou* its centre. [Neglect the

resistance of the air and suppose gravity to be constant.] By
the first result the motion of the centre of inertia is the same

as if there were allied at it all the external forces acting on

the body in directions parallel to that in which they act. In

this case these External forces are the weights of the various

elements of the body ; when applied at the centre of inertia

they are equivalent to the total weight of the body. Hence
the centre of the stick moves as if it were a particle of mass M
acted on by a^ vertical-force Mgy i.e. it moves just as a particle

would under gravity if it were projected with the same velocity

as the centre of the stick. Hence the path of the centre of the

stick would be a parabola.
In a subsequent chapter it will be seen that the angular

velocity of the stick will remain unaltered. Hence the centre

of the stick will describe a parabola and the stick revolve

uniformly about it.

As another example consider a shell which is in jaotion in

the air and suppose that it bursts into fragments. The internal

forces exerted by the explosion balance one another, and do not

.exert any influence on the motion of the centre of inertia of
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,;'
the sheik The centre of inertia therefore continues to describe

the same ^krabola in which it was moving before the explosion.

[The motion is supposed to be in* vacuo and gravity to be

constant.]

164. Equation (1) of Art. 161 may be written in the form

i.e. -T [Total momentum parallel to the axis of x]at %
= Sum of the impressed forces parallel to OX.

So for the other two axes.

Also (4) can be written

i.e. -T. [Total moment of momentum about the axis of x]
ctt

= Sum of the moments of the impressed forces about OX.

165- As an example of the application of D'Alembert's principle let us

consider the following question.

A uniform rod OA, of length 2a, free to turn about its end 0, revolves with

uniform angular velocity u about the vertical OZ througn\7t and is inclined at

a constant angle a to OZ; find the value of a.

Consider an element PQ of the rod, such that OP= and PQ=d. Draw
PN perpendicular to OZ. By Elementary

Dynamics, the acceleration of P is uF.PN
along PN.

Hence the reversed effective force is

2^
' m

I
^ sin a as

*-

All the reversed effective forces acting at

different points of the rod, together with the

external force, i.e. the weight mg, and the

reactions at 0, form a system of forces in

statical equilibrium.

Taking moments about to avoid

reactions, we therefore have *

mg . a sin a=moment about O of all the several effective forces

mw2 sin a cos a
s _

L.D. 14
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Hence either o=0, or cosa=--f-" I* 80>4w2
a, i.e. if w*<

,
tfoe second

equation gives an impossible value for a, and the only solution in this case

is o=0, i.e. the rod hangs vertically. If 3p<4wa
a, then asscos-1

EXAMPLES

1. A pfeink, of mass M, is initially at rest along a line of greatest

slope of a sm&Dth plane inclined at an angle c>to the horizon, and a man,
of mass J/

7
, starting from the upper end walks down the plank so that it

does not move j
shew that he gets to the other end in time

ZM'a

where a is the length of the plank.

2. A rough uniform board, of mass m and length 2a, rests on 'a

smooth horizontal plane, and a man, of mass J/, walks on it from one

end to the other. Find the distance through which the board moves

in this time.

[The centre of inertia of the system remains at rest.]

3. A rod revolving on a smooth horizontal plane about one end,
which is fixed, breaks into two parts; what is the subsequent motion

of the two parts ?

4. A circular ]$rrd is placed on a smooth horizontal plane, and a boy
runs round the edge of it at a uniform rate ; what is the motion of the

centre of the board ?

5. A rod, of length 20, is suspended by a string, of length I, attached

to one end ; if the string and rod revolve about the vertical with uniform

angular velocity, and their inclinations to the vertical be 6 and < re-

.. , , ,, , 3Z (4 tan 0-3 tan 6) sin A
spectively, shew that = v -_. - -.T/_ --*-.

%
<*> (tan ^>

- tan 6) sin 6

6. A thin circular disc, of mass M and radius a, can turn freely about

a thin axis, OA, which is perpendicular to its plane and passes through
a point of its circumference. The axis OA is compelled 'to move in a
horizontal plane with angular velocity a> about its end A. Shew that the

inclination 6 to the vertical of the radius of the disc through is

), unless o>
2 <-. and then 6 is zero.

k
a V ' a '

7. A thin heavy disc can turn freely about an axis in its own plane,
and this axis .revolves horizontally with a uniform angular velocity o>

about a fixed point on itself. Shew that the inclination 6 of the plane

of the disc to the vertical is oos" 1

-^ a , where h is the distance of the
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centre of iaertia of the disc from the axis and k is the radius of'gyration

of the disc ablut the axis.

If o)
2 < ^2 ,

then the plane of the disc is vertical.

8. Two uniform spherqs, each of mass M and radiu^ a, are firmly
fixed to the ends of two uniform thin rods, each of mass rtf and length I,

and the other ends of the rods are freely hinged to a point 0. The whole

system revolves, as in the Governor of a Steam-Engine, about a vertical

line through with angular velocity o>. Shew that, when, the motion

is steady, the rods are inclined to the vertical at an angle Q given by the

equation

cos (9=-

Impulsive Forces

166. When the forces acting on a body are very great and

act for a very short time, we measure their effects by their

impulses. If the short time during which an impulsive force

f
27
"

X acts be T, its impulse is Xdt.
Jo

In the case of impulsive forces the equations (1) to (6) of

Art. 161 take a different form.

Integrating equation (1), we have

[dv~\T
rT rT

Sm^ = 2Z.eft = 2 Xdt
a Jo Jo .'<>

If u and u' be the velocities of the particle ra before and

after the action of the impulsive forces, this gives

2mj(w' u) = S-X ',

where X' is the impulse of the force on ra parallel to the axis

of x.

This can be written

Sww'-Smw-SJT7

..................... (1),

i.e. the total change in the momentum parallel to the axis of x
is equal to the total impulse of the external forces parallel to

this direction.

Hence the change in the momentum parallel to Ox of the

whole mass M, supposed collected at the centre of inertia and

moving with it, is equal to the impulse of the external forces

parallel to Ox.

142
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r
f

'

So for the change in the motion parallel to the axes of y
and z, the equations being

'

2m4/-2m2F'.....................(2),

and 2mw'-2mw='2#
/

..................... (3)-

Again, on integrating equation (4), we have

i.e. 2m [y (w
f - w)-*(v'- v)]

* 2 [y# - 2 F'].

Hence

2m [t/w/
-

*<;']
- 2m [yw - i]

= 2 (y' - *F') . . .(4).

Hence the 'change in the moment of momentum about the ams

ofx is equal to the moment about the axis of x of the impulses of
the eat&rnal forces. \_

So for the other.two axes, the equations being

2wi (zu
f -

oaf)
- 2m (zu

- mv) = 2 (zX
f -

xZ') . . .(5),

and 2m (xv
f -

yu^
- 2m (xv

-
ya)

= 2 (a?F'
-
yX') . . .(6).

167. The equations of Arts. 161 and 166 are the general

equations of motion of a rigid body under finite and impulsive
forces respectively; and always give the motion. They are not

however in a form which can be easily applied to any given

problem.
Different forms are found to be desirable, and will be obtained

in the following chapters, for different classes of Problems.



CHAPTER XIII

MOTION* ABOUT A FIXED AXIS

%

168. Let the fixed axis of rotation be a perpendicular

OZ at to the plane of the

paper, . and let a fixed plane

through OZcui the paper in OA.

Let a plane ZOG, through OZ
and fixed in the body, make an

angle 6 with the fixed plane, so

that Z AOG = 0.

Let a plane through OZ and

any point P of the body make
an angle <f>

with ZOA and cut t
1

^ plane of the paper in OQ, so <4

that ^AOQ= (f>.
V-

As the body rotates about OZ the angle QOG remains the

same always, so that the rate of change of 6 is the same as that

dd> d0

If r be the distance, PM, of the particle P from the axis OZ,

then, since P describes a? circle about M as centre, its accelera-

tions are r
(-) along PM and r -^ perpendicular to PM.

* Hence its effective forces in these directions are

mr \ ji I
and wr JT^ i

, at/ at*
mr and mr-

Hence the moment of its effective forces about the axis

Oeia

, i.e. mr* .
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the moment of the 'effective forces of the whole body
about 02 is

since -r^ is the same for all particles of the body.

Now Swr8 is the moment of inertia, Mk\ of the body about

the axis. Hence the required moment of the effective forces is

Mk* . -^ ,
where 6 is the angle any plane through the axis

at

which is fixed in the body makes with any-plane through the

axis which is fixed in space.

169. Kinetic Clergy of the body.

The velocity of the particle ra is r
-^- , i.e.

r-j-.
Its energy

is therefore -^m (r -77
j

. Hence the total kinetic energy of the

body

170. Moment of momentum of the body about the fixed

axis.
-i/\

The velocity of the particle m is r -j- in a direction perpen-

dicular to the line, of length r, drawn from m perpendicular to

the axis. Hence the moment about the axis of the momentum
. dO dO Tr

of m is mr x r -3- , i.e. mi* -jr . Hence the moment oi momentum
at at

of the body
v Q d& dO ~ ,,, d0

SB zmr* . -V- = ~j2 . zmr2 = Mk2
. ~j- .

at at at

171. To find the motion about the axis of rotation.

Art. 161 tells us that in any motion the moment of the

effective forces about the axis is equal to the moment of the

impressed forces. Hence, if L be the moment of the impressed
forces about the axis of rotation, in the sense which would
cause to increase, we have

c
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j/\

This
|quation

on being integrated twice will give^and -yr

in terms of the time t. The arbitrary constants which appear
in the integration will be known if we are given the position
of the plane ZOG, which* is fixed in the body, and its angular

velocity at any time.
* *

172. Ex. I. A uniform rod, of mass m and length 2a, can turn freely about

one end which is fixed ; it is started with angular velocity w from the position in

which it hangs vertically ; find the motion.

The only external force is the weight Mg whose moment L about the fixed

axis is Mg . a sin 0, when the rod has revolved g
through an angle 9, and this moment tends to - *

lessen 0. Hence the equation of motion ia

or, since .,.-*,,.
Integrating, we have

Mg
.> 'X>

J <

'
'

Vf
giving the angular velocity at any instant. a '

general the equation (1) cannot be integrated further, so that t cannot be found

in terms of 0. %

The angular velocity -77 gets less and less as gets bigger, and just vanishes

when 0=7r, i.e. when the rod is in its highest position, if w=

This is the least value of the angular velocity of the rod, when in its

lowest position, so that the rod may just make complete revolutions. With

this particular angular velocity the equation (1) gives

S
2

=2 log tan

giving the time of describing any angle in this particular case.

Energy and Work.

The equation (1) may be written in the, form

i.e., by Art. 169, the change in the kinetic energy of the body is equal to the

work done against the weight of the body.
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A fin/ string has two masses* M and M', tied to its ends and passes
over a rough pulley, of mass m, whose centre is fixed; if the string does not

* Jn M '

slip over the pulley, shew that M will descend with acceleration . g>

M+M'+m~Aa*

where a is^the radius and k the rMti*t~tf~gyratifn of the pulley.

If the pulley be not sufficiently rough to prevent sliding, and M be the

descending mass, shew that its acceleration is
M

g, and that the pulley
1*"

will now spin with an angular acceleration equal to^
- - -_- _'

.

Let T and T' be the tensions of the string when the pulley has turned

through an angle 8 ; and let the depths of M andm
below the centre of the pulley be a? and y. Then, by
Art. 171, the equation of motion of the pulley is

mW=(r-r')a .................. (1).

Also the equations of motion of the weights are

Mx=Mg-T and M'y=M'g-r ...(2).

Again x+y is constant throughout the motion!

so that

!?=-* ........................ (3).

First, let the pulley be rough enough to prevent

any sliding of the string, BO that the string and pulley

at A are always moving with the same velocity. Then

x=ad always, and therefore
M'i

Equations (1) to '(4) give

acceleration with which M descends.

M ~ M '

M+M'+m
g, giving the constant

If the pulley be a uniform disc, A;
2= -

, and this acceleration is
2

H-M'

If it be a thin ring, k*=a*t
and the acceleratiprf is

+ m
Secondly, let the pulley be not rough enough to prevent all sliding of the

string. In this case equation (4) does not hold ; instead, if /x be the coenioient

of friction, we have (Statics, Art. 266),

T=r.e^ir
....................................... (5).

Solving (2), (3) and (5), we have

and then (1) gives

The result of the first case might have been easily obtained by assuming the

Principle of Work and Energy ; in the second oase it does not apply.
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EXAMPLES

L A cord, 10 feet long, is wrapped round the axle, whose diameter
is 4 inches, of a wheel, and is pulled with a constant force equal to
50 Ibs. weight, until all t|je cord is unwound. If the wheel is then

rotating 100 times per minute, shew that its moment of inertia is

^ ft.-lb. units.
7T3

2. A uniform wheel, of weight 100 Ibs. and whose radius of gyration
about its centre is one foot, is acted upon by a couple equal to 10 ft.-lb.

units for one minute ; find the angular velocity produced.

Find also th% constant couple which would in half-a-minute stop the

wheel if it be rotating at the rate of 15 revolutions per second. Find also

how many Devolutions the wheel would make before stopping.

''3.'* 'A wh'eel consists of a disc, of 3 ft. diameter and of mass 60 Ibs.,

loaded with a mass of 10 Ibs. attached to it at a point distant one foot

from its centre-; it is turning freely about its axis which is horizontal.

If in the course of a single revolution its least angular velocity is at the

rate of 200 revolutions per minute, shew that its maximum angular

velocity is at the rate of about 204*4 revolutions per minute.

4. Two unequal masses, M and M'
,
rest on two rough planes inclined

at angles a andj /3 to the horizon ; they are connected by a fine string

passing over a small pulley, of mass m and radius a, which is placed at

the common vertex of the two planes ; shew that the acceleration of

either mass is

F 2
~1

J/"'(sin-f//cos)]-7- M+M'+m 2 ,

where ft, p' are the coefficients of friction, k is the radius of gyration

of the pulley about its axis, and M is the mass which moves downwards.

5. A uniform rod AB is freely movable on a rough inclined plane,

whose inclination to the horizon is i and whose coefficient of friction is
/&,

about a smooth pin fixed through the end A ; the bar is held in the

horizontal position in the* plane and allowed to fall from this position.

If Q be the angle through which it falls from rest, shew that

,
.

--:=/* COt*.

6. A uniform vertical circular plate, of radius a, is capable of revolving

about a smooth horizontal axis through its centre ; a rough perfectly

flexible chain, whose mass is equal to that of the plate and whose length
is equal to its circumference, hangs over its rim in equilibrium ;

if one

end be slightly displaced, shew that the velocity of the chain when the

other end reaches the plate is

[Use the Principle of Energy and Work.]
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7. JfSiniform chain, of length 2G feet and mass 40 Ibs., Jiangs in

equal lengths over a solid circular pulley, of mass 10 Ibs.
|,n8

small

radius, the axis of the pulley being horizontal. Masses of 40 and 35 Ibs.

are attached to the ends of thet chain and motion takes place. Shew

that the time taken by the smaller mass to reach the pulley is

^ log* (9 + 4^6) sees.

8. A heavy fly-wheel, rotating about a symmetrical axis, is slowing

down under the friction of its bearings. During a certain minute its

angular velocity drops to 90% f i*8 value at tne beginning of the minute.

What will be the angular velocity at the end of the next minute on the

assumption that the frictional moment is (1) constantj (2) proportional
to the angular velocity, (3) proportional to the square of the angular

velocity?

Let / be the moment of inertia of the body about its axis, o> its

angular velocity at any time t, and ft its initial angular velocity. Let

xQ, be the angular velocity at the end of the second minute.

(1) If Fb& the constant frictional moment, the equation of Art. 171 is

where /.^.O= -F.60+/&, and I.x&=-F. 120+ Jo.

=
/

(2) If the frictional moment is Ao>, the equation of motion is

.. / log a)= -X+ const.

9C ->.eo , -^.120
where -=7:=^ *

, and #ii=Q0 *

10

/9\ 2 81
'

'HioJ-ioo'
(3) Let the frictional moment be n&\ so that the equation of motion is

whero -r.-M.0+5, and /.

_i..9b3r*
11 loo'
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Wi<!n the three suppositions.foe angular velocity at tlje^nd of two

minufes^is therefore 80, 81, and 81ft% of tne initial angular velocity.

9. A fly-wheel, weighing 100 Ibs. and having a radius of gyration
of 3 ft., has a fan attached to its spindle. It is rotating at 120 revolutions

per minute when the fan 19 suddenly immersed in water. If the resistance

of the water be proportional to th square of the speed^and if the angular

velocity of the fly-wheel be halved in three minutes, shew that the initial

retarding couple is 207T ft.-pouudals.

10. A fly-wheel, whose moment of inertia is 7, is acted on by a variable

couple Ocospti find the amplitude of the fluctuations in the angular

velocity.

THE COMPOUND PENDULUM

173. If a rigid body swing, under gravity, from a fixed

horizontal axis, to shew that the time of a complete small oscilla-

fW
tion is 27TA/ j- ,

where k is its radius of gyration about the fixed

axis, and h is the distance between the faced axis and the centre

of inertia of the body.

Let the plane of the paper be the plane through the centre

of inertia G perpendicular to the fixed axis ; let it meet the

axis in and let be the angle between tjie vertical OA and the

line OG, so that is the angle a plane fixed in the body makes

with a plane fixed in space.

The moment L about the horizontal axis of rotation OZ of

the impressed forces

= the sum of the moments of the weights of the component

particles of the body
= the moment of the weight Mg acting at G
= Mgh sin 6, where OG = h,

and it acts so as to diminish 6.

Hence the equation of Art. 171 becomes

*6. ;.*. =-sm0 ......(1).

If be so small that its cubes and higher powers may be

neglected, this equation becomes

--* ........................
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The 'IttQtion
'

is now simple harmonic and the time,, of a

complete oscillation is

By Art. 97 the time of oscillation is therefore the same as

jfc
2

that of a simple pendulum of length -r- . This length is that of

the simple equivalent pendulum.
Even if the oscillation of the compound pendulum be not

small, it will oscillate in the same time as a simple pendulum
k*

of length T

For the equation of motion of the latter is, by Art. 97,

d*6 _ g sin
"

(3),

h

which is the same equation as (1). Hence the motion given

by (1) and (3) will always be the same if the initial conditions

of the two motions are the same, e.g. if the two pendulums are

instantaneously at rest when the value of is equal to the

same value a in each case, or again if the angular velocities of

the two pendulums are the same when each is passing through
its position of stable equilibrium.

174. If from we measure off, along OG, ft distance 00^
equal to the length of the simple equivalent

pendulujn -r , the point Oi is called the centre

of oscillation.

We can easily shew that the centres of

suspension and oscillation, and 0^ are con-

vertible, i.e. that if we suspend the body from

Oi instead of from 0, then the body will swing
in the same time as a simple pendulum of

length OiO.

For we have

Q.

Q
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where K is the radius of gyration about au axis'through
parallefto the axis of rotation.

Hence K^OG.OO^QG^OG.GOr ............(1).

When the body s\iings about a parallel axis through Oi,

let 2 be the centre of oscijlation. We then Jiave, similarly,

J^-O^.'GO, ..................... (2).

Comparing (1) and (2) we see that 9 and are the same

point. Hence when%0i is the centre of suspension, is the

centre of oscillation, so that the two points are convertible.

This property was used by Captain Kater in determining
the value of g. His pendulum has two knife-edges, about

either of which the pendulum can swing. It also has a movable

mass, or masses, which can be adjusted so that the times of

oscillation about the two knife-edges are the same. We then

know that the distance, I, between the knife-edges is the length
of the simple equivalent pendulum which would swing in the

observed time of oscillation, Tt of the compound pendulum.

Hence a is obtained from^the formula T=27r
/\/-.V g

For details of the experiment the Student is referred to

practical books on Physics.

175. Minimum time of oscillation of a compound pendulum.
If K be the radius of gyration of the body about a line

through the centre of inertia parallel to the axis of rotation,

then k* = K* + h\

Hence the length of the simple equivalent pendulum
, K*

Thejsimple equivalent pendulum is of minimum length, and

therefore its time of oscillation least, when -TT (h -f -r-
)
** 0,

K*
i.e. when 1 - -rr- = 0, i.e. when h = J5T,

/i
a

and then the length of the simple equivalent pendulum is 2Jff.

If h =%0 er infinity, i.e. if the axis of suspension either passes

through the centre of inertia or be at infinity, the corresponding

simple equivalent pendulum is of infinite length and the time

of oscillation infinite.
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The abave gives only the miifimum time of oscillation for

axes of suspension which are drawn in a given direction. But

we know, from Art. 152, thajb of all axes drawn through the

centre of inertia G there is one such tha^ the moment of inertia

about it is a maximum, and another such that the moment of

inertia about it is a minimum. If the latter axis be found and

if the moment of inertia about it be Kl9 then the axis about

which the time is an absolute minimum will be parallel to it

and at a distance K1 .

176. Ex. Find the time of oscillation of a compound pefidulum, consisting

of a rod, of mass m and length a, carrying at one end a sphere t of mass mi and
diameter 2bt the other end of the rod being fixed.

Here

and (m+ml)h=zm.-+mi(a+b).

Hence the length of the required simple pendulum

,
2

m -z + mi

177. Isochronisna of Torsional Vibrations.

Suppose that a heavy uniform circular disc (or cylinder) is

suspended by a fairly long thin wire, attached

at one end to the centre of the disc, and
~

with its other end firmly fixed to a point 0.

Let the disc be twisted through an

angle a about 0(7, so that its plane is still

horizontal, and let it be then left to oscillate.

We shall assume that the torsion-couple
of the wire, i.e. the couple tending to twist

the disc back towards its position of equi-

librium, is proportional to the angle through
which the disc has been twisted, so that the

couple is \B when the disc is twisted through
an angle 0.

Let M be the mass of the disc, and k its

radius of gyration about the axis of rota-

tion 00.
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By -Art. 171 the equation 6? motion is

The motion is therefore simple harmonic, and the time of

oscillation = 27r-f" A /iTf7t~27r A /-f- 7 (1).

This time is independent of a, the amplitude of the oscilla-

tion. -

We can tance test practically the truth of the assumption
that the torsien-couple is \0. Twist the disc through any

angle a and, by taking the mean of a number of oscillations,

find the corresponding time of oscillation. Repeat the experi-
ment for different values of a, considerably differing from one

another, and find the corresponding times of oscillation. These

times are found in any given case to be approximately the same.

Hence, from (1), the quantity X is a constant quantity.

178. Experimental determination of moments of inertia.

The moment of inertia of $ body about an axis of symmetry
may be determined experimentally by the use of the preceding
article.

If the disc be weighed, and its diameter determined, then

its Mk* is known. Let it be J.

Its time of oscillation is then T, where

(1).

Let the body, whose moment of inertia /' about an axis of

symmetry is to be found, be placed on the disc with this axis

*of symmetry coinciding with (70, and the time of oscillation T'

determined for the compound body as in the previous article.

Then r-fcr^l^- (2).

(1) and (2) give
T TV m>2 /7V2 <7Tj|.. . z ft/i rx r r"
'-" T

"""

T'a
' '

~
>7Ta *

giving 1' in terms of known quantities.
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EXAMPLES

Find the lengths of the simplS equivalent pendulums in the following

cases, the axis being horizontal :

1. Circular wire ; axis (1) a.tangedt, (2) a perpendicular to the plane

of the wire at any point of its arc.

2. Circular disc ;
axis a tangent to it.

c

3. Elliptic lamina
;
axis a latus-rectum.

f~ 1 ft *1

4. Hemisphere ; axis a diameter of the base. Result. a.

5. Cube of side 2a ; axis (1) an edge, (2) a diagonal of one of its faces.

^Results. (1)

6. Triangular lamina ABC; axis (1) the side BC, (2) a perpendicular
to the lamina through the point A,

[Results. (I)j6rina ; (2) \.
&+**-* 1

L 4 V2&2+2c2 -a2 J

7. Cone ; axis a diameter of the base. Result. -5~~~ * ^

8. Three equal particles are attached to a weightless rod at equal dis-

tances a apart. The system is suspended from, and is free to turn about,
a point of the rod distant x from the middle particle. Find the time of a

small oscillation, and shew that it is least when #=-82a nearly.

9. A bent lever, whose arras are of lengths a and &, the angle between
them being a, makes small oscillations in its own plane about the fulcrum ;

shew that the length of the corresponding simple pendulum is

2

10. A solid homogeneous cone, of height k and vertical angle 2o,

oscillates about a horizontal axis through its vertex ; shew that the

length of the simple equivalent pendulum is
g (4+

tan2 a).

11. A sphere, of radius a, is suspended by a fine wire from a fixed

point at a distance I from its centre; shew that the time of a small

oscillation is given by */ rv- 1-f
^sin

2 - L where a represents

the amplitude of the vibration.

12. A weightless straight rod ABC, of length 2#, is movable about
the end A which is fixed and carries two particles of the same mass,
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one fastened to the middle point B cftid the other to the end Cof the rod
If the rod fa held in a horizontal position and be then- let go> shew that

its angular velocity when vertical is yv^> and that - is the length of

the simple equivalent pendulum.

13. For a compound pendulum hew that there are tnree other axes
of support, parallel to the original axis and intersecting the line from the

centre of inertia perpendicular to the original axis, for which the time
of oscillation is the same as about the original axis. What js the practical

application of this result ?

14. Find the la^r of graduation of the stem of the common metronome.

15. A simple circular pendulum is formed of a massM suspended from
a fixed point by a weightless wire of length I ; if a mass m, very small

compared with M^ be knotted on to the wire at a point distant a from
the point of suspension, shew that the time of a small vibration of the

pendulum is approximately diminished by ~j ( 1 -?
j
of itself.

16. A given compound pendulum has attached to it a particle of

small mass ; shew that the greatest alteration in the time of the

pendulum is made when it is priced at the middle point of the line

bisecting the distance joining the centres of oscillation and of suspension ;

shew also that a small error in the point of attachment will not, to a first

approximation, alter the weight of the particle to be added to make a given
difference in the time of oscillation. *

17. A uniform heavy sphere, whose mass is 1 Ib. and whose radius

is 3 inches, is suspended by a wire from a fixed point, and the torsion-

couple of the wire is proportional to the angle through which the sphere
is turned from the position of equilibrium. If the period of an oscillation

be 2 sees., find the couple that will hold the sphere in equilibrium in the

position in which it is turned through four right angles from the equi-

librium-position.

18. A fly-wheel is hung up with its axis vertical by two long ropes

parallel to and equidistant from the axis so that it can perform torsional

vibrations. It is found that a static-couple of 60 ft.-lbs. will hold it when
it is turned through ^th of a radian, and that if it be turned through

any small angle and let go it will make a complete oscillation in 5 sees.

Shew that when this fly-wheel is revolving at the rate of 200 revolutions

per minute the energy stored up in it will be about 31 ft. -tons.

179. Reactions of the axis of rotation. Let us first

consider the simple case in which both the forces and the body
are symmetrical with respect to the plane through the centre

of gravity perpendicular to the fixed axis, t.& with respect to

L. D. 15
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the plane of the paper, and let gravity be the only, external

force.

By symmetry, the actions of the axis on the body must

reduce to a single force acting at

in the plane of the paper; let the

components of this single force be

P and Q, along and perpendicular

to 00.

By Art/ 162 the motion of the

centre of gravity is the same as it

would be if it were a particle of

mass M acted on by all the external

forces applied to it parallel to their

original directions.

Now G describes a circle round as centre, so that its

accelerations along and perpendicular to 00 are

'

dt*
*

Hence its equations of motioii are

and

Also, as in Aft. 171, we have

.(1),

.(2).

(3).

Q is given by eliminating -^ between (2) and (3).

If (3) be integrated and the resulting constant determined
from the initial conditions, we then, by (1), obtain P.

As a particular case let the body be a uniform rod, of length 2a, turning
about its end O, and let it start from the position in which it was vertically

above 0. In this case ft=a, fc
2=a2+^- = -^-.3 o

Hence equation (3) becomes

2=
i

Cos e + const ' = ( l + oos *)

,.(4).

,.(5),

since Is zero when
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(1) and *(5i give p=jf,.
8.<.

(2) and (4) give Q =^Mg sin $.

Hence the resulting reaction of the fixed axis. When Q is zero, i.e. when

the rod is in its lowest position, this reaction is four times the weight.

The vertical reaction for any position*! the jod

and therefore vanishes when & ^cos"
1

(
-

J).

The horizontal reaction=P sin Q - Q cos 6= Jvftfg sin (2 + 3 cos 0).

180. In the general case when either the external forces

acting on the body, or the body itself, is not symmetrical about

the axis of rotation we may proceed as follows.

Let the axis of rotation be taken as the axis of y, and let

the body be attached to it at two points distant fcj and 6a from

the origin. Let the component actions of the axis at these

points parallel to the axes be Xlt Ylt Zl and X2t Fa , Z^

^respectively.

M

I

Let P be any point (#, y, z) of the body, whose perpendicular
distance PM from OY is of length r and makes an angle Q with

a line parallel to OZ.

Then during the motion P describes a circle about M as

centre, so tha.t r is constant throughout the motion and hence

f is zero.

Now M =s r sin 6
;

z = r cos 0.

and =-r8in#$.
9 -r sin 09.

1558
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Hen<3e, if 6 be denoted by G>,

[These results may also be obtained by resolving parallel to

the axes the accelerations of P, mz. ra>2 along PM and ro>

perpendicular to MP.]
The equations of motion of Art. 161 now become, if X, T, Z

are the components parallel to the axes of the external force

acting at any point (#, y, z) of the

2X + -3Ti -f Jfa = 2m# = 2
==-M.o>a H-7W0.d> .........(1);

2F + F1 +Fa =Smy = ..............................(2);

..., .....(3);

)

(4);

2 (zX ?^)= 2w (zx a?lr)

s= 2m ( ^o>* + -e
2
ft) + ^o)a + #2

o>)
= < . J/A^ ...... (5),

<

where k is the radius of gyration about OF; and

2m (a?y

= a)
a
2ma?y &S<myz ........................... (6).

On integrating (5) we have the values of w and o>, and then,

by substitution, the right-hand members of equations (1) to (4)

and (6) are given.

(1) and (6) determine X^ and Jf9 .

(3) and (4) determine Z^ and J?a .

F! and F8 are indeterminate but (2) gives their sum.

It is clear that the right-hand members of (4) aijd (6) would

be both zero if the axis of rotation were a principal axis at the

origin 0; for then the quantities 2m#y and %myz would be

zero. o

In a problem of this kind the origin should therefore be

always taken at the point, if there be one, where the axis of

rotation is a principal axis.
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EXAMPLES

1. A thin uniform rod has one end attached to a smooth hinge and is

allowed to fall from a horizontal position ;
shew that the horizonal strain

on the hinge is greatest when the rgd is inclined at an angle of 45 to

the vertical, and that the vertical strain is* then * times the weight of

the rod.

2. A heavy homogeneous cube, of weight TT, can swing^about an edge
which is horizontal ; it starts from rest being displaced from its unstable

position of equilibrium ;
when the perpendicular from the centre of

gravity upon the edge has turned through an angle 0, shew that the

components of the action at the hinge along, and at right angles to, this
TTf Tlf

perpendicular are (3
- 5 cos 6) and sin 0.

3. A circular area can turn freely about a horizontal axis which

passes through a point of its circumference and is perpendicular to

its plane. If motion commences when the diameter through is

vertically above 0, shew that, when the diameter has turned through
an angle $, the components of the strain at along, and perpendicular to,

W W
this diameter are respectively (7eos0-4) and sin0.

o o

4. A uniform semi-circular arc, of mass m and radius a, is fixed at

its ends to two points in the same vertical line, and is rotating with

constant angular velocity CD. Shew that the horizontal thrust on the

, .

upper end is ra

5. A right cone, of angle 2a, can turn freely about an axis passing

through the centre of its base and perpendicular to its axis ; if the cone

starts from rest with its axis horizontal, shew that, when the axis is

vertical, the thrust on the fixed axis is to the weight of the cone as

1+ J,cos
2 a to 1 - i cos2 a.

6. A regular tetrahedron, of mass J/, swings about one edge which is

horizontal. In the initial position the perpendicular from the centre of

mass upon this edge is horizontal. Shew that, when this line makes an

angle B with the vertical, the vertical component of thrust is

181. Motion about a fixed axis. Impulsive Forces.

By Art. 166 we have that the change in the moment of

momentum about the fixed axis is equal to the moment L of

the impulsive forces about this axis.
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But, t
as in* Art. 170, the moment of momentum of.the body

about the axis is Mk* . fl, where fl is the angular velocity and

Mlf the moment of inertia about the axis.

Hence, if..G> and &>' be 'the angular velocities about the axis

just before and just after the action of the impulsive forces, this

change is <Mk*(a>' G>),

and we have Mk* (o/ ew)
= L.

Ex. A uniform rod OA, of mass M and lenpth 2a, rests on a smooth table

and is free to .turn about a smooth pivot at its end ; in contact with it at

a distance b from is an inelastic particle of mass m ; a horizontal blow, of

impulse Pt
is given to the rod at a distance x from O in a direction perpendicular

to the rod; find the resulting instantaneous angular velocity of the rod and

the impulsive actions at and on the particle.

,

If b> be tbfc angular velocity required and 8 the impulse of the action

between the rod and particle, then, by the last article, we have

4/?2
'

M=^-u=P.x-S.b (1).

Also the impulse 8 communicates a velocity bu to the mass m, so that

m.bw=S (2).

(1) and (2) give w= Px /(M^ + mb*\ .

Again, let X be the action at on the rod. Then, since the change in the

motion of the centre of gravity of the rod is the same as if all the impulsive
forces were applied there,

. , , rt * . mPbx
Also (2) gives S=T3

182. Centre of percussion. When the fixed axis of

rotation is given and the body can be so struck that there is no

impulsive action on the axis, any point on the line of action

of the blow is called a centre of percussion.

As a simple case consider a thin uniform rod OA (= 2a)

suspended freely from one end and struck by a horizontal blow
at a point (7, where 00 is x and P is the impulse of the blow.
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o/

Let/S' be the instantaneous angular velocity* compiunicated
to the r<5d, and X the impulsive action K /

upon the rod of the axis about wich it

rotates.

The velocity of the centre of gravity
G immediately after the blow is cuo'.

Hence the result (1) of Art. 166 gives
Maa)' = P + X (1).

Also the moment tff momentum of

the rod about immediately after the

blow is M&a)', where k is the radius of

Q

ot,

A\
a#

gyration of the rod about 0, i.e. k* =
-^-

.

Hence the result (4) of Art. 166 gives

.(2).

Hence X = Maw - -
x .(3).

Hence X is zero, i.e. ttiere is no impulsive action at 0,

k*
when x =- ,

and then OC the length of the simple equivalent
QJ

pendulum (Art. 173). In this case (7, .the required point,

coincides with the centre of oscillation, i.e. the centre of

percussion with regard to the fixed axis coincides with the

centre of oscillation with regard to the same axis.

&2

If x be not equal to -
, then, by (3), X is positive or

d
2

negative according as x is greater or less than -
, i.e. the

a

impulsive stress at on the body is in the same, or opposite,

direction as the blow, according as the blow is applied at a

point below or above the centre of percussion.

183. For the general case of the motion of a body free to

move about an axis, and acted on by impulsive forces, we must
use the fundamental equations of Art. 166.

With the notation and figure of Art. 180, let (X, 7, Z) be

the components of the impulsive forces at any point (x, y, z)

and (Xi, YI, Zi) and (-3T2 > ^2* ^a) the component/a of the corre-

sponding impulsive actions at B1 and 7?2 .
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Then,, as in Art. 180,

where o>' is the angular velocity aboulj OF after the blows.

The equations (1) to (6) of J^rb. 166 then become

JbZ+'Zi + Zt** 2m ( xa>') 2m* ( xa>)

= -Mx.(<o' -o>) (3);

2 (yZ zY) -f ZJ)i + ZJ)* = 2?n [ #y'] 2m [ xy&\
s /op' QJ\ 1 2m#?y ..... .(4)

2 (zX. (cZ\ = 2m (z^o/ ~\- fl/^ct)'}
" 2m (z^co { x*oy)

and 2 (#F yX ) XA Jf2^2 = 2m ( yza>) 2m ( yza>)

The rest of the solution is as in Art. 180.

184. Centre of Percussion.
'

Take the fixed axis as the

axis of y ; let the plane of xy pass through the instantaneous

position of the centre of inertia Q ; and let the plane through
the point of application, Q, of the blow perpendicular to the

fixed axis be the plane of xz
> so that G is the point (x, y, 0)

and Q is the point (f, 0, f).

Let the components of the %low parallel to the axes be X,
7 and Z, and let us assume that ^ >

v *

there is no action on the axis ^* * l-r&^

of rotation.

Theequationsof the previous
article then become

*=o (i),

r=o (2),

(4),

fZ--('-) IMC ...(5),

and fF= -(<'-<)Smy.* 1 (6).

. Equations (1) and (2) she^'that the blow must have no*

components parallel to the axes of as and y, i,e. it must be
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perpendicular to the plane through the fixed axis* and the

instantaneous position of the centre of inertia.

(4) and (6) then give Sm^y O, and ^myz^Q, so that

the fixed axis must be^a principal axis of the body at the

origin, i.e. at the point where the plane through the line of

action of the blow perpendicular to the fixed axis cuts it.

This is the essential condition for the existence of the

centre of percussion. Hence, if the fixed axis is not a principal
axis at some point of its length, there is no centre of percussion.
If it be a principal axis at only one point of its length, then

the blow must act in the plane through this point perpendicular
to the axis of rotation. ^

Finally, (3) and (5) give = = .

It follows, therefore, from Art. 173, that when a centre of

percussion does exist, its distance from the fixed axis is the

same as that of the centre of oscillation for the case when the

body oscillates freely about the fixed axis taken as a horizontal

axis of suspension. *

COROLLARY. In the particular case when 2/
= and the

centre of inertia (? lies on Ox, the line of percussion passes

through the centre of oscillation. This is the case when the

plane through the centre of inertia perpendicular to the axis of

rotation cuts the latter at the point at which it is a principal

axis, and therefore, by Art. 147, the axis of rotation is parallel
to a principal axis at the centre of inertia.

The investigation of the three preceding Articles refers to

impulsive stresses, i.e. stresses due to the blow, only ;
after the

rotation'has commenced there will be on the axis the ordinary

finite stresses due to the motion.

185. A rough example of the foregoing article is found in

a cricket-bat. This is not strictly movable about a single

axis, but the hands' of ilie batsman occupy only a small portion

of the handle of the bat, so that we have an approximation to

a single axis. If the bat hits the ball at the proper place, there

is very little jar on the batsman's hands.

Another example is the ordinary hammer with a wooden

handle ; the principal part of the mass is collected in the iron

hammer-head ; the centre of percussion is situated in, or close
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to, the hammer-head, so that* the blow acts at a point very
near the centre of percussion, and the action on tlie axis of

rotation, %.e. on the hand, of the workman, is very slight

accordingly. If the handle of the hammer were made of the

same material as its head, the effect would be different.

186. Ex. A triangle ABC is free to move about its side BC ; find the centre

ofpercussion.

Draw AD perpendicular
to B<7, and let E be- the middle point of BC and F

the middle point of DE. Then, as in Ex. 7, pagfc 202, F is the point at which

BC is a principal axis.

If AD=p, then, by Art. 153, the moment of inertia abou,t BO

In the triangle draw FF' perpendicular to BC to meet AE in F', so

that FF'=n* AD=%-. Hence F' is the centre of percussion required. If wo
2 2

draw EE' perpendicular to BC and equal to ^ ,
then E' is the centre of

&

oscillation for a rotation about BC as a Jiorizontal axis of suspension.

The points E' and F' coincide only when the sides AB t AC of the trianglo

are equal.

EXAMPLES

Find the position of the centre of percussion in the following cases :

1. A uniform rod with one end fixed.

2. A uniform circular plate ;
axis a horizontal tangent.

3. A sector of a circle
;
axis in the plane of the sector, perpendicular

to its
symmetrical radius, and passing through the centre of the circle.

*

4. A uniform circular lamina rests on a smooth horizontal plane,

shew that it will commence to turn about a point on its circumference

if it be struck a horizontal blow whoso line of action is perpendicular to

the diameter through and at a distance from equal to three-quarters
of the diameter of the lamina.

5. A pendulum is constructed of a solid sphere, of mass M and
radius a, which is attached to the end of a rod, of mass m and length b.

Shew that there will be no strain on the axis if the pendulum be struck

at a distance {M[%a?+(a+by*]+ ^mb^}^[M(a+b)+mb] from the axis.

, 6. Find how an equilateral triangular lamina must be struck that

it may commence to rotate about a side.
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7. A uniform beam AB can "turn about its end A and is in equi-
librium ;*find the points of its length where a blow must.be applied to

1
it so that the impulses at A may be^n eaqji case -th of that of the

blow.

8. A uniform bar AB, of Idhgth feet and mass 20 Ibs., hangs
vertically from a smooth horizontal axis at A

;
it is struck normally at

a point 5 feet below A by a blow which would give a mass of 2 Ibs. a

velocity of 30 feet per second
;
find the impulse received by the axis and

the angle through which he bar rises.

9. A rod, of^mass m and length 2a, which is capable of free motion

about one end A, falls from a vertical position, and when it is horizontal

strikes a fixed inelastic obstacle at a distance b from the end A. Shew

that the impulse of the blow is m .
~

. */-~
,
and that the impulse of

the reaction at A is m */-~ 1 -~ vertically upwards.

10. A rod, of mass nJ/, is lying on a horizontal table and has one end

fixed
;
a particle, of mass J/, is in contact with it. The rod receives a

horizontal blow at its free end ;*find the position of the particle so that it

may start moving with the maximum velocity.

In this case shew that the kinetic energies communicated to the rod

and mass are equal.

11. A uniform inelastic beam can revolve <*wuu iuS centre of gravity
in a vertical plane and is at rest inclined at an angle a to the vertical.

A particle of given mass is let fall from a given height above the centre

and hits the beam in a given point P ;
find the position of P so that the

resulting angular velocity may be a maximum.

12. A rod, of mass M and length 2a, is rotating in a vertical plane
with angular velocity o> about its centre which is fixed. When the rod

is horizontal its ascending end is struck by a ball of mass m which is

falling with velocity u, and when it is next horizontal the same end is

struck by a similar ball falling with the same velocity u
;
the coefficient

of restitution being unity, find the subsequent motion of the rod and

balls.

13. A uniform beam, of mass m and length 2, is horizontal and can
turn freely about its centre which is fixed. A particle, of mass m' and

moving with vertical velocity u, hits the beam at one end. If the

coefficient nof restitution for the impact be e, shew that the angular
velocity of the beam immediately after the impact is

and that the vertical velocity of the ball is then u(em- 3w')/(7n+3m').
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14. Twa wheels on spindles in fixed bearings suddenly engage so that

their angular, velocities become inversely proportional to their Ifc-adii and
in opposite directions. One wheel, 'of radius a and moment of inertia /i,

has angular velocity o> initially ;
'the other, of radius 6 and moment of

inertia 72 ,
is initially at rest Shew that their new angular velocities are

~

15. A rectangular parallelepiped, of edges 2a, 26, 20, and weight W9

is supported by hinges at the upper and lower^nds of a vertical edge 2o,

and is rotating with uniform angular velocity w about that edge. Find,

in so far as they are determinate, the component pressures on the hinges.

10. A rod, of length 2o, revolves with uniform angular velocity o>

about a vertical axis through a smooth joint at one extremity of the rod

so that it describes a cone of semi-vertical angle a ; shew that

Prove also that the direction of the reaction at the hinge makes with the

vertical the angle tan -1 (f tan a).

17. A door, I feet wide and of mass m Ibs., swinging to with angular

velocity o> is brought to rest in a small *aifgle 6 by a buffer-stop which

applies a uniform force P at a distance
g
from the axis of the hinges.

Find the magnitude of JP and the hinge reactions normal to the door

when the buffer is placed in a horizontal plane half-way up.

If the door be 2 feet high and have two hinges disposed symmetrically
and 26 apart, find the hinge-reactions when the buffer is placed at the

top edge.

18. A uniform rod AB, of length c and mass m, hangs from a fixed

point about which it can turn freely, and the wind blows horizontally
with steady velocity v. Assuming the wind pressure on an element dr of

the rod ft) be kv'2dr, where v is the normal relative velocity, shew that

the inclination a of the rod to the vertical in the position of stable

equilibrium is given by mffsina^ckv^cos^a ; and find the time in which
the rod will fall to this inclination if it be given a slightly greater inclina-

tion and let fall against the wind.

19. A rod is supported by a stiff joint at one end which will just
hold it at an angle 6 with the vertical If the rod be lifted through a
small angle a and be let go, shew that it will come to rest after moving
through an angle 2a--Ja

2 tan0 nearly, the friction couple & the joint

being supposed constant.

20. The door of a railway carriage stands open at right angles to the

length of the train when the latter starts to move with an acceleration /;
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the door^ing supposed to be smoothly hinged to the* carriage and to be

uniform* %nd of breadth 2a, shew that its angular velocity/when it has

turned through an angle d, is

21.* A Catherine wheel* is constructed by rolling a thin casing of

powder several times round the* circumference of a circular disc of

radius a. If the wheel burn for a time T and the powder be fired

off at a uniform rate with relative velocity V along the circumference,

shew that the angle turned through by the wheel in time T will be

where 20 is the "ratio of the masses of the disc and powder.
The casing is supposed so thin that the distance of all the powder from

the centre of the disc is a.

[If m be the whole mass of the powder and P the impulsive action at

any time t
t
the equations of motion are

=P . a, and P . - . F.]



CHAPTER XIV

MOTION IN TWO DIMENSIONS. FINITE FORCES

187. The position of a lamina compelled to move in the

plane of xy is clearly known when we are given the position of

some definite point of it, say its centre of inertia, and also the

position of some line fixed in the body, i.e. when we know the

angle that a line fixed in the body makes with a line fixed in

space. These quantities (say x> yy fr) are called the coordinates

of the body, and, if we can determine them in terms of the

time t, we have completely determined the motion of the body.
The motion of the "centre of inertia is, by Art. 162, given by

the equations

If (o, y') be the coordinates of any point of the body relative

to the centre of inertia, then the motion about the centre of

inertia is, by equation (6) of Art. 162, given by

Now at -Mr y' -77- = the moment about of the* velocity

ofm relative to (?.
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Let <^Pbe the angle that thet lme 'joining m to* (7 makes with

a line GB fixed in space ;
and the angle that a Iine GA, fixed

in the body, makes with GB.

Then, as in Art 168, since AGrft is th*e same for all positions

of the body, we have j r* - j^ \ ^ ^A
d<h dti

9

y i 9 jfi

If

^
dt

~~

dt

= r, the velocity

-~of m relative to G is r -~
.

at

Hence its moment about

o
* - 2_ 2__
dt dt dt

*

Hence 2m ( x -4-L y' -rr )
= the sum of the moments about

V at at/

G of the velocities of all the mass-elements such as m

dt dt dt

where k is the radius of gyration of the body about an axis

through G perpendicular to the plane of the motion.

Hence equation (3) becomes

dt

i.e. Mk*.-rz = the moment about G of all the external forces
at*

acting on the system (4).

188. The equations (1), (2) and (4) of the previous article

are the three dynamical equations for the motion of any body
in one plane. In general there will be geometrical equations

connecting x, y and 9. These must be written down for any

particular problem.

Often, as in the example of Art. 196, the moving body is in

contact with fixed surfaces ;
for each such contact there will be

a normal reaction R and corresponding to each such R there

will be a geometrical relation expressing the condition that the

velocity of the point of contact of the moving body resolved

along the normal to the fixed surface is zero.
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If, as in Art. 202, we havef two moving bodies >hich are

always in contact there is a normal reaction R at tfee point of

contact, and a corresponding geometrical relation expressing
that the velocity of flhe point of contact of each body resolved

along the common normal is the saote.

Similarly*" for other c^es ;

f

it will be clear that for each

reaction we have a forced connection and a corresponding

geometrical equation so that the number of geometrical equa-
tions is the same as the number of reactions.

189. Friction. The same laws are assumed for friction,

as in Statics, viz. that friction is a self-adjusting force, tending
to stop the relative motion of the point at which it acts, but

that it cannot exceed a fixed multiple (yu.) of the corresponding
normal reaction, where /* is a quantity depending on the

substances which are in contact. This value of p, is assumed

to be constant in dynamical problems, but in reality its value

gets less as the relative velocity increases.

The fundamental axiom concerning friction is that it will

keep the point of contact at which it acts at relative rest if it

can, i.e. if the amount of friction required is not greater than

the limiting friction. Hence the friction will, if it be possible,

make a body roll.

In any practical problem therefore we assume a friction F
in a direction opposite to what would be the direction of

relative motion, and assume that the point of contact is at

relative rest; there is a'geometrical equation expressing this

latter condition. So to each unknown friction there is a

geometrical equation.
If however the value of F required to prevent sliding is

greater than fiR, then sliding follows, and there is discontinuity
in our equations. We then have to write them down afresh,

substituting ^U for F and omitting the corresponding geo-
metrical equation.

190. Kinetic energy of a body moving in two
dimensions. Let (#, y) be the centre of inertia, G, of the

body referred to fixed axes ;
let (#, y) be the coordinates of any

element m whose coordinates referred to parallel axes through
the centre of inertia are (#', y').
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Then w = x } of an/i

Hence the kinetic energy of the body

\*
~

:

2
2w

dxdx'

Since of is the ^-coordinate of the point referred to the

centre of inertia as origin, therefore, as in Art. 162,

2??i#' = and 2m -r- = 0.
at

^ dx dx dx ^ dx' ^
.". Sm -=- -77- = -IT . 2m -TT = 0.

ai a at at

Hence the last two terms of (1) vanish, and the kinetic

energy

= the kinetic energy of a particle of ma^ Jlf placed at the

centre of inertia #rid moving with it

-f the kinetic energy of the body relative to the centre of

inertia.

Now the velocity of the particle m relative to G

dd> d0
H*_L tv*_~ r
dt~ dt'

and therefore the kinetic energy of the body relative to G

Hence the required kinetic energy

where v is the velocity of the centre of inertia (?, is the angle
thab any linl fixed in the body makes with a line fixed in space,

and k is the radius of gyration of the body about a line through
G perpendicular to the plane of motion.

I*. D. 16
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191. Moment of momentum about the origin O of

a body moving in two dimensions.

With 'the notation of (he last article, the moment of

momentum of the body about the origin

dx~

,dy _daf ,dx---
dx'

But, as in the last article, 2w#' = and 2m ~jr = 0.
at ,

, ^ -dx'
and

So also for the corresponding y terms. Hence, from (l),the
moment of momentum about

= moment of momentum about of*a particle of mass M
placed at the centre of inertia G and moving with it

f the moment of momentum of the body relative to 0.

Now the velocity of the particle ra relative to G

d<f> dd
SB T - ss T-

dt dt>

and ife moment of momentum about (?

dO ^d0= r XT-Tr^f* -jr.a^ a^

Therefore the moment of momentum of the body relative to G

-JIWf-g.g.Smf--JI
Hence the total moment of momentum

f.......(2),

where p is the perpendicular from upon the direction of the

velocity v of the centre of inertia.
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Or agin, if the polar eoordic&tes of the centre of inertia

referred t<J the fixed point as origin be (R9 ^), this expression

may be written *

192. The origin being a fixed point, the rate of change
of the moment of mcynentum about an axis through it

perpendicular to the plane of rotation (for brevity called the

moment of momejitum about 0) is, by equation (3) of Art. 187,

equal to the moment of the impressed forces about O. For the

moment of momentum we may take either of the expressions

(1), (2), or (3).

Thus taking (1) we have

the moment of the forces abouji 0.

Hence M faJ-ygl +

Similarly, if we took moments about the point (o? , y ), the

equation is

= the moment of the impressed forces about (# , #o)

The use of the expressions of this article often simplifies the

solution of a problem ; t>ut the beginner is very liable to make

mistakes, and, to begin with, at any rate, he would do well

to confine himself to the formulae of Art. 187.

193. Instead of the equations (1) and (2) of Art. 187 may
be used any other equations which give the motion of a particle,

e.g. we may use the expressions for the accelerations given in

Art. 49 or in*Art. 88.

The remainder of this Chapter will consist of examples
illustrative of the foregoing principles.

162
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the sphere was at rest

(
v '<

*\
^

194. A uniform sphere rolls down an inclined plane, rough enough to

prevent any sliding; to find the motion.

Let be the point of
eontacjj initially

At time t, when the centre of tfte sphere has

described a distance #, let A be the position

of the point of the sphere which was originally

at 0, so that OA is a line fix<jd in the body.

Let L KCA, being an angle that a line fixed

in the body makes with a lino fixed in space,

be 6. Let R and F be the normal reaction

and the friction.

Then the equations of motion of Art. 187

'C

M - Mg ama-F

Q=Mgco$a R

and

(2),

(3).

Since there is no sliding the arc /f4= line KG, so that, throughout
the motion, xa6 (4).

(1) and (3) give

*X by (4), (^ -g sm a,

.e.
,.(5).

Hence the centre of the sphere moves' with constant acceleration

-2~-T2#sma, and therefore its velocity v=--g&ina.t and

In a sphere ^2=a: -F~ J hence the acceleration =*=g sin a.

[If the body were a thin spherical shell, &2 would =
-^~ ,

and the accelera-

tion

If it were a uniform solid disc, fc2 would , and the acceleration be

sin a.

If it were a uniform thin ring, &3 would =a2
, and the acceleration be

^g sin a.]

From (1) we have F**Mgain a fMg sin a= \Mg sin a

and (2) gives R^Mg cos a.
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jjf
_

Hence* ^ince ^ must be < the coefficient of friction
/ut,

therefore = tan a

must be < /*, in order that there may b4 no sliding in the case of a solid

sphere.
* *

Equation of Energy. On integrating equation (5), we have

1 ... a*

the constant vanishing since the body started from rest.

Hence the kinetic energy at time t, by Art. 190,

* =Mg . x sin a= the work done by gravity.

Ex. 1. A uniform solid cylinder is placed with its axis horizontal on a

plane, whose inclination to the horizon is a. Shew that the least coefficient

of friction between it and the plane, so that it may roll and not slide, is

^ tan a.

If the cylinder be hollow, and of small thickness, the least value is ^ tan a.

Ex. 2. A hollow cylinder rolls down a perfectly rough inclined plane in

one minute; shew that a solid cylinder will roll down the same distance in

52 seconds nearly, a hollow sphere in 55 seconds and a solid sphere in

50 seconds nearly.

Ex. 3. A uniform circular disc, 10 inches in diameter and weighing 5 lbs.
f

is supported on a spindle, inch in diameter, which rolls down an inclined

railway with a slope of 1 vertical in 30 horizontal. Fmd (1) the time it takes,

starting from rest, to roll 4 feet, and (2) the linear and angular velocities at the

end of that time.

Ex. 4. A cylinder rolls down a smooth plane whose inclination to the

horizon is a, unwrapping, as it goes, a fine string fixed to the highest point of

the plane ; find its acceleration and the tension of the string.

Ex. 5. One end of a thread, which is wound on to a reel, is fixed, and the

reel falls in a vertical line, its axis being horizontal and the unwound part of

the thread being vertical. If* the reel be a solid cylinder of radius a and

weight Wt shew that the acceleration of the centre of the reel is $g and the

tension of the thread ^W.

Ex. 6. Two equal cylinders, each of mass w, are bound together by an
elastic string, whose tension is T, and roll with their axes horizontal down
a rough plane of inclination a. Shew that their acceleration is

.- g sin a 1
"I

- --~
,

3 L my sm aJ

where # is the coefficient of friction between the cylinders.

Ex. 7. A circular cylinder, whose centre of inertia is at a distance c from
its axis, rolls on a horizontal plane. If it be just started from a position of

unstable equilibrium, shew that the normal reaction of the plane when the
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*

4c2
centre ofmass is in its lowest position is 1+ -

r timqsMta weight,

where k is the radius of gyration atyout an axis through the centre of mass.
r r

195. A uniform rod is held in a
vertigal position with one end resting

upon a perfectly rough table, and when released rotate* about the end in

contact with tit* table. Find? the motion.
**

Let R and F be the normal reaction and the friction when the rod

is inclined at an angle 6 to the vertical
; let x and y

be 'the coordinates of its centre, so that #=

The equations of Art. 187 are then

and M. j.0
= #asin 0-jFacostf

= Mga sin 6 - J/a2
0, by (1) ana (2),

so that Jf 0=Jl/<;asin0 (3).

[This latter equation could have been written down at once by
Art; 171, since the rod is rotating about A as a fixed point.]

A 3tf

(3) gives, on integration, Q2=^ (1 -costf), since 6 is zero when 0=0.

Hence (1) and (2) give

F^M.^t sin 0(3 cos 0-2) and R=^(1-3 cos 6)*.

It will be noted that R vanishes, but does not change its sign, when
cos 6~$. The end A does not therefore leave the plane.

T^e friction .F changes its sign as 6 passes through the value cos -if;
hence its direction is then reversed. *

ET

The ratio becomes infinite when cos0= j hence unless the plane

be infinitely rough there must be sliding then.

In any practical case the end A of the rod will begin to slip for some

value of 6 less than cos" 1
^, and it will slip backwards or forwards

according as the slipping occurs before or after the inclination of the

rod is cos"" 1
!.

196. A uniform straight rod slides down in a vertical *plane, its ends

being in contact with two smooth planes, one horizontal and the other

vertical. If it started from rest at an angle a with the horizontal, fond the

motion.
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Let R and S be the reactions *of the two planes when.the rod is

inclined a 6 to the horizon. Let x and y be the

coordinates of the centre of gravity <?.| Then the

equations of Art. 187 give

M R̂ - -- (i)' oy
. 4^

and

ft **A

(2),^

8

J

/

(3).

* "U(

s|-,t^esegive

Now a?=a cos ^ and y=a sin 0, so that

and - a sin B . 6*+a cos 03.

Hence (4) gives

Hence, on integration,
-

( -j- \ -^^ sin i where

7?

From (1), ^= -a cos 6 . 82 - a sin 0$

-
-^ (sin a- sin 0) cos +

-^
sin cos 0, from (5) and (6),

(7).

From (2), j>~g
- a sin ^2+ a cos ^S

From (7) it follows that R is zero when sin0=f sina, and, for a

smaller value of 0, R becomes negative. Hence the end A leaves the

wall when sin 0***fsino, and its angular velocity is then, by (6), equal to

t this instant the horizontal velocity of G

dx . A dB
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The equations of motion now tat*j a different form. They become

'

'

and
JT.f ff-

-

Also y=a sin 0, so that

~rf= a sin

(2') and (3') now give

S

......(41).

On integration we have

The constant is found from the fact that when the rod left the wall,

i 2 . ,. , dd> , , la sin a
t.e. when sin < = -sma, the value of -~ was equal to */ *

.

TT /BrfX . or sin a F4 4sin2f
ii~l 2# 2 sin a

Hence (5') gives ^[3--
9~]" ~i' ~S-

so that
e
(71

Hence we have

2^ . .
"

a
Sm * ......(6) '

When the rod reaches the horizontal plane, 0. when <0, the

angular velocity is G, where n'R+ll-^^" fl-^V
L J ^ \ v /

The equation (!') shews that during the second part of the motion

is constant and equal to its value ^ \/2ag sin3 a at the end of the first part
of the motion.

Energy and Work. The equation (6) may be deduced from the

principle of the Conservation of Energy. For as long as the rod is in

contact with the wall it is clear that 00= a, and GOB =6, so that G is

turning round as centre with velocity a$. Hence, by Art. 190, the

kinetic energy of the rod is \ MaW+\M~6*> i.e. ^?-6*.
2t 2i ft o

Equating this to the work done by gravity, viz. Mya (sin a
- sin 0), we

have equation (6).
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Ex. 1, A uniform rod is held nUa, vertical position with one, end resting

upon a horizontal table and, when released, rotates about the en/l in contact
.with the table. Shew that, when it

isjinclined
at an angle of 30 to the

horizontal, the force of friction that musfc be eaerted to prevent slipping is

approximately '32 of the weight.

Ex. 2. A uniform rod is placed with one end in contact
^with

a horizontal

table, and is then at an inclination a to thfi horizon and is allowed to fall.

When it becomes horizontal, shtiw that its angular velocity is -v/^
whether the plane be perfectly smooth or perfectly rough.* Shew also that

the end of the rod will not leave the plane in either case.

Ex. 3. A rough^ uniform rod, of length 2a, is placed on a rough table at

right angles to its edge ; if its centre of gravity be initially at a distance 6

beyond the edge, shew that the rod will begin to slide when it has turned

through an angle tan~l -

2

^
2 , where p is the coefficient of friction.

ct^+ uw*

Ex. 4. A uniform rod is held at an inclination a to the horizon with one

end in contact with a horizontal table whose coefficient of friction is u.

If it be then released, shew that it will commence to slide if

3 sin a cos a

Ex. 6. The lower end of a uniform rod, inclined initially at an angle a to

the horizon, is placed on a smooth horizontal table. A horizontal force is

applied to its lower end of such a magnitude that the rod rotates in a vertical

plane with constant angular velocity w. Shew that wjien the rod is inclined at

an angle to the horizon the magnitude of the force is

where in is the mass of the rod.

Ex. 6. A heavy rod, of length 2a, is placed in a vertical plane with its ends

in contact with a rough vertical wall and an equally rough horizontal plane,
the coefficient of friction being tane. Shew that it will begin to slip down
if its initial inclination to the vertical is greater than 2e. Prove also that the

inclination of the rod to th$ vertical at any time is given by

(7c
2
4- a8 cos 2e)

- a2 2 sin 2e= ag sin (0
-

2e).

Ex. 7. At the ends of a uniform beam are two small rings which slide on

two equally rough rods, which are respectively horizontal and vertical ; obtain

the value of the angular velocity of the beam when it is inclined at any angle to

the vertical, the initial inclination being a.

197. A solid homogeneous sphere^ resting on the top of another fixed

sphere, is slightly displaced and begins to roll down it. Shew that it Ml
slip when the* common normal makes with the vertical an angle given by

the equation
2 sin (6

-
X)
= 5 sin X (3 cos 6 - 2),

where X is the angle offriction.
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Assume^ that 'the motion continue* to be one of pure rolling? .

Let CB be the position, at time t,
of the radius of the ugper sphere

which was originally vertical, so
tlfat

if D be the point of contact and A
the highest point of the sphere, then

arc AD= arc BD,

Let R, F be the normal reaction

and friction acting on the Cupper

sphere.
*

^

Since C describes a circle of raldius

~a+b about 0, its accelerations are

(a+b) & and (0^-6) 6 along and f>er-

pendiculkr te CO.

Hence/
;

Also if ^ be the angle that CB, a
line fixed in the moving body, makes
with a line fixed in space, viz. the vertical, then,

But

so that

and 2=~-,

M.-
(4).

(3) and (4) give

A* 10
-= ~-s (1

- cos 0), since the sphere started from rest when
/ tt'rO f

[This equation could be directly obtained from the principle of energy.]

(2) and (3) then give

and ^(17cos0-1 .(5).

The sphere will slip when the friction becomes limiting, i.e. when

X, i.e. when

cos X . 2 sin 0=sin X (17 cos Q- 10),

i.e. 2sm(0-X)=5sinX(3cos0-2).
If the sphere were rough enough to prevent any slipping, then by (6)

R would be zero, and change its sign, *.. the upper sphere wcfuld leave the

lower, when cos 6=$ .

[If the spheres were both smooth it could be shewn ttyat the upper
sphere would leave the lower when cos d*f.]
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198.
9
A hollow cylinder, of radios a, is fixed with its axis horizontal;

inside it ntoves a solid cylinder, ofradius b, whose velocity in its lowestposition
is given; if the friction between the cylinders be sufficient to prevent any
sliding, find the motion.^

Let be the centre of
tljp

fixed cylinder, and C that of the movable
one at time t\ let CtfbQ the radios
of the movable cylinder which was

vertical when it was in its lowest

position. Since* there has been no

sliding the arcs BA and^ BN are

equal; therefore

Hence if B b^-the angle which

CNj a line fixed in the body, makes

with the vertical, e. a line fixed in

space, then

b

The accelerations of Care (a b) <
2

and (a
-

b) <f> along and perpendicular
'* ^

to CO. Since the motion of the cfcntre of inertia of the cylinder is the

same as if all the forces were applied at it, therefore

(2),

and M \a 6) <f> =F~~ Met sin <b ......t**> \3),

where R is the normal reaction, and F is the friction at B as marked.

Also for the motion relative to the centre of inertia, we have

Mk26=*moment of the forces about C= - F. 6,

t'.. M . .1Z- = -Fb (4).

These equations are sufficient to determine the motion.

Eliminating F between (3) and (4), we have

Integrating this equation, we have

4ct
<f>* sat - =-i cos rf) *i~ const, ss

where h is the value of < when the cylinder is in its lowest position.

This equation cannot in general be integrated further.

(2) and {6) give :*.( -6) O2

4-|[7cos<^~4] (7).

In order that the cylinder may just make complete revolutions, R must
be just zero at the highest point, where <=JT.
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In this c case (a-b)Q*=-/, ancT hence the velocity of Abjection
3

If Q be less than this value, R will be zero, and hence the inner

cylinder will leave the outer, when cos<=-| 4 --^
a ""

'
.

(4) and (6) give F= ^sin ................................. (8).

The friction is therefore zero when the cylinder is in its lowest position,

and for any other position F is positive, and therefore acts in the direction

marked in the figure.

Equation of 'Energy. The equation (6) may be deduced at once by
assuming that the change in the kinetic energy is equal to the work done.

Wherfthe centre is at G the energy (by Art. 190)

Hence the* loss in the kinetic energy as the cylinder moves from its

lowest positionalM (a- 6)
2
(&

2 -
<

2
).

This equated to the work done.
against gravity, viz. Jf#(a-6)(l-coS <), gives equation (6).

Small oscillations. Suppose the cylinder to make small oscillations

about the lowest position so that
</>

is always small. Equation (6) then

gives $= o7~ M <> so ttiat tne time f a small oscillation
v (Ct 0)

Ex. 1. A disc rolls on the inside of a fixed hollow circular cylinder whose
axis is horizontal, the plane of the disc being vertical and perpendicular to the

axis of the cylinder ; if, when in its lowest position, its centre is moving with a

velocity v0 (a -ft), shew that the centre of the disc will describe an angle
about the centre of the cylinder in time

Ex. 2. A solid homogeneous sphere is rolling on the inside of a fixed

hollow sphere, the two centres being always in the same vertical plane*

Shew that the imaller sphere will make complete revolutions if, when it is

in its lowest position, the pressure on it is greater than ^ times its own,

weight

Ex. 8. A circular plate rolls down the inner circumference of a rough
circle under the action of gravity, the planes of both the platg and circle

being vertical. When the line joining their centres is inclined at an angle

to .the vertical, shew that the friction between the bodies is x the weight of

the plate.
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Ex. 4. A cylinder, of radius a, lie^within a rough fixefl cylindrical cavity

of radius %i. The centre of gravity of the cylinder is at a distance c from its

axis,- and the initial state is that of stable equilibrium at the JoVest point of

the cavity. Shew that the smallest angUlar velocity
with which the cylinder

must be started that it may roll right roundthe cavity is given by

where k is the radius of gyration about the centre of gravity.
Find also the normal reaction between the cylinders in any position.

199. An imperfectly roagh sphere movesfrom rest dowia plane inclined

at an angle a to the horizon; to determine the motion.

Let the centre Q have described a ^stance x in time t, and the sphere
have rolled through an angle 6 ; so that

B is the angle between the normal CB
to the plane at time t and the radius

CA which was normal at zero time.

Let us assume that the friction was

not enough to produce pure rolling,

and hence that the sphere slides as well

as turns ;
in this case the friction will

be the maximum that the plane can

exert, viz. pit, where p, is the coe%>ient pf friction,

Since the sphere remains in contact with the plane, its centre is always
at the same distance a from the plane, so that y and y are both zero.

Hence the equations of motions are

0=72-Mg cos a ........................... (2),

/72/3

and Jf.&.^-pR.a ....................................(3).

Since F== ~*
, (2) and (3) give

^~ =
|| cos a.

/) f^y f>f\o ^ftN

the constants of integration vanishing since S and 6 are 1?oth zen

initially.

So (1) and (2) give -jjr-9 (sin a -/A cos a).

*

-7;:=0 (sin a -/* cos a)* (6),

and tf=#(sma-/*cosa) (7),

the constants vanishing as before.
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The velocity v>f the point B dowq the plane=the velocit/'of <7-f the

velocity ofB relative to &**-:
~ a

~ t̂
~9 ( sin a

g p
cos a

J
J.

First, suppose sin a- f ft cos a,to be positive, i.e. /i<f tan a.

In this case the velocity of B is always positive
and never vanishes ; so

that the point of contact B has always a velocity of sliding, and the sphere
therefore never Volls ; the motion is then entirely given by equations (4),

(5), (6) and (7).

Secondly, suppose sina-f /*cosa to be zero, so that /i=f tana.

In this case the velocity ofB vanishes at the start and is always zero. The
motion is then throughout one of pure rolling and the maximum friction

ItR is always being exerted.

Thirdly', suppose sin a \ /z cos a to be negative, go that /z> ^ tan a.

In thi& case the velocity of B appears to bo negative which is impos-
sible ; for friction only acts with force sufficient at the most to reduce the

point on which it acts to rest ; and then is only sufficient to keep this

point at rest. In this case then pure rolling takes place from the start,

and the maximum friction pE is not always exerted.

The equations (1), (2), (3) should then be replaced by

.............................. (8),

<i ..............................(9)

and M#^-F.a ................................-....(10).

Also, since the point of contact is at rest, we have

dx de .

ar'ar ........................... (u >>

(8) and (10) now give-^ -f ~^^9 siu *

Therefore, by (11), $=a&**$g sin a.

.. #=a0=#8ina. t ........................... (12),

5 t
2 '

and #a0=-0rsina.^........................... (13),

the constants of integration vanishing as before.

Equation of Energy. The work done by gravity when the centre has
described a distance x**Mg . x sin a, and the kinetic energy then

-jj.+ |ji>.Jjr[
In the first case the energy, by (4) and (6),

.'......(14),

and the work done by gravity, by (7),

:......(16).
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It is easjjy seen that (14) is less than (15) so long as /i*c \ tan a, i.e. so

long as there is any sliding. In this case then there is wo*k lost on

accoupt of the friction, and the equation of work and energy does not

hold. |

In the third case the kinetic energy, b (12) a*nd (13),

and the work done, by (13),
*

Mg . x sin a~Mg sin a . -=g sin a - = ^ M. -=g* sin2 at*.
7 2> 2> i

In this case, and similarly in the second case, the Jdnetic energy

acquired is equal to the work done and the equation of work and energy
holds.

This is a simple example of a general principle, viz. that where there is

no friction, i.e. where there is pure sliding, or where there is pure^rolling,
there is no loss of kinetic energy; but where there is not pure rolling, but

sliding and rolling combined, energy is lost.

Ex. 1. A homogeneous sphere, of radius a, rotating with angular

velocity w about a horizontal diameter, is gently placed on a table whose

coefficient of friction is /*. Shew that there will be slipping at the point ol

contact for a time -=^-, and that then the sphere will roll with angular
(fA(j

2w
velocity -=~.

Ex. 2. A solid circular cylinder rotating about its axis is placed gently
with its axis horizontal on a rough plane, whose inclination to the horizon

is a. Initially the friction acts up the plane and the c&effieient of friction is t*.

Shew that the cylinder will move upwards if /*>tana, and find the time that

elapses before rolling takes place.

Ex. 3. A sphere is projected with an underhand twist down a rough
inclined plane; shew that it will turn back in the course of its motion if

2aw (JA
- tan a) > 5u/A, where w, w are the initial linear and angular velocities -of

the sphere, /* is the coefficient of friction, a the inclination of the plane and

Ex. 4. A sphere, of radius a, is projected up an inclined plane with

velocity V and angular velocity 1) in the sense which would cause it to roll up ;

if F>aQ and the coefficient of friction >| tana, shew that the sphere will

cease to ascend at the end of a time -
+

.

a
,
where a is the inclination of

ogfsma
the plane.

Ex. 5. If a sphere be projected up an inclined plane, for which n=\ tan a,

with velocity F and an initial angular velocity (in the direction in which

it would roll up), and if F>aO, shew that friction acts downwards at first,

and upwards afterwards, and prove that the whole time during which the

,
. 17F+4aO

sphere rises is
ffir
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Ex. C. A Loop is projected with velocity V down a plane of inclination a,

the coefficient of friction being ft, (>tana). It has initially such & backward

spin that
,
after a time ti it starts moving uphill and continues to do o for

a time t% after which it once more Descends. The motion being in a vertical

plane at right angles to tiie given inclined plane, shew that

(*i + ^2)
sin a= aft - F.

Ex. 7. A iraiform sphere,, of radius a, is rotating about a horizontal

diameter with angular velocity O and is gently placed on a rough plane which
is inclined at an angle a to the horizontal, the sense of the rotation being such

as to tend to cause the sphere to move up the plane along the line of greatest

slope. Shew that, if the coefficient of friction be tan a, the centre of the sphere

will remain at rest for a time H . , and will then move downwards with
og sin a

acceleration -^sina.
If the body be a thin circular hoop instead of a sphere, shew that the

time is

g sin a
and the acceleration - g sin a.

200. A sphere, of radius a, whose centre of gravity G is at a distance

cfrom its centre C is placed on a rough plane so that CO is horizontal; shew

that it will begin to roll or slide according as p is J JA"~2 >
where k is the

radius of gyration about a horizontal axis through G. If pis equal to this

value, what happens ? ,
o

When CG is inclined at an angle 6 to the horizontal let A
9
the point 01

contact,have movedthrough a horizontal distance

x from its initial position 0, and let OA = x.

Assume that the sphere rolls so that the

friction is F\ since the point of contact A is at

rest,

.-. x-a6 ..................... (1).

The equations of motion of Art. 187 are

6* A

...... (3),

and Rccos0-F(a-cBm0)=Mfc2
..................... (4).

We only want the initial motion when 0=0, and then 6 is zero but 6
is not zero. The equations (2), (3), (4) then give

for the initial values.

and

Hence we have
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In order*that the initial motion may be really one of
rolling

we must

have *<**;<
If

ft be < this value, the sphere will npt roll* since the friction is not

sufficient.
-

Critical Case. If p ,
2 2

it wttl be necessary to consider whether,

when B is small but not absolutely zero, the value of ^ is a little greater or

a little less than
\i. 9

The question must therefore be solved from the beginning, keeping in

the work first powers of 6 and neglecting B\
s
, ... etc.

(2), (3) and (4) tfcen give, on eliminating F and R,

Hence, on integration,

2
[

2+aHc2
-2acsm0]=2#<?sm0..................(6).

If ^T2 == 2+a2+c2 these give, neglecting squares of 0,

and

FI E
1 -

iff]-* f
1 + iS

Hence, to the first power of $, we have from (2) and (3),

F _(a-ce)'6-cfa ac [", M*-a* ^\
R- ~

g-cO
" S ^+aL (^+a*) J'

on substitution and simplification.

If 2 > -5 , then -5 is less than -^-h , i.e. -^ is I688 than the coefficient
o /t A;

4
-|-(** zC

of friction and the sphere rolls.
. ^*

If ^2 <
^- ,

then
-p > the coefficient of friction and the sphere slides.

Ex. 1. A homogeneous sphere, of mass Af, is placed on an imperfectly

rough table, and a particle, of mass m, is attached to the end of a horizontal

diameter. Shew that the sphere will begin to roll or slide according as p is

greater or less than Mf-^^
m^m -

2
. If /* be equal to this value, shew that

the sphere will begin to roll.

Ex. 2. A homogeneous* Solid hemisphere, of mass M and radius a, rests

with its vert&x in contact with a rough horizontal plane, and a particle, of

mass m, is plated on its base, which is smooth, at a distance c from the centre.

Shew that the hemisphere will commence to roll or slide according as the

coefficient of Motion
c

tD. 17
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Ex. 3. A sphere, of radius a, whosa^centre of gravity G is not a^ its centre 0,

is placed on a rough table so that OG is inclined at an angle a tc the upward
drawn vertical ; shew that it will commence to slide along the table if the9 coeffi-

cient of friction be< where OG=c and k is the radius of
Jc
2
-l-(a+ccosa)

a '

gyration about a horizontal axis through G.
u

Ex. 4. If a
v

uniform semi-circular wire be placed in a vertical plane with

one extremity on a rough horizontal plane, and the diameter through that

extremity vertical, shew that the semi-circle will begin to roll or slide according

as p S
~T~~2

*f M BaB this value, prove that ihe wire will roll,

Ex. 5. A heavy uniform sphere, of mass M, is resting on & perfectly

rough horizontal plane, and a particle, of mass w, is gently placed on it at

an angular distance a from its highest point. Shew that the particle will at

.. ., , .. sin a {7M+5m (1 + cosa)} , . .,

once slip on the sphere if /x < -jrvp-
--=

7\
-^ , where /A IB ther *

1M cos a + 5m (1 + cos a)
2 ' ^

coefficient of friction between the sphere and the particle.

201. A uniform circular disc ts projected, with its plane vertical^ along
a rough horizontal plane with a velocity v of translation^ and an angular

velocity w about the centre. Find the motion.

Case I. v -*-, co
^)

and v > a.

In this case the init'ial velocity of ilie point' of contact is v a<o in the

direction * and the friction is fiMg -*-.

When the centre has described a distance

#, and the disc has turned through an angle 0,

the equations of motion are

a2

and M. ~ . Q^pMga,

and 5 <$=%+/#* ...(1).

Hence the velocity of the point of contact P

Sliding therefore continues until t
(

and pure rolling then begins.

Also at this time the velocity of the centre.-^

The equations of motion then become

Mx=-F
]

j ^a2 v ri > i where F is the friction -*-.

and M-xip^F.a
'

Also ^=a<k since the point of contact is now at rest ; . . #=a<.
These three equations give ,P=0, i.e. no friction is now required.

Also a$~x= constant=the velocity at the commencement of the

, by (2).
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The diijc therefore continues to roll with a constant velocity which is

less than it's initial velocity.

Case 11. v -*
, o>^

and v < aa>.

Here the initial velocity of the point of contact is *- and hence the
friction is pAfg -*. The equations of motion are then

MX= pMg, and M . -^ 6= -
A

giving x=v+ pgt and f^=?o>-

Hencapure rolling begins when #=a#, i.e. when t^ ^ .

The velocity, #, of the centre then =-^=
, and, as in Case I, the disc

o

rolls on wih constant velocity which is greater than the initial velocity of

the centre.

Case III. 0-^,0)^.

Initially the velocity of the point of contact is v+aa> -*-, so that the

friction is pMg -*~. The equations of motion are

a2

* x=-v LiOt and ^ussuot-

Pure rolling begins when a?=o^, il. when ^ss---, and the velocity

*AI_
'

A Au 2t>-aa>
of the centre then= -

,

3

If 20 > o>, this velocity is *-, and the motion during pure rolling is -*-

with constant velocity as before.

If however 2v < aa>, the velocity of the centre when pure rolling
commences is -*- and the disc rolls back towards 0. In this particular

case the velocity of the centre vanishes when t=~ which is W thanW
-5 -

, if 2v < ao> ; hence the disc begins to move in the direction --
6pg

before pure rolling commences.

[In this last case the motion is of the same kind as that in the well-

known experiment of a napkin-ring projected along the table with a

velocity y-* and a sufficient angular velocity o> in the direction *\.]

Ex. A napkin-ring, of radius a, is propelled forward on a rough horizontal

table with a linear velocity u and a backward spin c*, whiob ia>u/a. Find the

motion and shew that the ring will return to the point of projection in time

where
.

fl the coeffletent of faction.
'

What happens if u> aw?

172
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202- Two unequal smooth sphere$<are placed one on th$ top of the other

in unstable equilibrium, the lower sphere resting on a smooth \able. ^ The

system is slightly disturbed; shew that the spheres will separate when the line

joining their centres makes, an angle Q with the vertical given by the equation

cos3 3 cos 6+ 2= 0, where M is the \nass of the lower, and m of the

upper, sphere.
*

Let the radii of the two spheres be a and 6, and O their centre of

gravity, so that

_

m M M+m '

There being no friction at the table

the resultant horizontal force on the

system consisting of the two spheres is

zero.

Hence, by Art. 162, the horizontal

velocity ofthe centre of gravity is constant,
and equal to its value at the commence-
ment of the motion, i.e. it is always zero.

Hence the only velocity of G is vertical,

and it therefore describes a vertical

straight line GO, where was the initial position of the point of contact

B, so that is a fixed pftint.
c

For the horizontal motion of the lower sphere, we thus have

S sin 6=M [CG . sin 6}
'

[cos M- sin 002] _(!).

For the vertical motion of the upper sphere

...(2).

Eliminating S, we have

(3).

Hence, by integration,

42 [if+?ttsin
2

< -^ (M+m) (1 -cos 0) (4),

since the motion started from rest at the highest point.

By (1), 8 vanishes, i.e. the spheres separate, when

(5).

(3) and (6) give 6*
*

at this instant and then (4) gives, on sub-

stitution, m cos8 (M+ m) (3 cos 6
-

2).

There are no forces acting so as to turn either sphere about its centre,
so that neither of them has any rotatory motion*
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Work afid Energy. Equation (4}may be obtained thus, by assuming
the principle of work. The horizontal veloctyy of the lower spfiere

d tnn >t\ m(ct + b)= T- (00 sin 6)
= -Vf. cos

cfa
x '

so that its kinetic energy is 9

The horizontal and vertical velocities of the upper sphere are

^ [OC
f

sin 0] and ~ [a -j- (a+ 6) cos 0],

e>. ,;
* ^

cos 00 and -
(a 4- 6) sin ^,

% J/4-W*

so' that its kinetic energy is

Equating the sum of these two energies to the work done, viz.

wg(a+b)(l- cos 0\ we obtain equation (4).

203. Varying mass. In obtaining the equations of Art.

161 we assumed the mass of the body to remain constant. If

the mass m of a particle is not constant, the component effective

- . d ( dx\ , . d?x
force is

Jt (m jt )
and not m^.

The equation (1) of Art. 161 is then

df dx\]
-T: m -TT =0,
dt\ dtj]

'

d ^ dx d

Also the equation (6) of the same article is

*[(-$-()]
d

i. 187.

Ex. A cylindrical mass of snow rolls down an inclined plane covered with
snow of uniform depth E, gathering up all the snow it rolls over and always
remaining circular; find the motion of the snow, and shew that it will move

with an accekration -^sing, if initially, when its radius is a, it be started

with velocity a
/y ~"HFZr i where a is the inclination of the plane.
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At time t frorii the start, let x bei^he distance described dowf^the plane,

and r be tne radius, so that
(i

' w (r
2 - a2

)
= the amount of snow picked up

,=^.?.' (1).

If F be the friction up the plane, and d the angle turned through by the

snow-ball, we have

~[>n'2j, x]=wr*gpBma-F (2),

and
jrt frr*p.W]=F.r (3),

where p is the density of the snow-ball. f

Also s-rd=0 (4),

since there is no sliding.
r2

Since fc
2=-r the equations (2) and (3) give

i.e. 3i' + 7- =

or, from (1), +J ^-^ &=\ 9 sin a.

On putting
2=u and hence 2#=j-, this equation becomes linear, and ita

solution is

This equation cannot in general be integrated further.

If, however, x=a*/ v- when #=0, we have 0=0, and then

, Q 2osina 2ir0a
2 Bina _... 2(jBma

<f2 _ rf _L g _r^>21 j. ..** ff
e ' e 1.1

~
L** J/= A"'^ c ***O OX& -&= u ^

so that the acceleration is
^

^
.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES ON CHAPTER XIV.

1. A uniform stick, of length 2a, hangs freely by one end, the other

being close to the ground. An angular velocity o> is then given to the

stick, and when it has turned through a right angle the fixed end is let go.

Shew that on first touching the ground it will be in an upright position if

2= ~- 3-r--~-r 1, where p is any odd multiple of
^.

2. A circular disc rolls in one plane upon a fixed plane and its centre

describes a straight line with uniform acceleration /; find the magnitude
and b'ne of action of the impressed forces.
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& A swindle of radius a carries^, wheel of radius 6? the mass of the

combination being M and the moment of
inerjtia /; the spindle*rolls down

a fixefl track at inclination a to the horizon, and a string, wound round
the wheel and leaving it at its under sMe, passers over a light pulley and
has a mass m attached to the end which hangs vertically, the string
between the wheel and pulley ^eing^parallel to the track. Shew that the

acceleration of the weight is

g(b-a) {Ma sin a+m (b
-
a)} 4- [/+ J/a2

-fm (6-a)
2
].

4. Three uniform spheres, each of radius a and of mass m, attract

one another according to the law of the inverse square of the distance.

Initially they are placed on a perfectly rough horizontal plane with their

centres forming a triangle whose sides are each of length 4a. Shew that

the velocity of their centres when they collide is A/ y yj- ,
wfcere y is

the constant of gravitation.

5. A uniform sphere, of mass m ajid radius a, rolls on a horizontal

plane. If the resistance of the air be represented by a horizontal force

acting at the centre of the sphere equal to v2 and a couple about it equal

to fn/iv
2
,
where v is the velocity of the sphere at any instant, and if F be

the velocity at zero time, shew thjfb the distance Ascribed by the centre in

time t is ~ log [1+A F*], where A -
A. 7 w

6. A uniform sphere rolls in a straight line on a rough horizontal

plane and is acted upon by a horizontal force X at its centre in a direction,

opposite to the motion of the centra Shew that the centre of the sphere
moves as it would if its mass were collected there and the force reduced to

fJf, and that the friction is equal to fA" and is in a direction opposite to

that of X.

7. A man walks on a rough sphere so as to make it roll straight up a

plane inclined at an angle to the horizon, always keeping himself at an

angle j3 from the highest point of the sphere ;
if the masses of the sphere

and man be respectively M and m> shew that the acceleration of the sphere

5^ {m sin ft
- (M+m) sin a}

13
7Jr+6m{l+cos(a+/3)}

'

8. A circular cylinder, of radius a and radius of gyration ,
rolls

inside a fixed horizontal cylinder of radius 6. Shew that the plane through
the axes will move like a simple circular pendulum of length

If the fixed cylinder be instead free to move about its axis, and have
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its centre of gravity in its axis, the. corresponding pendulum will be of

length (b -*a) (1 + w), where

m and Jfare respectively the masses of the inner and outer cynnaers, nuu
K is the radius of gyration of the outer cylinder about its axis.

[In the second case, if the outer cylinder has at time t turned through
an angle ^, the, equations of motion are, as ig Art. 198,

mk*6= P. a ; and

Also the geometrical equation is a (0-f $)

9. A uniform circular hoop has a fine string wound round it. The

hoop is placed upright on a horizontal plane, and the string, leaving the

hoop at its highest point, passes over a smooth pulley at a height above the

plane equal to the diameter of the" hoop and has a particle attached to its

other end. Find the motion of the system, supposed to be all in one vertical

plane ;
and shew that whether the plane be smooth or rough the hoop will

roll without slipping.

10. A disc rolls ujfon a straight fine on a horizontal table, the flat

surface of the disc being in contact with the table. If v be the velocity of

the centre of the disc at any instant, shew that it will be at rest after a

time
^7 ,

where p is* the coefficient of friction between the disc and

table.

11. A perfectly rough cylindrical grindstone, of radius a, is rotating
with uniform acceleration about its axis, which is horizontal. If a sphere
in contact with its edge can remain with its centre at rest, shew that the

angular acceleration of the grindstone must not exceed --
.

12.
' A perfectly rough ball is at rest within a hollow cylindrical

garden roller, and the roller is then drawn along a level path with uniform

velocity V. If F2 > 2p-<?(b-a\ shew that the ball will roll completely
round the inside of the roller, a and b being the radii of the ball and
roller.

13. A solid uniform disc, of radius a, can turn freely about a horizontal

axis through its centre, and an insect, of mass - that of the disc, starts

from its lowest point and moves along the rim with constant velocity
relative to the rim

; shew that it will never get to the highest point of the
o

disc if this constant velocity is less than -
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14. Ii\s?de a rough hollow cylinder, of radius a and mass J/, which is

free to turn* about its horizontal axis, is placed an insect of mass m ; if the

insect
%
starts from the lowest generator and walks in a plane perpendicular

to the axis of the cylinder at a uniform* Bate v lelatively to the cylinder,
shew that the plane containing it and the axis never makes with the

upward drawn vertical an angle < 2 cos -1

1.-^==^=J, where

Mkz is the moment of inertia of the cylinder about its axis

15. A rough lamina, of mass Jf, can turn freely about a horizontal

axis passing through its centre of gravity, the moment of inertia about

this axis being Mk2
. Initially the lamina was horizontal and a particle of

mass m was placed *>n it at a distance c from the axis and then motion

was allowed to ensue. Shew that the particle will begin to slide on the

lamina when the latter has turned through an angle tan" 1
,,*,' 5 ,Mjc* -fonw*

where ^ is the coefficient of friction.

16. A uniform beam, of mass M arfti length I, stands upright on per-

fectly rough ground ; on the top of it, which is flat, rests a weight of mass m,
the coefficient of friction between the beam and the weight being ^. If the

beam is allowed to fall to the ground, its inclination 6 to the vertical when

the weight slips is given by ( -^- -t-^Jm
)
cos 6 - -

\ * /

17. A rough cylinder, of mass J/, is capable of motion about its axis,

which is horizontal ; a particle of mass m is placed on it vertically above

the axis and the system is slightly disturbed. Shew that the particle will

slip on the cylinder when it has moved through an angle 6 given by

ft (M -t-6w) cos $ M sin $= 4m/i, where /* is the coefficient of friction.

18. A hemisphere rests with its base on a smdoth horizontal plane ; a

perfectly rough sphere is placed at rest on its highest point and is slightly

displaced. Shew that in the subsequent motion the angular velocity of

the line joining the centres, when its inclination to the vertical jp 0, is

2 sin -
.^

e 2~\ >
an<* s^ew a^so ^na* ^e 8Pnere wiU leave the

hemisphere when 6 satisfies the equation

where c is the sum of the radii and n the ratio of the sum of the masses of

the sphere and hemisphere to that of the sphere.

[Use the Principles of Linear Momentum and Energy.]

19. A thin nonow cylinder, of radius a and mass J/", is free to turn
about its axis, which is horizontal, and a similar cylinder, of radius b and
mass m, rolls inside it without slipping, the axes of the two cylinders being
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parallel Shew that, when the plane,of the two axes is inclined at an angle
6 to the vertical, the angulaii velocity O of the larger is given by

a* (Jbf+m) (2J/+m) O
2=2#w2

(a
-

6) (cos
- cos a),

provided both cylinders Are at rest when 0=<i.

20. A perfectly rough solid cylinder, of mass m and radius r, rests

symmetrically on another solicj cylinder, of mass M and radius /2, which is

free to turn about its Axis which is horizontal. If m rolls down, shew that

at any time during the contact the angle <j>
which the line joining the

centres makes with the vertical is given by

Find also the value of < when the cylinders separate.

21. A locomotive engine, of mass M, has two pairs of wheels, of radius

a, the moment of inertia of each pair about its axis being J/K?2
; and the

engine exerts a couple L on the forward axle. If both pairs of wheels

commence to roll without sliding when the engine starts, shew that the

friction between each of the front wheels and the line capable of being

called into action must be not less than

22. A rod, of mass m, is moving in the direction of its length on a

smooth horizontal piano, with velocity . A second perfectly rough rod, of

the same mass and length 2a, which is in the same vertical plane as the

first rod, is gently placed with one end on the first rod; if the initial

inclination of the second rod to the vertical be a, shew that it will just rise

into a vertical position if 3w2 sin2 a= tya (1 sin a) (5 +3 costj

a).

23. A rough wedge, of mass M and inclination a, is free to move on a

smooth horizontal plane ;
on the inclined face is placed a uniform cylinder,

of mass m ; shew that the acceleration of the centre of the cylinder down
M 4- m

the face, and relative to it, is *g sin .553^5^^
24. A uniform circular ring moves on a rough curve under the action

of no forces, the curvature of the curve being everywhere less than that of

the ring. If the ring be projected from a point A of the curve without

rotation and begin to roll at B, then the angle between the normals at A

and B is -^ ,

/*

25. A uniform rod has one end fastened by a pivot to the centre of a

wheel which rolls on a rough horizontal plane, the other extremity resting

against a smooth vertical wall at right angles to the plane containing the

rod and wheel; shew that the inclination B of the rod to the vertical, when
it leaves the wall, is given by the equation

9Jfcos8 0+6m cos 0- 4m cos a>0,
where M and m are the masses of the wheel and rod and a is tije initial

inclination to the vertical when the system was at rest.
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26. Rgpe is coiled round a drwta of a feet radius. Two wheels
each of radius b are fitted to the ends of tfce drum, and the wheels and
drum%rm a rigid body having a common axis. The system stands on level

ground and a free end of the rope, after passing under the drum, is inclined

at an angle of 60 to tho
horizon.

If a force P be applied to the rope,
shew that the drum starts to roll in the opposite direction, its centre having

acceleration -

^ , 2 ^2 ,
whereM is the mass of the system and k its radius

of gyration about the axis.

27. A thin circular cylinder, of mass M and radius 6, rests on a

perfectly rough horizontal piano and inside it is placed a perfectly rough
sphere, of mass m a/id radius a. If the system be disturbed in a plane

perpendicular to the generators of the cyliuder, obtain the equations of

finite motion and two first integrals of them; if the motion lP9 small,

shew that the length of the simple equivalent pendulum is -..

?
-

.

28. A uniform sphere, of mass J/, rtsts on a rough plank of mass m
which rests on a rough horizontal plane, and the plank is suddenly set in

motion with velocity u in the direction of its length. Shew that the

sphere will first slide, arid then roll, on the plank, and that the whole system

will come to rest in time 7^7
-

-, where u. is the coefficient of friction*

at each of the points of contact.

29. A board, of mass J/, whose upper surface is rough and under
surface smooth, rests on a smooth horizontal plane. A sphere of mass
m is placed on the board and the board is suddenly given a velocity V in

the direction of its length. Shew that the sphere will begin to roll after a

30. On a smooth table there is placed a board, of mass J/, whose upper
surface is rough and whose* lower surface is smooth. Along the *uppei
surface of the board is projected a uniform sphere^ of mass m, so that the

vertical plane through the direction of projection passes through the

centre of inertia of the board. If the velocity of projection be u and

the initial angular velocity of the sphere be o> about a horizontal axis

perpendicular to the initial direction of projection, shew that the motion

will become uniform at the end* of time
a
,

.

--
, and that the

p,g

velocity of the board will then be ,. (u
-
oo).

s

31. A perfectly rough plane turns with uniform angular velocity

about a horizontal axis lying in its plane ; initially when the plane was
horizontal a homogeneous sphere was in contact with it, and at rest
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relative to it at* a distance a from the axis of rotation; shew that at time

t the distance of the point of contact from the axis of rotation 'was

cosh <* + sinh * - sin .

Find also when the sphere leaves the plank.

[For the nation of the ceutre of gravity use revolving axes, as in

Art. 61.]

32. In the previous question the plane turns about an axis parallel to

itself and at adistance c from it j when the fplane is horizontal and above

the axis the sphere, of radius 6, is gently placed on the plane so that its

centre is vertically over the axis
;
shew that in time t the centre of the

sphere moves through a distance
r



CHAPTER XV

MOTION IN TWO DIMENSIONS. IMPULSIVE FORCES

204. In the case of impulsive forces the equations of

Art. 187 can be easily transformed. For if T be the time

during which the impulsive forces act we have, on inte-

grating (1),

where Xf

is the impulse of the force acting at any point (#, y).

Let u and v be the velocities of the centre of inertia parallel

to the axes just before the impulsive forces act, and u' and v'

the corresponding velocities just after their action.

Then this equation gives

Jf(u'-tt)-SZ'

'

..................(1).

So Jlf^-tO-SF' .....................(2).

These equations state that the change in the momentun\
of the mass M, supposed collected at the centre of inertia, in

any direction is equal to the sum of the impulses in that

direction.

So, on integrating equation (4), we have

i.e. if w an&ca' be the angular velocities of the body before and

after the action of the impulsive forces, we have

Mk* (' - )
- S (of Y' - y'X'\
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Hence the change produced in the moment of rrjiomentum

about th^ centre of inertia is equal to the moment abopt the

centre of inertia of the impulses of the forces,
t <

205. Ex- ! -4 uniform rod Atf, of length 2a, is lying on a smooth

horizontal plane- and is struck ty a horizontal blow, of impulse P, in a direction

perpendicular to the rod at a point distant b from its scentre ; to find the

motion.

Let w' be the velocity of the centre of inertia perpendicular to tfce rod after

the blow, and ft' the corresponding angular velocity about the centre. Then

the equations of the last article give

Hencf we have u' and w'.

Ex. 2. A uniform rod at rest is struck by a blow at right angles to its

length at a distance x from its centre. Find the point about which it will

begin to turn. ^ &

^ %
Let be the required centre of motion, <?0=*/, where is the centre of

inertia, and GA GBa.
Let the impulse of' the blow be P, and the resulting angular velocity

about O be w. The velocity acquired by Q is yw. Hence, from Art. 204, we
have

...................................... (1),

(2).

Solving, u= ^V. and y =^ , giving the resulting angular velocity and the

position of 0. The velocity of the centre of ineitia G=ww=~ .

M.

The kinetic energy acquired, by Art. 190,

If the end A werefixed, the resulting angular velocity wi would be given by the

equation M
[a*+JJ <^=P(a+x) t

go that Wl=g.^?, and the kinetic

energy generated would

The ratio of the energies given by (3) and (4) =|
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The Ieas4 value of this ratio is easily feeen to be unity, when a;=|.

Heifce the kinetic energy generated when the rod is free is alWays greater

than that when the end A is fixed, except wken x= , in which case A is the
o

centre of rotation.

Ex. 8. Two uniform rods AB, BG are frtely jointed at If and laid on a

horizontal table ; AB is struck by a horizontal blow of impulse P in a direction

perpendicular
to AB at a distance c from its centre; the lengths of AS, BO

being 2a and 2b and their masses M and M'> find the motion immediately after

the blow. * * *

Let
*

and MI he the velocity of the centre of inertia of AB and itl angular

velocity just after the blow ; 2 and w2 similar quantities for BC. There will

be an impulsive action between the two rods at Bwhen the blow is struck;

let its impulse be Q t
in opposite directions on the two rods.

Then for the rod AB, since it was at rest before the blow, we have

W=P- .........

'

......................... (1),

and M^.u^P.c-Q.a .............................. (2).o

So, for BC, we have M f

u^=Q ............. .*. ........................ (3),

and M /

^.w2=-Q.6 .......................... : ...... (4).o

Also, since the rods are connected at 23, the motion of #, as deduced from

each rod, must be the same.

/. Ui + awi=it2-bw2 .............................. (5).

These five simple equations give ti, wj, u2 , a and Q. On solving them,
we obtain

.
and "--

Ex. 4. Three equal uniform rods AB, BC, CD are hinged freely at their

ends, B and C9 so as to form three sides of a square and are laid on a smooth

table ; the end^L is struck by a horizontal blow P at right angle* to AB. Shew*

that the initial velocity of A is nineteen times that o/D, and that the impulsive
cp p

actions at JB and C are respectively and
jg.
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The initial motion of the point Bimiistjjfr perpendicular
to A&^ sp that the

action at ft must be along B<p ; similarly

the action r*t C must be along OB. Let

them be X\ and X% as marked. Ret the

velocities and angular velocities oV the rods ^
be u\ and i, ttj, and u3 and o>3 as in the \
figure. f x

For the motion of 45 we ha?e

(1),

and mai^p-Xila ...... (2),

where m is the mass and 2a the length of

each rod.

For 5(7, we have mM2=^i- J2 .................................... (3).

For CD, we have mu3=X2 ....................................... (4),

and m ot^=^Xz. a .................................... (6).o

Also the motion of the point B of the rod AB is the same as that of the

same point B of the rod BC.
." ttj-awi= -a ................................. (6).

So, for the point (7,

H3 + aw3= tf2 .................................... (7).

On substituting from (1)...(5) in
(t>)

and (7), we obtain

6X1 -Za=2P and Xi= 5X3t
. . v 5P . _ P

giving Yl =
12

A2==
12'

Hence we have <

17P 7P P P , P

velocity of the point 4 _~~
velocity of the point D

~~
aws - $""

EXAMPLES

1. J5, BC are two equal similar rods freely hinged at B and lie in a

straight line on a smooth table. The end A is struck by a blow perpen-

dicular to AB-, show that the resulting velocity of A is 3 times that of B.

2. Two uniform rods, AB and -5(7, are smoothly jointed at B and

placed in a horizontal line ; the rod BO is struck at O by a blow at right

angles to it
; find the position of so that the angular velocities of AB and

BC may be equal in magnitude.

3. Two equal uniform rods, AB and AC, are freely hjnged at A and

rest in a straight line on a smooth table. A blow is struck at B perpen-
dicular to the rods; shew that the kinetic energy generated is \ times

what it would be if the rods were rigidly fastened together at A.
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4 Two tqual uniform rods, AB and JBC, are freely jointed at B and
turn about'a smooth joint at A. Wnen

the^rods
are in a straight line,

<u being the angular velocity of AB and u the velocity of the centire of mass
of .BC, BC impinged on a fixed inelastic obstacle at a point D\ shew that

the rods are instantaneously brought to rest if J5Z) 2a grs , where 2a

is the length of either rod.

5. Two rods, .4Z? and BC, of lengths 2a and 26 and of masses propor-
tional to their lengths, are freely jointed at B and are lying in a straight
line. A blow is communicated to the end A

\ shew that* the resulting
kineticrenergy when the system is free is to the energy when G is fixed as

(4a+36)(3a-t-4&) : 12 (a+6)2
.

6. Three equal rods, AB, BC, CD, are freely jointed and placed in a

straight line on a smooth table. The rod AB is struck at its en3 A by a
blow which is perpendicular to its length ; find the resulting motion, and
shew that the velocity of the centre of AB is 19 times that of CD, and

its angular velocity 11 times that of CD.
%

I. Three equal uniform rods placed in a straight line are freely

jointed and move with.a velocity v perpendicular to their lengths. If the

middle point of the middle rod be suddenly fixed, shew that the ends of

the other two rods will meet in tinle -^~,
%

where d is the length of each
<)v

rod.

8. Two equal uniform rods, AB and AC, are freely jointed at At and

are placed on a smooth table so as to be at right angles. The rod AC is

struck by a blow at C in a direction perpendicular to itself
;
shew that the

resulting velocities of the middle points of AB and AC are in the ratio

2:7.

9. Two uniform rods, AB, AC, are freely jointed at A and laid on a

smooth horizontal table so that the angle BAG is a right angle. The rod

AB is struck by a blow P at B in a direction perpendicular to AB*, shew
OP

that the initial velocity of A Is -rj- , wherem and m' are the masses of
4wi -f-wi

AB, AC respectively.

10. AB and CD are two equal and similar rods connected by a string

BC-, ABY BC> and CD form three sides of a square. The point A of th

rod AB is struck a blow in a direction perpendicular to the rod ; show

that the initial velocity of A is seven times that of D.

II. Three particles of equal mass are attached to the ends, A and C,

and the middle point B of a light rigid rod ABC, and the system is at

rest ou a smooth table. The particle (fis struck a blow at right angles to

the rod ; shew that the energy communicated to the
sys|jin

when A is

fixed, ia to the energy communicated when the system is Sbe as 24 to 25.

L. a 18
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12. A unifcrm straight rod, of length 2 ft. and mass $ Ibs., has at

each end e mass of 1 lb., and at its'middle point a mass of 4 Ibs. One of

the 1 lb. masses is struck d blow at right angles to the rod and this end

starts off with a velocity of 5 ft
T4 per second ; shew that the other end of

the rod begins to move in the Opposite direction with a velocity of 2'5 ft.

per seo. e

206. A uniform sphkre, rotating with an angular velocity o>

about an axis perpendicular to the. plane of motion of its centre,

impinges on a horizontal plane ; find the resulting change in its

motion.

First, suppose the plane rough enough to prevent any

sliding.

Lefe u and v be the components of its

velocity before impact as marked in the

figure; u' and v' the components, and o>'

the angular velocity, just after the impact.
Let R be the normal impulsive reaction

and F the impulsive friction.

Then the equations of Art. 204 give

-ti) = -F ..................... (1),

+ v)
=R ........................(2),

and Mk* (>>'-&>) = Fa ........................ (3).

Also since the point A is instantaneously reduced to rest,

there being no sliding,
u (4).

Also, if e be the coefficient of restitution,

Solving (1), (3), and (4), we have
<

u - aw = 2ao>

and

-(6),

.(7)-

Case L u*= aco.

There is no friction called into play, and u and a> are unaltered.

Case II. u < ao).

Then F acts *>
; a/ < a>, and tc' > u. Hence when the point

of contact A before impact is moving -*
, the angular velocity

is decreased by the impact, the horizontal velocity is increased,
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and the
defection

of motion of tj^e sphere after irflpact makes a
smaller angle with the plane than it would if there

t
were no

frictioli.

Case III. u > aco. 9

Then F acts <
; (O'>G> \md.u' <w. Henc^ when the

point of contact A before impact is moving >, the angular

velocity is increased, the horizontal velocity is diminished, and
the direction of motion after impact makes a greater angle with

the plane than it would if there were no friction.

Case IV. Leif the angular velocity before the impact be *).

We must now change the sign of CD, and have

, 5, 2ao> /n .

u' = a' = -^ -- ..................(8),

and F=M.$(vt+a<) .....................(9).

If u= =-- then u' and o>' are both zero, and the sphereo

rebounds from the plane vertically with no gpin.

If u < --=
,
then u' is negative and the sphere after the

o

impact rebounds towards the direction fromwhich it came.

[Compare the motion of a tennis ball on hitting the ground
when it has been given sufficient

"
under-cut."]

In each case the vertical velocity after the impact is ev and

In Cases I, II arid III, in order that the point of contact

Tjl

may be instantaneously brought to rest, we must have % < p,

the coefficient of friction, i.e. from (2), (5) and (7),

e)v.

If f- (u aw) > /A (1 -f e) v, the friction is not sufficient to

bring the point of contact A to instantaneous rest, equation (4)

will not hold and for equations (1), (2), (3), we must have

/^ ... ..... . .........(!'),

........................(2'),

and Mte^o*'
-

o>; pR. a ..................(3').

182
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These wifli equation (5) gd^e

u' = U fjuD (I -f e\ v' 00,

and

In Case *TV in order 1jbat tie friction may bring the point
of contact to rest we must have F</j,R.

Hence from (2), (5) and (9) we must have

(u + CUD) < /it; (1 + e).

If however #(u + a)>A;(l + 6) ...............(5'),

the friction is not sufficient, and we have equations similar to

(10, (20, and (3'), but with the sign of changed. They
will give

and o>' = 5^ v (1 -f e)
- a>.

CL

In this case it will, from (5'), be possible for u to be less than

fjiV (1 + e\ ; if CD b^e largo enough; hence, if the ball has

sufficiently large enough under-cut, u' can be negative, i*e. the

ball can rebound backwards,

[Compare again the motion of a tennis ball.]

207. Ex." I. A rod, of length 2a, is held in a position inclined at an

angle a to tte* vertical^ and is then let fall on to a smooth inelastic horizontal

plane. Shew that the end which hits the plane will leave it immediately after

the impact if the height through which the rod falls is greater than

fra sec a oosec* a (1 + 8 sin2 a)
2
.

If u and u be the vertical and angular velocity just after the impact, F
the vertical velocity before the impact and R the impulse of the reaction of

the plane, then

i(F-u)=JZ, mk*oj=Ra8ina, ,and w- aw sin a

=vertical velocity of the end in contact with the plaue=0.

tt 8r sin a
"

.

Assuming the end to remain in contact with the plane, and that 5 is the

normal reaction when the rod is inclined at 6 to the vertical, we have

, and . asm 0=wr#c, ............ (2).

Eliminating 8, we have

< .....(8).
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Now S
is, negative when 0=a if # is negative then, BO that equation (3) then

gives flsin a cos aw3 s> sin eu i.e, w*>^ a a oos a

Hence, from (1),
*

0a (1 + 3 sfo* )*
~~

9
*
Bin2 a 9 cos a sin2 a

Henoe the given answer.
'

Ex. 2. Four equal rods, each of mass m and length 20, are freely jointed at

their ends so as to form a rhombus. The rhombus falls with a diagonal vertical,

and is moving with velocity V*when it hits a fixed horizontal* inelastic plane.

Find the motion of the rods immediately after the impact t and shew that their

angular velocities are^each equal to
g ^'*a"l '

w^ere a ** ***

rod makes with the vertical.

Shew also that the impact destroys a fraction
^

. .
g of the kinetic

energy just before the impact.

After the impact it is clear that AB i moving with some angular velocity

c*i^)
about J, and BO with an angular velocity

2^ about 5.

Since is, by symmetry, moving vertically after N/
the impact, its horizontal velocity ia jjero. ^

/. Osshorizontal velocity of B + horizontal velocity

of C relative to B

i cos a+ 2aw2 cos a, ^
The horizontal velocity of tfa similarly

=2aw1 coso + aw20 s * s=:0wi cosa -fc>

and its vertical velocity
^

""

A .

s=2awismo-awasino= 3awisinaif .
\

If X be the horizontal impulse at C as marfed (there being no vertical

impulse there by symmetry) we have, as in Art. 192, on taking moments about

A for the two rods A3, BO .

-

0^ -2mFa sin a

= X. 4acosa,

jpr gjp
{.<. 2^=- sin a-f^cosa .............................. (2).

Similarly, taking moments about B for the rod BOt we have

mri0osa.acos-8a<^8ina.astaa + !-^

(2

\ V 2X
g -4sinaj ^^ Sin + oosa ..................(8).

(2) and (3) wo have wi and X, and the results givw we obtained.
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The impulsive actions Zj-*. and'Tj f at B on the rod BOare clearly

given by *

Xi + Xssm. horizontal velocity communicated to G2-m. awi cos a,

and Fi~mx vertical velocity communicated to G

=m (
-

Bauti sin a) m [ V*]=m [F 3awi sin a].

Also the impulsive action X2+ at A on AB is given by

X%=w. horizontal velocity communicated to G^m. awi cos a.

The total action Y2 f at A = total change in the vertical momentum

= 4mF - 8maw! sin a.

On solving these equations, we have
t

_3F sing mFtana 3cos2 a-l
1

"""

2a
"

1 + 3 sin2 a
'

2 1 + 3 sin2 a
'

_ _mF tana _mF 3cQ62 a-l
>1-

~2~ l + 3sin2 a j 1 "~2~ 1 + 3 sin2 a*

__
4mF

2 l + 3sin2a
;

~
1 + 3 sin a

'

Also the final kinetic energy

as - . 2m .
~

W!
2 + 75

. 2w fa2
Wi

2 cos2 a 4- 9a2W!2 sin2 a -f ~ wo2
|u rl_ 3 J

3 sin2 a

It will be noted that, since we are considering only the change in the

motion produced by the 'blow, the finite external forces (the weights of the

rods in this case) do not come into our equations. For these finite forces

produce no effect during the very short time that the blow lasts.

Ex. 3. A body, wjiose mass is m, is acted upon at a given point P ly a blow

of impulse X. If V and V' be the velocities of P in the direction ofX just before

and just after the action of X, shew that the change in the kinetic energy of

the body, i.e. the work done on it by the impulse, is 1(F+F')X
Take the axis of x parallel to the direction of X. Let u and v be the

velocities of the centre of inertia G parallel to Qx and Oy 9
and the angular

velocity round O just before the action of X, Let u', v', and w' be the same

quantities just after the blow. The equations of Art. 204 then become

m(w'-w)= Z; m(v
/

~v) = 0, and mfc2 (w'~w)= -y' .X ...... (1),

where (x
f

t y') are the coordinates of P relative to G.

By Art. 190, the change in the kinetic energy

= Jm (u'2+ 1>'2 + kV) - 4m (M*

f Now F=the velocity of G parallel to O*+ the velocity of P r^ative to Q
ssu - w . GP sin GPx=u -

y'w,

and similarly F'=w'-i/V.

Knofl the chanae in the kinetic energy=kX(V'+ V\.
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EXAMPLES ON CHAPTER XV

1. A uniform inelastic rod falls without rotation, being mclined at any
angle to the horizon, and hitsa smooth fixed peg at a distance from its

upper end equal to one-third of its length.. Shew that the lower end begins
to descend vertically.

2. A light string is wound round the circumference of a uniform reel,

of radius a and radius of gyration k about its axis. The^free end of the

string being tied to a fixed point, the reel is lifted up and let fall so that,

at the moment when the string becomes tight, the velocity of the centre of

the reel is u and the*string is vertical. Find the change in the motion and
2

show that the impulsive tension is mu .
^ , 2

.

3. A square plate, of side 2a, is falling with velocity u, a diagonal

being vertical, when an inelastic string attached to the middle point of

an upper edge becomes tight in a vertical position. Shew that the

impulsive tension of the string is fMu, where M is the mass of the

plate.

Verify the theorem of Art. 207, Ex. 3.

4. If a hollow lawn tennis ball of elasticity e has on striking the

ground, supposed perfectly rough, a vertical velocity u and an angular

velocity ca about a horizontal axis, find its angular velocity after impact

and prove that the range of the rebound will be - ~ eu.

y

5. An imperfectly elastic sphere descending vertically comes in contact

with a fixed rough point, the impact taking place at a point distant a from

the lowest point, and the coefficient of elasticity being e. Find the motion,
and shew that the sphere will start moving horizontally after the impact

if a=tan -i /*V 5'

6. A billiard ball is at rest on a horizontal table and is struck by -

horizontal blow in a vertical plane passing through the centre of the ball ;

if the initial motion is one of pure rolling, find the height of the point
struck above the table.

[There is no impulsive friction.]

7. A rough imperfectly elastic ball is dropped vertically, and, when its

velocity is F, a man suddenly moves his racket forward in its own plane
with velooityt tf, and thus subjects the ball to pure cut in a downward
direction making an angle a with the horizon. Shew that, on striking the

rough ground, the ball will not proceed beyond the point of impact,

provided ((7~ PamaXJl-cosa) > (1 + e) ( 1 +^ FsinacOSa.
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8. An inelastic sphere, of radius*a, rolls down a flight of perfectly rough

steps; shew that if the velocity of the centre on the first step pxceeds

*/ga, its velocity will be the same, on every step, the steps being such that,

in its flight, the sphere rlever impinges on an edge.

[The sphere leaves each edge immediately.]

9. An equilateral triangle., formed of uniform rods freely hinged at

their ends, is falling freely with one side horizontal and uppermost. If the

middle point of this side bo suddenly stopped, shew that the impulsive
actions at the upper and lower hinges are in the ratio ^/13 : 1.

10. A lamina in the form of an equilateral triangle ABC lies on a

smooth horizontal plane. Suddenly it receives a blow at A in a direction

parallel to JBC, which causes A to move with velocity F. Determine the

instantaneous velocities of B and C and describe the subsequent motion of

the lamina.

11. A rectangular lamina, whose sides are of length 2a and 26, is at

rest when one corner is caught and suddenly made to move with pre-
scribed speed V in the plane of thejamina. Shew that the greatest angular

3F
velocity which can thus be imparted to the lamina is *

/ z j&
'

12. Four freely-jointed rods, of the same material and thickness, form

a rectangle of sides 2a arid 26 and of Fiass M'. When lying in this form
on a horizontal plane an inelastic particle of mass M moving with yelocity

rFjn a direction perpendicular to the rod of length 2a impinges on it at a

distance c from its centre. Shew that the kinetic energy lost in the

* 1 I/* f 1
,

'

l /\ ,
3a+36c3yi

impact is
j F+[y

+
y, (l

+
^j^j

~
t
)J.

13. Four equal uniform rods, AB> BC, CD, and DE, are freely jointed
at B, C and D and .lie on a smooth table in the form of a square. The
rod AB is struck by a blow at A at right angles to AB from the inside of

the square ;
shew that the initial velocity of A is 79 times that of JE.

14. A rectangle formed of four uniform rods freely jointed at their

ends is^moving
on a smooth horizontal plane \yith velocity Fin a direction

ajong one of its diagonals which is perpendicular to a smooth inelastic

vertical wall on which it impinges ; shew that the loss of energy due to

the impact is

38ina]pi/[
/

where wj and m^ are the masses of the rods and a is the angle the above

diagonal makes with the side of mass m^
15. Of two inelastic circular discs with milled edges, each of mass m

%nd radius a, one is rotating with angular velocity o> rouncj. its centre

which is fixed on a smooth plane, and the other is moving without fepin in
the plane with velocity v directed towards 0. Find the motion immediately

shew that the energy lost by the impact is
|
m ( 2

-h^ j
,
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16. A jmiform circular disc, of nviss M and radius a* is rotating with

uniform angular velocity o> on a smooth jiane and impinges normally
with any velocity u upon a rough rod, of mass w, resting on the plane.

Find the resulting motion of the rod anfl disc, and shew that the angular
Tjr I

y~

velocity of the latter is immediately reduced to _ o>.
'

17. An elliptic disc, of mass w, is dropped in a vertical plane with

velocity V on a perfectly rough horizontal plane ; shew that the loss of

kinetic energy by the impact is a(l~e
a)mF2

. , 2

^
2 ,

where r is the

distance of the centre of the disc from the point of contact, p is the central

perpendicular on the* tangent, and e is the coefficient of elasticity.

18. Two similar ladders, of mass m and length 2a, smoottyy hinged

together at the top, are placed on a smooth floor and released from rest

when their inclination to the horizontal is a. When their inclination to

the horizontal is 6 they are brought to rest by the tightening of a string
of length I which joins similarly jsituated rungs. Shew that the jerk in

the stsing is
"*

4m . y cot 6 */ 5 ga (sin a - sin 0).

19. A sphere of mass m falls with velocity V on a perfectly rough
inclined plane of mass M and angle a which rests on a smooth horizontal

plane. Shew that the vertical velocity of the centre of the sphere immedi-
. , , ,, . , . b(M+ m) Fsin2 a ,, i . v -,,

ately after the impact is
' '

.$-, tire bodies being all sup-

posed perfectly inelastic.

20. A sphere, of mass m, is resting on a perfectly rough horizontal

plane. A second sphere, of mass w', falling vertically with velocity V
strikes the first

; both spheres are inelastic and perfectly rough and the

common normal at the point of impact makes au angle y with the horizon.

Shew that the vertical velocity of the falling sphere will be instantaneously

reduced to F^+w'J-v-f"- ntsec*y+m' + ? w'tan2

(j
+

2jYj.

Shew also that the lower sphere will not be set in motion if siny=f,
but that the upper sphere will be set spinning in any case.



CHAPTER XVI

INSTANTANEOUS CENTRE. ANGULAR VELOCITIES.

MOTION IN THREE DIMENSIONS
i

208. To fix the position of a point in space we must know

its three coorctkraies ;
this may be otherwise expressed by

saying that it has three- degrees of freedom.

If one condition be given (e.g. a relation between its

coordinates, so that it must lie on a fixed surface) it is said to

have two degrees of freedom and one of constraint.

If two conditions are given (e.g. two relations between its

coordinates SQ that it must be on a line, straight or curved) it is

said to have one degree of freedom and two of constraint.

A rigid body, free to move, has six degrees of freedom. For

its position is fuJly determined when three points of it are

given. The nine coordinates of these three points are con-

nected by three relations expressing the invariable lengths of

the three lines joining them. Hence, in all, the body has

6 degrees of freedom.
* A rigid body with one point fixed has 6-3, i.e. three,

degrees of freedom, and therefore three of constraint.

A rigid body with two of its points fixed, i.e. free to move
about an axis, has one degree of freedom. For the six co-

ordinates of these two points are equivalent to five constraining

conditions, since the distance between the two points is constant.

209. A rigid body has its position determmcyl when we
know the three coordinates of any given point G of it, and also

the angles which any two lines, QA and GB> fixed in the body
make with the axes of coordinates. *
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[If 0* and OA only were given the body mighjb revolve

round- OA.]
*

Since there are the three fqjationg (1) Z
2

-J-
m* -h ?i

2 =
1,

(2) Z'
2 -- w'2

4- #'
2 = 1 and () K' + mm' + rm' = the cosine of the

given angle AGB, between th6 direction cosines
f (Z,

m, n) and

(V, ni', n') of the two lines, it follows that, as before, six

quantities, viz. three coordinates and three angles must be

known to fix the position of the body.

210. Uniplanar motion.

At any instaril there is always an axis of pure rotation, i.$

a body can be moved from one

position into any other by a

rotation about some point with-

out any translation.
,

D.uring any motion let three

points A, J5, C fixed in the body
move into the positions A'> B'

9

and C' respectively. Bisect AA\
BB' at M and N and erect per-

pendiculars to meet in 0, so that

OA = OA' and OB = OB'.

Then the triangles A OB,
A'OB

f

are equal in all respects, so $iat .

and

and

But

. \ by subtraction Z OBO= OB'C'.

Also OB =05' and BC^B'ff.

Hence the triangles 05(7, OFC' are equal in all respects,

and hence 0(7= 00' (2), .

and

i.e.
(3)-.

Hence the same rotation about 0, which brings A to A' and

B to B', brings any point C to its new position, i.e. is the

required centre of rotation.
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The point'O always exists* unless AA' and BSf

aro parallel,

in which rcase the motion is one of simple translation a?d the

corresponding point is at infinity.

Since the proposition is true for all finite displacements, it

is true for very small displacements. Hence a body, in

uniplanar motion, may be 'moved into the successive positions it

occupies by successive instantaneous rotations about some centre

or centres.

To obtain the position of the point at any instant let A
and A' be successive positions of pne point, and B and B'

successive positions of another point, of the 'body.

Erecj; perpendiculars to AA' and BB'
; these meet in 0.

~

centre, or axis, of rotation may be either

permanent, as in the case of the axis of rotation of an ordinary

pendtilum, or instantaneous, as in the case of a wheel rolling in

a straight line on the ground, where the point of contact of the

whejel wi$h the ground is, for the moment, the centre of

rotation
' *

The instantaneous centre has two loci according to whether

we consider its position with regard to the body, or in space.

Thus in the case o'f the cart-wheel the successive points of

contact are the points on the edge of the wheel ; their locus

with regard to the body is the edge itself, i.e. a circle whose

centre is that of the wheel. In space the points of contact are

the successive points on the ground touched by the wheel, i.e. a

straight line on the ground.
Tfcese two loci are called the Body-Locus, or Body-Centrode,

and th^Spaee-Loeus, or Space-Centrodd.

212. Tbp motion of the body is f4ven by the rolling of the

body-centrode, carrying the body with it, ,

upon the spacecentrode.

^Let O/, 2', (V, CV, ... be successive

points of the body-centrode, and Cj, (72 ,
(78 ,

(74 ... successive points of the space-cen-

trode.

At any instant let Oj and (7/ coincide

so that the body is for the instant moving
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about GI a-s centre. When the. body has turned through the

small angle 6 the point (7a
x
coincides yith G2

*

and uecomes the new centre of rotation
; a

rotation about Oa through a small angle

brings 8
'
to Gs and then a small rotation

about <78 brings O/ to G4 and so on. ,

In the case of the wheel the points (?/,

Gy ... lie on the wheel and the points Glt

(7a . . . on the ground. t
-

Ex. 1. Rod sliding on a plane with its ends on two perpendicular straight

lines CX and CY.

At A and B draw*perpendiculars to CX and CY and let them meet in 0.

The motions of A and B are instantaneously

along AX and B<7, so that is the instantaneous

centre of rotation.

Since BOA is a right angle, the locus of

with respect to the body is a circle on AB as

diameter, and thus the body-centrode is a circle

of radius ^ . AB.

Since CO AB, the locus of O in space is a

circle of centre C and radius AB. Hence the

motion is given by the rolling of*the smaller

circle, carrying AB with it, upon the outer circle

of double its size, the point of contact of the two circles being the instantaneous

centre.

Ex. 2. The end A of a given rod is compelled to move on a given straighi
line CY, whilst the rod itself always passes through a fixed point B.

Draw BC (=a) perpendicular to CY. -.The instantaneous motion of A is

along CY9 so that the instantaneous centre .

lies on the perpendicular AO.
The point B of the rod is for the moment

moving in the direction AB, so that O lies

on the perpendicular OB to AB.

Body-Centrode. By sim^ar triangles

OAB, ABC we have

.2.
_ . . AOs: -"

AO AB'
'

cos2 CUB'
so that with respect to the body the locus

of is the curve

;X

Space-Centrofe. If OM be perpendicular to GB, and

x^a+ymotOBM^a+y tan#, and ya(
Therefore the locus of in space is the parabola y*=*a (** a).

The motion is therefore given by the rolling of the -curve (1), carrying the

rod with it, upon the parabola.
This motion is sometimes known as Conchoidal Motion-, for every fixed

point P on the rod clearly describes a conchoid whose pole is B.
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Ex. 3. Obtain the position of the centre of instantaneous motion, and the

body- and
space-centrodes

in the following cases :

(i) Arrod^B moves witn its ends upon two fixed straight linesrnot at

right angles. f

(ii) A rod AB moves so that its end A describes a circle, of centre and
radius o, whilst B is compelled to moveon a fixed straight line passing through
0. [Connecting-rod motion.] Qptnpare the velocities of A and B.

(iii) Two rods AB, BD are hinged at B ; AB is hinged to a fixed point
at A and revolves round A ; BD always passes through a small fixed ring at C
which is free to rotate about C. [Oscillating cylinder motion.]

(iv) The middle point G of a rod AB is forced to move on a given circle

whilst at the same time the rod passes through a small ring at a fixed point C
of the circle, the ring being free to rotate.

[Hence show that in a limacon the locus of the intersection of normals at

the ends of a focal chord is a circle.]

Ex. 4. The arms AC, CB of a wire bent at right angles slide upon two
fixed circles in a plane'. Shew that the locus of the instantaneous centre in

space is a circle, and that its locus in the body is a circle of double the radius

of the space-centrode.

Ex. 5. A straight thin rod moves in any manner in a plane ;
shew that, at

any instant, the directions of motion of all its particles are tangents to a

parabola.
'

Ex. 6. . AB, BC, CD are three bars connected by joints at B and C, and
with the ends A and D fixgd, and the bars are capable of motion in one plane.

Shew that the angular velocities of the rods AB and CD are as BO . DC is to

>AB.CO, where O is the point of intersection of AB and CD.

213. The position of the instantaneous centre may be

easily obtained by analysis.
Let u and v be the velocities parallel to the axes of the

centre ^of mass G of the body and o> the angular velocity about

Ck Then the velocities of any point P, whose coordinates

referred to G are x and y and such that PG is inclined at to

the axis of oc
t
are

u PG . sin 6 . o> and v -f PG . cos . co parallel to the axes,

i.e. u yo) and

These are zero if x = and y = .

0)
*

ft)

The coordinates of the centre of no acceleration are also easily found.

For the accelerations of any point P relative to Q are PG . 2 along PG and
PG . u perpendicular to PG.

**
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Therefore the acceleration of P parallel to OX

and its acceleration parallel to Oy

These vanish at the point

_J>=_g_ =

214. The point P, whose coordinates referred to G are

(#, T/), being the instantaneous centre and L the moment of

the forces about it, the equation of Art. 192 gives

L =M [k
2
a> -\-yu- av],

where Mk* is the moment of inertia about G,

Now, since P is the instantaneous centre,

-ftvi ......a),

where &! is the radius of gyration about the instantaneous

centre.

(1) If the instantaneous 'centre be fixed in the body, so

that &!
2 is constant, this quantity = Mk^a>.

(2) If PG (= r) be not constant, the quantity (1)

= Mkfa) -f Mrra.

Now if, as in the case of a small oscillation, the quantities r

and co are such that their squares and products can be neglected,

this quantity becomes Mk^o), so that in the case of a small

oscillation the equation of moments of momentum about the

instantaneous centre reduces to

moment of momentum about the instantaneous

. _ L__centre /_* ~~

Mkf
~~

moment of inertia about I

the squares of sttSfcll quantities being neglected,

i.e. as far as small oscillations are concerned we may treat

the instantaneous centre as if it were fixed in space.
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215. Motion in three dimensions.

On&wint Oofa rigid body being fixed, to shew that the body

may qejr'ansferred from one position into any other position by
% rotation about a suitable &ais.

Let the radii from
to^any

two jiven points a, /9 of a body
neet any spherical surface,

)f centre 0, in the points -4

md 5, and when the body
ias been Fioved into a

second position let A and B
jo to A' and Bf

respectively.

Bisect AA' and BE' in

D and B and let great circles

ihrough D and E perpen-
iicular to AA' and BB' meet

nC.
Then f

CA = CA', OB r CH and AB = A'B'.

', so that the same rotation about OC
brings A to A' will bring B to B'.

Now the positiop of^a^y rigid body is given when three

points of it are given, and as the three points 0, A, B have

^een brought into their
seqgnd positions 0, A

1

,
B' by the same

otation about 0(7, it follows that any other point P will be

wrought into its second position by the same rotation.

216. Next, remove the restriction that is to be fixed, and

iake the most general motion of the body. Let 0' be the

position pf in the second position of the body.
Give to the whole body the translation, without any rotation,

*rhich brings to 0'. 0' being now kept fixed, the same
rotation about some axis 0'(7, which brings A and B into their

inal positions, will bring any other point of the body into its

inal position.

Hence, generally, every displacement of a rigid body is

jpmpounded of, and is equivalent to, (1) some motion of transla-

tion whereby evety particle has the same translation as any
assumed point 0, and (2) some motion of rotation about some

wtis passing through 0,
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These Actions are clearly independent, and can take place

in either order or simultaneously.

217. Angular velocities of a bod'j) about more thbn one axis.

Indefinitely small rotations.
'

A body has an angular velocity c^rfibout an axis>when every

point of the body can be brought from its position at time t to

its position at time t + ofc'by
a rotation round the axis through

an angle wSt ,
-> \ '

When a body is said tq have three angular velocities colt o>3 ,

and ft>8 about throe perpendicular axes Ox, Oy, and Oz it is

meant that during three successive intervals of time Bt the body
is turned in succession throlugh angles <*>&, co2St and co^St about

these axes.

{The angular velocity o>i is taken as positive when its effect

is to turn the body in the direction from Oy to Oz\ so o>2 and

G>8 are positive when their effects are to turn the body from Oz
to Ox, and Ox to Oy respectively. This is a convention always

adopted.] ,

Provided that St is so small that its square may be neglected
it can be shewn that it is immaterial in what order these

rotations are performed, and hence that they can be considered

to take place simultaneously.
Let P be any point (x, y, z) of a body ;

draw PM perpen-
dicular to Ox and let PM be in-

clined at an angle 6 to the plane

xOy so that

y = MP cos 6, z = MP sin 0.

Let a rotation ^St' be made
about Ox so that P goes to P'

whose coordinates are

Then y + Sy = MP cos (6 + <&)
MP (cos 6 sin 6 . a^t) y

powers of St above the first being neglected.

So z +

L. D.

= MP sin (0 -f

MP (sin 4- cos .
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Hence a Dotation co^t abqut Ox moves the point (#, yy z) to

the poin<fc

So a rotation a>a& about Oy would move the point (x, y,

to the point

bt, y, *-0a>,&) .................. (2).

- Also a rotation 6>88tf about 0# would move the point (#, y,

to the point* c

o<)s8t, z)..................(3).

218. Now perform the three rotations, about the perpen-
dicular kxes Ox, Oy, Oz, of magnitudes cwjStf, o>aS, 88 respectively
in succession.

By (1) the rotation w^t takes the point P (a, y, z) to the

point P!, viz.
*

(#, y ztoit, z H- yo>i8^).

By (2) the rotation o>a8^
takes Pl to the point P2 , viz. 4

'

[x 4- (* 4- y<i8$) fi>a^, y ^cDiS^, z + yo)

, y z&fit, z + (y! #o>a)

on neglecting squares of St.

Finally the rotation co^t about Oz takes Pa to the point P8 ,

viz. [# -f ^G>aS^ (y -T ^WiS^) o)88^, y za&t + (^ -f

. [x

on again neglecting squares of 8.

The symmetry of the final result shews, that, if the squares
of 8$ be neglected, the rotations about the axes might have

been made in any order.

Hence when a body has three instantaneous angular velocities

the rotations may be treated as taking place in any order and

therefore as taking place simultaneously.

If the rotations are of finite magnitude, this statement is

not correct, as will be seen in Art 225.
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219. ff a body possesses twp angular velocities &i and a>a>

about two given lines which are represented in magnitude by
distafoes OA and OB measured along these two lines, then the

resultant angular velocity is about It line QC, where OACB is a

parallelogram, and will be represented in magnitude by 00.

Consider any point P lying oij^O and draw*PJf and PN
perpendicular to OA and OB.

The rotations w^t and a)2$t

about OA and OB respectively
would move P through a small

distance perpendicular *to the

plane of the paper which
w

^-PM.aJt + PN.i

Hence P, and similarly any point on 00, is at rest.

Hence 00 must be the resultant axis of rotation ; for we

know, by Art. 215, that there is always one definite axis of

rotation for any motion.

If o> be the resultant angular velocity about 00, then the

motion of any point, A say, will be the same whether we
consider it due to the motion about 00, or about OA and OB
together.

Hence CD x perpendicular from A on 00 ~ o>2 x perpendicular
from A on OB.

/. a) x OA sin 400 = a>2 x OA sin AOB.

<p sin AOB sin= ^ ^"'
o>a sin^POO sin AOG AC OB

Hence on the same scale that o>a is represented by 05, or o^

by OA, the resultant angular velocity a> about 00 is represented

by 00.

Angular velocities are therefore compounded by the same
rules as forces or linear velocities, i.e. they follow the Parallelo-

gram Law.

Similarly, as in Statics and Elementary Dynamics, the

Parallelogram of Angular Accelerations and the Parallelepiped
of Angular Velocities and Accelerations would follow.
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t

Hence an angular velocity o> about a line OP isEquivalent
to an angular velocity CD cos a about Qxy where xOP = a, and

an angular velocity o> sin a about a perpendicular line.
*

Also angular velocities *>' , o>2 and o>8 about three rectangular
axes Ox, Oy and Oz are equivalent to an angular velocity

6> (= Jo* + <*? -f cos
2

) about*a line whose direction-cosines are

O) CO G>

c

220. A body has angular velocities, ^ and o>2 , about two

parallel axes ; to find the motion.

Taka the plane of the paper through any point P of the

body perpendicular to the two

axes, meeting them in Ol and

0,.

Then the velocities of P are

and r2o>2 along PK^ and

perpendicular to Of and

2P respectively.
*

Take N on OA, such that ^ . 0^= o>, .

The velocities of P are a)! . POj and o)2 . P02 perpendicular tc

POi and P0a respectively.
Hence by the ordinary rule their resultant is (G^ -f &>2) P-2V

perpendicular to PN, i.e. P moves as it would if it had an

angular velocity "(ii + 6>2) about N.
Hence two angular velocities o^ and o>2 about two parallel

axes Oi and 2 are equivalent to an angular velocity oh-fwa
about an axis which divides the distance Ofi* inversely in the

ratio of o>i to o>a .

221. If the angular velocities are unlike and o^ :> a>2 numeri-

cally, then N divides O^a externally so

that a?! . OiN= G>2 . 0*N, and the resultant

angular velocity is o>! o)a .

Exceptional case. If the angular
velocities are unlike and numerically

equal, Ar is at infinity and the resultant angular velocity is

zero.
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The resultant motion is their a linear velocity. For, in this

case, the velocities of P are perpendicular and proportional to

OiP and P02 , and hence its re^jiltanW

velocity is perpendicular and proportional
*

to OiOg, i.e. it is
* ^" 8

a>i . 0,02 \ .
*+

Aliter. The velocity ofP parallel to

=
fth . 1P sinPOA -

fth . 2P. sin POA ?= 0,

and its velocity perpendicular
to OA

= oh . 0,P co9POA + oh . 2P. cos P03 l
= *t . 1 a J .

222. J.TI angular velocity & about an axis is equivalent to

an angular velocity G> about a parallel axis distant a from the

former together with a linear velocity &> . a.

Let the two axes meet the plane of the f&per in Oi and 2

and be perpendicular to it.

The velocity of any point P in the plane
of the paper due to a

rotatioij G> about Ot

= o> . OiP perpendicular to OiP-,

and this, by the triangle of velocities, is equivalent to velocities

w . O^a and a) . 2P perpendicular to C^Oa and OaP in the same
sense

= a) . a | together with a velocity &) . 2P perpendicular to 2P.

Hence the velocity of any point P, giveh by an angular

velocity CD about Olt is equivalent to that given by an equal

angular velocity ft> about Oa , together with a linear velocity

w . dOg perpendicular to OA.

223. In practice the results of Arts. 220222 are re-

membered most ewily by taking the poirft P on OjOaj

Thus (1) the
v^Jpcity

of P - e^ . OjP + % . 2P

2P) + o)3 . 2P = (a -f coa) ( 8P
\

, where
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(2)
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velocit$
of P = ait 0,P - o>8 .

- oh (0A
=
(ft)x

ft)2) . NP, where 0,2V=

(3) The velocity of P = o> .

ft)!

- <o . 2P

= o) . 1 a
= a constant velocity perpendicular to

(4) The velocity of P = a> .

is therefore equivalent to a

+ o> . OaP, and

'

.

'

JP
linear velocity ft) . A perpendicular to A together with

angular velocity &> about 2 .

an

224. To shew that the instantaneous motion of a body may
be reduced to a twist, i.e. to a linear velocity along a certain line

together with an ajigular velocity about the line.

By Art. 216 the .instantaneous motion of a rigid body is

equivalent to a translational velocity of any point together
with an angular velocity about a straight line passing through
0.

vsintf O' vsinS

Let OA be the direction of thisjinear velocity v, and Oz doe
nf thft ancrnlar velooJtv AK
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In the.plane zOA draw Ox alright angles to'Oz and draw

Oy at fight angles to the plane zOx. !Let Z zOA = &.'

On Oy take 00' such that 00' .jo
= sin 0.

Then, by Art. 222, the angulal* velocity o> rfbout Oz is

equivalent to o> about a parallel axis OY to Oz together with a

linear velocity o> . 00', i.e. v sin 0, through perpendicular to

the plane zOO'.

Also a linear velocity v may be transferred to a parallel
linear velocity through 0*, and then resolved into t?wo velocities

v cos and t; sin 0. We thus obtain the second figure.

In it the two linear velocities v sin destroy one another, and
we have left the motion consisting of a linear

velocity vcos0

along 0V and an angular velocity o> about it.

This construction is clearly similar to that for Poinsot's

Central Axis in Statics; and properties similar to those for

Poinsot's Central Axis follow.

It will be noticed that, in the preceding constructions, an

angular velocity corresponds to a force in Statics, and a linear

velocity corresponds to a couple.

225. Finite Rotations. If the rotations are through finite angles it is

easily seen that the order of the rotations about the axes is important. As a

simple case suppose the body to he rotated through %
a right angle about each

of two perpendicular axes Ox and Oy.

The rotation through a right angle about Ox would bring any point P on Oz
to a position on the negative axis of yt and a second rotation about Oy would

not further alter its position.

A rotation, first about the axis of y, would have brought P to a position on
the axis of x, and then a second rotation about Ox would not have had any
effect on its position.

Thus in the case of finite rotations their order is clearly material.

226- To find the effect of two finite rotations about axes OA an& OS in

tuccession.

Let the rotations be through angles 2a and 2 about OA and OB in the

directions marked. On the geometrical ^
sphere with as centre draw the arcs AC Q
and BCt such that y**.

tBACssa and tABC-p,
the directions AC and BO being taken, one

in the same direction as the rotation about

OA, and the second in the opposite direction

to the rotation about OB.
Take G' on the other side of AB, sym-

metrical with C, so that zCMC"=2ct and
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A rotation of 4he body through an angle 2a about OA would tfring OC' into

the position OC, and a second rotatfon 2)3 about OB would bring OC back

again into 4he position OC'.
' 9

Henoe the effect of the two component rotations would be that the position

of OC' is unaltered, i.e. OU' is ttife resultant axis of rotation.

[If the rotations had been first about QB and secondly about OA it is

clear, similarly, tbat OC would have teen the resultant axis of rotation.]

Magnitude of the resultant rotation.

The point A is unaltered by a rotation about OA ; the rotation 2/3 about OB
takes it to the point P, where /4BP=2 and *%

the aro JBP=th/> arc BA, and therefore ,

Hence the resultant rotation is through ^an

angle AC'P(=x) about C', and C'A = C'P.
If BC'mQQta AP in N

9
then N is the middle

point of the arc AP and AC'N=NC'P=2

If the axes OA and OP meet at an angle 7,

then AB=y. Let ^4C' be p. ,

Then

sin 7 sin 0= sin -4N"= sin p sin
^ ...(1).

Also, from the triangle 4PC', ive have
f

cos 7 cos a=sin 7 cotp - sin a cot /3,

which gives

sin 7

^i + oot2p~ N/sin
27+ (cosacos7+ sinacot/3)

a
"

Hence (1) gives

sin ~= sin ^/sin
2 7 -f (cos 7 cos a 4- sin a cot /9)

8
.

Hence the position of the resultant axis OC', and the magnitude of the

resultant rotation, are given for any case.

e

*" Ex. 1. If a plane figure be rotated through 90 about a fixed point A, and
then through 90 (in the same sense) about a fixed point B, the result is

equivalent to a rotation of 180 about a certain fixed point ; find the position
ofC.

Ex. 2. Find the resultant rotation when a body revolves through a right
angle in succession about two axes which are inclined to one another at an

angle of 60.

Ex. 3. When the rotations are each through two right angles, shew that
the resultant axis of rotation is perpendicular to the plane through the two

component axes, and that the resultant angle of rotation is equal to twice the

angle between them.
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227, ^elocity of any poinf of a body parallel to fixed
axes in terms of the instantaneous angular velocities of the body
about the axes.

Let P be any point (#, y, z) ofohe b&dy. Draw PM per-

pendicular to the plane oT #y,.MN
perpendicular to the axis of x, ani
PT perpendicular to NP in the

plane NPM to meet NM in T.

The angular velocity o^ about

Ox gives to P a velocity along TP
equal to toj .PN \rhich is equivalent
to a velocity Wj . PN cos PTN, i.e.

-
! . PN . sin PJVT, i.e. -c^.z along

JVT, and a velocity o^ . P^sin PTN,
i.e. w! . PJV cos PNM, i.e. ^ . y along
JfP.

Hence the ^-rotation about 0^
gives a component velocity -^.z parallel to Oy and ew^fy

parallel to Oz. &
So the rotation about Oy by symmetry gives component

velocities - o>2 . x parallel to Os and G>2 . # parallel to Ox.

Finally the rotation about Oz gives
%
o)8 .y parallel to Ox

and o>8 . a? parallel to Oy.

Summing up, the component velocities are

<a z - ft>8 . y parallel to Qx,
*

Ct>8 . # Oy,

and

If be at rest, these are the component velocities of P
parallel to the axes.

If be in motion and M, v, w are the components of its

velocity parallel to the fixed axes of coordinates, then the

component velocities of P in space are

u + &)2 . z ft>8 . y parallel to Ox,

and o>2 .x Oz
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228. A rigid body is movity about a fixed point 0; to find

(1) the mofnents ofmomentum about any axes through fiyed in

space, and (2) the kinetic energy of the body.

The moment of momentum of the body about the axis of x

But, by the previous article, since is fixed,

dif , dz
j~ = (oz . x o>0 . z and -7? = a>x . y

- G)y . a:

where &x> a)y and <ag are the angular velocities t>f the body about

the axes.^
*

On substitution, the moment of momentum about Ox

= Sm [(y
9
4- z*) a>x ajyo)y zxcoz] =* A .Wa F.W

Similarly the moment of lAomentum about Oy
=

Btoy Dfi) F&X,
and that about Oz

= Cwzr- EM* Doty.

(2) The kinetic energy

. z - o>/. y)
2 + (o>z . a? - a>x . z)* 4- (( . y - tt>y . a?)*]

-f-

229. In the previous article the axes are fixed in space,
and therefore since the body moves with respect to thepa, the

moments and products of inertia A, B, G ... are in general
wiable.

Other formulae, more suitable for many cases, may be
obtained as follows.

Let Occ't Oj/ and Qs! be three axes fixed in the body, and
therefore not in general fixed in space, passing through and
let oh, ft>2 , 6> be the angular velocities of the body about them.

The fixed axes Ox, Oy and Oz are any whatever, but let

them be so chosen that at the instant under consicjpration the

moving axes Oa/, Oy' and Oz' coincide with them. Then

Wflj^W!, a>y =sa)a , fi>a=et>8 .

The expressions for the moments of momentum of tbe last
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article aro now Aa>i F^ E& and two similar expressions,
and tbf kinetic energy is

where A, B, C are now the tmoments of inertia and D, E, F the

products of inertia about axes 'fixed in the body and moving
with it.

If these latter axes are the principal axes at 0, then D, E and

F vanish and the expressions for the component, moments of

momentum are A<oit J5a>2 and (7o>8 ,
and that for the kinetic

energy is

230. General equations of motion of a body with (Me point

fixed which is acted upon by given blows.

The fixed point being the origin, let the axes be three

rectangular axes through it.

Let Wa., *>!/> <*>z he the angular velocities of the body about

the axes just before the action of the blows, and G>/, a),/, &>/ the

corresponding quantities just after. ,

The moment of momentum of the body, just before, about

the axis of x, is A<o# Fa)y Ea)z and just after it is

A (Oaf
- Fa>v

'

Ea>z'. *

Hence the change in the moment of momentum about the axis

of x is A (ft)/ (t)x)
- F(y ft)v) E (o)/ ft>).

But, by Art. 166, the change in the moment of momentum
about any axis is equal to the moments of the blows about that

axis.

If then Ly M, N are the moments of the blows about the

axes of a?, y and z, we hare

A (a)/ 0)0)
-

F(<x>y
- o)y)

- E (a)/
- o>2)

= Lt

and similarly

and C(/ - a,)
- E (a>/

-
o^)

-D (o)y
' - o>y)

= N.

These three equations determine o>/, o>y
' and a>/.

The axes of reference should be chosen so that A, B, 0, D,

E and F may be most easily found. In general the principal
axes are the most suitable. If they be taken as the axes oi

reference the equations become

<) = M and C (az
' - a>x)

= N.
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231. If the body start irqpi rest, so that eo^, &>
y,<md a>g are

zero, we have

L >*- M A < N
*>*

=
J > <*>$ ~B

a ***
=

~G
*

Hence the direction cosjnes of the instantaneous axis are

Mk M #\
'

~B> G)

The direction cosines of the axis of the impulsive couple are

(L, M, N) ........ ?...............(2).

In general it is therefore clear that (1) and (2) are not the

same, i.e. in general the body does not start to rotate about a

perpendicular to the plane of the impulsive couple.

(1) and (2) coincide if A=B = C, in which case the

momental ellipsoid at the fixed point becomes a sphere.

Again if M= -ZV = 0, i.e. if the axis of the impulsive couple
coincides with the sgds of te, oneof the principal axes at the

fixed point, then the direction cosines (1) become proportional
to (1, 0, 0), and the instantaneous axis also coincides with the

axis of x> i.e. with* the direction of the impulsive couple.

Similarly if the axis of the impulsive couple coincides with

either of the other two principal axes at the fixed point.
In the general case the instantaneous axis may be found

geometrically. For ijhe plane of the impulsive couple is

z = 0.

Its-conjugate diameter with respect tt> the momental ellipsoid

Aa? + By* + Cz* = k

is easily seen to be
j-
= ~ =

,

A B G

i.e. it is the instantaneous axis.

Hence if an impulsive couple act on a body, fixed^
at a point

6 and initially at rest, the body begins to turn about the diameter

of the momental ellipsoid at which is conjugate to the plane of
the impulsive couple.
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232- Ea 1. A lamina in the form of a quadrant of a circle OHO*, whone

centre is H, 'has one extremity of its arfc fixed and is struck by a b]pw P at the

other extremity & perpendicular to its plane; fini the resulting moti<yi.

Take OH as the axis of x, the tangent at as the axis of y, and a

perpendicular to the plane at O as the axle* of a.

Let O be 'the centre of gravity^GL perpendicular to 0/Z, so that

Then A =M->

B (by Art. 147) =M^- M . HL* +M . OL* = M
f|

-
j-\ at;

F= / / "rdedr (a-r cos 0) r sin Q- M . - a2
.

v
<>*

The equations of Art. 230 then give

Awx'-Fwy
'= Pa\

Buy ~ Fux
'= - Pa

and CuJ = *0

These give ^~ =
_
"y

_^ =
^^ _ jr2

> and w/=> and tte solution can le

completed.

If be the inclination to Ox of th instantaneous
|xis,

we have

^_0>y _A-F_ 10-37T
tan^_ /-jrrg- ]5ir-42

.

ar. 2. A uniform cube has its centre fixed and
is^

free to turn about it
; it

'is struck by a blow along one of its edges ;
find the instantaneous axis.

Ex. 3. A uniform solid ellipsoid is fixed at its centre and is free to turn

about it. It is struck at a given point of its surface by a blow whose direction

is normal to the ellipsoid. Find the equation to its instantaneous axis.

Ex. 4. A disc, in the form of a portion of a parabola bounded by its latus

rectum and its axis, has its vertex A fixed, and is struck by a blow through
the end of its latus rectum perpendicular to its plane. Shew that the disc

starts revolving about a line through A inclined at tan-1 ^f to the axis.

Ex. 5. A uniform triangtilar lamina ABC is free to turn in any wa^y
about A which is fixed. A blow is given to it at B perpendicular to its plane.
Shew that the lamina begins to turn about AD, where D is a point on BC such

that CD

233. General equations of motion of a body in three dimen-

sions, referred to axes whose directions are fixed.

If (a?, y, z) be the coordinates of the centre of gravity of the

fj^i t

body we haye, by Art. 162, M-?- = sum of the components of

the impressed forces parallel to Ox, and similar equations for

the motion parallel to the other axes.
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If &x> a>y,joz be the angular velocities at any infttant about
axes through the centre of Inertia parallel to ttie axes of

coordinates then, by Arts. 164 and 228, we have

= moment aVout a line parallel to Ox through G of the effective

forces = L.

SO Irtfov

[Ifthe body be a uniform sphere, of mass M1 ,
then D = E = F

= 0, and A = = O = if .

-^~ ; these equations then become

Impulsive forces. If M, v, w;, Ws, &>, o>, be the component
velocities of the centre of inertia and the component angular
velocities about line? through (^parallel to the fixed axes of

coordinates just before the action of the impulsive forces, and

w', t/, w', co^ coy, cog similar quantities just after them, by Arts.

166 and 228 the dyAamical equations are M (u
f

u)~ Xi> etc.

and A (G)X
'

G^) F (<oy
' wy) E (a*/ G>Z)

= the moment of the impulsive forces about Ox,

and two similar Equations.

234. Ex. A homogeneous Ulliard ball, spinning about any
axis, moves on a billiard table

which v is not rough enough to

always prevent sliding ; to shew

that the path of the centre is at

first an arc of a parabola and

then a straight line.

Take the origin as the ini-

tial position of the point of

contact, and the axis of x in the

fnitial direction of its sliding.

If u and v be the initial velocities

of the centre parallel to the axes,

and &*, Oy and flg the initial
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angular velocities about the axes^ then since the initial velocity

of the point of contact parallel t6 the axis of y is zero,>we have

At any time t let G>X, &y and o>z Ibe the component angular

velocities, and F#, Fy the component frictions as marked.

The equations of motion are

, (2),

and

""ST'S"*"" yt

'5 dt
~~ *' (3).

'

5 rf*

~

The resultant friction must be opposite to the instantaneous

motion of A and equal to

Hence r. ........................(4),'

and fJ + Fj = i*M*p .....................(5).

Equations (2) and (3) give

Hence (4) gives

log (A
- aa)y) 4- const.

Q by /n' ^ v ''

Hence (4) and (5) give Fy = and F9 =
From (2) it follows that the centre moves under the action

of a constant force parallel to the axis of x and hence it'

describes an arc of a parabola, whose axis lies along the negative
direction of the axis of a?.
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(1), (2), and (3) now give rf

O *
I 4- i ^

y = const. V)const. =

and
dCt)x = COp,st. ss^GtO/g]

am
* 5_ t+afi

(n

At time t the velocity of the point of contact parallel to Ox

-U-C-
*

and parallel to Oy it = y -f aw* = v 4- aflx = 0, by (1).

The '

velocity of the point of contact vanishes and pure

rolling begins when

, , y v *7v
and then -.

=--- --

i.e. the direction of motioji when pure rolling commences is

inclined at tan*""1 -
. a to the original direction of motion&

of the point of contact.

On integrating (6), it is easily seen that pure rolling

commences at the point whose coordinates are

2 (u
-
gDy) (6^ + aHy) , 2v (u

- qty)-, __---- -
It is easily seen that the motion continues to be one of pure

rolling, and the motion of the centre is now in a straight line.

EXAMPLES

1. If a homogeneous sphere roll on a fixed rough plane under the

action of any forces, whose resultant passes through the centre of the

sphere, shew that the motion is the same as if the plane were smooth

and the forces reduced to five-sevenths of their given value.

2. A sphere is projected obliquely up a perfectly rough plane ; shew
that the equation of the path of the point of contact of the sphere and

plane isy==a?tan/3 ^ g^L
where a is the inclination of the plane

to the horizon, and V is the initial velocity at an angle to the

horizontal.
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3. A homogeneous sphere is proje#ed, so as to roll, in any direction

along the surface of a rough plane iAlined at a to the horizontal ; shew

that th% coefficient of friction must be > f tan a.

4. A perfectly rough sphere, of mass Jfand rtidius a, is^otating with

angular velocity Q about an axiat right angles to the direction of motion

of its centre. It impinges directly on another rough sphere of mass m
which is at rest. Shew that after separation the component velocities

of the two spheres at right angles to the original direction of motion of

the first sphere are respectively =
-^

aQ and -=
-^ afy

5. A homogeneous sphere spinning about its vertical axis moves on
a smooth horizontal table ana impinges directly on a perfectly rough
vertical cushion. Shew that the kinetic energy of the sphere is diminished

by the impact in the ratio 2e2 (5+ 7 tan2
6) : 10+49eHan2

0, wheife e is the

coefficient of restitution of the ball and 6 is the angle of reflection.

6. A sphere, of radius a, rotating with angular velocity o> about an

axis inclined at an angle 3 to the vertical, and moving in the vertical

plane containing that axis with velocity u in a direction making an

angle a with the horizon, strikes a perfectly rough horizontal plane.

Find the resulting motion, and shew that the vertical plane containing

the new direction of motion makdfc an angle tan*" 1 -^.?
'

with the&
L 5w cos a J

original plane.

7. A ball, moving horizontally with velocity ft and spinning about a

vertical axis with angular velocity o>, impinges directly on an equal ball at

rest. Shew that the maximum deviation of the first ball from its initial

direction of motion produced by the impact is tan" 1 '

, where p is
JL

" " 6

the coefficient of friction and e of restitution between the balls, and shew

that the least value of <u which will produce this deviation is
'

(1 -f-e).

8. Shew that the loss of kinetic energy at the impact of two
perfectly^

rough inelastic uniform spheres, of masses M and M\ which are moving
AfW

before impact with their centres in one plane, is
14(M . ^(2^ *1&),

where u and v are the relative velocities before impact of the points of

contact tangentially, in the plane of motion of the centres, and normally.

L, D, 20



CHAPTER XVII

ON TfiE PRINCIPLES OF THE CONSERVATION OF
MOMENTUM AND CONSERVATION OF ENERGY

<.

235. If #, y, and z be the coordinates of any point of a

body at time t referred to fixed axes, its equations of motion

are, by Art. 164,
* *d v dx

=2F ....(2),

d -v dz
(3),

d.

dt'

Suppose the axis of x to be such that the sum of the
resolved parts of the external forces parallel to it is zero

throughout the motion, i.e. such that'S^T = always.

Equation (1) then gives

Swi T- ^constant

or
#d!r = constant,

(Xiv
'

where 2 is the ^-coordinate of the centre of gravity.

Equation (7) states that in this case the total momentum of
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the bodyJneasured parallel to tike axis of x remains constant

throughout the motion.
"

Tlfts is the Principle of the Conservation of Linear

Momentum.
* *

Again suppose the extSrnal- forces tu uo DU^JU uuu u^e sum
of their moments about the axis fcf x is zero, me. such that

yZ-*F) = 0.

Then, by equation (4), we have

d ^ ( dz

and .'. Sm fy- ^- == constant ............... (8).

Now y -5 z -~ = the moment about the axis of x of the
at at

velocity of the mass m, and hence equafibn (8) states that the

total moment of momentum of the system about the axis of

x is constant.

Hence the Principle of the Conservation of the Moment
of Momentum (or Angular Momentum), viz.

If the sum of the moments of the external forces, acting on a

rigid body, about a given line be zero throughout the motion, the

moment of momentum of the body about ffiat line remains un-

altered throughout the motion.

236. The same theorems are true in the pase of impulsive
forces. For if the duration of the impulse be a small time T

we have, as in Art. 16& on integrating equation (1),

where Xl is the impulse of the forces parallel to the axis of x,

i.e. the change in the total momentum parallel to the axis of x
is equal to the sum of the impulses of the forces in that

direction.

If then the axis of x be such that the sum of the impulses

parallel to it vanish, there is no change in the total momentum
parallel to it,

i.e. the total momentum parallel to the axis of a? before the

action of the impulsive forces = the total momentum in that
direction after their action.

202
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Again, integrating equation (4), we have

i.e. the change in the angular momentum about the axis of x is

equal to the sum of the moments of the impulses of the forces

about that satne direction.
**

If then the axis of as be such that the sum of the moments

of the impulsive forces about it vanishes, there is no change in

the angular momentum about it,
r

i.e. the angular momentum abouj; it just before the action

of the impulsive forces = the angular momentum about the

same Imp just after their action.

237. Ex. 1. A bead, of mass TO, slides on a circular wire, of mass M and

radius a, and the wire turns freely about a vertical diameter. If w and '
be

the angular velocities of tne* wire wJien the bead is respectively at the ends of

a horizontal and vertical diameter, shew that = ^ .

W M
a2

The moment of inertia of the wire about any diameter=M --
. Wherever

&

the bead may be on the
jvire,

th action cof it on

the wire is equal and opposite to that of the wire

on it.

Hence the only external forces acting on the

system are (1) the action *of the vertical axis AA',
which has no moment about A A', and (2) the weights
of the bead and wire, neither of which has any
moment with respect to the vertical axis AA'.

Hence the moment? of momentum of the system

(wire and bead) about AA^ is constant throughout
the motion. Also the velocity of the bead along
the wire has no moment about AA', since its direction intersects AA .

Whep the bead is at A, the moment of momentum about AA' is M~ . w' ;

also, when it is at B, this moment IB M w + wiaaw. Equating these two, we

Ex. 2. A rodt of length 2a, is moving on a smooth table with a velocity v

perpendicular to its length and impinges on a small inelastic obstacle at a
distance c from its centre. When the end leaves the obstacle, shew that t?te

3cv
angular velocity of the rod is j-g .

Both at the impact, and throughout the subsequent motion whilst the rod

Is in contact with the obstacle, the only action on the rod is at the obstacle

itself. Hence there is no change in the moment of momentum about the

obstacle. But before the impact this moment was Mcv. Also, if q be the
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angular velgfcity of the rod when its entfls leaving the obstacle, its moment of

/fl2 \ 4rt2

momentum about 'the obstacle is, by Art. 191, .ZH ( + a2
J
w, i&. M . -5- w.

Equating these two, we have w= j-s-

If w' were the angular velocity of the rod immediately after the impact, we

have, similarly, Mcv =M I + c2
j
w'.

Ex. 3. -4 uniform circular plate is turning in its own plane about a point A
on its circumference with uniform angular velocity w ; suddenly A is released and

another point B of the circumference is fixed ; shew that the*angular velocity

about B is -
(1 + 2 cos a), where a is the angle that AB subtends at the

\ o

centre.

In this case the only impulsive force acting on the plate is at B and its

moment about B vanishes.

Hence, by Art. 235, the moment of momentum about B is the same after

the fixing as before. If w' be the required angular velocity, the moment of

momentum after the fixing=M (a
2 + k2

) w' =M .
- w'.

2

The moment of momentum before the fixing

= the moment of momentum of a mass M moving with the centre of gravity

+ the moment of momentum about the centre of gravity (Art. 191)

=Maw . a cos a -f- -MJfe
2w= Jkfwa2 (cos a+ 2"),

since before the fixing the centre O was moving at* right angles to AO with

velocity aw.

TT __3ft2
, ,_ / 1\ ,

1 + 2 cos a
Hence M ^- w = Mua* 1 cos a-f

)
. .*. w =u>

2 \ 2/ * 3

It is clear that w' is always less than w, so that the energy, $m (fe
2
-f a2

)
w'2

,

after the impact is always less than it was before. This is a si tuple case of the

general principle that kinetic energy is always diminished whenever an impact,
or anything in the nature of a jerk, takes place.

If a= 120, i.e. if the arc AB is one-third of the*circumference, the disc is

brought to rest.

Ex. 4. A uniform square lamina, of mass M and side 2a, is moving freely

about a diagonal with uniform angular velocity w when one of the corners not in

that diagonal becomes fixed ; sfiew that the new angular velocity is ^ ,
and thftt

the impulse of the force on the fixed point is ^- . Maw.

Let AC be the original axis of rotation.

As in Art. 149, the moment of inertia about it is

M . -= . Let the initial direction of rotation be such . \ r\
O Air XU

that B was moving upwards from the paper.

Let D be the point that becomes fixed and o>' the

resulting angutyr velocity about DX, a line parallel

to AC. Since the impulsive force at the fixing acts

at D its moment about DX vanishes. Hence the

moment of momentum about DX is unaltered by
the fixing!
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After the fixing it=Jf*V
=M (

C

+W}<*'=M.~<S.\o / o

Also beforeJfoe fixing ij, by A^/191,
=moment of momentum about AC+ftiQ moment of momentum of a particle M

at O and inoving with its Jf, w,

Equating these two quantities, we have
w'=^

.

Similarly, the moment of momentum about DB after the fixing = the

moment of monaentum before= zero.

Hence after the fixing the square is moving about DX with angular

velocity |
.

<
,,

Again, before the fixing the centre of gravity was at rest, and after the

fixing it is moving with velocity DO . ', i.e. *j2a. ^,
about D. The change

in its momentum is therefore M^-~ , and this, by Art. 166, is equal to the

impulse of the force required.
<

EXAMPLES

1. If the Earth, supposed to be
a^

uniform sphere, had in a certain
9

2

period contracted slightly so that its radius was less by - th than before,

4ft
shew that the length of he day would have shortened by hours.

2. A heavy circular disc is revolving in a horizontal plane about its

centre which is fixed. An insect, of mass -th that of the disc, walks

from the centre along a radius and then flies away. Shew that the

final angular velocity is times the original angular velocity of the

disc.

3. 'A uniform circular board, of mass M and radius a, is placed on

a perfectly smooth horizontal plane and is free to rotate about a vertical

axis through its centre
;
a man, of mass M', walks round the edge of the

board whose upper surface is rough enough to prevent his slipping ; when

he has walked completely round the board to his starting point, shew that

M'
the board has turned through an angle .M> 4fr'

4. A circular ring, of mass M and radius a, lies on a smooth

horizontal plane, and an insect, of mass w, resting on it starts and

todks round it with uniform velocity v relative to the rinf. Shew that

the centre of the ring describes a circle with angular velocity

m v
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5. If a%aerry-go-round be set in ^potion and left to itself, shew that

in order that a man may (1) move with the greatest velocity, (2) be most

likely te slip, he must place himself at a distance from the centre equal to

(1) kjn, (2) k /
^,

k being the radius fa gyration of the machine about

its axis and n the ratio of its weight -to that of the man.

6. A uniform circular wire, of radius a, lies on a smooth horizontal

table and is movable about a fixed point on its circumference. An
insect, of mass equal to that of the wire, starts from the other end of

the diameter through aftd crawls along the wire with a uniform

velocity v relative to the wire. Shew that at the end of time t the wire

has turned through ^an angle
-
-^

tan-1
"/o

tan
|~

[When the diameter OA has turned through an angle < from its

initial position, let the insect be at P so that L ACP=0=- ,
where

is the centre of the wire. Since the moment*^ momentum about O is

constant,
*

r~ 6 ff~\

.-. w( 2+a2
)<j>+m 4a2 cos2 ~ <i>+v. 2acos2 5 = constant =0.]

L ^ ^J

*
7. A small insect moves along a unifbrm baj, of mass equal to itself

and of length 2a, the ends of which are constrained to remain on the

2a
circumference of a fixed circle, whose radius is -75. If the insect start

#
from the middle point of the bar and move along the bar with relative

velocity F, shew that the bar in time t will turn through an angle

1 . .Vt

73^ -5--

8. A circular disc is moving with an angular velocity Q about an
axis through its centre perpendicular to its plane. An insect alights on

its edge and crawls along a curve drawn on the disc in the form of a

lemniscate with uniform relative angular velocity o, the curve touching
the edge of the disc. The mass of the insect being ^th of that of the

disc, shew that the angle turned through by the disc when the insect gets

to the centre is~ tan~ A^ -
.

V< 34
9. A rod OA can turn freely in a horizontal plane about the end

and lies at rest. An insect, whose mass is one-third that of the rod,

alights on the end A and commences crawling along the rod with uniform

velocity F; at the same instant the rod is set in rotation about in suet

a way that the initial velocity of A is F ; when the insect reaches O prove

, that the rod has rotated through a right angle, and that the angular
velocity of the rod is then twice the initial angular velocity.
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10. A partible, of mass m, Djpves within a rough circifiar tube, of

mass My Ijring on a smooth horizoif;al plane and initially the tube is at

rest while the particle has \n angular velocity round the tube* Shew
M

that by the time the relative motion ceases the fraction ^ of the

initial kinetic energy has been dissipated by friction.

[The linear^ momentum of /.he common centre of gravity, and the

moment of momentum about it, are both constant throughout the

motion.]

11. A rodf. of length 2#, is moving aj>out one end with uniform

angular velocity upon a smooth horizontal plane. Suddenly this end

is loosed and a point, distant b from this
e^id,

is fixed ; find the motion,
4a '

considering the cases when b <. => .

o
f

12. A circular plate rotates about an axis through its centre perpen-
dicular to its plane with angular velocity . This axis is set free and
a point in the circumfen^ice of the plate fixed

;
shew that the resulting

angular velocity -is ~.
u

13. Three equal particles are attached to the corners of an equilateral

triangular area ABC, whose mass is negligible, and the system is rotating
in its own plane about 4. A iS released and the middle point of AB is

suddenly fixed. Shew that the angular velocity is unaltered.

14. A uniform square plate ABCD, of mass M and side 2a, lies on

a smooth horizontal plafie ;
it is struck at A by a particle of mass M' c

moving with velocity V in the direction AB, the particle remaining
attached to the plate. Determine the subsequent motion of the system,

and shew that its angular velocity is ,. ,,
;

.

^-
.

15. A lamina in the form of an ellipse is rotating in its own plane
about one of its foci with angular velocity o>. This focus is set free and
the other focus at the same instant is fixed

; shew that the ellipse now rotates

i ^ ,.* -^ i i *.
2-5<J2

abput it with angular velocity o> . 53-3

16. An elliptic area, of eccentricity e, is rotating with angular

velocity o> about one latus-rectum ; suddenly this latus-rectum is loosed

and the other fixed. Shew that the new angular velocity is

17. A uniform circular disc is spinning with angular velocity o> about

adiameter when a point P on its rim is suddenly fixed. Jf the radius

vector to P make an angle a with this diameter, show that the angular

velocities after the fixing about the tangent and normal at P are ^ <o sin a

and o> cos a.
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18. A *ibe is rotating with angu^r velocity o> abouia diagonal when

suddenly tBe diagonal is let go, and cfce of the edges which does not meet
this di|gonal is fixed ; shew that the resulting angular velocity about this

edge is .

19. If an octant of an ellipsoid bounded by three principal planes be

rotating with uniform angular velocity J about the axi^a, and if this

axis be suddenly freed and the axis 6 fixed, shew that the new angular

velocity is -7*

CONSERVATION OF ENERGY

238. In many previous articles we have met with Examples
in which the change of kinetic energy of a particle, or system of

particles, is equal to the work done on t&^ particle, or system of

particles.

The formal enunciation of the principle may be given as

follows :

If a system move under the action of finite forces, and if the

geometrical equations of the system do not contain the time

explicitly, the change in the kinetic energy of the system in passing

from one configuration to any other is equcJ, to the corresponding
work done by the forces.

///

By the principles of Art. 161, the forces X-m-j-,

Y m -^, Z m
-Tfi acting at the poin* (x, yy z) and similar

at at

forces acting on the other particles of the system are a system
of forces in equilibrium.

Let &r, 8y, Sz be small virtual displacements of the partible

m at (x, y, z) consistent with the geometrical conditions of the

system at the time t.

Then the principle of Virtual Work states that

If the geometrical relations of the system do not contain

the time explicitly, then we may replace 8#, Sy, Sz by the actual

displacements St, -^
&t and ^ 8fc
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Hence theabove equation^ves

dy #zdz _ dx

Integrating with respect to t, we Jiave

............(IX

e. the charge in the kinetic energy of the system from

time ti to time , is equal to the work done by the external

forces on the body from the configuration of tfee body at time ti

to the configuration at time a .

239. When the forces are such that \(Xdx 4- Tdy + Zdz) is

the complete differential of .some quantity F, i.e. when the

forces have a potential F, the quantity 2m \(Xdx+ Ydy + Zdz)

is independent of the path pursued from the initial to the final

position of the body,und depends'only on the configuration of

the body at the times ^ and ^. The forces are then said to be

conservative.

Let the configurations of the body at times ti and a be

called A and B. The equation (1) of the previous article

gives

Kinetic
Erfergy

at the time tj\ _ Cs
^ Vsss y __-y- Kinetic Energy at the time

ti) }4
~ B A

............ (2).

The* potential energy of the body,in any position is the

wofk the forces do on it whilst it moves from that position to a

standard position. Let its configuration in the latter position
be called G.

Then the potential energy at the time ^

-F(,-F^ ...(3).

So the potential energy at the time

B J
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Hence^the equation (2) gives^
( Potential

Energy
at the

Kinetic Energy at the time ^l J
time h

- Kinetic Energy at the time tfj
]

- Potential Energy at the
*

I time tfa ,

i.e. the sum of the kinetic and potential energies at the time

t*
= the sum of the same quantities at the time ^.

Hence when a body moves under the action of a system of
Conservative. . Forces the* sum of its Kinetic and Potential

Energies is constant throughout the motion.

240. As an illustration of the necessity that the geometrical equations
must not contain the time explicitly) let the body be a particle moving on a

smooth plane which revolves uniformly round a horizontal axis through which

it passes, the particle starting from a position of rest relative to the plane.

Let OA be the plane at time t and P t ,e position of the particle then ;

OB and Q' the corresponding positions at.time
*

t+fc. U>

Then ^ , ^ are the velocities at time t, so
Y

ttiat -77 dt, -j
dt are the

corresponding
distances

~ 5, - dt are the projections on the axes

parallel to the axes described in time 6t ; hence

~
of P'.

Now fa, dy are by the Theory of Virtual Work the projections of a small

displacement which is consistent with the geometrical conditions at time t, ife. of

a small displacement along the plane OA.

Hence 5x and dy are the projections of some such displacement as PQ.

Hence in this case~ St $nd
- dt cannot be replaced by dx and dy.

dt at

Also in this case the geometrical relation is -=tan^OZ=tan wt, so that it

contains the time explicitly.

The same argument holds for the general case where the geometrical
relation is

-*-
-^

0(*,j,M=o.................................... (i).

For the latter at each time t gives a surface on which P must lie and also the

virtual displacement PQ.

But ~r- ft, ^8t, -^dt
are the projections on the axes of PQ't

where Q
1

lies

on the neighbouring surface

0(*, y, *, e + 5*)=0...y. ...........................(2).

Hence 8sf, Sy, 8* cannot be replaced by -^St t

-gj>9t> ^ dt unless tne

surfaces (1) and (2) coincide, i.e. unless the geometrical conditions at time t

coincide with those at time t + dt> and then the geometrical equation cannot

contain* the time explicitly.
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241. In 4ihe result of Aa?t. 238 all forces may *>e omitted

which d6 not come into
c
the equation of Virtual Work^ i.e. all

forces whose Virtual Work is zero.

Thus roiling friction rriay be omitted because the point of

application of such a force of frictioA is instantaneously at rest ;

but sliding Jfriction must *not be omitted since the point of

application is not at rest.

So the reactions of smooth fixed surfaces may be omitted,
and generally all forces whose direction is perpendicular to the

direction of motion of the point of application.

Similarly the tensions of an inex^ensible string may be left

out
;
for they do no work since the length of such a string is

constant* but the tension of an extensible string must be

included
;
for the work done in stretching an extensible string

from length a to leng*t b is known to be equal to (6 a) x the

mean of the initial and final tensions.

Again, if we have two rigid bodies which roll on one another

and we write down the energy equation for the two bodies

treated as one system we caw omit^the reaction between them.

242. The kinetic energy of a rigid body, moving in any
manner, is at any instant equal to the kinetic energy of the whole

mass, supposed collected at its centre of inertia and moving with

it, together with the kinetic energy of the whole mass relative to

its centre of inertia.

Let (x, yy z) bathe coordinates of the centre of inertia of the

body at any time t referred to axes fixed in space, and let (x, y, z)

be the coordinates then of any element m of the body; also

let (of, y', z) be the coordinates of m relative to G at the sain,e

instant,* so that OD = x + #', y = y+y' arfd z = I

Then the total kinetic energy of the body

XtHS)']
(dx dx_y (&y_

\dt
"*"

dt)
"r

Veft

"

2

1 >^ ,,_ , J.,_ __'

\dt)
"*"

\dt

~dt \di dt

dydy- dzM t(l).
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o

Now, sfhce (#',y', z') are the coordinates ofm relative .to the

centre of inertia 0, I

.\
-^

= the ^-coordinate of the^centre of inertia Q relative

to G itseli= 0.

/. 2m#' = 0, for all values of t.

-j- -T:.
at at

^ dx doc' dx ^ dx

';

2m^^ =
^- 2m^

Similarly when x is changed into y or z.

AI vAl8

= -flfv
2
,
where -y is the velocity of the centre of inertia.

A , i ,,And S

x the square of the velocity ofm relative to Q
t

= the kinetic energy of the body relative
^to

G.

Hence (1) gives
The total kinetic energy of the body = the kinetic energy of

the mass M, if it be supposed collected into a particle at the

centre of inertia Q and* to move with the velocity of & + the

kinetic energy of the body relative to 0.

243. Kinetic energy relative to the centre of inertia in space of

three dimensions.

Let cox> &, coz be the angular velocities of the body about

lines through G parallel to the axes.

Then, as.in Art. 227,

daf dy
f

, dsf
-T- = zay

-
2/<i>f ,

-J
= xa>t

~
za>x and

-^~
= yax - oc v.
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{

Therefore <J>he kinetic energy relative to the centte of inertia

1 2m

= ^ (yla*
1 + J?<V -f Cto,

1

J!

< r

where ^4, J5, C are the moments of inertia about axes through
the centre of inertia G and D, E, F <vre the products of inertia

about the same axes.

If these axes are the principal axes of the body at (?, the

kinetic energy becomes ^ [Awf + Bo)y* + (7ct)/].

244. Ex. 1. An ordinary windoy-lUnd, of length I and mass m, attached

to a horizontal roUert of mass M, and having a horizontal rod, of mass /A, fixed
to its free end, is allowed to unroll under the action of gravity. Neglecting

friction, shew that the length of the blind unrolled in time tis (cosh at- 1),_ m

where a=A/T ST J^ n* ^e thickness of the blind being negligible.V I M -f Am+ 2/t

When the blind has unrolled a distance 2, each point of it is moving with a

velocity x ; the angular vekcity of the roller is then -
, where a is its radius.

The total kinetic energy

x* 2mg 1 mg .
2s= ~T i o ==

7\ T~a *
4 la? 2 ia2

The principle of Energy and Work gives

1 mg . mx
*

!>-

rfe constant vanishing since x and t are both zero together.

.*. a=^- [cosh at -1].
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Ex. 2. Mf uniform rod, of length 2^ hangs in a horizontal position being

supported by two vertical strings, each
oj|

fength 19 attached to its
eryb,

the other

extremities being attached to fixed points. The i&d is given an angutyr velocity

about <Tvertical axis through its centre; find its angular velocity when it has

turned through any anglet
and shew that it untt rise through a distance

-g
.

o 9

that the time of a small oscillation about the position of equilibrium

Let AB be the initial position of the rod with the strings GA and DB
vertical, A'B' its position when it has risen ^
through a vertical distance x and turned p
through an angle 0. Let the horizontal

plane through A'B' tut GA an% BD in K
and L, and let /.A'CA=<f>.

The equation of energy then gives

J-mi
2+ Jwfc

2 2= Jmfc
2w2 -

m#a?. . . (1) .

Now, since the angle A'KG is a right

angle,
^ ^ r

\

where 2 is the length of a vertical string.

Also

Hence equation (1) gives

4'jr=2asin (3).&

.'acos^

1 9A* r a2sin2g
. 1~\ - 1 ^

2
m

^
+

3 I

""
2
m *

3
' l

^l
- a sin -

J
This equation gives the angular velocity in any positipn. The rod comes to

o 2

instantaneous rest when $= 0, i.e. when x= .

9
For a small oscillation we have, on taking moments about 0', if T be the

tension of either string,

m -r- if =s - 2T sin x perpendicular from (X on A'K
o

(5).

Also 2Toos0-m^=7na?=)^
f
^

s

J
, when ^ is small,

.(6),

. to the first order of small quantities, 2T-m0=0.

Therefore f6) gives i~ -
^pP^. < * -y

Hence the required time=2ir /v/~
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Ex.
3^

A uniform rod, of length 2a, is placed with one end in contact with a

smooth horizontal Idble and is then allmted to fall; if a be its initial inclination

to the vertical, shew that its angular velocity when it is inclined at an
anjle

is

fig c^s a - cos
0\

i
*

("a"

* *

Find also the reaction of the table. 9
There is no horizontal force acting on the rod ; hence its centre of inertia G

has no horizontal velocity during the

motion since it had none initially. Hence
O describes a vertical straight line GO. '

When inclined at to the vertical its
*

j

kinetic energy

Equating this to the work done, viz.

Mga (cos a - cos 6), we get

*02_ ?? C-OB a " Cos ^
~"

a

_. .. .. . ..

Differentmhng, We have ff=
4-6cosacos0-f 3 cos2

(
l + 3 8ini g)a

Also, for the vertical motion of Or, we have

On substitution, we have

4~6cos0 cos a 4- 8cos2

EXAMPLES

1. A uniform rod, of given length and majss, is hinged at one end to

a fi/ed point and has a string fastened to its other end which, after

passing over a light pulley in the same horizontal line with the fixed

point, is attached to a particle of given weight. The rod is initially

horizontal and is allowed to fall ; find how far the weight goes up.

2. A light elastic string of natural length 2a has one end, A, fixed

and the other, JB, attached to one end of a uniform rod BG of length 2a

and mass m. This can turn freely in a vertical plane about its other

end C, which is fixed at a distance 2a vertically below A. Initially the

rod is vertical, and, on being slightly displaced, falls until it fe horizontal,
and then rises again. Shew that the modulus of elasticity is
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3. A uiufbrm rod moves in a vertical plane, its ends-being incontact

with the interior of a feed smooth Sphere ; when it is inclined at an

angle 6 to the horizon, shew that the sqxu&e of its angular Velocity is

i (cos ^
~ oos

)>
where a is the initial valuetof 0, 2a isr the length of

the rod, and c is the distance of its middle point from the centre of the

sphere.

4. A hemisphere, of mass M and radius a, is placed with its plane
base on a smooth table, and a heavy rod, of mass w, is constrained to

move in a vertical line with* one end P on the curved Surface of the

hemisphere ;
if at any. time t the radius to P makes an angle 6 with the

vertical, shew that a02 [M cos2 &fm sin2 0]= 2mg (cos a - cos 6).

5. A uniform rod, of length 2a, is held with one end on a smooth

horizontal plane, this end being attached by a light inextensiblS string to

a point in the plane ; the string is tight and in the same vertical plane as

the rod and makes with it an acute angle a. If the rod be now allowed to

fall under the action of gravity, find its inclination to the horizon when
the string ceases to be tight, and shew that its angularvelocity il just
before it becomes horizontal is given by the equation

*g sin a (8+cos
2
a).

6. A uniform straight rod, of length 2o, ha^ two small rings at its

ends which can respectively slide on thin smooth horizontal and vertical

wires Ox and Oy. The rod starts at an angle a to the horizon with an

angular velocity A/^(1- sin a), and moves downwards. Shew that it

will strike the horizontal wire at the end of time

7. A straight uniform rod, of mass m, is placed at right angles to

a smooth plane of inclination a with one end in contact with it ; the rod

is then released. Shew that, when its inclination to the plane is> <, the

reaction of the plane will be mg
*

""

, JViy
c 8a*

8. A hoop, of mass M, carrying a particle of mass m fixed to a point

of its circumference, rolls down a rough inclined plane ;
find the motion.

9. Two like rods AB and BC
t
each of length 2a, are freely jointed

at B\ AB can turn round the end A and C can move freely on a vertical

straight line through A. Initially the rods are held in a horizontal line,

being in coincidence with A, and they are then released. Shew thalj

when the rods are inclined at an angle 6 to the horizontal, the angular

velocity of either is

L. D. SI
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10. - A splieie, of radius 6, rolto without slipping down thl| cycloid
*

#ssa(0-J-sintf)f yt=a(l-cos0).

It starts from rest with its centre on the horizontal line y2oC Shew
that the velocity V of it# centre when at its lowest point is given by

11. A strjng, of length 2fy is attached to two points in the same

horizontal plane at a distance 26 and carries a particle m at its middle

point ; a uniform rod, of length 2a and mass Jf, has at each end a ring

through which the string passes and is let fall from a symmetrical

position in the straight line joining the etfds of the string ; shew that

the rod will not reach the particle if

(J+ b - 2a) . (M+ 2m)M< 2 (2a - 6>wi
2

.

If jtfem and 6= a, and the particle be given a small vertical dis-

placement^ when it is in a position of equilibrium, shew that the time

* 11 -11 A - 2w /Z,JSa
of a small oscillation is

-^
*/ .

12. Two equal perfectly rough spheres are placed in unstable equi-
librium one on the top of the other, the lower sphere resting on a smooth

table. If the equilibrium be disturbed, shew that the spheres will

continue to touch at the same point, and that when the line joining
their centres is inclined

^at
an aMgle 6 to. the vertical its angular velocity o>

is given by the equation aV2

(5 sin2 + 7)
= lO^a (1

- cos 6), where a is the

radius of each sphere.

13. An inextensiblet
uniform band, of small thickness r, is wound

round a thin fixed axis so as to form a coil of radius b. The coil is

unrolled until a length a hangs freely and then begins to unroll freely

under the action of gravity, starting from rest. Shew that, if the small

horizontal motion l*e neglected, the time which will elapse before the

hanging part is of length x is approximately

14. A roll of cloth, of small thickness e^lying at rest on a perfectly

rottgh horizontal table is propelled with initial angular velocity Q so that

the cloth unrolls. Apply the Principle of Energy to shew that the radiua

of the roll will diminish from a to r (so long as r is not small compared

with a) in time -^
^~- {V^*-V^^8

} , where

Is the application of the principle correct ?

246. In many cases of motion the application of the

principles of this Chapter will give two first integrals of the

motion, and hence determine the motion,

Ex. A perfectly rough inelastic sphere, of radius a, is rolling with velocity v
OH a horizontal plan* when it meets a fixed obstacle of height ft. Find tht
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condition thit the sphere will surmount, $ie obstacle and, if'it does, Ihew that

it will continue rolling on the plane with velcnty ( 1-=-
j

v.

Let be the angular velocity immediately after the impact^about the point

of contact, Kt
with the obstacle.

The velocity of the centre befBre the impact was v in a horizontal direction,

and the angular velocity was - about the centre.

Since the moment of momentum about K is unaltered, as the only

impulsive force acts at K, we have

?v (a - h) -f mft2 H.

Let a? be the angular velocity of the sphere about K when the radius to K is

inclined at to the horizontal. The equation of Energy gives

a) .................. (2).

Also, if R be the normal reaction at this instant, we have, since the ac-

cele-ation of the centre is aw3 towards Kt

(3).

(2) gives w*=W--.-
2 (h + aBmO-a) ........................ (4)

and (3) gives
5 - L [Km - 10a + 17a sin 0]

- a2 ..................... (5).
77* i a

In order that the sphere may surmount the obstacle without leaving it,

(i) wmust not vanish before the sphere gets to its .highest point, i.e. w2 must
be positive when 9=90, and (ii)

R must not be negative when it is least,

i.e. when sm0=^-- .

a

The first condition gives ft2

>-y^-
and the second gives O2<

' ~

Hence, from (1),

For both these conditions to be true it is clear that 7i^> .

If these conditions are satisfied so that the sphere surmounts, without

leaving, the obstacle, its angular velocity when it hits the plane again is O.

If its angular Velocity immediately after hitting the plane be wj, we have,

by the Principle of the Conservation of Momentum,

7aa 2a2m
-g- wj=m . aO , (a

-
h) +m -r- O,

since just before the impact the centre was moving with velocity oft perpen-
dicular to the radius to the obstacle.

so that the sphere will continue to roll on the plane with velocity v (1-~\
,

21 a
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% EXAMPLES

1. A smooth unifofm rod is moving on a horizontal table about one
end which is fixed ; it impinges on an Inelastic particle whose distance

from the fixed 3nd was - th of the length of the rod ; find the ratio of the

velocity of the particle when it leaves the rod to its initial velocity.

[For the impact we have M.-=- <o=M <o'+m 5- /.
o cr n*

The Principles of Energy and Momentum then give

and M.
o 3 n*

2. A uniform rod, of raass M^ is moving on a smooth horizontal table

about
t
one end which is fixed ; it"drives before it a particle, of mass. nM,

which initially was at rest close to the fixed end of the rod ; when the

particle is at a distance - th of the length of the rod from the fixed end,

shew that its direction ?f motion makeu with the rod an angle

cot- 1
(

3, A uniform rod, of length 2a, lying on a smooth horizontal plane

passes through a small ring on the plane which allows it to rotate freely.

Initially the middle point of the rod is very near the ring, and an angular
velocity is impressed on it ; find the motion, and shew that when the

rod leaves the ring the* velocity of its centre is ~- a, and its angular

velocity is
j.

<

^4. A piece of a smooth paraboloid, of mass M> cut off by a plane
perpendicular to the axis rests on a smooth horizontal plane with its

Tertex upwards. A particle, of mass m, is placed at the highest point
and slightly displaced ; shew that when the particle has descended a
distance #, the square of the velocity of the paraboloid is

[The horizontal momentum ofthe system is always zero and its kinetic

energy is equal to the work done by gravity.] *

5. A thin spherical shell, of mass M and radius R, is placed upon
a smooth horizontal plane and a smooth sphere, of mass to and radius r,

slides down its inner surface starting from a position in which he line of
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centres is horizontal. Shew that whgp the line of centres m*kes an

angle <f>
witli the ^horizontal the velocity of the shell M is given by

[Compare with the exampleff Art. 202.]

6. A fine circular tube, of radius aand mass M, liy on a smooth

horizontal plane; within it are two equal particles, each of mass *,

connected by an elastic string in the tube, whose natural length is equal

to the semi-circumference. The particles are in contact and fastened

together, the string being stretched round the circumference. If the

particles become separated, shew that the velocity of the tube when

the string has regained its natural length is A/ iff^T^ \> wnere * *s

the modulus of elasticity. .

If one of the particles be fixed in the tube and the tube be movable

about the point at which it is fixed, shew that the corresponding velocity

of the centre of the tube is
r^

times i\p value*in the first case.

m **

7. A heavy pendulum can turn freely about a horizontal axis, and
a bullet is fired into* it at a depth p below the axis with a velocity which
is horizontal and perpendicular to the axjs ; the pendulum is observed to

swing through an angle before doming to rest^ shew that the velocity

of the bullet was 2 sin - * / ( H--5 ) ( 1 H-- ) . gp. whereM and m are
SB V \ mp*/ \ nip/

the masses of the pendulum and bullet, and h and k are the depth of the

centre of inertia below, and the radius of gyration about, the axis of the

pendulum. \ .

8. To the pendulum of the previous question i* attached a rifle in a
horizontal position at a depth p below the axis and from it is fired

a bullet of mass m ; shew that the velocity of the bullet ia

M' l<f . 6

where M' is the mass of tlie pendulum and gun, and h1 and ^ are *he

depth of the centre of inertia below, and the radius of gyration about, the
*

9. A thin uniform circular wire, of radius a, can revolve freely about

a vertical diameter, and a bead slides freely along the wire. If initially

the wire was rotating with angular velocity G, and the bead was at rest

relatively to the wire very close to its highest point, shew that when the

bead is at its greatest distance from the axis of rotation the angular
n\

velocity of the wire is Q . , and that the angular velocity of the beafl

relative to the w

that of fhe bead

relative to the wire is o + ~> the mass of the wire being n times
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c

10.
c
Two uniform rods AB> BQ are jointed at B and can* rotate on a

smooth horizontal plane about thd end A which is ,fixed/ From the

principles of the Conservation of Energy and Momentum obtain equations
to give their angular velocities in any position.

c , *>*

11. One end of a light inextensible string, of length a, is attached to

a fixed point of a smooth horizontal table and the other end to one

extremity of a uniform rod of length 12a. When the string and rod are

at rest in one straight line a perpendicular blow is applied to the rod

at its middle point. Apply the principles of Energy and Momentum to

shew that when^in the subsequent motion the string and rod are at right

angles they have the same angular velocity.

12. AB, BC, and CD are three equal uniform rods lying in a straight
line on a smooth table, and they are freely jointed at*J5 and <7. A blow is

applied at the centre of BC in a direction perpendicular to BC. If o> be

the initial angular velocity of AB or CD, and 6 the angle they make with

BC at any time, shew that the angular velocity then is

e

13. * A unifoKn rod, moving perpendicularly to its length on a smooth
horizontal plane, strikes a fixed circular disc of radius b at a point
distant c from the centre of the rod. Find the magnitude of the impulse ;

and shew that, if there be no sliding between the rod and the disc, the

centre of the rod will corfie into contact with the disc after a time

where k is the radius of gyration of the rod about its centre, and v is the

initial velocity of the rod.

14. A uniform rod, of length 2a, is freely jointed at one end to a
small ring, whose ma^s is equal to that of the rod. The ring is free to

slide on a smooth horizontal wire and initially it is at rest and the rod is

vertical and below the ring and rotating with angular velocity

in a vertical plane passing through the wire. When the rod is inclined

at aji an^le 6 to the vertical, shew that its *angular velocity is

7V 3g 14-4 cos B

Cd 8

and find the velocity of the ring then.

[The horizontal momentum of the system is constant throughout the

motion, and the change in the kinetic energy is equal to the work done

against gravity.]

15. A uniform rod AB hangs from a smooth horizontal wire by
m0ans of a small ring at A ;

a blow is given to the end A twhich causes

it to start off with velocity u along the wire
; shew that the angular

velocity <o of the rod when it is inclined at an angle 6 to the horizontal is

given by the equation w2 (1+3 cos*0) fa
- ~

(1
-

sintf).
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10. A Joop, of radius a, rolling o* a horizontal road with velocity v

comes into collision with a rough inelastic kerb of height A, which is

perpendicular to the plane of the hoop. Shew that, if the "hoop is to

dear the kerb without jumping, v mu^be
^ 2a /r , 2a

17. An inelastic uniform sphere, of radius a, is moving without
rotation on a smooth table when it impinges on a thin rough horizontal

rod, at right angles to its direction of motion arid at a height b from
the plane ; shew that it will Just roll over the rod if its velocity be

18. A sphere, of radius a, rolling on a rough table comes*to a slit, of

breadth 6, perpendicular to its path j
if V be its velocity, shew that the

condition it should cross the slit without jumping is

where &= 2asina, and 17^acosa>7F2
-f IQga.

* 19. A sphere, of radius a, rests between two thin parallel perfectly

rough rods A and B in the sacSe horizontal jflane at a distance apart

equal to 26 ; the sphere is turned about A till its centre is very nearly

vertically over A ; it is then allowed to fall back ; shew that it will

rock between A and B if 1062<7a2
,
and that, after the nth impact, it will

turn till the radius vector to the point of contact is inclined at an angle

n to the vertical given by the equation

Shew also that the successive maximum heights of the centre above its

equilibrium position form a descending geometrical progression,

20. An inelastic cube slides down a plane inclined at a to thft horizon

and comes with velocity F against a small fixed nail. If it tumble over

the nail and go on sliding down the plane, shew that the least value of F*

. 16<7a- /0 . i
IB -

[v2 cos a - sin a
J.

21. A cube, of side 2a, rests with one edge on a rough plane and the

opposite edge vertically over the first ; it falls over and hits the plane ;

shew that it will start rotating about another edge and that its centre of

inertia will rfee to a height ^ (15+^/2).

22. A uniform cube, of side 2a, rolls round four parallel edges in

succession, along a rough horizontal plane. Initially, with a face just in
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contact^O is the, angular velocity r#und the edge which remaps in contact
till the first impact. Shew that the pube will continue to roll forward after

the nth impact as long as 4*1*' *< aO2
(^2+ 1) -5- ty.

23. A rectangular parallelepiped, of mass 3m, having a square oase
ABCD rests on a horizontal plane and isr movable about CD as a hinge.
The height of the solid is 3a

ajid
the side of the base a. A particle m

moving with aP horizontal velocity v strikes directly the middle of that
vertical face which stands on AB, and sticks there without penetrating.
Shew that the solid will not upset unless

21 A uniform cubical block stands on a railway truck, which is

moving with velocity F, two of its
faceg being perpendicular to the

direction of motion. If the lower edge of the iron!? face of the block be

hinged to the truck and the truck be suddenly stopped, shew that the

block will turn over if Fis greater than \/3#a(V2-l), where 2a is the
side of the block.

25. A string, of length 6, wity a particle of mass m attached to one
end, is fastened ^to a point on the edge of a circular disc, of mass Jf'and
radius a, free to turn about its centre. The whole lies on a smooth table
with the string along a radius produced, and the particle is set in motion,
Shew that the string will never wrap round the disc if aJf< 4bm.

%

2& A uniform rod, of length 2a and mass nm, has a string attached
to it at one end, the other end of the string being attached to a particle,
of mass m ; the rod and spring being placed in a straight line on a smooth

table, the particle is projected with velocity 7perpendicular to the string ;

shew that the greatest angle that the string makes with the rod is

V
and that the angular velocities of the rod and string then are each r ,

where 6 is the length of the string.

[The linear momentum of the centre of inertia of the system and the

angular momentum about it are both constant; also the kinetic energy is

constant.]

27. A smooth circular disc is fixed on a smooth horizontal table and
a string, having masses Jfand m at its ends, passes round the smooth rim

leaving free straight portions in the position of tangents ; ifm be projected

perpendicularly to the tangent to it with velocity F, and the length at

any instant of this tangent be
17,
shew that

where a is the radius of the disc and b is the initial value of
if.

[The total kinetic energy is constant, and also the moment of momentum
about the centre of the disc.]
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28. A Homogeneous elliptic cylinder rests on a rough plans ; shew

that the least impulsive couple that \Jill make it roll along thetplane is

v*
where m is the mass and a, 6 the semi-axes.

29. Explain why a boy in a swing San increase the rc of his swing

by crouching when at the highest point of his swing and standing erect

when at the lowest point.



CHAPTER XVIII

LAGRANGE'S EQUATIONS IN GENERALISED COORDINATES

246. In the previous chapter we have shewn how we c

directly write down equations which do not involve reactions.

In the present chapter we shall obtain equations which will

often give us the whole motion of the system.

They will be obtained in terms of any coordinates that

we may find convenient to use, the word coordinates being
extended to mean ai\y independent quantities which, when

they are given, determine the positions of the body or bodies
Bunder consideration. The number of these coordinates must
be equal to the number of independent motions that the

system can have, i.e. they must be equal in number to that of

the degrees of freedom of the system.

247. Lagrange's Equations.
Let (a?, y, z) be the coordinates of any particle m ofthe system

referred to rectangular axes, and let them be expressed in
terms of a certain number of independent variables 0, 0, ^ . . .

so that, if t be the time, we have

with similar expressions for y and z.

These equations are not to contain $, <... or* any other
differential coefficients with regard to the time.

As usual, let dots denote differential coefficients with regard
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to the time, and let
-^, -TT*.*. denote partial Differential

coefficients.

Then, differentiating (1), we

On differentiating (2) partially with regard to 0, we have

' * *?
(3).

Again, differentiating (2) with regard to 0, we have

dx _ d*x d*x ^ d*x t

d6~~d6dt

d Vdx

If T be the kinetic energy of the system, then

Now the reversed effective forces and the impressed forces

/orm a system of forces in equilibrium, so lihat their equation of

virtual work vanishes ; in other words the virtual work of the

effective forces = the virtual work of the impressed forces.

The first of these, for a variation of 6

ifaj-xfy^vi

... ..._
at L (iff

*

J L <*0

by equations (3) and (4),

-

at d

- - 8^ by e<iuation(5)'
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t

Ag^in, if F be the Work, f>r Potential function, Wp have the

virtual wcrk of the impressed forces, for a variation of alone,
/ ' f t

Te

[dVdx dVdy dTdi
+ *

cto d& dy 50 dz

Equating (6) and (7), we have

dV

dt
..................V ''

Similarly, we have the equations
*

_ ^
dt\d<j>~ d<}>

(*
(dT\ dT^

dt \dyjr) ^dyfr d^'
and so on, thfere being one equation corresponding to each

independent coordinate of the system.
These equations are known as Lagrange's equations ,m

Generalised Coordinates.

COR. If K be the potential energy of the system, since

F=K a constant K, equation (8) becomes

(dT\
dT .dK^ Q

dt\dO' d0 dd

K we put TK = L, so that L is equal to the difference

oetween the kinetic and potential energies then, since Fdoes
not contain 6t </>, etc., this equation can be written in the form

If 1- =
dt[de] d0

'

L is called the Lagrangian Function or Kinetic Potential.

248. When a system is such that the coordinates of any

particle of it can be expressed in terms of independent
coordinates by equations which do not contain differential

coefficients with regard to the time, the system is said to be

holonomous.

c 249. #* ! A homogeneous rod OA t of man % and length 2a, it freely

hinged at to a fixed point; at its other end it freely attached another

homogeneou* rod AB, of mast ma and length 26; the system move* under gravity;

and eawtion* to determine the motion.
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Let Ol and O9 be the centres of mass qf th#fods, and and < the!* inclina-

tions to the vertical at time t,
* O Q.

The jpnetio energy of OA ia J
\\

(?9 is turning round 4 with Velocity 5#,

whilst A is turning round with velocity 2af .

Hence the square of the velocity of Ga

= (2a cos -t- 6^ cos 0)2

+ (2a0 sin + 6# sin 0)
9

4a*^+ b2^8 + 4ab0j> cos (^
-

0)*.

Also the kinetic energy of thetrod about G9

1
*

62 .,

COS (0-

1 4b2 !a 1

Also the work function V

Lsgrange's ^-equation then gives

At

-0) ...(1).

(2).

COS ^~^ -

de
as -

(wij+ 2wa) ^a sin 0,

~ m, )
4ad' -I- 21^6 [# cos^^ - ^3 sin -

0]= ^p (w^+ Sma) sin 9

So the ^-equation is

1

(3).

sin (0
-

0)

.
~
o

Multiplying (8) by aA, (4) by mjbj>, adding and integratiog, we have

(4).

(6).

Thin is the equation of Energy.

Again multiplying (8) by a, and (4) by %6 we have, on adding,

Things the equation derived by taking moments about O for the system,
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Ex. $. A uniform rod, of length fa, can turn freely about on/ end, which it

fixed. Initially it is inclined at an acute angle a to the downward drawn vertical

and it is sef rotating about a vertical axis through its fixed end witt^ angular

velocity a>. Shew that, during the motion, the rod is always inclined to the

* * c
*

*

3/7
vertical at an angle which is % a, according as w2 5 -

A
-

, and that in each
< 4# COS O

case its motion is included between /he inclinations a and

cos- 1

[
- n+N/l-2wcosa+n2

] ,

_ aw2 sin8 a
where

^

= ^ .

If it be slightly disturbed when revolving steadily at a constant inclination a,

shew that the time of a small oscilloMon is 2ir e, ash,* %~\

At any time t let the rod he inclined at 6 to the vertical, and let the plane

through itt and the vertical have J*
turned through an angle <f>

from its O
initial position. P

~

Consider any element
^|

. m of th% I M

rod at f, where OP=. ^
If PN he drawn perpendicular to

the vertical through the end of the

rod, then P is moving perpendicular

to NP with velocity . N$ i.e.
'

'V

and it is moving perpendicular to OP
in the plane VOA with velocity ^.

Hence the kinetic energy of this

'element

Therefore the whole kinetic energy T

SKjr.^-fein*^
9
-!-^) I &

2 2a v

;

Also the work function F

Hence Lagrange's equations give

(fr sina 6 + P).

and

(1),

and
""

sin8 0= constant =sW sin2 a
(2).

(1) and (2) give, on the elimination of ^,

,.(8).
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Steady motion. The rod goes round at a constant
inclination ^a

to the

vertical if *0be iero when 0=a, i.e. if
9
*

(4).'

When w has not this particular value, equafiftn (3) gwes on integration

co8 ) ......... (6),

from the initial conditions.

Hence 6 is zero when 0=a, i.e. initially, or when

cos2 6 + 2n cos 6 - 1 + 2rc cos a=0,

i.e. when cos0= -n+ N/l-2ncosa + n3 ........................ (6).

[The + sign must he taken ; for the - sign would give a value of cos

numerically greater than unity.]

Tfie motion is therefore included between the values 0=R and 0=tPj where

cos #1 is equal to the right hand of (6).

Now $i 5 a, i.e. the rod will rise higher than or fall below its initial position,

according as cos ^ ^ cos a,

i.e. according as ^/l
- 2n cos a+ n8 $ cos a -l-n,

i.. according as sin2 o 4 cos a,

_ . sin2 a ^ aw2 sin8 a
^.according as ^ -gj- 9

i.e. according as u* g

t'.e. according as the initial angular velocity is greater *or less than that for

steady motion at the inclination a.

It is clear that equation (2) might have been obtained from the principle that

the moment of momentum about the vertical OV is constant.

Also the Principle of the Conservation of Energy gives

- - cos a) + -- w2 sin'a.
o o

On substituting for from (2) this gives equation (5).

Small oscillations about the steady motion.

By (4) the value of w2 is - - for steady motion. . If w* has this value,

then (3) gives
.. 80 fain* cos* . r\ /m0- ~ --r-5-3- flin ..................... *.i(7).4a LOOS sin8 9 J x '

Hei-e put 0%: a+ ^, where ^ is small, and therefore

sin = 8in a -h^ COB a,

d ooB0=oo8o-
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Henoe (7) gives

on neglecting squares of ^.
Henoe the required time

4a cos a

30 (1 + 3 cos* a)*

.Ete. 8. Four equal rods, each of length 2a, are hing>?d at their ends to as

to form a rhombus ABCD. The angles B and D are connected by an elastic

string and the lowest end A rests on a horizontal plane whilst the end G slides on
a smooth vertical wire passing through A ; in the position of equilibrium the

string is stretched to twice its natural length and the angle BAD is 2a. Shew
that the time of a small oscillation about this position is

W
30cos2a

cosa)i

J

When the rods are inclined at an angle B to the vertical, the component
velocities of the centre of either cf the upper rods are

^ [Sa cos 0] and ^ (a sin 0), i.e. - 3a sin . and a cos 9 . 0.

Hence I", the total kinetic energy,

Also the work function V
B -ro0. 2.(acos0+8acos0)-2X I ^^-.dx

Jo e

* - Qmga cos $ - -
(2a sin -

c)
8
,

c c

where 2c is the unetretched length of the string and X the modulus of

elasticity.

Lagrange'e equation is therefore

i)(l+ sm*0\] - 16ma^ sin 9 cos $
v* /J

4X
-<5) ...... (1).

Now we are given that $ and 9 are aero when ^=0, and that c*a sin a.
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In (1) pttting 6= a + \f>,
where ^ is, small, and neglecting squares and

products of ^ and ^, we have
*

= 8m#a (sin a+ ^ cos a)
---

[cost*- ^ sin cj [a sin a 4- t^a cos aj

as 8amg\f/ (oos a sin a fan a),

3ffcosga
^~ ~2acos a (l + 3sin2 a)

* *'

Therefore the required timess2ir / acoa <M +2a oos a (1 + 3 sin2 a)

Ex. 4. SmaZZ oscillations about the stable position of equilibrium for the

case of Ex. 1 when the masses #nd lengths of the rods are equal.

When mx =77*2 and =&, the equations (3) and (4) of Ex. 1 become

and

The stable position is given by = <fc=0. Taking and to be small,

and flfeglecting
2 and <#

2
> and putting and for sin 0*and sin^fr, these

equations become

...........................(1),
*

and 2D2.0+D*+ 0==0
*

...........................(2),

where D stands for .

-at

Eliminating <f>,
we have

To solve this equation put 0=Lp coa (pt + ap), and we have

giving

so that the motion of $ is given as the compounding of two simple harmonic

. . , 2r , 2ir
motions ofperiods and .

Pi Pz

Similarly, we obtain 0=MI oos (pit+ aj +M* COB (j2* -r- )

The constants LI, 1/2, fi and M2 are not independent. For if we substitute

the values of $ and in equations (1) and (2) we obtain two relations between

them.

, .. . -Li 2^7-1 ,Z,2 2^7+1
These are found to be = = --^ and ^ = -^r .

MI y M9 9

The independent constants ultimately arrived at may be determined from

the initial conditions of the motion.

L.D. 22
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c

Eqnatfong (1) And (2) may be otherwise solved an follows. Mif/tiply (2) by X
and add to 11), and we have

n

_ * *v A + 4X . x
-

Choose X so that -I =r -2_
, i.e. X* -

3 X

Putting these values in (8), we nave, after some reduction,

D[9^(2V7 +1)=- 1̂ [7+ 2V7][9^-(2V7+ 1)0] ...... (4),

and ^[^+(2^7-1)^= -^[7 -2^7] [9*+ (2^7-1)0] ...... (5).

and e
90 +(2 ^-1)0=5*0

This method of solution has the advantage of only bringing in the four

necessary arbitrary constants.

250. If in the last example we put
90-

and
' '

90

the equations (4) and (5) become

d*Y

where X and p are numerical quantities.

The quantities X< and F, which are such that the corre-
%

sponding equations each contain only X or F, are called

Principal Coordinates or Normal Coordinates.

More generally let the Kinetic Energy T, and the Work
Function F, be expressible in terms of 0, <, tjr, 0, <f>

and -^ in

the case of a small oscillation about a position of equilibrium,
so that

7= Atfr + Avtp+ An<y*+2A l90<j> + 2,4 18<9^ 4-2A^ ...(1),

and F= C + a^O +0t<f> -f a^r + a^O* 4-a^ +a^ + ...(2).

If 0, 0, i/r be expressed in terms of X> F, Z by linear

equations of the form

and ^
&nd X,, \a, \8, /tj, ^t , /,, J/!, i;a , i;,

be so chosen that on substitution in (1) and (2) there are no
terms in T containing f, %&> JtF, and none in F containing
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YZ, ZX t IF, then J, F, Z ac* called Princip&l or Normal

Coordinates. For then

and V=
and the typical Lagrange equation 19 then

i.e. an equation containing X only.

On solving this and the two similar equations*for F and Z9

we have 6 given by sum of three simple harmonic motions.

Similarly if the^originalfequations contained more coordinates

than three.

251. Lagrange's equations for Blows.

Let # and Al denote the values of x before and after the

action of the blows. Since the victual inoment of the effective

imputes Sw(#! #<>)> etc. is equal to the virtual mon&nt of

the impressed blows, we have, for a variation in only,

-*[*+#+*.]
Let TO aM 2\ ^e ^e values of T just before and just after

the blows.

Then, from equations (3) and (5) of Art. 247,
"

, (dT\ -
[" .dx . dy ,

. dz\and
( r) =2m *

;
+ y-^ + -r;

.

\d0A L d^ rf^ d^Ji

Hence the left hand of (1) is

Also the right hand of (1)

. rdV.da: dV.dy dV, de] .. dV, ,.

T "[^"39 39 "SF35J "35"
'

where SFX is the virtual work of the blows.

822
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Hence if SF, be expressed jn the form

the equation (1) can be written in the form

dT\ _p

and similarly for the other equations.

The equation (2) may be obtained by integrating equation (8) of Art. 247

between the Unfits and r, where r is the infinitesimal time during which

the blows last.

rm. *,The integral of =-( )
is I , * -r

,

-

\dO' Ld0Jo L^Ji
dT

Since - is finite, its integral during the small time r is ultimately zero.

The integral ofg is ^.
Hence equation (2).

252. We give two examples of the preceding Article. Many of the examples
of pp. 272 274 and also Ex. 2 of p. 277 and Ex. 14 of p. 280 may well be

solved by this method.

Ex. 1. Three equal uniform rod* AB, <BC, CD are freely jointed at B and

C and the ends A and D are fastened to smooth fixed pivots whose distance

apart is equal to the length of either rod. The frame being at rest in the form

of a square, a blow J is givgn perpendicularly to AB at its middle point and in

3J2
the plane of the square. Shew that the energy set up is ^- , where m is the

mass of each rod. Find also the blows at the joints B and G.

When All, or CD, has turned through an angle 0, the energy of either is

H m -y-
2 and that of $c > which remains parallel to AD, is 5 wi(2a0).

ft O

fdT
\
\d^

_
/dT\and ~ =

Also dV^J.aM.
__ , 20ma2 -

T . SJ
Hence we have 5 0=J .a, i.e. 0=zzo 20ma

. ,

.-. required energy

If Y and Y\ be the blows at the joints B and C then, by taking moments
about A and D for the rods AB and DC, we have

4a2 4fl2

m.^0=er.a-r.2a, and m.^-^^Fi .2a.^
o o
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Sx. 2. 9*lve by the same method Ex. 12 of page 280.

Let mi befthe mass of the rod struck, land 7712 that of an adjacent rod, BO that

Let t* be the velocity and w the angular *velooity communicated to tte rod

that is struck.

Then T=
|

. 2mj (u*+ ^ J
+
^% ftt + aw)

9+ (M
-

(1).

Also the blow 'X=M[F-w-cw] ................................. (2),

and ar^MCF-u-ccoHfcc+ cM] ........................ (3),

where t*=^ and w=0. %

Hence the equations of the last article give

M'u= d =M(V-u-cu) ........................... (4),

/x-
a2 a + 35'

th.se give u^^L. / and ,w= _^-_ (6).

Also, by Ex. 3, Art. 207, the total loss of kinetic energy

= X . F= MF(T-

EXAMPLES

1. A bead, of mass M> slides on a smooth fixed wire, whose inclination

to the vertical is a, and has hinged to it a rod, of mass m and length 2Z,

which can move freely in the vertical plane through the wire. If the

system starts from rest with the rod hanging vertically, shew thapfe

{4Jf>m (1 +3 cos2 0)} ^2=6 (J/+ m) gain a (sin 6 -sin a),

where 6 is the angle between the rod and the lower part of the wire.

2. A solid uniform sphere has a light rod rigidly attached to it which

passes through its centre. This rod is so jointed to a fixed vertical axis

that the angle, 0, between the rod and the axis may alter but the rod must
turn with the axis. If the vertical axis be forced to revolve constantly
with uniform angular velocity, shew that the equation of motion ^s

of the form 32 n2
(cos 6 - cos ) (cos a

- cos 0). Shew also that the total

energy imparted to the sphere as 6 increases from Ol to varies as

cos2
$i
- cos3 0j.
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f
3. A uniform rod, of mass 3m and length 2, has its middle point fixed

and a mass m attached at one extremity. The rod when in a horizontal

position is, set rotating about a vertical axis through its centre with an

anguhr velocity equal to A/ -^-.
Shew that the heavy end of the rod

will fall till the inclination of the rod to the vertical is cos""1 [V^^-f 1 n],
and will then rise again.

4. A rod OA, whose weight may be neglected, is attached at to a
fixed vertical rod OB, so that OA can freely rotate round OB in a horizontal

plane. A rod AT, of length 2a, is attached by small smooth rings at X
and T to OA and OB respectively. Find an equation to give 0, the
inclination of the rod XY to the vertical at time

t, if the system be started

initially with angular velocity O about OB. Shew'that the motion will

be steady vrith the rod XY inclined at a to the vertical, if Q^^seco,
and that, if the rod be slightly disturbed from its position of steady motion,

the time of a small oscillation is 4w
aC Sq

,, x ,

3# (14-3 cos8 a)

5. If in the preceding question the rod OA be compelled to rotate

with constant angular velocity o>, shew that, if 4 2a > 3$r, the motion will

be steady when cos a= y-ir > an(* *kat tne time of a small oscillation will

-

[Reduce the system to rest by putting on the "centrifugal force" for
each element of the rod XY, and apply the principle of Energy.]

6. Three equal uniform rods AJB
9 BO, CD, each of mass m and length

2a, are at rest in a straight line smoothly jointed at B and C. A blow /
is given to the middle rocl at a distance c from its centre in a direction

perpendicular to it ; shew that the initial velocity of is r
, and that the

3#i
initial angular velocities of the rods are u

, (5~9c)J
5wa2 ' lOwa2

*

7. Six equal uniform rods form a regular hexagon, loosely jointed at
the angular points, and rest on a smooth table ; a blow is given perpen-
dicularly to one of them at its middle point; find the resulting motion
and shew that the opposite rod begins to move with one-tenth of the

velocity of the rod that is struck.

8. A framework in the form of a regular hexagon ABCDEF consists
of uniform rods loosely jointed at the corners and rests on a smooth table ;

a string tied to the middle point of AB is jerked in the direction <rf AB.
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Find the resulting initial motion and^shew that tne velocities along AB
and /X#of*their middle points are in"opposite directions an^in the ratio

of 59: 4.
*

_ .

[Let Ui and t?i be the resulting velocities of the middle point of AB
along and perpendicular to AB and o>i its* angular velocity^ and let #2, vt
and o>2 giy the motion of BQ similarly, and so on. From the motion of

the corners A, Bt C, etc., we obtain .

Hence

2

H-|

2

< 1
2

J^2[9w1H3(w6-M2)H(w8-"Wi+W2)
a
]-

Also *
toViJ. &PI, where Ui*s$i.

The equations written down by Art. 261 then completely determine

the motion.]

9. A perfectly rough sphere lying inside a hollow cylinder, which

rest*,on a perfectly rough plane, is slightly displaced frpm its position of

equilibrium. Shew that the time of a small oscillation is

/a~b 14l7~

V g IQjf+ 7m
'

where a is the radius of the cylinder, 6 that of*the sphere, and J/, m are

the masses of the cylinder and sphere.

10. A perfectly rough sphere, of mass m ana radius b, rests at the

lowest point of a fixed spherical cavity of radius a. To the highest point

of the movable sphere is attached a particle of mass m' and the system is

disturbed. Shew that the oscillations are the same as those of a simple

4m'+ ~^

pendulum of length (a
-

6)
-

11. A hollow cylindrical garden roller is fitted with a

which can turn on the axis of the cylinder ; the system is placed on a

rough horizontal plane and oscillates under gravity; if be the time of a

small oscillation, shew that p is given by

where M and M' are the masses of the roller and counterpoise, k is the

radius of gyration of M' about the axis of the cylinder and h is the

distance of its centre of mass from the axis.

12. A thin circular ring, of radius a and mass M, lies on a smooth

horizontal plane and two tight elastic strings are attached to it at opposite

ends of a diameter, the other ends of the strings being fastened to fixed
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r
i

points in the diameter produced. Shew that for small oscillations in the

plane of tire ring the periods are the values of ~ given by ^~ 1=0

b f .

P
.

or
j j or -

,
where b is the natural length, I the equilibrium length, and

T the equilibrium tension of each string.

13. A uniform rod AB, of length 2#, can turn freely about a point
distant c from its centre, and is at rest at an angle a to the horizon

when a particle is hung by a light string of length I from one end. If

the particle be displaced slightly in the vertical plane of the rod, shew that

it will oscillate in the same time as a simple pendulum of length

.aa+3accos2 a-

14. A plank, of mass M9
radius of gyration k and length 26, can

swing like a see-saw across a perfectly rough cylinder of radius a. At its

ends hang two particles, each of mass m, by strings of length I. Shew

that, as the system swings, the lengths of its equivalent pendula arej' and

15. At the lowest ppint of *a smooih circular tube, of mass M and

radius a, is placed a particle of mass J/'; the tube hangs in a vertical

plane from its highest point, which is fixed, and can turn freely in its own

plane about this point. If the system be slightly displaced, shew that the

/2a
periods of the two independent oscillations of the system are 2?r A/

16. A string AC is tied to a fixed point at A and has a particle attached
at

<?,
and another equal one at B the middle point of AC. The system

makes small oscillations under gravity ; if at zero time ABC is vertical and
the angular velocities of AB, BC are G> and o>', shew that at time t the

inclinations B and to the vertical of AB, BC are given by the equations

where

and ^2=

17. A uniform straight rod, of length 2#, is freely movable about its

centre and a particle of mass one-third that of the rod is attached by a

light inextensible string, of length a, to one end of the rod ; shew that one

period of principal oscillation is (^5 4- 1) *J -
.
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18. A uniform rod, of length 2a, which has one end attached to a

fixed point by a light inextensible stripg, of length =-5 ,
is perforating small

.*

oscillations in a vertical plane about its position of equilibrium. Find its

position at any time, and shew that the periods* of its principal o&cilla-

19. A uniform rod, of mass 5wi and length 2a, turns freely about one

end which is fixed
; to its other extremity is attached one end of a light

string, of length 20, which carries at its other end a particle of mass m ;

shew that the periods of the small oscillations in a vertical plane are the

same as those of simple pendulums of lengths -~- and =- .

20. A rough plank, 2a feet long, is placed symmetrically across a

light cylinder, of radius a, which rests and is free to roll on a perfectly

rough horizontal plane. A heavy particle whose mass is n times that of

the plank is embedded in the cylinder atf its lowest point. If the

system is slightly displaced, shew tnat its periods o/ oscillation are

the values of \/~ given by the equation 4p*-(n+ 12)p
2+3 (tt-l)=*0.

21. To a point of a solid homogeneous sphere, of mass M, is freely

hinged one end of a homogeneous rod, of mass nJf, and the other end is

freely hinged to a fixed point. If the system make small oscillations under

gravity about the position of equilibrium, the ceotre of the sphere and the

rod being always in a vertical plane passing through the fixed point, shew
27T

that the periods of the principal oscillations are the values of given by

the equation

where a is the length of the rod and b is the radius of the sphere.



CHAPTER XIX
i

SMALL OSCILLATIONS. INITIAL MOTIONS.
TENDENCY TO 'BREAK

253. c In the preceding chapters we have had several

examples of small oscillations, and in the last chapter we
considered the application of Lagrange's equations to some

problems of this class.

When the oscillation is that of a single body and the

motion is in one plane, it is often convenient to make use of the

properties of the instantaneous centre. By Art. 214 we know

that, if the motion tfe a small oscillation, we may take moments
about the instantaneous centre / as if it were a fixed point,

yJ2/3

and the equation of motion becomes Mfc
2

-^
= the moment of

the impressed forces about J.

Since the motion is a small oscillation the right-hand
member must be femall, and therefore must be small. Hence

any terms in MJ& wliich contain & may be neglected since we
are leaving out all quantities of the second order, i.e. we may in

calculating Mk* take the body in its undisturbed position. In

th^right-hand member we have no small quantity as multiplier;
hence in finding it we must take the disturbed position.

The student will best understand the theory by a careful

study of an example.

254. &# One-half of a thin uniform hollow cylinder, cut off by a plane

through its axi$, i$ performing tmall oscillations on a horizontalfloor. Shew that,

if a be the radius of the cylinder, the time of a email oscillation is 2r
i

'

or 2v * /~"97 9 ^wording as the plane is rough enough toprevent any gliding,
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Let O
bejfche

centre of the flat base ft the 'cylinder, an G- its Centre of

inertia, so that CG=~-, let N be the*

point of contact with the floor in the

vertical plane through CG, and

*= tNCG.

If the floor be perfectly rough, N is

the instantaneous centre of rotation ;

hence, taking moments about it we
have, if * is the radius of gyration __________
about G,

N

M [fc2+tfG*]*= -Mg. 00. sin* ... .(1).

Now NG*= a%4- CG* - 2a . CG . cos 0,

and M
(fc

2 -PC7G2)=moment of inertia about =Maa

Hence (1) gives = _,.?2 _?_^r
_

9

, since * is very small,

Hence the required time is 2w^
*
Next, let the plane be perfectly gmooth,<and draw GL perpendicular to CN ;

then L is the instantaneous centre. For, since thefe are no horizontal forces

acting on the body, G moves in a vertical straight line, and hence the in-

stantaneous centre is in GL. Bo, since N moves horizontally, the centre

must be in JVC ; hence it is at L. Taking moment about L, we have

i.e. M[k*+CG* . sin2 *] 6=-M.g.CG. sin *.

Hence, when * is very small,

2a 9

a
(4) -

Hence the required

If we had applied the principle enunciated at the end of the previous

article, then in calculating the left-hand side of (I) we should have taken

for NG its undisturbed value, vi* AG, i.e. a-CG, and then (1) gives

-g.CG.*

In calculating the left hand of (8), for LG we take its value in the

undisturbed fwsition which is zero.

2a

(8) then gives = r^j . 0, etc.
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EXAMPLES

l
f
A thin rod, whose centre of mass divides it into portions of

lengths b and c, rests in a vertical plane inside a smooth howl of

radius a
; if it be slightly displaced, shew that its time of oscillation is

._
the same as tLat of a simple pendulum of length ,

where k is

Va2 - be

the radius of gyration of tho rod about its centre of mass.

2. Two rings, of masses m and m\ are Connected by a light rigid rod

and are free to slide on a smooth vertical circular wire of radius a. If the

system be slightly displaced from its position of equilibrium, shew that

the length of the simple equivalent pendulum is

where a is the angle subtended by the rod at the centre of the wire.

3. Two uniform rods, of the same mass and of the same length 2a

and freely jointed at a common Extremity, rest upon two smooij? pegs
which are in the sarne horizontal plane so that each rod is inclined at

the same angle a to the vertical
;
shew that the time of a small oscillation,

when the joint moves in a vertical straight line through the centre of Jhe

line joining the pegs is 2jr 4 /^_
1 + 3c s q

V $g cos a

4. Two heavy uniform rods, AB and AC, each of mass M and
length 2a, are hinged al A and placed symmetrically over a smooth*

cylinder, of radius c, whose axis is horizontal. If they are slightly and

symmetrically displaced from the position of equilibrium, shew that

the time of a small .oscillation is Z* . /g^q
.

1+38in
^

q
t where

v 3^ l-f2sm2 a

a cos3 a=c sin a.

5. A solid elliptic cylinder rests in stable equilibrium on a rough
horizontal plane. Shew that the time of a small oscillation is

6. A homogeneous hemisphere rests on an inclined plane, rough
enough to prevent any sliding, which is inclined at a to the horizon.

If it be slightly displaced, shew that its time of oscillation is the same

as that of a pendulum of length
~

f
2
,

8 ~ 40 sin
Vg - 5 cosal where a is

Lv9~64siu2 a J
the radius of the hemisphere.

7. A sphere, whose centre of gravity is at a distance c from its

centre is placed upon a perfectly smooth horizontal table ; shew that
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the time of * small oscillation of its centre of gravity about its geometrical

/FT 4c2 +yfc2 a~f
centre is 2tr A/ 1+

^, 2
sin2

^ t, wheje k is its radius of gyration

about #, and a is the initial small
angle

which CO makes with the

vertical.

8. A uniform rod is movable about its middle point, and its ends are

connected by elastic strings to a fixed point ; shew that tHb period of the

rod's oscillations about a position of equilibrium is -^- \T> where m

is the mass of the rod, X th modulus of elasticity of eitfaer string, 6 its

length in the position of equilibrium, and c the distance of the fixed point
from the middle point of.the rd.

9. A uniform beam rests with one end on a smooth horizontal plane,
'and the other end is supported by a string of length I which "is attached

to a fixed point ;
shew that the time of a small oscillation in a vertical

plane is 2n- A/ .

10. A uniform heavy rod OA swings from a hinge at O, and an

elastic string is attached to a point C in the rod, the other end of the

string being fastened to a point B vertically below 0. In the position of

equilibrium the string is at itS natural lengtto. and the coefficient of

elasticity is n times the weight of the rod. If the rod be held in a

horizontal position and then set free, prove that, if o> be the angular

velocity when it is vertical, then
ga

2
o>

2=#a-f ny\ -r-^ V/i2+c8
-fA-c ,

where 2a=length of the rod, OC=*c, and OBh.
Find also the time of a small oscillation and prove that it is not

affected by the elastic string.

11. A uniform rod AB can turn freely in a vertical plane about the

end A which iw fixed. B is connected by a light elastic string, of natural

length 1) to a fixed point which is vertically above A and at a distance h

from it. If the rod is in equilibrium when inclined at an
anglj

a to the

vertical, and the length of the string then is &, shew that the time of a

small oscillation about this position is the same as that of a simple
2 k* (k

pendulum of length ^
~

.

12* A rhombus, formed of four eqtfal rods freely jointed, is placed

over a fixed smooth sphere in a vertical plane so that only the upper

pair are in contact with the sphere. Shew that the time of a symmetrical

oscillation in,the vertical plane is 2n- * / -|^1^-- where 2a is the

length of each rod and a is the angle it makes with the vertical in a

position of equilibrium.
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13. A circular arc, of radius a, is fixed in a vertical j^lane and a

uniform circular disc, of massM andradius -, is placed inside so as to roll
1 *

t

on the arc. When the disc is in a position of equilibrium, a particle of mass
M . '. '

*

g-
is fixed to it in the* vertical diameter through the centre^knd at a

distance
^ from,the centre. Shew that the time of a small oscillation about

the position of equilibrium is ^ */ .

14. A uniform rod rests in equilibrium in contact with a rough
sphere, under the influence of the attraction of the sphere only. Shew
that if displaced it will always oscillate, and that ^10 period of a small

oscillation ip STT - ^-L
t
where y is the constant of gravitation, m thea

mass and a the radius of the sphere, and 2Z the length of the rod.

c

15. wo centres of force =
,

c
.

**

2̂
are situated at two points S

and ffy where jSff=2b. At the middle point of SH is fixed the centre of

a uniform rod, of mass M and length 2a ; shew that the time of a small

oscillation about the position of equilibrium is 2n- (6
2 aa)-5-\/6/A&.

16. A shojjbflign consists of a rectangle ABCD which can turn freely

about its side AB which is horizontal. The wind blows horizontally with

a steady velocity v and th& sign is at rest inclined at an angle a to the

vertical; assuming the wind-thrust on each element of the sign to be

k times the relative normal velocity, find the value of a and shew that the

time of a small oscillation about the position of equilibrium is

fa a , D/v
STT A / -

5-15
-r-s , where J5t/=2a.V g

4i>2 cos2 a-
5-15
-r-s ,

g 3vJ cos a-#a sin2 a

17. A heavy ring 4, of mass wm, is free to move on a smooth
horizontal wire ; a string has one end attached to the ring and, after

passing through another small fixed ring at a depth h below the wire

has its other end attached to a particle of mass m. Shew that the

inclination B of the string OA to the vertical is given by the equation

h (-rsin* 0) ^a 2^oos
4

(seca-sectf),

where a is the initial value of 6.

Hence shew that the time of a small oscillation about the position of

equilibrium is the same as that of a simple pendulum of length nh.

18. A straight rod AB, of mass m, hangs vertically, being supported at

its upper end A by an inextensible string of length a. A string attached

to # passes through a small fixed ring at a depth b below B and supports
a mass M at its extremity. Shew that the rod, if displaced to a neigh-
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bouring vertical position, will remain vertical during tie subsequent
*!/-,

*

oscillation if TF- T and that tho equivalent pendulum it^of length

a-b
2

'

19. A uniform heavy rod AS is in motion in a vertical plane with its

upper end A sliding without friction on a fixed straight horizontal bar.

If the inclination of the rod to the vertical is always very small, shew

that the time of a small oscillation is half that in the arc of a similar

motion in which A is axed.

20. A uniform rod, of length 21, rests in a horizontal position on a

fixed horizontal cylinder of radius a ; it is displaced in a vertical plane
and rocks without a*jy slipping; if o be its angular velocity when
inclined at an angle S to the horizontal, shew that

& 4- 2^a (cos B+6 sin 0) is constant.

If the oscillation be small, shew that the time is 2?r A -
.

w ^ 9
21. A smooth circular wire, of radius a, rotates with constant angular

velocity o> about a vertical diameter, and a uniform rod, of length 26, can

slide with its ends on the wire. Shew that the position of equilibrium
in which the rod is horizontal and below*the centre of the wire is stable

ifoi2<y 2 _ 4 ]L2N
where 0=A/a2 -&2

,
and that then the time of a small

'oscillation about the stable position is 2*r ^ I~ a ~
-, 4r.V we w3*

(oa
4 40*)

INITIAL MOTIONS

255. We sometimes have problems in which initial

accelerations, initial reactions, and initial radii of curvature are

required. We write down the equations of motion and the

geometrical equations in the usual manner, differentiate the

latter and simplify the results thus obtained by inserting* for

the variables their initial values, and by neglecting the initial

velocities and angular velocities.

We then have equations to give us the second differentials

of the coordinates for small values of the time t, and hence

obtain approximate values of the coordinates in terms of t.

The initial values of the radius of curvature of the path oi

any point P is often easily obtained by finding the initial

direction of its motion. This initial direction being taken as

the axis of yt and y and ec being its initial displacements
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expressed in .terms of the time t, the value of tlfe radius of

c T V
a

curvature= Lt .

Some easy examples are
r

given in the next article.

256. &* ! 4- uniform rod ABt of mass m and length 20, has attached to

it at its ends tro strings, each oj length I, and their other ends are attached

to two fixed points, and 0', in the same horizontal line ; the rod rests in a

horizontal position and the strings are inclined at an angle a to the vertical.

The string O'B is now cut; find the change in the tension of the string OA and

the instantaneous angular accelerations of the string and rod.

When the string is out let the string turn through a small angle 0, whilst

the rod turns through the small angle 0, knd let T be the tension then.

Let r and y be the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the centre of the

rod at this instant, so that

W.
(2),

squares of and being neglected.

The equations of initial motion aie then
.

T T
I sin a . 8+a$=sy=sg cos (a

-
0)
= g cos a (8),

.. .. Tsin(o-0) T . .

-Zcosa0=a;= -c i - = smo (4),
r m ( m \ /'

nS T T T
and -5-0

= -a. sin[90-0-(ct-0)]= -.acos(a + 0-0)= -.acosa (6).

Solving (3), (4) and (5) \te have

mpcosa s_g
l + 3cos2 a

' *-|
sin a ..

= 8g cos^a
v

Ex* 2. Two uniform rods
t
OA and AB

t of masses mi and m% and lengths 2a

and 26, are freely joinied at A and move about the end which is fixed. If the

rods start from a horizontal position, find the initial radius of curvature and the

initial path of the end B.

By writing down Lagrange's equations for the initial state only, we have

and

Henoe Lagrange's equations give

(y + wi2
J

.

and
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__ * <7 i-m - .. Bar m.
Hence

,
fr=g~ * * and ,0 --

5 r-V v
a "

Hence, for small values of t t we have

d
. _g*T _~

2a 8^Tfa*2
T 26

since 0, <f>, and ^ are zero initially.

If x and y be the coordinates at this sn^all time t of the end B of the rod,

we have
a?= 2a cos + 2& cos = 2a + 26 - a08 - 6#

2
,

and y~2a

.
1

" P *

,
on substitution from (1).

Also the initial path of B is easily seen to be the parabola

2/2 4 (a

EXAMPLES

1. Two strings of equal length have each an end tied to a weight C,

and their other ends tied to two points A and J5 in the same horizontal line.

Ifoone be cut, shew that the tension of tjie other will be instantaneously
G ^

altered in the ratio 1 : 2 cos2 ~ .

A

2. A uniform beam is supported in a horizontal position by two

props placed afc its ends ; if one prop be
e
removed, shew that the

reaction of the other suddenly changes to one-quarter of the weight
of the beam.

3. The ends of a heavy beam are attached by chords of equal length

to two fixed points in a horizontal line, the cord making an angle of 30

with the beam. If one of the' cords be cut, shew that the initial tension

of the other is two-sevenths of the weight of the beam.

4. A uniform triangular disc is supported horizontally by three equal
vertical threads attached to its corners. If one thread be cut, tfhew that

the tension of each of the others is at once halved.

5. A uniform square lamina ABCD is suspended by vertical strings

attached to A and B so that A B is horizontal. Shew that, if one of tho

strings is cut, the tension of the other is instantaneously altered in

the ratio 5 : 4.

6. A uniform circular disc is supported in a vertical plane by two
threads attached to the ends of a horizontal diameter, each of which
makes an a^gle a with the horizontal. If one of the threads be ou^
shew that the tension of the other is suddenly altered in the ratio

2 sin8 0-5 - 1 + 2 sin1 a.

L. D. 3
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c

7. A particle is suspended tyr three equal strings, of lefigth a, from
three

points forming an equilateral triangle, of side 26, in a horizontal

plane. If /me string be cut^ the tension of each of the
others^

will be

instantaneously changed in the^ ratio
ef/Tirgax'

8. A circular disc, of radius a and weight PF, is supported, with its

plane horizontaj, by three equal* strings tied to three symmetrical points

of its rim, their other ends being tied to a point at a height h above
the centre of the disc. One of the strings is cut

;
shew that the tension

of each of the others immediately becomes Wx - ~-
g

.

9. An equilateral triangle is suspended from a point by three strings,

eacht^ual in length to a side of the triangle, ataffiached to its angular

points ;
if one of the strings be cut, shew that the tensions of the other

two are diminished in the ratio of 12 : 25.

10. A uniform hemispherical shell, of weight W, is held with its base

against a smooth vertical T?all and its lowest point on a smooth floor.

The shell is then suddenly released. Shew that the initial thrusts on
*

3 IF 17 W
the wall and floor are respectively -^-

and .

11. A circular half-cylinder^supports two rods symmetrically placed

on its flat surface, the rcUs being parallel to the axis of the cylinder, and

rests with its curved surface on a perfectly smooth horizontal plane.

If one of the rods be removed, determine the initial acceleration of the

remaining rod.

12. A straight uniform rod, of mass ra, passes through a smooth fixed

ring and has a particle, of mass M
t
attached to one of its ends. Initially

the rod is at rest with its middle point at the ring and inclined at an

angle a to the horizontal. Shew that the initial acceleration of the particle

makes with the rod an angle tan ~ 1 1 \ .
I v 1

\B. A uniform rod, of mass M and length 2a, is movable about one

end and is held in a horizontal position ;
to a point of the rod distant 6

from the fixed end is attached a heavy particle, of mass m, by means of a

string. The rod is suddenly released ; shew that the tension of the string

at once changes to
'

14. A horizontal rod, of mass m and length 2a, hangs by two parallel

strings, of length 2a, attached to its ends
; an angular velocity o> being

suddenly communicated to it about a vertical axis through its centre,

snew that the tension of each string is instantaneously increased by

4
*
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15. A uniform rod, movable about one
extremity,^

has attached to

the other e\id a heavy particle by mians of a string, the ro and string

being initially in one horizontal straight ^ine at rest ; prc^ire that the

radius of curvature of the initial patl^f the particle is, ^ where

a and b are the lengths of tfye rod and string.

16. n rods, of lengths i, 2> 0n>#re jointed at their ends and lie

in one straight line ; a blow is given to one of them so that their initial

angular accelerations are o>i, o>2, ... o>n If one en(* of the rods be fixed,

shew that the initial radius of curvature of the other end is

17. A rod ABG^of lengtn ,
is constrained to pass through a^

fixed

point B. A is attached to another rod OA, of length a, which can turn

about a fixed point situated at a distance *d from B. The system is

arranged so that A, O, J3, C are all in a straight line in the order given.

If A be given a small displacement, shew that the initial radius of

a (I a d}
2 *

curvature of the locus of C is ~ 7*
~

.

(a+d)2 la

18. A uniform smooth circular lamina, of radius a and mass J/,

movable about a horizontal diameter is initially horizontal, and on it is

placed, at a distance o from the a^is, a purticle of mass m ; shew that the

initial radius of curvature of the path of m is equal to 12

[The distance of the particle from the axis being r when the inclination of

the disc is a small angle 0, the equations of motion are

r-r02=0 sin = 00 ................................. (1),

and [Mkz9 -fmr20]= mrg cos 0,

4

Now 0, and are respectively of the order 0, 1, 2 in , and hence, from (1),

f is of the order 2, and therefore r and r- c of the order 3 and 4 in t.

Hence, from (2), on neglecting powers of t, 0=s 2.i.T~~2~
/fy ^^

Therefore (1) gives r=c . 4202'2+W2=^ (^+Ac) ta.

He.ce

232
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\

19. A uniform rod, of length 2a and mass Jf, can freely rotate about

one encfwhich is fixed ; it is held in a horizontal position &nd on it is

placed a particle, of mass m
(
at a distance 6 from the fixed end and it is

then let go. Shew that the initial radius of curvature of the patn of the

* ? 9&2 A , *$\ (
"*

particle is -
jrr (

1 -f- TF- )r
4a-36\ Ma/ ,

Find also the initial reaction^ between the rod and the particle,
i,

20. A homogeneous rod ACDB, of length 2a, is supported by two

smooth pegs, G and Z>, each distant - from the end of the rod, and the
* ^

<

peg /) is suddenly destroyed ; shew that the initial radius of curvature of

the path of the end B is -^ ,
and that the reaction of the peg is

u>
^ *

instantaneously increased in the ratio of 7 : 8.

21. In the previous question, if E be the middle point of AB, and the

single rod AB be replaced by two uniform rods AE, EB freely jointed &iE
and each of the same density, sheyr that the same results are true.

*
22. A solid cylinder, of mass m, is placed on the top of another solid

cylinder, of mass Jf, on a horizontal plane and, being slightly displaced,

starts moving from rest. Shew that the initial radius of curvature of Ijhe
( o m * 9** \ 8 %

path of its centre is
-joT^T \r c

>
where c is the distance between its

centres and all the surfaces are rough enough to prevent any sliding.

TENDENCY TO BREAK

257. If we have wa rod AB, of small section, which is in

equilibrium under the action of any given forces, and if we
consider separately the equilibrium of a portion PB, it is clear

that the action of AP on PB at the section at P must balance

the*external forces acting on PB.

Now we know, from Statics, that the action at the section

at P consists of a tension T along the tangent at P, a shear

perpendicular to Tt and a couple Q- called the stress-couple.

The external forces acting on PB being known we therefore

obtain T, /S, and G by the ordinary processes of resolving and

taking moments.
* If the rod be in motion we must, by D'Alembert/e Principle,

amongst the external forces include the reversed effective

forces acting on the different elements of PB.
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Now we know that in the case of a rod it ie the couple Q
which breaks it, and we shall therefore take it as tlft measure

of the tendency of the rod to break.

Hence the measure of the tendency to break* at P 1s the

moment about P of all* the forces, external and reversed

impressed, on one side of P.

The rod may be straight, or curved, but is supposed to be

in one plane ;
it is also supposed to be of very small section ;

otherwise the problem i more complicated.
If we had a string instead of a rod the couple would

vanish, and in this case if is the tension T which causes it to

break.

The following two examples will shew the metfhod to be

adopted in any particular case.

258. Ex. 1. A uniform rod, of length 2a, i moving in a vertical plane
about one end O which is fixed ; find the actions across the section of the rod at a

point P, distant xfrom 0.

Consider any element dy of the rod at a point Q distant y from P. Its

W. , , . UfS
weight IB

^2-
. mg.

The reversed effective forces are

mdyand
2a (*+y)*, ^

as marked.

These three forces, together with similar

forces on all the other elements of the

body, and the external forces give a system

of forces in equilibrium.

The actions at P along and perpen-
dicular to the rod and the stress couple

at P, together with all such forces acting

on the part PA, will be in equilibrium.

Hence the stress couple at P in the direction j

But, by taking moments about the end of the rod, we have

and therefore #
=8^2(0080

-cos a)

where ajras the initial inclination of the rod to the vertical.

(2),
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*

Eenca the streas-couple c v

This is easily seen to be a maximum when =~
; hence the rod will break,

if it does, at a distance from O equal to one-third of the length of the rod.
The tension at P of the rod in the direction P0=the sum of the forces

acting on PA in the direction PA

(3),

by equation (2).

The shear at P perpendicular to OP and upwards
/"2a-x

fly

*

5- mg sin

= (2a -*) sin +~ (2a
-

JBa?. 2. Owe end o/ a t/iin straight rod is held at rest, and the other is struck

against an inelastic table until the rod breaks ; shew that the point of fracture

is at a distance from the fixed end equal to - times the total length of the

rod.

When the rod strikes the table let it be inclined at an angle a to the horizon ;

let w be the angular vetocity just before the impact and B the blow. Taking
moments about the fixed en^> we have

-5- (1),

where m is the mass and 2a the length of the rod.

Let us obtain the stress-couple at P.
'

The effective impulse on an element -
. m at Qt where PQ =

-~-
. (x + y) . w upwards. Hence the reversed

effective impulse at Q is in the direction marked.

Taking moments about Pt the measure of the

tendency to break

= .B (2a
-

a?)
cos a - I ~m(a? + 2/)w.y
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This ia a maximum when x= -~, iflfd when B is big enough the* rod will

break here.

EXAMPLES

1. A thin straight rod, of length 2a, can turn about one end which is fixed

and 18 Struck by a blow Of given impulse at a distance b fronf the fixed end ; if

4a
6>

-^- , shew that it will be most likely to snap at a distance from the fixed end
o

equal to 2a ^J g
.

If 6 < t prove that it will nap at the point of impact.

9. A thin circular wire is cracked at a point A and is placed with the

diameter AB through A vertical ;
B is fixed and the wire is nfade to rotate

with angular velocity o> about AB. Find the tendency to break at any point P.

If it revolve with constant angular velocity in a horizontal plane about its

centre, shew that the tendency to break at a poiAt whose angular distance from

the crfcck is a varies as sin2 -
.

t

3. A semi-circnlar wire, of radius a, lying on a smooth horizontal table,

1jrna
round one extremity A with a constant angular velocity w. If $ be the

angle that any arc AP subtends at^he centre, she\wthat the tendency to break

at P is a maximum when tan
<f>
= ir

<f>.

If A be suddenly let go and the other end of the diameter through A fixed,

the tendency to break due to the fixing is greatesfat P where tan f = <j>.
a

4. A cracked hoop rolls uniformly in a straight line on a perfectly rough*

horizontal plane. When the tendency to break at the point of the hoop
opposite to the crack is greatest, shew that the diameter through the crack is

inclined to the horizon at an angle tan"" 1

(
-

)

5. A wire in the form of the portion of the curve r=a (1-fcos 6) cut off by
the initial line rotates about the origin with angular velocity w. Shew that the

ic 12 /2

tendency to break at the point 0= - is measured by ~ mwsa8
.

6. Two of the angles of a heavy square lamina, a side of which is a, are

connected with two points equally distant from the centre of a rod of length 2a,

so that the square can rotate with the rod. The weight of the square is equal
to that of the rod, and the rod when supported by its ends in a horizontal

position is on the point of breaking. The rod is then held by its extremities in

a vertical position and an angular velocity w given to the square. Shew that

the rod will break if awQ> 2y.



CHAPTER XX

MOTION OF A TOP

259. A top, two of whose principal moments about the centre

of inertia are equal, moves under the action of gravity about a

fixed point in the axis of'unequal moment; find the motion if
the top be initially set spfwring jibout its axis which ivas initially

at rest. *
*

Let OOG be the axis of the top, G the centre of inertia,

OZ the vertical, ZOX the plane in which the axis OC was a^
zero time, OX and QY horizontal* and at right angles.

At time t let OG be inclined at to the vertical, and let

the plane ZOO have turned through an angle ty from its initial

position ZOX.
*

t

t Let OA, OB be two perpendicular lines, each perpendicular
to OG. Let A be the moment of inertia about OA or OB, and

C that about OG.
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At time t let o>t , a,, and o>8 1*5 the angular velocities of the

top about 0-4, OB, and 00.

To* obtain the relations between* a>ly o>a, &>, and 0, ^, -ijr

consider the motions 'of A and 0, 'if 00 fye unity, -we havfc

d SB velocity of alonjf the arc ^0 = ^ sin
<^ -f- o>2 cos (^

^ .sin 6 = -^ x perpendicular from on OZ
= velocity of perpendicular to the plane ZOC
SB

(Bj cos< fi)2 sin<^ (2).

Also a>8 = velocity of A along .45

</>
-f^ x perpendicular from N on 0^

= ^ 4-^sin (90
-

^)
= ^ -f ^cos ^ (3).

By Art. 229, the kinetic energy

^ coa?)' ......(4),

by equations (1), (2) and (3).

Also F=%(fccosi^Acostf) ...............(5),

where h = OG and t was the initial value of 0.

Hence Lagrange's equations give

-T. [>!$]
-
-d^

2 sin ^cos + G($ + -fcos 6) ^ sin = Mgh sin^

^cos^)]%0.. ................(7),

and ~[4^sin9
04-Ccos^(^4-^cos^)]=0 ......(8).

Equation (7) gives ^ -f ^ cos 6 = constant,

i.e. a, = <^ -f ^ cos = w,

the original angular velocity-about the axis 00.

(8) then gives

Ayjr sin8 + On cos * const. On cos i .........(9).

Also, by (4) and (5), the equation of Energy gives

A # + <*sina + O Owa + 2Acos* - cos ^.

since the top was initially set spinning about the axis 00
which was initially at rest.
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Eqnations<(9) and (10) gii

A* sin8 0&* = A sin9
. 2M^h (c,s * - cos 0)

- 0*n* (cos t -
f
cos

1.0., if C*n* == J. . 4>Mghp, we have

J. sin2 . 0* SB 23//A (cos t - cos 5) [sin
2 - 2p (cos i - cos 9)]

= 2JI/^ (cos # cos i) [(cos jt>)
3

(p
2 - Zp cos i 4- 1)]

= 2JW#A (cos cos i) [cos p 4- Vp2
2p cos i 4- 1 ]

. [cos 6 - j)
- Vp

2 -
2p eos i + 1] ............(11).

Hence ^ vanishes when = i or 0, or a > where

cos 0! = p - Vp
3 - 2p cost -4*1,

and cos 2
= p 4- Vjp

2
2p cos i 4- 1.

[Clearly cos 2 > unity and therefore ^2 is imaginary.]
Also 6l > i since it is easily, seen that cos ^ < cos i, since

p cos i < Vp
2

2p cos i 4- 1.

Again, from (10), fl
2

is negative if 6 < iy i.e. if cos 6 > cos i;

or again, from (11), if^tf > 0^ i.e. if*

cos 6 < p Vp'
2

2/> cos 1 4- 1.

Hence the top is never at a less inclination than i or at a

greater inclination than l9 i.e.' its motion is included between

these limits.

Now (9) gives A-fy sin2 6 = Cn (cos i cos 6)
= a positive

quantity throughout ihe motion.

Hence so long as the centre of inertia G is above the point

0, ^ is positive and the plane ZOC rotates in the same way as

the hands of a watch when looked at from above. This is

expressed often by saying that the precessional motion is

direct.

[If G be below the peg, this motion is found to be retro-

grade.]

It is clear from equations (9) and (11) that both and ^
vanish when = i.

Also

f

fL FA J 1 - A fcostj^coajn _ I~2cos0cosi'4-cos2

M\Vn*\~d6\_ sin2 J" *w*0

which is always positive when > i.
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Hence ty> continually increases, as increase^, for vqjues of

6 between i and l9 and has jts maximum value,*which is

easily seen to be ./\ when = 0i.
hn

The motion of the top^may therefore be summed up thus
;

its angular velocity about its axis.of figure remains constant

throughout the motion and equal to the initial value n\ the

axis drops from the vertical until it reaches a position defined

by =
0i, and at the sijme time this axis revolves round the

vertical with a varying angular velocity which is zero when
= i and is a maximum *vhen =

l9

The motion of Wie axis due to a change in only is called

its
" nutation." ,

Ex. 1. If the top be started when its axis makes an angle of 60 with the

A
upward-drawn vertical, so that the initial spin aBout its axis is

and the angular velocity of its axis in azimuth is 2 A/--* its angular velocity

in the meridian plane being initially zero, shew that the inclination $ of its axis

togthe vertical at any time t is given by the equation

so that the axis continually approaches to the vertical without ever reaching it.

Ex. 2. Shew that the vertical pressu/e of the top on the point of support is

equal to its weight when the inclination of its axis to the vertical is given by the

least root of the equation

3AMgh cos3 B - cos $ [C*n
2
4- ZAMbgh] + CVa - AMgh= 0,

where a and b are constants depending on the initial circumstances of the

motion.

260. It can easily be seen from first principles that the axis of the top

must have a precessional motion.

Let 00 be a length measured along the axis of the

top to represent the angular velocity n at time t. In

time dt the weight of the cone, if G be above O, would

tend to create an angular velocity which, with the

usual convention as to sense, would be represented by
a very small horizontal straight line OK perpendicular
toOC.

The resultant of the two angular velocities repre-

sented by OK and 00 is represented by OD, and the

motion of the axis is thus a direct precession.
If the cenfcre of inertia O be under O, OK would be

drawn in an opposite direction and the motion would
be retrograde. Q
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26}. Twq particular cases.

If, as 3 generally the case, *n is very large, so that p is very

large also* then
f '

g
r

l\4l-- cos i +
-J J

sna

cos #! =p l -=
1 1 - cos i + ) I

= cos i

on neglecting squares of - .

Hence the motion is included between

. +r t , . 2AMqhsmi
i.e. between % and i -\ ~-^ ,

Again if i = 0, then cos :
= 1, so that 1 is zero also and the

axis remains vertical throughout the motion
; but, if the axis is

slightly displaced, the motion Of the top is not necessarily ptable.

262. Steady motion of the top. In this case the axis of the

top describes a cone round the vertical with constant rate of

rotation. Hence all through the motion

=
a, $ = 0, $ = and ^ = const. CD.

The equation (6) orArt. 259 then gives

This equation gives two possible values of co ; in order that

they may be real we must have

C*n* > 4sAMgh cos a.

We can shew that in either case the motion is stable. For,

supposing that the disturbance is such, that is given a small

valtfte wnilst ^ is unaltered initially, the equations (6), (7),

and (8) of Art. 259 give

Ai)~ Afr sin cos + Cnty sin Mgh sin 0,

and Atfr sin* + Cn cos = const. = A& sin8 a 4- On cos a.

Eliminating ^, we have

lo> sin8 a -h Cn cos a - Cn cos 0]
1

[Aco sin9 a -h Cn cos a Cn cos 0] = AMgh sin 0.
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* t

^

Putting 0ssct + lf where ^is small, we haye, aftef some

reduction and using equation (1) above,
*

a a A*>4 2^..%W &>s a + J!fyfr
ft ft.
- -

,

Now the numerator df the right hand is clearly always

positive, so that the motion is stabte for both values of o> given

(l).

Also the time of a small oscillation

= 2<rrAco +V^W- 24%o>8 cos a -I- JlfyA
1

...(2).

If the top be set in motion in the usual manner, then n is

very great. Solving (1), we have

_ On </C*n* - 4AMgh COBOL
~~

2A cos a

viv Mgh ,

: or ~ , very nearly.A cos a On J *

In the first of these casej the precession G> is very large and

in the second case it is very small.

Also, when a> is very small, the time given by (2)

_~
On

This will be shewn independently in ihe next article.

263. A top is set spinning with very great angular velocity,

and initially its axis was at rest; to find the mean precessional

motion and the corresponding period of nutation.

From Art. 259 the equation for is

A sin9 6 . fc = ZMgh (cos i - cos ff) [sin
9 - 2p (cos i - cos 0)]

If n, and therefore jp,
be great the second factor on the right-

hand side cannot be positive unless cos i - cos 9 be very small,

i.e. unless 6 be very nearly equal to i, i.e. unless the top go
round inclined at very nearly the same angle to the vertical,

and then, from (9), -^ is nearly constant and the motion nearly

steady.
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Pujb 6 i-t-x, where x is xery small, so that

* cos i cos--r - x approx.
sin O

f

rr

tfhen (1) become^

A x* = 2Nghx (sin 9
-

2px)

= 2Mghx [sin i (2p cos i) x]

= 2Mghx [sin i 2pa?], since p is very large.

, sini
where q = :*

( dx , q x- ,1 ____ __ _ P/-VQ 1 J-
'

.-:.- \j\J&

= i 4. # = 1 cos 7- .

Hence the period *of the hutati6n

rt
On= 2?r -T- -r- =

. : On cos i cos

Again, -.
8

from equation (9) 6i Art. 259.

; On x On x . ,

.'. -or = T- . -: ^ = -j- . -; . approximatelyT rr J

Cna A On \ Mqh'f^ Gnt* ---Z- -cos'f^

(1-
\

A .
--r -

?
- -

A sm i \ A ) Cn \ A

_Mgh AMgh . Cut
'' ^~ Cn

*
" 8m -

The first term increases uniformly with the time, and the

second is periodic and smaller, containing 3
.

< Hence, to a first approximation, ^r increases at a mean rate

of J^ per unit of time.
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Thus, if a top be spun with very great angular verity n,

then, to start with, the axis makes small nutations, of period

-Ji *
^n(i ft precesses with a mean angular velocity approxi-

mately equal to -~-
. At first these oscillations are hardly

noticeable; as n diminishes through the resistance of the air

and friction they are more apparent, and finally we come to the

case of Art. 259.

264. A top is spinning with an angular velocity n about its

axis which is vertical ; fina the condition of stability, if the^cuds

be given a slight nutation.

The work of Art. 262 will not apply here because in it we
assumed that sin a was not small.

We shall want the value of 6 jwhen # is small
; equation (6)

of Ark 259 gives

A0 = Afr sin cos 6 - Cn^r sin 6 + Mgh sin . . .(1).

Also equation (9) gives

Ayjr sin2 = Gn (cos i - cos 6} = Gn, (1
- cos 0) . . .(2),

since the top was initially .vertical.

being small, (2) gives

s On 1 Gn .

i /* .* -T i+^3
=
2A +

terms mvolvlnS * etc '

(1) then gives

(7
ana 2n2

AQ=* -r-r- .
-Q-J-

. + Mgh0 -f terms involving 0* etc.

Hence, if the top be given a small displacement from the

vertical, the motion is stable, if

-j-j-
> Mgh, i.e. if n :

Also the time of a nutation
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'
*

COB. ir the body*, -instead of being a top, b a uniform

sphere of radius a spinning about a vertical axis, and supported
at its lowest point, then f

i A *f'1<& ^ n **%<&
A = a, <4 = M .

,
and C=M.

o , 5

l*\^\n

Therefore n must be greater than A/ -
.

If a one foot, the least number of rotations per second

in order that; the motion may be stable

n s/35 . 32

Ex, A circular disc, of radius a, has a thin rod pushed through its centre*

perpendicular to its plane, the length of the rod being equal to the radius of the

disc; shew that the system cannot spin with the rod vertical unless the angular

velocity is greater than tU t



APPENDIX

ON THE SOLUTION OF SOME OF THE MOKE COMMON
FORMS OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

I. HP- -h/*y-=^, where P and Q are functions of 47.

[Linear equation of the first order.]

Multiply the equation by e*
Pdat

, and it becomes

HSnce ye
lf""=$&**'+& constant.

Here e/^
COS X

Hence the equation becomes

1 dy sin a? \- + ^sec2

COSd?

II. +P ,
where P and Q are functions of y.

The equation then becomes

linear equation between r and y, and is thus reduced to the form L

m.
fjs=-*y-

dvdv
Multiplying by 2 -f- and integrating, we have

24
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.. y ==C sin (no? {.#)== sin flA'-f Mcosnx,

where (7/A D, afid Jf are a/bitrarj Constants,

IV. g=V,
We obtain, as in III,

(-j-\
= wy 4- a constant= 7i

2
fc/

2 - C2
).

/. #= / -j==M==~_
= cosh

~ l

$-H const.
j Y y2 u^ ^

17

where (7, Z>, X, and M are arbitrary constants.

Similarly, we have in this case

VI. Linear equation with constant coefficients, such as

'

[The methods which follow are the same, whatever be the order of the

equation.]
Let jj be any solution of this equation, so that

(D*<+aD*+ bD+c)r)=f(x) ........................ (1).

On putting y F-t-iy, we then have

(ZP+aJF+kD+ c) F=0 ........................... (2).

To ^olvee(2), put F=e pa:
,
and we have

j0
3
+ajp

2+ fy?-ftf=0.............................. (3),

an equation whose roots are pi^p^ and/>a .

Hence Ae*1

*, Bf^y
Ce

v*
(where A, JB, and C are arbitrary constants)

are solutions of (2), and hence AePlX+Bep
**+Ce

p** ia a solution also.

This solution, since it contains three arbitrary and independent
constants, ia the most general solution that an equation of the third

or<fcr, such as (2), can have.

Hence YAf**+Bf*+Cf* ................... . ....... (4).

This part of the solution is called the COMPLBMBJSTAKX FUKOTION.
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If some of the roots of equation (3) are imaginary, the equation (4)

takes another form.

For let a+/3\/ 1, a /3\/ 1 and p3 V6 the roots.

Then y-AeW^'+Be^-^^+Cf*
= Ae* [cosfa -f i sin /3a?]+ #<?* [cos fa - 1 sin #] 4- Cep>*

= ea* [^ j cos fix+ #1 sin fa] -f C/8
*,

where ^i and BI are new arbitrary constants.

In some cases two of the quantities p\^p^ p^ are equal, and then the

form (4) for the Complementary Function must be modified.

Let ptpi+y, where y m ultimately to be zero.

Then the form (*)

'*

where A^ B\ are fresh arbitrary constants.

If y be now made equal to 9ro, th& becon^s

If three roots p\^p^ PS are all equal, we fcave, similarly,

as the form of the Complementary Function.

The value of
rj given by (1) is called the PARTICULAR INTEGRAL.

The method of obtaining y depends on the form of /(#). The only

sin_ ... . . , v
forms we need consider are #n

,
eAx

, cog
A.V and e**

x

(i) /(*)-.
Here, by the principles of operators,

on expanding the operator in powers of D.

Every term is now known, and hence

V^o^H-^rw5*" l
-h-4t. (ft- !)***+ ... 4-^1. 2. ..11.

(ii) /)-*.
We easily see that />re

A*=XreA
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.-.,

"X'+oAI+iX+c'
so that in this case

vf
is obtained by substituting X for D,

(iii) /(#)=sinXtf.
We know that i)2 sin X#= -X2 sin X#, and that

-Z)
21"

sin XA*= ( X2
)
r
sii^A^,

and in general that

F (Z>
2
) sin X#=F( - X2

) sin \x.

Hence

. <
- X3 cos X*+a^2 sin Xa;+ 6X cos Xa?- c flin

(X
8- 6X) cos X#- (oX

2 -
c) sin Xa?

(iv) /(j?)

We easily obtain

D ftp* sin Xa?)
^

(Z) 4- /i) sin X#,

sin X#)- e^* (D+ /*)
2 sin X^r,

and, generally,
sin )ur)-.

Hence ^--- ^ sin X*

the value of which is obtained as in (iii).

Jp some cases we have t6 adjust the form of the Particular Integral.

Thus, in the equation
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3.

the particular integral Obtained as above becomes infinite ; to get the

corrected form we may proceed as follows:

1

the WBUlt of (ii)>

= something infinite which may be included in the Complementary
Function -xe**.

Hence the complete solution is

As another example take the equation

The Complementary Function=^4 cos 2#-f-/?sin 2#-f Cfe3*.

The Particular Integral as found by the rule of (iii) becomes infinite.

But we may write
*

1 .0+3

-
(3.sin 2# 4- 2 cos

something infinite included in the Complementary Function

-
(3 sin 2#+2 cos 2#) . or.
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VII. Linear
1

equations with two iudependentf^variables, e..

, tl d
where D^-j- .

dx

Perform the Deration F^(D) on (1) and/2 (/)) on (2) and subtract; we

thus have

a linear equation, which is soluble as in VI.

Substitute the solution for y thus obtained in (1), and we have a linear

equation for z. r

EA

and

Hence (1) gives

and hence we have the value of z, viz.

dx' .(i),

On substituting in (2), we find that
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